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Introduction 
The Gwich’in Traditional Knowledge Study of the Mackenzie Gas Project Area 

was initiated in response to regulatory requirements under various environmental 
assessment acts/policies1 for the inclusion of traditional knowledge in environmental 
impact statements.  The collection and description of traditional knowledge (TK2) in the 
Gwich’in Settlement Region was assigned to the GSCI by the Gwich’in Tribal Council 
(GTC), as we have a mandate to document, preserve, and promote the practice of 
Gwich’in culture, language, traditional knowledge and values.  The GSCI has been 
documenting and studying Gwich’in traditional knowledge since 1993. 

The study was initiated by the proponents of the Mackenzie Gas Project, which 
include Imperial Oil, the Aboriginal Pipeline Group (APG), ConocoPhillips, Shell 
Canada and ExxonMobil. {1547}  The study was funded by Imperial Oil and coordinated 
through the Mackenzie Project Environmental Group.  MPEG consists of AMEC Earth 
and Environmental, Kavik-AXYS Environmental Ltd, Tera Environmental, and Golder 
Associates Ltd.  From the regulatory perspective, the purpose of this study is to meet the 
specific TK information needs of the Mackenzie Gas Project, facilitate meaningful 
community participation in the environmental and socio-economic impact assessment 
process, and ensure compliance with all regulatory requirements for using TK in an 
environmental assessment, including those in the Mackenzie Valley Resource 
Management Act, the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, the National Energy 
Board Act, and land claim agreements such as the Inuvialuit Final Agreement, the 
Gwich’in Land Claim Settlement Act, and the Sahtu Dene and Metis Land Claim 
Settlement Act (Environmental Impact Statement for the Mackenzie Gas Project, Section 
3.2.1).  

The Mackenzie Gas Project filed their regulatory application with the National 
Energy Board and their Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) with the Joint Review 
Panel in October of 2004.  The filing of the EIS initiated the environmental review of the 
proposed project which includes the Joint Review Panel’s hearings as well as the filing of 
numerous project permit applications.  The Gwich’in TK study of the proposed pipeline 
was not complete at the time of the filing of the EIS.  The goals of the Gwich’in Social 
and Cultural Institute in conducting this study and writing this report were to provide 
MPEG and the MGP with a document that would fulfil their needs as well as create a 
legacy in the institute:  a computerized mapping system and a start on organizing and 
categorizing the large amount of traditional knowledge data recorded both during this 
study and previously. 

The GSCI expects that MPEG will use the TK study to answer specific 
information requests as well as to ensure the appropriate protection of important cultural 
and natural areas, species, and routes within and near the proposed pipeline right-of-way 
and any other area potentially impacted by the construction and use of the proposed 
                                                 
1 Mackenzie Valley Resource Management Act, Gwich’in Comprehensive Land Claim Agreement 1992, 
Canadian Environmental Assessment Act 1992 
2 See Appendix 8 Acronyms for full listing of acronyms used in the report. 
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pipeline.  Also, the Gwich’in want to ensure the protection of cultural sites and important 
habitats in order to facilitate continuation of their cultural practices and traditional 
livelihood.   

The study, with a new office in Inuvik, began in February of 2004 (office and 
computer set-up) with the research component initiated mid-April.  The study had two 
phases:  Phase 1, which involved setting up the Inuvik Office, hiring a TK 
Coordinator/Researcher and GIS Analyst, building a GIS, creating an annotated 
bibliography and identifying gaps in the existing body of collected traditional knowledge.  
The Phase 1 report was finalized in October 2004; it discusses the findings of the data 
gaps analysis and indicates how the data gaps were to be addressed in Phase 2 of the 
study.  An annotated bibliography in Microsoft Access accompanies the Phase 1 report.  
References used in the results section from this bibliography are identified with a four-
digit number in braces (for example “{1234}”) in this report.  Sources not in the 
annotated bibliography are referenced using in-text citations.  Interviews from this project 
are referenced by a tape number in braces proceeded by a ‘T’, such as {T65}.   

During Phase 2, two other staff members came on board the study, a GIS 
Capacity Development position in the Inuvik office and the Heritage Researcher from the 
head office in Tsiigehtchic, who was seconded to the TK study.  The Heritage Researcher 
and TK Coordinator conducted interviews with the aid of Community Researchers in 
Inuvik, Aklavik, and Fort McPherson.  No Community Researcher was required in 
Tsiigehtchic, as the Heritage Researcher filled that role.  Each Community Researcher 
was selected by the GSCI after a general posting went out to the employment officers in 
each community.  Two of the Community Researchers also assisted the GSCI with 
transcribing and translating tapes.   

Fifty-one individuals were interviewed for their knowledge about a number of 
topics including plants, animals, fish, weather, birds, and traditional knowledge/cultural 
retention concerns.  Forty-six were Gwich’in, four were Slavey but of Gwich’in ancestry, 
and one Inuvialuit.  These topics, included as ‘Appendix 4 Interview Checklist,’ were 
provided originally by AMEC to ensure that the report would fulfil their environmental 
impact assessment requirements.  As the interviews, each only several hours, pointed to a 
great depth of relevant information, they were seen as introductory.  Therefore, to follow 
up after the interviews, a series of workshops were held to add to the gathered data.  In 
particular, spatial information was sought during the workshop days.  Due to financial 
and time restrictions, the workshops included up to six participants (all elders) who had 
specific knowledge relating to the areas closest to the proposed pipeline corridor.  The 
workshops were in two sets, one which focussed on heritage issues and natural systems 
(three days) and one which focussed on named places (two days).  Information from the 
interviews and workshops is included below, as is information from all other relevant 
sources identified during Phase 1.  This information is a cross-section of the topics and 
opinions expressed in the interviews.   
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Table 1.  Timeline 
Dates Activities 

February 2004-
April 2004 

Office, computer, network, and GIS set-up.  GIS Analyst starts work. 

April 2004-
September 2004 

TK coordinator starts work, information gathering, data gaps analysis.  Completion of 
Phase1 Report including interview and workshop recommendations.  GIS constructed 
and data entry beginning. 

October 2004 Interview preparation, data entry and construction of GIS files continue. 

November 2004 GIS trainee hired and began work.   

November 2004-
January 2005  

Interviewing in Tsiigehtchic, Inuvik, Aklavik, Fort McPherson, and Fort Good Hope.  

January 2005-
April 2005 

Report writing, data entry and map creation in GIS, and workshops (March).  
Workshops focus on spatial data, mitigation, and cumulative effects; and mapping the 
extents of named places. 

April 2005-     
June 2005 

Report edits and additions from reviewers and Working Group members, final 
product to funders. 

 

Working Group 
In May of 2004, a Working Group was established, as per the terms of reference 

of the contract, to guide the project in its second phase.  The Working Group advised the 
project during the interviewing and workshop portion of the study, when TK information 
was gathered.  It included people from all four communities - from Elder’s Councils, 
Band Councils, and Renewable Resource Councils - plus representatives from the 
Gwich’in Tribal Council, GSCI, Gwich’in Renewable Resource Board, the Mackenzie 
Gas Project and Mackenzie Project Environment Group.  Members representing these 
groups were selected by their members.  A meeting in September focussed largely on 
introducing the project, while in October a meeting focussed on obtaining direction about 
the interview and workshop process, and collating a list of possible interviewees.  The 
final Working Group meeting in April concentrated on the review of the Final Report.  
The final report was also reviewed by members of the Working Group, Ingrid Kritsch 
and Alestine Andre of the GSCI, Heidi Klein of Gartner-Lee Limited, Tom Andrews and 
Glen McKay of the Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre, and Janet Winbourne. 

Table 2.  Working Group Members 
Community Organization Name 

Inuvik Elder’s Council Elizabeth Hansen 

Inuvik Renewable Resource Council Allan Firth 

Inuvik Band Council Open 

Tsiigehtchic Elder’s Council John Norbert 

Tsiigehtchic Renewable Resource Council Noel Andre 
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Community Organization Name 
Tsiigehtchic Band Council Douglas Kendo 

Aklavik Elder’s Council Eliza Greenland 

Aklavik Renewable Resource Council Fanny Greenland 

Aklavik Band Council Ian McLeod 

Fort McPherson Elder’s Council Annie-Jane Modeste, Elizabeth 
Colin 

Fort McPherson Renewable Resource Council Wanda Pascal 

Fort McPherson Band Council Neil Colin 

- Gwich’in Tribal Council Norm Snowshoe 

- Gwich’in Social and Cultural 
Institute 

Ingrid Kritsch 

- MPEG Chris O’Neil, AMEC 

- MGP Bruce Vincent, Imperial Oil 

- GRRB Janet Winbourne/Jari Heikkila 

 

 

Study Area 
The study area (see Figure 2) is an 18, 000  
square kilometre portion of the Gwich’in 
Settlement Area (GSA).  It initially covered 
all of the area north of the left bank of the 
Nagwichoonjik3 with the western boundary 
being the Middle Channel, the northern 
boundary being the border with the 
Inuvialuit Settlement Area and the eastern 
boundary being the border with the Sahtu 
Settlement Area.  After the project began, 
the Study Area was extended to the south of 
the left bank of the Nagwichoonjik by a five 
kilometre buffer to accommodate a 
proposed granular resource site on the left 
shore.   

The Mackenzie Gas Project 
originally requested a traditional knowledge study of only the proposed pipeline corridor 

                                                 
3 Mackenzie River – select Gwichya Gwich’in place names used in this report are in box entitled Gwich’in 
Place Names and in Appendix 10 Gwichya Gwich’in Place Names 

Gwich’in Place Names 
 

Khaii luk – Travaillant Lake 

Khaii luk tshik – Travaillant River 

Nagwichoonjik – Mackenzie River 

Sitr’ijyeh van – Sitidgi Lake 

Tsiigehnjik – Arctic Red River 

Vàdzaih van – Caribou Lake 

Vidi chu ̨’ – Trout Lake 

Vihtr’ii tshik – Thunder River  
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with a buffer.  The Gwich’in Social and Cultural Institute argued that ethnographically, a 
TK study needs to be holistic, and to encompass a cultural landscape unit.4  As such, the 
traditional lands of the Gwichya Gwich’in north of the Nagwichoonjik were selected.  
The larger study area ensures a greater depth to understanding the cumulative impacts to 
cultural resources from further development in the area.     

According to Natural Resources Canada’s (2005) terrestrial ecozones definition, 
the study area is almost exclusively within the Taiga Plains ecozone, covered largely by 
the northern taiga forest.  Topographically, the Taiga Plains ecozone is characterized by 
broad lowlands and plateaus. Climatically, this zone has short, cool summers and long, 
cold winters. Long winters in this ecozone means that the ground is snow covered and 
frozen, six to eight months of the year (Natural Resources Canada). 

Other ecological classification systems define regions slightly differently.  The 
Sierra Club (2005) defines the study area as passing through two ecoregions, the Boreal 
Ecoregion in the southern portion of the study area and the Arctic Ecoregion in the north 
(Sierra Club 2005).  The Boreal Ecoregion extends from Alaska to Newfoundland and 
across Europe as well, comprising about 1/3 of the planet’s forested area.  It is bordered 
by the tundra on the north.  Sparsely populated, the ecoregion is heavily dominated by 
conifers which can handle the acidic growing conditions and cool climate.  Spruce, 
including black and white spruce, characterize the coniferous forests but share it with a 
much lower population of tamarack, jack pine, and balsam.  Areas with better drainage 
invite deciduous trees such as birch and poplar, while wet areas invite black spruce and 
the ever present shrubby willows.  Deciduous trees are often mixed with the conifers.   

Migratory waterfowl depend heavily on this area, and there are more than 200 
bird species that use the region to breed.  Animals reside year-round and include moose, 
caribou, black and grizzly bears, and smaller fur-bearers such as lynx, beaver, wolves, 
marten, squirrels, hares, otter, and weasel. Many fur-bearers and birds depend on the 
large number of water bodies in the ecoregion – marshes, lakes, creeks, and rivers abound 
(Sierra Club 2005).  The huge delta of the Mackenzie River comprises the western 
portion of the TK study area and is an ever-changing maze of channels, marshes, and 
lakes.   

Forest fires are a relatively common occurrence in the study area, and are an ever-
present concern for local residents.  Forest fires are important in their function as a 
natural disturbance factor.  Without fires, several species including jackpine and aspen 
will not reproduce (Sierra Club 2005).    

Portions of the study area are treeless tundra, in particular open areas around the 
Cardinal Lakes and portions of the area at higher elevations. 
                                                 
4 "An Aboriginal cultural landscape is a place valued by an Aboriginal group (or groups) because of their 
long and complex relationship with that land.  It expresses their unity with the natural and spiritual 
environment.  It embodies their traditional knowledge of spirits, places, land uses, and ecology.  Material 
remains of the association may be prominent, but will often be minimal or absent." (from "An Approach to 
Aboriginal Cultural Landscapes" by Susan Buggey, 1999, for the Historic Sites and Monuments Board of 
Canada.) 
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According to Nàhn Geenjit Gwitr’it T’igwaa’in: Working for the Land - The Gwich’in 
Land Use Plan {1598} the study area contains several different Conservation, Heritage 
Conservation, and Special Management Zones.   The “Khaii luk, Nagwichoonjik, Dachan 
choo gehnjik” (Travaillant Lake, Mackenzie River, Tree River) Conservation Zone 
encompasses Khaii luk (Travaillant Lake), Vidi chu ̨’ (Trout Lake), the fish lakes to the 
west of Khaii luk, the Khaii luk tshik (Travaillant River) area and the muskrat lakes to the 
north of the Nagwichoonjik including Rat Lake, and down to and including the Tree 
River area.  This area was designated a Conservation Zone due to several factors.  It is 
the headwaters area for the Khaii luk tshik, and the Kugaluk, and Anderson Rivers, it is 
the wintering area for the Bluenose barren-ground caribou herd, and there is significant 
waterfowl habitat on Khaii luk and Khaii luk tshik, as well as on the Nagwichoonjik, which 
is also significant for fish migrations.  Khaii luk (and the surrounding lakes) has a unique 
population of whitefish.  The area up Tree River has significant timber resources, and the 
whole of the area is culturally significant for the Gwich’in.  Additionally, it is a current 
harvesting area for fish, trapping, caribou, waterfowl, and moose.  Many of the lakes are 
fish lakes.  There are many archaeological sites and named places within this zone.   

The study area also includes the following Special Management Zones (see 
Figure 1): 

 Gwi’eekajìlchit tshik (Campbell Creek) - Principal reason for protection: 
fish and heritage 

 Nichìitsìi diniinlee (Campbell Hills) - Principal reason for protection: fish, 
waterfowl, raptors, and heritage 

 Nagwichoonjik Njuu Kat (Mackenzie Islands) - Principal reason for 
protection: waterfowl 

 Khąįįląįį (Rengleng River) - Principal reason for protection: fish and 
heritage 

 Tsiigehtshik (Mouth of the Arctic Red River) - Principal reason for 
protection: fish, heritage and raptors 

 Cardinal Lakes - Principal reason for protection: fish, waterfowl and 
heritage 

 Van Kat Khaii Luk Gwindii (Lakes around Khaii luk) - Principal reason for 
protection: fish and heritage 

 Nagwichoonjik (Mackenzie River) - Principal reason for protection: 
Tsiigehtchic to Tree River: Fish, raptors, waterfowl and heritage; Khaii 
luk tshik to Gwich’in/Sahtu Border: Fish, heritage and waterfowl.   

 Tsiigehnjik (Arctic Red River) - Principal reason for protection: fish and 
heritage 
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 Transportation - Principal reason for protection: Dempster Highway Peel 
River to Mackenzie River: waterfowl and tourism; Dempster Highway 
Mackenzie River to Inuvik: raptors and tourism 

The study area also contains the Gwich’in Territorial Park, Arctic Red River 
Heritage River, Nagwichoonjik National Historic Site, and the following Heritage 
Conservation Zones: 

 Nichìitsìi diniinlee (Big Rock) 

 Łenaiidląįį (Earl’s Place) 

 Vihtr’ii tshik (Thunder River) 

 Teetshik goghaa (Old Arctic Red River) 

 Nagwichoo tshik (Mouth of Peel) 
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Figure 1.  Gwich’in Land Use Plan Zones. 
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Figure 2.  Study Area. 
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Figure 3.  Study Area with Key Named Places 
 

Traditional Knowledge 
‘Traditional knowledge’ is a term that describes a body of knowledge generally 

held by indigenous people about their cultural and physical landscapes, among other 
things.  A debate on the use of the term ‘traditional’ has characterized some academic and 
professional discourse; however, the term ‘traditional knowledge’ has gained enough 
popularity to be a common, that is, established phrase.  As it is understood by the public 
in general and by Gwich’in audiences in particular, it is a useful term under which to 
structure this project.  Other terms that have been suggested to describe this body of 
knowledge are, ‘indigenous knowledge,’ ‘traditional ecological knowledge,’ and 
‘traditional environmental knowledge’ (Freeman 1992 {1594}). 

The Gwich’in Tribal Council recently passed a Gwich’in Traditional Knowledge 
Policy.  This policy was written because of the importance of TK to the Gwich’in.  The 
policy describes and defines Gwich’in TK, and sets out how it will be collected and used.   
Gwich’in Traditional Knowledge is defined by the Gwich’in Tribal Council as,  

Gwich’in Traditional Knowledge is that body of knowledge, values, beliefs and practices 
passed from one generation to another by oral means or through learned experience, 
observation and spiritual teachings, and pertains to the identity, culture and heritage of 
the Gwich’in. This body of knowledge reflects many millennia of living on the land. It is 
a system of classification, a set of empirical observations about the local environment and 
a system of self-management that governs the use of resources and defines the 
relationship of living beings with one another and with their environment {1550: 3}.  
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Traditional knowledge can make a substantial contribution to the environmental 
impact assessment process.  There has been much academic and professional work 
recently relating to TK; including exploring its importance, its inclusion in the 
environmental impact process, and its validity and comprehensiveness.  Much TK 
documentation and analysis over the last decade highlight its importance on the 
international stage.   

A large amount of traditional knowledge information was gathered in the 
interviews and community members were very generous with their knowledge.  The 
traditional knowledge gathered by the Gwich’in Social and Cultural Institute during this 
study and others used in this report are the property of the Gwich’in through the GSCI. 

Community Profiles 
The study area is defined as extending from the south shore of Nagwichoonjik 

north to the border of the Gwich’in Settlement Area to the north and east (see Figure 2, 
Figure 3).  Two communities, Inuvik and Tsiigehtchic, are within the study area.  Aklavik 
and Fort McPherson are in close proximity to the study area.  All four communities are 
within the Gwich’in Settlement Area as defined by the Gwich’in Comprehensive Land 
Claim Agreement 1992{1549}.  Historically, the Gwich’in from these communities moved 
around extensively within their traditional lands, moving both seasonally and yearly to 
access different areas and resources.   

Tsiigehtchic 
Tsiigehtchic is a small community situated at the confluence of the Tsiigehnjik5 

(Arctic Red River) and Nagwichoonjik (Mackenzie River).  It is on the south side of the 
roughly west-flowing Nagwichoonjik and on the east side of the north-flowing 
Tsiigehnjik.   Tsiigehtchic, which translates roughly as ‘the mouth of Iron River’ 
(Kritsch and Andre 1993: 6 {1272}), has a population of about 200 people, 78% of which 
are of Gwich’in ancestry {1595}.  It is the only settlement on Tsiigehnjik.  Residents of 
Tsiigehtchic are largely members of the Gwichya Gwich’in band.  The Gwich’in 
residents of Tsiigehtchic call themselves Gwichya Gwich’in, which translates as ‘people 
of the flat land.’  

                                                 
5 Gwich’in names (Gwichya Gwich’in dialect) will be used throughout the report, where their use is 
warranted.  Where relevant, the English or other common names will be included the first time the place is 
mentioned.   

A long time ago, a man climbed up into the mountains along Tsiigehnjik. 
Turning back to look down towards the river, he noticed that the place where 
Tsiigehnjik and Nagwichoonjik come together, is a really flat area. The man later 
visited the people living there, and told them that he would call them ‘the people 
of the flat land,’ Gwichya Gwich’in.  

Nap Norbert {1551}
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Located below the modern community is an area of mudflats.  In earlier times, the 
flats area was a traditional summer fish camp, where groups of Gwichya Gwich’in, 
Teetl’it Gwich’in, Slavey and Inuvialuit would gather for a period of time to visit, feast, 
fight, and trade.     

Inuvik 
Inuvik is the largest town in the Canadian Western Arctic with a population of 

about 3500 people, 14% of which are of Gwich’in ancestry {1595}.  It is accessible, as is 
Tsiigehtchic, along the Dempster Highway which runs from near Dawson City, Yukon, 
to its terminus at Inuvik.  The town of Inuvik was created by the Canadian government in 
the 1950s, intended to replace nearby Aklavik as the administrative centre for the 
Western Arctic and continues to be the regional centre.  The Gwich’in residents of Inuvik 
call themselves Nihtat Gwich’in.  Nihtat literally means ‘a mixture of,’ and the 
translation for ‘Nihtat Gwich’in’ is roughly ‘a mixture of different people that live in a 
certain place.’  

Inuvik is situated on the East Branch, a channel of Nagwichoonjik.  The 
Mackenzie Delta is one of the largest in North America and has extensively shaped the 
local physical environment.  The landscape to the west of the town is characterized by 
small swampy lakes and scrubby mixed spruce and brushy deciduous taiga forests.  The 
tree line is to the north and west {1595}.   

In the 1970s and 1980s, the demographics and economy of Inuvik were heavily 
influenced by petroleum exploration and development and the presence of the military.  
After about 1990, development subsided due to a variety of factors including loss of 
government subsidies and lowering oil and gas prices, and the Canadian Forces base 
closing in 1985.  Prior to land claims being settled, local resistance to resource 
development was a major factor in the cessation of petroleum development {1193}.  The 
Inuvialuit settled their land claims in 1984, the Gwich’in in 1992. 

Currently, natural gas and oil exploration and development activities are again 
underway.   

Aklavik 
Aklavik is a hamlet in the western Mackenzie Delta, accessible by an ice road 

during the winter months and by plane or water during the summer.  The town, 
established as a fur-trade post in 1912, is located on the Peel Channel of the delta, and is 
surrounded by numerous lakes and swamps.  It had a population of 689 in 2002, 24% of 
which are of Gwich’in ancestry {1595}.  The Gwich’in residents of Aklavik call themselves 
the Ehdiitat Gwich’in, which translates as ‘delta people.’ 

Aklavik is also located in the Taiga Plains, and is on the dividing line between the 
Gwich’in Settlement Area and the Inuvialuit Settlement Region.  It is in close proximity 
to the Richardson Mountains where people hunt Dall sheep and caribou.  During the 
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1950s, Aklavik was to be ‘replaced’ by Inuvik due to a variety of planning issues 
including annual spring flooding and deltaic ice.  Some residents of Aklavik decided to 
remain and the community has been in only a slight decline over the last decade {1593}.   

Fort McPherson 
Fort McPherson or Tetł’it zheh (also spelled Teetlit zheh, meaning House or 

Town at the Head of the Waters), has a population of around 900, 82% of which are of 
Gwich’in ancestry {1595}.  The town is west of Tsiigehtchic on the Dempster Highway, 
and is located on a bluff overlooking the Peel River.  Fort McPherson is considered as 
home to the Teetł’it Gwich’in, and is in close proximity to the Richardson Mountains.  
The mountains are home to important game animals such as Dall sheep, which do not 
occur on the Taiga Plains that house all four Gwich’in communities.   

Fort McPherson was originally established as a fur-trading post for the Hudson’s 
Bay Company in 1840, about six kilometers away from the current townsite.  It was for 
many years a seasonally-used location for the Teetł’it Gwich’in, who traditionally used 
the area up the Peel River watershed {1595}.   

Modern Activities 
The Gwich’in residents in the four communities are joined politically, 

linguistically, and culturally to other Gwich’in residents in the Yukon and Alaska.  They 
currently participate in every facet of the economic and political arena and are 
participating in negotiations to self-govern.  They participate in the Gwich’in Steering 
Committee, the Arctic Council, the Gwich’in Council International, Council of Yukon 
First Nations, and Porcupine Caribou Management Board, which are largely political 
bodies that the Gwich’in are involved in either nationally or internationally.  They are 
also involved in the Arctic Borderlands Ecological Co-op which documents climate 
change in the area.   

Currently, most Gwich’in spend time on the land in the form of weekends or 
winter or summer trips; although they do not spend as much time as they used to, their 
connection to their traditional lands and lifestyle is still very strong.  Traditional country 
foods remain an important part of Gwich’in people’s caloric intake.  Caribou,  whitefish, 
coney, moose, and scoter (black ducks) are the five most often consumed food, with 
caribou being consumed, on average, more than three times per week (Van Oostdam, J., 
et al 2003: 12 {1596}).  Tracy Campbell (1996) notes that for Aboriginal communities 
such as the Gwich’in, hunting, trapping, fishing and other traditional activities “relate 
more to issues of culture, lifestyle, and identity than to questions of economy, although 
economic considerations cannot be minimized.”  For example, the average of eating 
caribou more than 3 days/per week is a substantial contribution to a family’s food supply.  
In the smaller communities in particular where groceries are more expensive, country 
food consumption could be a necessary economic activity that allows cash flow to be 
redirected at other needs, such as shelter, fuel, insurance, education, and travel.  The 
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consumption of country food was also indicated as an important cultural activity by many 
interviewees. 

Methods 
The data gaps analysis (Phase 1) involved compiling previous materials, including 

published and non-published reports, theses, articles, posters, and books. As well, many 
individuals were consulted about their own research and were asked to provide 
information about other projects.   Many important materials were from projects 
conducted by the GSCI during the last 12 years.   

The starting point for this enquiry was the bibliographic database created by 
Sheila Greer in 1996 under contract to the GSCI.{1546}  This database originally contained 
545 entries relating to the archaeology, history, oral history, traditional culture and land 
use patterns of the Gwich’in of the Northwest Territories.  Most of these did not relate to 
the study area or were not relevant.  Close to 60 additional sources were added and some 
annotations were updated.  Additions include GSCI reports and projects completed since 
1996, and other materials obtained during the literature searches.    

The gaps analysis was conducted for two dimensions:  type/comprehensiveness of 
data (subjective) and approximate study area.  Each bibliographic database entry that was 
flagged as being relevant to the traditional knowledge study was examined briefly for 
content and the appropriate information was entered into each column.  It was then 
possible to determine how comprehensive previous research was for each topic, and 
therefore, whether or not to focus on this topic in the interviews.     

Subsequent to the datagaps analysis and literature review in Phase 1, interviews 
and workshops were conducted from October 2004 to February 2005.  For information on 
the methodology used in Phase 1, please consult the Phase 1 Report.   

Interviewing began in November in Tsiigehtchic.  Members of the Working 
Group identified possible interviewees.  They were instructed to name everyone who was 
or had been an active land user in the study area.  The Community Researchers were 
provided with this list and asked to follow up with the possible interviewees, to determine 
if they had spent time on the land in the study area.  If they had, and they were willing to 
be interviewed, a date and time were set. 

Between November 2004 and January 2005, fifty one individuals were 
interviewed in all four Gwich’in communities, and in Fort Good Hope (see Appendix 1 
List of Interviewees).  In general, interviews were between one and two hours long and 
followed a loosely established set of topics.  They were conversational and dynamic; if a 
particular topic was not well known, or if the interviewee was uncomfortable discussing 
the topic, it was not discussed.  If an interviewee obviously had a larger body of 
knowledge about a particular aspect of the interview checklist, this was focussed on.  All 
interviews except one were recorded.  The interview checklist is provided as Appendix 4 
Interview Checklist.  Information recorded in the interviews was not usually spatially 
specific enough to record on maps.  For example, if a specific place was being discussed, 
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the named place in the transcript would indicate the location.  It was instead decided that 
information to be mapped could be recorded later in mapping workshops with a small 
group of knowledgeable people.   

Interviews were recorded on 60 minute cassette tapes using a Sony professional 
cassette tape recorder.  A back-up hand-held Sony tape recorder was on hand if needed.  
Photos were taken during the interviews, if the interviewee consented.  Copies were made 
of each tape and the copies were used for transcribing.  Five individuals were contracted 
to transcribe and/or translate the interview tapes.  Several tapes were also transcribed 
through a business in Yellowknife.   

The list of animals and birds discussed in the interviews was created based on the 
animal and bird information gathered through the GRRB’s Harvest Study and birds and 
animals listed in the Gwich’in – English dictionary (Gwichyah ts’at Teetl’it Gwich’in 
Ginjik Gwi’dinehtl’ee’, 2003).  Interview participants also added animals in their 
discussions.  A list of animals and birds referred to in the interviews is included as 
Appendix 9 Animal, plant, fish, and bird names.  Plants selected for discussion in the 
interviews were based upon Andre and Fehr’s (2002) Gwich’in Ethnobotany.  Interview 
participants also added to the list of plants discussed.   

Mapping workshops 
were held on February 15th, 16th, 
and 17th 2005, in Tsiigehtchic.  
These workshops focussed on 
geographical information such as 
caribou migrations, calving 
grounds, heritage sites, and 
trails.  During the workshop, 
lines and circles were drawn 
onto the maps with markers and 
recorded with a code, the code 
referring to who provided the 
information and what it stood for 
(i.e. WS12 would mean Willie 
Simon’s twelfth comment, for 
example might be a nesting 
location for black ducks).  
Information relating to the location was recorded on a laptop computer.  This 
information, along with any spatial references (for example to named places) from the 
interview transcripts were digitized into the GIS and coded appropriately.  

In addition, a three-day workshop was held on March 1st, 2nd and 23rd to map the 
extents of recorded Gwich’in named places.  The extents workshop was organized to 
verify the boundaries and extents of official Gwich’in place names in the Traditional 
Knowledge Study area.  Knowledgeable Gwich’in Elders were selected to examine the 
place names and identify the locations and extents of the named places. Prior to the 

 
TK Workshop, Tsiigehtchic.  L-R: Noel Andre, Cecil Andre, 
Annie Norbert, and Alestine Andre.   

Photo M. Clark
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workshop, the existing GIS place name GIS database was categorized into feature types 
(streams, hills, lakes, camps, etc.) Each of these feature types were examined one item at 
a time by projecting the maps of the individual place names onto a wall at a very large 
scale, directly from the GIS. The elders who were knowledgeable about a specific place 
used a meter stick to delineate the beginnings and ends of a specific location, and these 
boundaries were digitized ‘on the fly,’ that is, as they pointed out the location, by the GIS 
Analyst.  The data were then immediately displayed for required correction and 
verification.   

Maps 
There are two types of maps included with this report:  inset maps in the text, and 

traditional knowledge maps with the recorded TK from the interviews and other studies.  
Most of the inset maps included in the text of the report are provided to indicate the 
location of named places or particular areas.  These maps display the generalized 
proposed pipeline route as a five kilometre wide corridor, displayed as an orange-brown 
transparent polygon.  Other types of proposed infrastructure such as gravel pits and roads 
are also displayed on the map as orange-brown transparent polygons.  These circles and 
shapes display the general location of development.  The location of each inset map in the 
study area is displayed in Appendix 5 Locator Map for Figures in Text.  The inset maps 
do not contain the recorded traditional knowledge contained on the complete set of maps 
in the accompanying map booklet.  These maps, organized by theme and area, are 
presented in an accompanying booklet or CD with jpeg-format digital maps.  Each 
section of the study area (see the key map included with the TK maps) has an associated 
series of maps.  Each map in the series presents the TK information about a certain topic 
or group of topics.   
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Issues Summary 
Table 3 below summarizes the points in the following sections where the 

Gwich’in Elders and other interviewees identified what issues are important to them 
relating to changes they see in their biophysical environment. This list can serve as an 
immediate checklist to assist in evaluating the Mackenzie Gas Project in the Gwich’in 
Settlement Area. It is also a summary of points for the proponent to consider in the 
design of the project.  Gwich’in interviewees also identified things that are important to 
protect or ‘valued components,’ which are discussed on page 175.   

Table 3.  Issue scoping table 
Issue Description 

Development and erosion 

Effects of 
development taking 
long time to recover 

 Several interviewees agreed that the clearing for the seismic lines in the 
1960s to 1980s negatively impacted the land, and some of the impacts are 
still noticeable.  Some creeks were blocked by felled trees and other plant 
debris, and the cleared lines are not growing over very quickly in some 
areas. 

Permafrost moves 
unpredictably  

 The permafrost can heave and move unpredictably, almost like an 
earthquake.  “One time I was up there I hear a big noise, I hear air hissing, 
one place had cracked like that a big chunk the size of the table laying way 
over there.  Air lock down there.  Ground and all lifted up, I told the 
pipeline people that the ground might lift up.  I think it’s gas down there, 
that’s what the pressure was.” 

Erosion of banks  At Tsiigehtshik (mouth of the Arctic Red River), dredging activities in the 
early 1970s caused the riverbank to erode and cave in.  The erosion was 
mainly in the springtime.   

 Erosion of the delta associated with melting permafrost is rapidly changing 
the delta, much faster than the delta changed in the past. Erosion and 
mudslides are happening even where there is no current in the delta 
channels.   

 Erosion can cause landslides and slumping along the rivers, such as at 
Chidaltąi ̨į.  Cliff tops where people used to walk are eroding.   

Increase in 
sandbars 

 Most interviewees agreed that there are many, many more sandbars in the 
rivers, delta, and creeks than there used to be. 

 Travelling, even in the spring after break-up, is becoming harder and taking 
longer 

More slumps 
on rivers and inland, 
permafrost melting 

 There are many more slumps on rivers, south-facing hills, and inland than 
there used to be.  

 Most interviewees felt that the slumping resulting from melting permafrost 
was a recent and study-area wide problem, in particular along banks of the 
Nagwichoonjik.  Some slumps are caused by rainfall and forest fires as 
well. 

 Slumping deposits materials in the rivers that might contribute to sandbars. 
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Plants and Trees 

Number of 
willows increasing 

 Most interviewees see more willows than before along waterways, partly a 
product of the larger mudflat shorelines.  

 Most interviewees agreed that willows are growing stronger, faster, and in 
places where they didn’t use to.  They are growing ‘like bad weeds.’   

 They are growing everywhere on the creek banks.  
 There are even willows on sandbars. 

Plants dry out 
from the sun  

 Warmer weather in the summers and dryer springs can make berry crops 
poorer. 

Plants in the 
area are growing faster 

 Spruce and willow, as well as some shrubs, have been noted as growing 
faster than normal. 

Rivers, Lakes, and Ice 

Air holes and 
overflow  

 Global climate change may cause overflow and air holes on frozen rivers 
and lakes to act uncharacteristically and damage the proposed pipeline. 

Spring break 
up is changing 

 Ice candles and rots, instead of breaking up and moving down the river. 
 Less spring flooding due to lower water levels doesn’t clean out the delta 
 Less water so less current and no force, so the river ice moves slowly.   
 Usually in the spring there is some north wind which pushes the ice to 

break up.  
 Break-up used to be finished in June but recently, all the ice is usually gone 

by the end of May.   
 Cutting seismic lines in the past involved cutting vegetation and covering 

up many small creeks and streams; which leads to less water flowing down 
creeks to the rivers.   

 Break-up is simply not as intense as it used to be.  People still expect and 
anticipate a ‘show’ for break-up, but usually they are disappointed.  

 Creeks inland are dry, and water from the spring melt is evaporating or 
soaking into the ground instead of running in the creeks. 

Spring break-
up sooner and fall 
freeze-up later 

 Many interviewees felt that break-up is happening earlier than it used to, 
and freeze-up is taking longer and happening later.   

 Ice conditions stay dangerous for much longer than they used to.  In the 
winter of 2003-2004, some of the creeks on the delta were still open in 
January, which makes travelling in this area very dangerous. 

Flood levels 
lower 

 Flooding ‘cleans out’ the delta or the waterways, and removes ‘stale’ water. 
 Many people noted a lowered amount of driftwood coming with and being 

deposited by the spring floods.  Driftwood is used, among other things, for 
smoking fish.   

 After the construction of the Bennet Dam, water levels are almost always 
lower than they were before.   

Increase in 
the severity of 
overflow 

 Trappers are saying that  “it freezes, it overflows, it freezes, it overflows, it 
freezes, three times and what happens is those overflows are creating air 
pockets in between each freeze up and thaw and overflow” making travel 
hazardous.   
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Lakes and 
creeks are drying out, 
lower water levels. 

 Many interviewees noted that water levels are low all summer, not just later 
in the summer as it normally is.   

 Even after the break-up, water levels are lower than they were in the recent 
past. 

 Travelling in the spring after break-up is becoming harder.  Twenty years 
ago, the East Channel was easily navigable by boat; now it is not. There are 
many sandbars close to the surface.   

 Recently, the lowered water levels of some lakes in the study area have 
affected crookedback fish populations 

Water 
temperatures are 
changing 

 Some interviewees have noticed that the water temperatures are changing, 
the water is getting warmer.   

 Interviewees mentioned that the water is warmer in both summer and 
winter.   

 The warmer water changes the fish, but it makes winter fishing easier on 
the hands.  In the summer, warmer water means that fish die faster in the 
nets, and makes the flesh soft and less appealing to eat.   

Fish 

Coney 
populations changing  

 People are getting coney in their nets all summer, whereas it is normal to 
only get them for two or three weeks in July. 

 Coney can be found in many areas where they could not before. 
 There are many coney around.  

Fish are not 
as healthy as they used 
to be 

 People are noting abnormalities with some fish intestines, their sperm 
ducts, their eggs, and the flesh as well.  The flesh is very soft, whereas the 
eggs and sperm ducts are harder than they used to be.  

 The fish cannot be left as long in the nets as in the recent past, and their 
runs are longer than they used to be.  That is, the fish are coming earlier 
than they used to and staying later.   

 The taste of some fish is not as good as it was in the 1970s. 
 Some fish livers have a lot of black spots. 
 There are sometimes red spots on the skin of whitefish. 

New fish 
species 

 People have started to net more and more chum, Coho, pink, and sockeye 
salmon. 

 Arctic char are appearing in Nagwichoonjik 
 There are also some abnormal fish such as a half jumbo whitefish and half 

coney. 
Some fish 

species rare now 
 Herring – hardly see any herring anymore; in the past there was a large 

herring run. 

Weather 

Changing 
wind patterns 

 Less wind, more days per year are calm. 
 Less north wind compared to other winds, in particular south wind, which 

is increasing. 
 More northeast winds than before. 
 In the winter, the wind used to clean snow off of trees and cause snowdrifts 

to get a crust, which happens less these days. 
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Harder to 
predict weather 

 The weather patterns have not only changed but become less predictable, so 
that this system of knowing upcoming weather is less effective.   

More forest 
fires 

 Many interviewees thought that there are more fires these days than in the 
past.  Elders said that there were fewer forest fires in the past.   

 Forest fire burn areas take 20 or 30 years to grow back.   
 Forest fires can cause melting permafrost and increased slumping. 

Storms not as 
forceful 

 Most people remember big rainstorms and thunderstorms in the past, and 
have noticed that storms have less intensity.   

 Storms do not last as long; several interviewees mentioned that in the past 
storms would last two to four days.   

 Storms used to cause landslides, which happens less often now.   
Summer 

weather is changing 
 Many interviewees noted that it is hotter in the summer for a longer period 

of time than it used to be.  
 Spring used to be cooler and longer, summer did not come as quickly.  
 The ice inland thaws earlier than it used to, by up to about two weeks.  
 Summer winds are warmer. 

Winters were 
colder 

 Most interviewees commented that winter used to be colder. 
 Cold spells would last longer, not just a few days like they do now. 
 Temperatures such as -50°F in November, and -60°F or colder during 

January used to be normal. 
 There is less snow in the fall time now, and many felt that there was more 

snow in the winters. 
 There is less strong winds than there used to be. 

Insects and Frogs 

Grasshoppers  The summer of 2004 was an unusual year for grasshoppers, there are 
usually only a small number. 

 Possibly driven north by the Yukon fires. 
Less frogs  There are fewer frogs, and the frogs are larger now. 

Less insects  Many interviewees noted that there are fewer mosquitoes, blue flies, and  
toilet flies. 

New varieties 
of insects 

 Unusual insect that is small, green, and moth-like. 
 Tan mosquito. 
 New bee. 
 Sand fly/ “no-see-um.” 
 Green spider. 
 New mosquito that looks like a fly. 
 New wood beetle 

Animals 

Animals and 
plants migrating from 
down south 

 Several species are coming north, some are already being seen in the 
Yukon and in the southern portions of the Northwest Territories.  This 
includes cougars, coyotes, bobcats, and whitetailed deer. 
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Animals 
migrating from the 
north 

 A polar bear and muskoxen have been seen further south than they 
normally range. 

Concern 
about the loss of 
traditional foods 

 People hunt and fish for a large portion of their diets; if this portion had to 
be replaced by store-bought meat and fish, it would cost “millions of 
dollars for these four Gwich’in communities to survive.”   

 The consumption of traditional foods is more than dietary, it has a strong  
connection with people’s cultural identity as well. 

Increasing 
numbers of beaver 

 Many interviewees commented on the increase in the number of beaver 
houses. 

 Beavers are making houses where they never used to, including on larger 
creeks.   

 Beaver houses are preventing the water from flowing quickly in some 
creeks, changing their courses.  Pierre’s Creek is possibly drying out due to 
beaver house on Big Woman Lake. 

People 
hunting and trapping 
less is affecting the 
animal populations 

 More moose in delta than there used to be. 
 Larger population of beavers “Especially all these fish lakes, like, got to 

make use of it [fish] or they’re just going to die off.” – referring to the 
belief that if a resource is not used, such as fish or beaver, like it was in the 
past the stocks will suffer.  

 Fewer people trapping and hunting. 
Birds 

Number of 
birds present in the 
spring different than it 
used to be in the past 

 Gull Lake (part of Campbell Lake) used to be filled with many geese, 
ducks, and swans in the mid-1950s.  After the construction of the Dempster 
Highway around 1970 there were fewer birds present at Gull Lake.  

 Migratory waterfowl are following different routes. 
 There are fewer ducks and more geese.   
 There was a concern expressed by some interviewees that there are less 

songbirds now than in the past.  There is also a concern that songbirds don’t 
seem to stay around as long, they pass through quickly in the spring and are 
not present during the summer as much.   

 Some interviewees mentioned that there are more ravens now than before.   
 Some interviewees said that the number of summer songbirds declined 

about ten years ago, but they are coming back in larger numbers now.  
 The number of gulls has declined. 

New species 
of birds  

 Many interviewees mentioned that they are seeing a small yellow bird, 
possibly a warbler, more than in the past. It may have a red breast. Some 
implied that it was a new species to the area.  It was often called a ‘little 
yellow canary bird.’   

 One interviewee noted that there is a new water bird up here known as the 
elephant swan.  This swan is different, it’s got a bigger beak than a normal 
swan, and it is solitary and territorial.  

 A blue heron was once caught near Tsiigehtchic. 
Number of 

eagles and eagles’ 
nests was increasing 
over the last few years. 

 Many interviewees said there are more eagles in the study area now. 
 Some interviewees said there are more eagles in the study area now after a 

period with a reduced population in the recent past. 
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School 
prevents learning of 
bush skills  

 The requirement of attending school prevents meaningful teaching of bush 
skills. 

 Programs to teach kids bush skills for one day are not enough. 
 Kids and teenagers were charged with only wanting to watch TV and eat 

‘junk’ food instead of eating country foods and learning bush skills.   
Store-bought 

foods 
 Interviewees agreed that country foods are more healthy than store-bought 

food, especially junk food. 
 Kids are ‘way bigger’ these days, possibly from growth hormones, kids 

aren’t as strong or have stamina, but they are book smart.   
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Gwich’in Traditional Knowledge 
The following section describes the recorded Gwich’in traditional knowledge, 

from the current study as well as the other available sources, about the study area.  This 
section of the report is organized into two parts: one takes a virtual tour down the length 
of the proposed pipeline and describes important areas, named places, and resources, and 
the next presents generalized traditional knowledge organized mainly by season; as 
during the interview process seasons were a very important categorization method.  Brief 
biographies of interviewees are included in Appendix 9 . 

Tour of Proposed Pipeline Route 
 The tour of the proposed 

pipeline route begins with its entry 
into the Gwich’in Settlement Area 
about 18 kilometres east of Inuvik.  
The proposed pipeline runs roughly 
southeast through the GSA, slightly 
deflected to the north of Khaii luk 
and exits in the Vihtr’ii tshik area.  

 Nihtak, meaning “a divide” 
in Gwichya Gwich’in, is the first 
named place that the proposed 
pipeline intersects (Figure 4).  This 
place name refers to a large valley 

between Campbell Lake and Sitr’ijyeh van (Sitidgi Lake). {1276}  Gabe Andre points out 
that the west side of the valley follows the watershed boundary for all water draining 
through the Campbell Lake system and out through the Mackenzie Delta. {WS}  
Developments related to the proposed pipeline may have an impact on both the Sitr’ijyeh 
van watershed and the Campbell Lake watershed.   

  

 
Figure 4.  Nihtak. 
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The proposed pipeline route crosses an area that Willie Simon identified as being 
rich in geese, ducks, and swans, particularly in the spring (Figure 5).  This is probably a 
nesting area.  Willie said that this area is good for moose too, as there are grassy lakes 
throughout the area. {WS}  The proposed pipeline may directly impact this area.   

The proposed pipeline route passes close by Gwi’eekajìlchit van, the northern half 
of Campbell Lake, a large long lake between the East Channel of Nagwichoonjik and 
Sitr’ijyeh van.  It is also known as 
Gull Lake.  Related developments, 
such as gravel pits, may impact the 
north end of Campbell Lake even 
though it does not cross the 
proposed pipeline route directly.  
Gwi’eekajìlchit van means 
“Somebody chipped (steps) lake” 
and refers to the story of steps that 
were chipped into the cliff that led 
to an eagle’s nest.  The steps were 
used to climb to the nest to obtain 
eagle feathers, used for fletching 
arrows.  These steps are no longer 
visible as they have been worn 
away over the centuries.  The cliff 
has a name as well, Tithegeh chì’ (Seagull’s Rock) or Gwi’eekajìlchit (Somebody chipped 
steps). {1278}  The cliffs are locally known as Gull’s Rock, and provide a beautiful view of 
the Mackenzie Delta.  The limestone cliffs, on the east side of Campbell Lake, are very 
prominent and steep.  This steep sided cliff with its many fissures and steps appears to 
rise out of the water and can be seen from the Dempster Highway and from the Campbell 
River. {1278}  

 
Figure 5.  Geese, ducks, and swans area 
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During the Gwichya Gwich’in and 
Gwich’in Territorial Park Places Names 
projects conducted by the GSCI in 1994, 
the Elders described Campbell Lake as 
being two separate lakes.  They said this 
was because of a large willow and mud 
reverse delta which divides the lake in two 
near the mouth of the Campbell River.  
This is particularly evident with low water 
levels. Each lake has its own name, the 
north lake is called Gwi’eekajìlchit as 
mentioned above, and the south lake is 
called Tithegeh chì’ van or Tithegeh van 
(Figure 6).   

Annie Norbert recounts how her 
family spent one spring at Tithegeh chì’ 
niiląįį (meaning “Seagull’s Rock Creek” or 
Gull River), often called Campbell River, 
on their way from Sitr’ijyeh van to Big 
Rock.  She says that they had to wait there 
for the ice to clear.  During this time, her 

father hunted around Campbell Lake for ducks, geese and swans, which she and her 
mother dried. {1278}  Gabe and Noel Andre pointed out, in the TK Workshop, that the 
proposed pipeline route crosses this trail from Sitr’ijyeh van to North Campbell Lake.  
This trail is used year-round. 

  

Figure 6.  Campbell Lake area. 
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In the past, the Gwich’in would travel from the East Channel to the Arctic Coast 
through Campbell Lake.  Fall travel was by canoe and portage along a trail from 
Campbell Lake to Sitidgi Lake.  This trail followed a string of lakes.  They then canoed 
through the Eskimo Lakes up to the Arctic Coast and to the Kugaluk and Anderson 
Rivers. {1278}   

Another trail which 
may be impacted by associated 
development is a winter trail 
identified in the TK 
Workshops.  The trail starts 
near the gravel pit north of 
Campbell Lake, then travels 
down to Jimmy Adams’ cabin 
(Figure 7).  Because it’s a 
winter travel route, it crosses 
on the frozen surfaces of lakes.  
The trail goes over several 
unnamed lakes, over Dolomite 
Lake immediately south of the 
Inuvik Airport, and then 
towards the Delta. 

  

 
Figure 7.  Trail from Campbell Lake to Chii 

zhit van tshik 
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 A creek called Ehjuu njik may also be impacted by development associated with 
the proposed pipeline (Figure 8).  It is also known as Cabin Creek or Three Cabin Creek.  
The Gwich’in name translates as ‘line of tall trees along the creek.’  This creek runs 
northwest into Gwi’eekajìlchit van, and is known for the cabins on its banks.  In the TK 
Workshops, Willie Simon, Gabe Andre, and Annie Norbert all discussed the cabins on 
this creek.  They said that there are cabins on the south side, which can be seen from the 
Dempster Highway.  One was Benoit Coyen and John Stewart’s cabin built in 1928, one 
was a cabin owned by an Inuvialuit trapper also built in 1928. {1278}    Another cabin 

exists in the proposed pipeline corridor, on 
Campbell Creek.  In the TK Workshop, 
Dale Clark pointed out this cabin as 
Adolph Koziak’s (a white trapper) camp, 
which can still be seen from the Dempster 
Highway.  This cabin was built long 
before Inuvik was built, during the 1920s.  
Adolph Koziak also built a cabin on 
Ehnjuu Njik, but used it only for a short 
time before he got a job in Inuvik.  This 
cabin has washed away.   

 Further down the proposed 
pipeline, Gabe Andre pointed out a mossy 
area directly on the route that is known for 

nakàl (cloudberries or yellowberries) during the TK Workshop.  Within this area, 
portions that are swampy are also good for muskeg tea and blueberries.   

 This area is directly crossed by the 
proposed pipeline and is also within a 
proposed access route of a gravel 
development, which is located on a high hill 
above the relatively low-lying ground (Figure 
9).  This high hill is known as Oo’in or Dave’s 
Point. {1182}  Oo’in means “Look-out site” in 
Gwichya Gwich’in, and is located to the 
northwest of North Caribou Lake.  During the TK Workshops, Willie Simon noted that 
Oo’in is a caribou look-out place and suggested that because of this it would likely have 
potential for archaeological sites.  He mentioned the possibility of finding moss houses 
and burials.   

 

 
Figure 8.  Ehjuu njik. 

…all those caribou pass right 
at this end of North Caribou Lake at 
Dave’s Point in the fall; that’s why 
old timers used to have camp there. 

Buster McLeod {T55}
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Figure 9.  Oo’in and nakàl area. 

Nakàl area is orange polygon to the west of Oo’in 
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The entire study 
area along the proposed 
pipeline from the north of 
North Caribou Lake was 
identified as a good area 
to hunt caribou by Gabe 
Andre, Cecil Andre, 
Hyacinthe Andre, Tony 
Andre, Fred Blake, Andre 
Jerome, Donald Modeste, 
Amos Niditchie, George 
Niditchie, William 
Norman, and Pierre Tazzi 
during data collection for 
the Mackenzie Valley-
Beaufort Sea Land Use 
Plan (1991).  See Figure 
10.   

 
Sriijaa chųų or 

North Caribou Lake is the next lake near the proposed pipeline route.  The Gwich’in 
name refers to "bluefish water," as this lake is known for bluefish or grayling (Figure 11).  
Many interviewees mentioned that boreal woodland caribou roam around this lake. 

Sonny Blake said, “Lots of 
caribou up in this area … 
around North Caribou Lake.” 
{T19}  The river between 
Vàdzaih van (Caribou Lake) 
and North Caribou Lake is good 
for minks, according to James 
Simon. {1181 T52}  Gabe Andre 
said that this lake is the 
headwaters of Khaii luk tshik, an 
important waterway further 
down the proposed 
pipeline.{1181 T15}   

 

 

Figure 10.  Caribou Area. 
Yellow cross-hatching indicates ‘good caribou area.’

Figure 11.  Sriijaa chųų.   
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 James Simon pointed out a cabin during the 1992 Place Names project which is 
in the proposed pipeline 
corridor.  It is south of 
Sriijaa chųų on a trail 
which runs from Vàdzaih 
van north to Sriijaa chųų, 
across to Chi’ah k’ee (Lost 
Reindeer Lakes, see 
Figure 12), and then south 
again to Khaii luk tshik. 
{1181}  Between Sriijaa 
chųų and Vàdzaih van 
(translation and common 
name: Caribou Lake, see 
Figure 13), this trail 
crosses a winter trail noted 
by Annie Norbert.  This 
trail runs from Big Rock 
in the Mackenzie Delta 
east; both trails cross the proposed pipeline route.  The trail from Big Rock has a cabin on 
it, also noted by Annie.   

 Vàdzaih van is large but shallow, which makes it freeze quickly in the fall, 
according to Willard Hagen. {T59}  Peter Ross added that there is a lot of open country 
around North Caribou Lake, which is reflected in the winter climate conditions, “Well 

[in] the Odizen area, 
and Sunny Lake and 
Vàdzaih van, there’s a 
lot … of open country 
so, … there’s a lot of 
drift, there’s a lot … of 
wind.  The snow is 
usually deep in that 
area.  And the weather 
… was usually cold,     
-40 to -60.” {T88}  
Hyacinthe Andre said 
that Vàdzaih van was 
home to a mythical 
giant caribou.  Other 
giant creatures existed 
in other places along 
the proposed pipeline 
route, for example a 

 
Figure 12.  Trails in Vàdzaih van vicinity. 

 
Figure 13.  Vàdzaih van.
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giant bluefish (grayling) is purported to live in Khaii luk and cause the ice to form ridges 
around the lake in the winter.{1181 T18} 

Achoo chu ̨̀ų or Hill Lake is the next lake 
along the proposed pipeline, directly across the 
proposed pipeline route from Vavęę natąįį juudlee 
(no translation).  The area around Hill Lake, 
according to Tommy Wright, is very flat.  He said 
that Hill Lake may drain into Fish Trap Lake but 
that the water level is so low on the smaller lakes in 
that area that the lakes may not be connected all the 
time. {1612} 

Three trails cross the proposed pipeline 
route near Achoo chu ̨̀ų.  Two of the trails are used 
to travel from Vàdzaih van between Achoo chu ̨̀ų 

and Vavęę natąįį juudlee (Figure 14).   East of these two lakes, one branch of the trail 
heads up to Chi’ah k’ee as described above.  Other branches head south to cross the 
proposed pipeline route again and join the major travel routes through the fish lakes near 
Khaii luk.   

South of these 
trails, the proposed 
pipeline portages 
between two closely-set 
lakes, Dachan lee k’adh 
(Fishtrap Lake) and 
Nè’dinii’ee (Wood Bridge 
Lake).   

Gabe Andre said 
that Dachan lee k’adh is 
the beginning of open 
country and there are 
very few trees there.  The 
Gwich’in name refers to 
this area being at the edge 
of the timber and that a 
fish trap was used on the 
lake.  Gabe said this is a 
good fish lake, and that there was an old trail that went from Fish Trap Lake to Campbell 
Lake to the west. {1181 T10}  There are several cabins on the lake; Hyacinthe Andre said 
that there used to be a cabin at the north end of Fish Trap Lake and James Simon said 
there was a little shack on Fish Trap Lake.  The CN line passed by the lake. {1181 T19, T52}   

Tommy Wright in Inuvik 

Photo K. Benson

Figure 14.  Vavęe ̨ nata ̨įį juudlee.   
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Dachan lee k’adh is known to have many types of fish, according to Gabe 
Andre.{1181}  The lake has loche, coney, whitefish, lake whitefish, northern pike, and 
grayling.   

 According to Tony 
Andre, the Gwich’in name 
for Wood Bridge Lake is 
Nè’dinii’ee, and refers to 
wood sticking into the lake. 
{1181 T3}  Tony Andre said 
that there used to be a fish 
trap on Wood Bridge Lake, 
on the creek that flows out 
of the lake and that the lake 
is located beside a large 
hill.  Gabe Andre said that 
a log was placed across a 
creek at Wood Bridge Lake 
for people to walk across 
this deep lake. {1181 T10}   
Hyacinthe Andre 
mentioned that there used 

to be a cabin and camping spot at the north end of Wood Bridge Lake. {1181 T19}  These 
lakes are shown in Figure 15.   

 A trail runs from Crossing Creek Lake to Nè’dinii’ee, according to Noel 
Andre.{1181 T22}    Another trail at the north end of Tanahjįl (Tregnantchiez Lake) passes by 
(Little) David Lake, before travelling across to Nè’dinii’ee.  The trail then crosses 
Nè’dinii’ee to Dachan lee k’adh. Tony Andre said that Dachan lee k’adh is located inside 
a big hill and that a fish wheel, a complicated structure used to scoop thousands of fish 
out of a stream, was set at the south end of the lake. {1181 T3}   

 During the TK Workshop, participants were particularly concerned about the 
proposed pipeline going between Fishtrap Lake and Wood Bridge Lake.  Cecil Andre 
said that the breadth of land between these two lakes is too thin, that the proposed 
pipeline should not go through the middle of them.  It should avoid the creek that flows to 
Khaii luk, and all fish creeks.  In addition, there is a fish trap location between the two 
lakes, near the centreline of the proposed pipeline corridor. 

 
Figure 15.  Nè’dinii’ee and Dachan lee k’adh.   
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South of these two 
lakes, there is a long hill 
which is the type of place 
caribou and moose go to 
calve according to Gabe 
Andre in the TK 
Workshop. The hill is 
covered in large trees.  The 
hill ends at a small creek 
and another hill rises to the 
south, called “Aak’ii 
nihdàniinjee” (see Figure 
16).  Aak’ii nihdàniinjee 
means ‘Buffalo came in 
(through the hills).’  Tony 
Andre said the creek that 

flows between the hills flows to David Lake, a small lake to the west of the hill.  It is a 
good look-out hill and according to Tony was used long ago to watch for raiding 
Inuvialuit. {1181 T3}   

 Southeast of this hill, the proposed pipeline corridor nears Khaii luk, officially 
called Travaillant Lake.  Khaii luk is an important area for the Gwichya Gwich’in and 
includes many fish lakes, trails, archaeological sites, and important trapping and hunting 
areas.  The name Khaii luk itself means “winter fish,” reflecting the availability of fish in 
the coldest season of the year, as well as during warmer times.  Consensus in the TK 
Workshop was that this is a very sensitive area ecologically speaking.  These are all 
important and diverse fish lakes.  Participants outlined an area through which the 
proposed pipeline should not be routed.   

 
Figure 16.  Aak’ii nihdàniinjee.   

Winter time you set net in there, boy, you get lots of fish.  That’s why 
they call it that way 

Noel Andre {1181 T22}
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Khaii luk is not only an important 
fishing area, it is also a good place to live for 
several seasons or a whole year (Figure 17).  
The west shore of the lake is good to travel 
along, although a trail crosses lake north-
south if the ice permits it.  However, Gabe 
Andre said he would always travel around the 
lake and not straight across it.  He said the 
few times that he did go straight across the 
lake he went into overflow water every time.  
His cabin was situated on the west side of 
Khaii luk. {1181 T10}  Although much of the lake 
is shallow, there is a deep pocket in the 
middle which stays open and is good for 
fishing.   

Noel Andre said there were many 
camps around Khaii luk.  He said, "...that 
Travaillant Lake is very important to us...Ever 
since I was a kid I know everybody was 
around that lake.  Till today, not much people 

go there but still we know it’s there.  We know how dependable it is, especially for fish."  
He said that the fish are especially good in the fall, right after freeze-up, you can get 
thousands of whitefish. {1181 T22}   

The trails to and from Khaii luk were and are important routes to access the 
resources and named places across the land.  Many of these trails have been in use for 
hundreds of years and can be seen from the air.  Some trails are used seasonally and some 
are year-round.  There are several routes to and from around Tsiigehtchic to the Khaii luk 
region, and several other routes to and from fish lakes to the northwest and northeast, and 
towards the coast down and up the Anderson and Kugaluk Rivers. 

 
Figure 17.  Khaii luk and area.  
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Figure 18.  Trails in the Khaii luk region.   

 

A group of major trails lead away from Nagwichoonjik (Mackenzie River), at 
Chidaltąįį, located several miles upstream from the Flats at Tsiigehtchic (see trails in 
Figure 18). The name translates into English as, ‘trail coming out of a narrow place.’ Joan 
Nazon’s family would sometimes set a tent there on their way to or from town. 
“Chidaltąįį,” she remembers, “I don’t know how many times I went through there.” {1181 

T37}  From Chidaltąįį, the trail heads east to another camp on the south shore of a lake 
called Shoh k’adh, which means ‘Fishing Bear Lake’ and is often called “Jackfish Lake.”  
Noel Andre said the trail is an old winter trail and is getting hard to see.  He said that 
after Shoh k’adh the trail continues to the west, “You follow that for a long time.” Noel 
used this trail often.  Today, people traveling to Shoh k’adh may use a seismic line cut 
after 1960 instead of this trail. {1181 T25}   After a long stretch east, the trail reaches 
K’eeghee chuudląįį, In And Out Lake.  This lake’s name translates as “water flows into a 
lake and then flows out again.”  The creek enters and leaves the lake within fifty meters 
of each other.   
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The next place to stop on 
this trail is Teevee nit’aowil, or 
Bathing Lake.  This lake is 
sometimes called Towel Lake.  
The name translates as ‘it looks 
like something is swimming along 
the shore’ or ‘fish going around 
the lake along shore.’ {1181}  There 
are no creeks that flow into or out 
of the lake, so the fish in the lake 
that have to move during spawning 
time will swim round and round 
the lake, following the shore line.  

 Bathing Lake is known for 
the special quality of the waters, 
which cleans rusty traps, fishing 
nets, and other items, according to 
many interviewees.  Bob Norman 
said, “It’s a funny lake, this one. 
You put a real rusty trap in it and it 
comes out shining, just shining! 
And your clothes, you put your 
clothes in there … they just come 
out like you have been doing 
laundry.” {1181 T45} The trail passes 
Teedaghao (Deep Lake) and Jilàa’ 

(Jiggle Lake) before dividing to a cluster of camping sites at Teeddhaa at the southern 
end of Khaii luk or to the northwest shore 
of Khaii luk at Teeląįį. Teeddhaa is where 
Khaii luk tshik flows out of Khaii luk, and 
the name means that this place is open all 
year.{1181}  You can set a net across the 
creek at this spot.  There are cabins and 
tent sites at Teeddhaa, some of which are 
very old (Figure 19).    

Teeląįį is where Khaii luk tshik 
enters Khaii luk at the north end of the lake 
(Figure 20).   It was a traditional camping 
spot and a fishing spot, and a base camp 
for trapping activities further away down 
the Anderson and Kugaluk watersheds, 
northwest towards other fish lakes and 
Vàdzaih van, or over to Vidi chų’ (Trout 

Figure 19.  Teeddhaa.   

Figure 20.  Teela ̨įį.   
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Lake) to the east.   Sometimes this location was occupied year-round, due in part to the 
availability of fish in the winter.  Hyacinthe Andre said that there is a heavy whitefish run 
through this creek in the fall.  He said, "That’s why one old man...[was] living there.  And 
he...[was] fishing in [the] mouth [of] this creek.  That’s why he got a cabin there." {1181 

T16}  Noel Andre said that Teeląįį was the main camp on Khaii luk.  "There’s even camp 
on...both sides of the creek, all along, just about half a mile up the creek."  Some of the 
cabins at this spot were used year-round, and some were only used in the winter.  Noel 
said there was a deep spot on the lake about five miles out on Khaii luk, which was wide 
enough to set two nets.  The rest of the lake is shallow. {1181 T22}   

Another major trail from Tsiigehtchic to the Khaii luk region followed 
Nagwichoonjik for the first leg of the journey, from the ‘Eight Mile Portage’ to the outlet 
of Khaii luk tshik, see trails in lower study area in Figure 21.  The Eight Mile Portage runs 
east from Tsiigehtchic to Nagwichoonjik, avoiding the large bend in the river.  “That’s a 
winter portage. Everybody used it in winter who was going to go up this way,” Gabe 
Andre explains, referring to a trail going up Nagwichoonjik. {1181 T14}  People travelled 
over the river ice in the late spring when it was clear of snow; and canoes or rafts when 
the water was open.   

 
Figure 21.  Trails in the study area.   

After the overland portage, the trail comes out onto Nagwichoonjik at Jim Nagle 
Creek and follows it to the Tree River area.  At Tr’ineht’ieet’iee (Gabe Andre’s camp) the 
trail leaves the river and heads north towards the fish lakes west of Khaii luk.  Camp sites 
along the trail include Tachithatroo (Grassy Lake), or Chii choo dhilęę (Big Stone Lake).  
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After passing Vanvee nadhadlaii the trail meets Teevee nit’aowil and follows the same 
route east as the one described above, to Teeląįį and Teeddhaa.   

A major trail to Khaii luk leaves the mouth of Khaii luk tshik and heads northwest 
to Tł’oo nàdhàdląįį (Andrew Lake, located just south of Khaii luk) and onto Teeddhaa.   In 
the past, there was a settlement at the mouth of Khaii luk tshik occupied by several fur 
traders; Dale Clark’s father, William (Billy) Clark was the first person to build a 
permanent camp here in the late 1920s.  Billy lived at Khaii luk tshik with his family and 
ran a trading post from 1927-1939.  In 1942, Bill McNeely bought the camp from Billy 
Clark; he ran the trading post from 1942-1956.  There were extensive gardens, storage, a 
root cellar, and numerous cabins and tent frames. {1181}  See Figure 22 for a sketch map of 
the buildings and features of the settlement at the mouth of Khaii luk tshik.   
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Figure 22.  Sketch map of Mouth of Khaii luk tshik 
Based on original map by Peter Clark, Tsiigehtchic 
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North of Teeląįį, which is 
only seven kilometers from the 
proposed pipeline corridor, a 
series of trails fan northward 
towards Big David Lake, two 
lakes both named Echeenuut’aii, 
Tànahjil, Treeadaaghaa, and 
cross the proposed pipeline 
corridor to Vidi chų’ (Figure 23).  
Echeenuut’aii means ‘stove pipe.’  
Gabe Andre said Treeadaaghaa 
is the Gwich’in name of a lake 
that means someone was crying 
as they were killing fish. {1181 T10}  
It was a woman crying as she 
clubbed fish over a creek; the fish 

were running too late that year to save her people from starvation.  She was crying 
because so many had already died.  The proposed pipeline route crosses the creek that 
enters the lake; it was this creek that the woman was crying into.  Tony Andre said an old 
time trail went from Teeląįį to Echeenuut’aii.  From there it travelled to Treeadaaghaa 
and Adzèe deetak (‘Between the ears’).  Tony said, "...there’s a bald hill on this side and 
there’s a bald hill right there.  And it looks like ears...and the trails runs through there 
[between the two hills]."  {1181 T1} 

Vidi chų’ means ‘Trout 
Lake’ and refers to the 
abundance of lake trout that can 
be caught here.  There is an old-
time summer trail from Khaii luk 
to Vidi chų’ and north to the 
Kugaluk River. {1181}  Vidi chų’ 
also has whitefish, crookedback, 
loche, and jackfish.  Hyacinthe 
Andre said that there were two 
trails to Vidi chų’, a winter and a 
summer trail. {1181 T18}  People 
used to live at Vidi chų’ quite 
often, the main camp is at the 
narrows near where the creek 
flows north.  It is a big wide 
creek. {1181}  Like many other lakes and areas in the study area, Vidi chų’ is an important 
area archaeologically.  For example, there are the remains of a birchbark canoe, burials, 
and semi-subterrainean houses along the shores of Vidi chų’ in several archaeological 

Figure 23.  Trails north of Khaii luk.   

Figure 24.  Vidi chu ̨’ to Vihtr’ii tshik.   
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sites.  The canoe was discovered at archaeological site MlTj-2 on the shores of Vidi chų’. 
{1322}  

 

The trail from Khaii luk continues east past Vidi chų’ and meets Vihtr’ii tshik 
(meaning Flint Creek, also known as Thunder River) where it follows this river south 
back across the proposed pipeline corridor (Figure 24).  This is discussed below. 

 After crossing the trails 
between Treeadaaghaa and 
Echeenuut’aii, the proposed 
pipeline skirts Khaii luk and 
passes through an area Willie 
Simon and Cecil Andre noted in 
the TK Workshops as being well 
timbered, on the east side of the 
lake.  The proposed pipeline 
corridor runs about two or three 
kilometres from the east shore of 
the lake.  This shore has one 
campsite and several fishnet 
locations, but was not used 
nearly as often as the west side 
of the lake due to ease of travel 
and directness of route.  The 
corridor crosses close to a large 

hilly area called Vihk’aa’uu’ee (Figure 25).  Gabe Andre said that the Gwich’in name 
Vihk’aa’uu’ee means hills along the shore.  He said there are short steep hills here. {1181 

T14}  

...if you set a net here, you would catch only big trout...it is really deep...if 
you look down near the shore, it’s dark.ʺ       Hyacinthe Andre 
{1181 T18} 

 
Figure 25.  Vihk’aa’uu’ee and well-

timbered area.   
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 In the TK Workshop, Cecil Andre 
pointed out an area on the proposed pipeline 
route that has mostly dry, burnt wood, see 
Figure 26.  He said that the area is a ‘burnt 
area,’ and that this burn happened around 
ten years ago.  The presence of burnt spruce 
makes the area good for collecting firewood 
and tent poles; however this area has mostly 
smaller trees.  A set of trails from the north 
cross the proposed pipeline route in this 
location, returning from the Vidi chų’ area 
towards the mouth of Vihtr’ii tshik.  The area 
is to the northeast of the only named lake in 
the region, a small lake called Gwit’iet van 
choo, which means ‘lake against the hill.’  
This Gwich’in place name may refer to any 
lake at the foot of a hill; several lakes have 
this name.   

Vihtr’ii tshik is the last Gwich’in 
named place near the proposed pipeline 
corridor.  There used to be an old-time fish 
trap at Vihtr’ii tshik.  Tony Andre added that 
people did not have nets in those days, only fish traps. {1181}  Willie Simon, at the TK 

Workshop said that the river has a bluefish 
run in September, during the first or second 
week of September.   

As the name Flint Creek implies, 
Vihtr’ii tshik was known as a place to collect 
flint (a hard rock appropriate for use in 
making stone tools, and often mentioned 
during the interviews as ‘fire starter’).  Red-
coloured shale was also gathered from this 
spot, and was used for making a dye. 
“Cooking Stones" were also taken from here.  
These rocks were heated in a fire and moved 
to a container of water to bring it to a boil.  
These rocks have properties that allow them 
to get red hot without breaking, according to 
Tony Andre. {1181}  Vihtr’ii tshik is a very 
important cultural and archaeological site and 
is believed to be 2,000 to 6,000 years old.  
The site itself is located near the mouth of the 
creek (Figure 27).  Stone, bone, wood, and 

 
Figure 26.   Burn area near 

Gwit’iet van choo.   
Indicated as yellow polygon 

 
Figure 27.  Vihtr’ii tshik.   
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antler tools were used by the Gwich’in prior to the fur trade that brought steel axes and 
fire arms to the area.  The flint available at the quarry at the mouth of the Thunder River 
was one of many places critical to people’s survival on the land. According to Gwich’in 
oral history and archaeological research, the Gwich’in, Slavey and Inuvialuit all used 
Vihtr’ii tshik flint for tools for hundreds or thousands of years. This place was highly 
respected and Gwichya Gwich’in elder Gabe Andre mentioned that people showed their 
respect and gratitude by leaving a small item as a token of thanks in place of the stone 
that was removed. {1181} 

A mudslide is known to have occurred at Vihtr’ii tshik at one time.  During the TK 
Workshop, Willie Simon noted that he used to pick berries on the flats across from 
Vihtr’ii tshik (Thunder River).  He also said, "…across from Thunder River we found 13 
bear holes on the south side of the river.  Quite a hike, mile and a half, [you have to] go 
up the hill then down another, to get there.  Every time I go to those flats I see a bear. " 

During the TK Workshop, Willie Simon also identified an area close to the 
Gwich’in/Sahtu border that has ‘a lot of beavers.’  Willie said that there are also many 
beavers around Sucker Lake, an increase from past populations.   

Seasonal Round 
Generalized traditional knowledge organized mainly by season is presented in the 

following section.  Data is organized according to season.   

Several sources are relied upon quite heavily in this section; these are summarized 
in the Appendix 7 Sources used for TK.  Many sources are from the GSCI and include 
transcripts of interviews conducted for oral history research projects dating from 1992.  
Some sources are from the Gwich’in Renewable Resource Board, also consisting of 
transcripts of interviews conducted for traditional ecological knowledge projects, from 
2001.  Other sources include stories collected through the Committee for Original 
People’s Entitlement project from the 1970s, an undergraduate academic thesis, and 
professional reports.     

When speaking of travelling across the land, many interviewees use water 
systems and the direction of water flow as a point of reference.  Often, they refer to 
Nagwichoonjik, the Peel River, and Tsiigehnjik, as well as smaller rivers and creeks such 
as Khaii luk tshik, Tree River, Rengleng River, Campbell Creek, and others.  Usually the 
reference is ‘up’ or upstream, and ‘down’ or downstream.  For example, Inuvik, to the 
north of Tsiigehtchic along the (at that point) north-flowing Nagwichoonjik, is ‘down’ 
from Tsiigehtchic.  “Up the Red” refers to travelling upstream, or south, along 
Tsiigehnjik, south of Tsiigehtchic.  Other places people travelled to were down to the 
delta (the Mackenzie Delta), up Tsiigehnjik and into the Richardson Mountains, up the 
Peel River, and less often, down the Kugaluk and Anderson Rivers towards the Arctic 
coast or up Nagwichoonjik to settlements such as Fort Good Hope or even Fort Simpson.   
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When discussing traditional knowledge, the report follows many interviewees 
style of summarizing information, that is, seasonally.  Although some types of 
information (for example, discussing specific animals) are more easily presented by 
itself, the majority of the information provided by the interviewees was tied to a specific 
season.   Table 4 summarizes Gwichya Gwich’in cultural activities by season.   

I’m 71 year old, so I know I will tell you from sixty years and up I guess 
sixty years [laughter] or fifty years. My father, Christopher, or not only him, 
other elders I interviewed in the past about the country, same as you do. And 
they always tell me, ‘The weather you are talking about is…we have four seasons 
of the year. We have winter, spring, summer and fall. It’s not the same all the 
time,’ they say. It’s always different  

‐Neil Colin {T43}
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Table 4.  Summary of cultural activities by season. 
 Sreendyit  

(Spring) 
Łuu tatjyaa 
(Break up) 

Shin  
(Summer) 

Khaiints’an’  
(Fall) 

Tadeedichih 
(Freeze up) 

Khaii  
(Winter) 

C
ul

tu
ra

l 

Story telling at 
night 

Sewing 
Heading to the 

Delta 
Carnivals and 

jamborees 
Easter. 
 

Ice breaking up 
24 hour sun 

Assemblies and 
meetings 

August 15th 
Story telling at night 
Sew 
Barges 
Canoe races 
Gatherings 
July 1st 
Weddings 
Picnics 
Swimming 

Storytelling at night 
School 
Trap line 
Making dog 

harnesses and 
dog blankets 

Making ice road 
Sew 
Bush camp 
Heading up the 

Mackenzie River 
Making dog whips 
 

Fishing under ice 
Freeze up 

Storytelling at night 
Tracking along the  
river 
Skiing and skating 
New Years 
Meteor showers 

(every 33 years) 
Making snowshoes 
Christmas 
Skidooing 
Sew 
Ice hauling 
Snowshoeing 
Bush camps 

A
ni

m
al

s, 
hu

nt
in

g,
 

an
d 

hi
de

s 

Trapping and 
shooting 
muskrats 

Hunt caribou 
Dry meat 
Rat (muskrat) 

camps 
Beaver hunting 

on lake ice 
Tanning 

Trapping and    
shooting muskrats 
Tanning 

Beaver hunting on 
the river 

Tanning 
 

Shooting rabbits 
along river 

Hunt moose 
Hunt caribou 
Dry meat making 
Moose calling 
Tanning 

Tanning Trap wolf and fox 
Trap marten 
Bear hunting 
Hunt caribou 
Dry meat making 
Snaring rabbits 
Trap line 
Tanning 

B
ird

s 

Geese and duck 
hunting 

Swan and snow 
geese 

Geese and duck 
hunting 
Dried geese 
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 Sreendyit  
(Spring) 

Łuu tatjyaa 
(Break up) 

Shin  
(Summer) 

Khaiints’an’  
(Fall) 

Tadeedichih 
(Freeze up) 

Khaii  
(Winter) 

Fi
sh

 

Fishing under 
lake ice 

Setting loche hooks Fishing with nets 
and dryfish 

Fish camps 
 

Split fish 
Pit fish 
Fishing under river 

ice 
Stick fish 
Egg fish 

Jiggling for loche Fishing under lake 
ice 
 

Pl
an

ts
 &

 T
re

es
 

Spruce gum 
collecting 

Wood hauling 
 
 

Spruce gum 
collecting 

Digging for bear 
roots 

Spruce gum 
collecting 

Wood hauling 
Blueberries 
Yellowberries 
Raspberries 
Blackberries 
Wood hauling on 

the river 
Gooseberries 
Collect birch bark 

for firestarter 
 
 

Spruce gum 
collecting 

Wood hauling 
Cranberries 
Bear roots 
Yellow leaves 
Leaves falling 
Digging for bear 

roots 
 

Spruce gum 
collecting 

 

Spruce gum 
collecting 

Wood hauling 
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Season: Spring  
Spring time, historically, was characterised by long days, cool nights, the spring 

ice break-up and by travelling to and passing the spring at a spring camp for hunting 
muskrats and waterfowl.  For Gwichya Gwich’in families that stayed up Tsiigehnjik and 
hunted in the mountains over the winter; springtime was a time to construct mooseskin 
boats and travel back to Tsiigehtchic.{1551}  Families that stayed in the Khaii luk over the 
winter would have accessed the land using overland trails that connected important 
locations.  When lakes were not frozen, lightweight birchbark canoes were used to cross 
water bodies on the trails.   In earlier times, one or more dogs with packs were also used 
to move a family’s belongings from place to place.  Prior to this, many families did not 
own dogs.  See attached map booklet or digital maps on CD for the locations of spring 
trails and camps.   

Hunting muskrats, beaver, and waterfowl such as geese and ducks are important 
springtime activities.  The proposed pipeline route intersects important fishing areas, 
where many of the lakes contain fish which have long been used for human and dog food.  
See the “Fish” section on page 83 for more information. 

Weather, muskrat and beaver hunting, spring break-up, bird migrations, and 
permafrost melting were the dominant topics when spring was discussed in interviews.  
These topics are discussed in this section extensively.  The sections below describe 
summer, fall, and winter discuss animals and other topics in greater detail. 

Spring time in the 1950s and 1970s 
Noel Andre described life on the land in the 1950s for families that passed winter 

and spring in the Khaii luk area.{1551:295-296}   

They stopped where they thought was a good place to pass 
spring. And that’s what 
they did. They brought all 
the spring supply. For 
spring supplies, you had to 
have a canoe, a little canoe, 
a .22, and enough shells. 
Enough shells, I mean is 
two, three thousand shells. 
That’s for around here. But 
some of them, they didn’t 
need that many shells—with every shot they hit what they aimed 
at. But in the Delta, I know, they went from five thousand to ten 

Photo: CWS
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thousand .22 shells. Some of them more, I think. That was the 
spring supply, as they called it. And some of those who passed 
spring in the Mackenzie or anyplace on the river, brought enough 
shotgun shells too. But they went out on the land, they just brought 
.22s. They brought rifles for protection against something big. 
That’s the way they passed spring— but most of them passed 
spring on the river. 

 Then they went out towards the inland with their canoe. 
The men did that, with their canoe, and they packed everything. 
They packed their shells, their guns and their grub—all that, and 
they packed their canoe on top of that.  Went from portage to 
portage. That’s the spring hunt. They’re just looking around for 
rats,6 beaver. Whenever they got hungry, they stopped and shot a 
duck, plucked it, singed it, cut it up, roasted it at the fire, and ate it 
there. Just left the bones. So that’s spring bush life. 

 The only place where they could get lots of muskrats them 
days used to be in the Delta. I don’t know how many rats they 
would kill, oh, some of them would kill two thousand rats, but I 
know some of them killed more than that. That’s when you really 
worked for it. 

 And after the spring hunt was over, some of them stayed on 
the river. They got fish too, not whitefish but sucker. They got lots 
of those. It’s probably still like that, but nobody goes to fish for it. 
And so after the spring hunt, some passed spring in the bush. They 
had to get to the river to be able to get back to town. Then they had 
to move, on bare ground. They got their tent, stove, their fur, and 
their grub. They moved with that. It took some of them a couple of 
days to reach the river. Some of them, one day. God, it was nothing 
for them, those days.  

Agnes Mitchell described her experience of springtime and summer out on the 
land in the 1970s.{1551:298-300}    

I’ll start right at the end of spring, when everybody has gone 
to town. After the ice clears up—it seems like in the springtime 
you’re always running out of stuff, like sugar and tea, cigarettes—

                                                 
6 Muskrats (Ondatra zibethicus) are largely referred to as ‘rats’ in the region.  Hunting for them is generally 
called ‘ratting.’  These phrases are maintained in this report.   
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all the basic needs of bush life. There’s always somebody that’s 
going to town right after it clears up, after the ice, the shore ice is 
gone. Somebody’s gone to town pick these stuff and then you’re 
ready to go muskrat hunting, shooting rats, shooting muskrats. 

Well, we would be spending spring, or beginning of 
summer, beginning of June, at Tree River. From there, we would 
just kind of go here and there. Just like for a day or so. Go up the 
Mackenzie. Go to some lakes around, across the Mackenzie, above 
Tree River, and then along the river too—there’s always beavers 
right after the ice clears, and that’s why we would get beavers, 
shooting beavers, mostly. By that time all the lake ice has melted, so 
we would mostly spend spring at Tree River. Beginning of summer 
too, we would be there, and across Tree River, there’s 
Diighe’tr’aajil. 

That’s where I remember spending 
spring one time, but that’s just shooting 
rats. Just shooting muskrats on the lakes. 
There’s a lot of good lakes behind there for 
muskrats. So it was good hunting. And 
even up the Tree River it was good for 
beaver, and sometimes muskrats—I can’t 
recall shooting that much muskrats up the 
Tree River. So that’s in the springtime, just 
about for two weeks. I think the trapping season ended on the 
fifteenth, or something, of June. 

Well, so after that, we’re just getting ready to go fishing. Get 
prepared to go fishing. Just like, long ago, they didn’t have these 
nets that you’re just ready to set. They have to back the nets, you’ve 
to put string on them, and back the nets, and you put floats on 
them. Strings to put floats on them, and strings to put the anchor, 
or sinkers on. So there was a lot of work just even preparing a net, 
one net. You have to string it all out, and in the meantime, the man 
is usually preparing the net, and the woman would start working 
on leather. So that’s what was done day in, day out, you know, 
while you’re waiting for the fish run. In the meantime, you have a 
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net, but there isn’t that much fish. Just enough to live by until the 
fish run. So a net would be set. 

Where we are at 
Tree River, it’s set a little 
ways up the Mackenzie, 
not even a half mile up, 
there’s an eddy. And 
straight across from Tree 
River, there’s another 
eddy. Well, this was a 
long time ago, where 
these nets were set, and 
then from there, there’s, 
you go a little further down to Diighe’tr’aajil, and there’s another 
good fishing spot. So nets were set there all the time, all summer. 
And they go through different fish runs, like herring—there’d just 
be a net full of herrings. I think that’s in June, or end of June, or into 
July, early July, sometime like that, I guess, if I can remember right.  

And then it’s conies, maybe about the same time, or a little 
after the herring. So there’s different fish runs. And I guess the 
older people know what time to set what type of net, what mesh of 
net. And then the last one would be a white fish run where they 
would really get into fishing to make dryfish for the winter. Mostly 
for their own use. And I think everything was used. Everything 
was used that time. Everything of the fish. The head and the guts, 
were used for dogs. The backbone of the fish, was dried, and in the 
wintertime, you used it as dog food, or as bait for traps. When you 
got drowned fish, well, that was either fed to the dogs, or it was put 
in a pit to rot, and in the middle of winter, you had dog food there 
again. So fish was not thrown away just to lay around on the shore, 
everything was used. In those days also, we didn’t eat coney. Well, 
I guess it’s because our parents didn’t eat it. We didn’t see our 
parents eating conies, so we didn’t eat it. We just ate whitefish. And 
just once in my life I remember eating sucker. That was in the 
springtime, because we were hungry for fish, and got tired of meat. 
But that’s another season. Anyway, it wasn’t too long ago we 
started eating conies. Just a few years ago, I think. Before then, all 
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we took out of the coney was a head and the guts. Cooked it to fire 
and that was it. 

So in the meantime, the woman was between cutting dryfish 
and all her other chores, doing the cooking, and what not. What 
little cleaning had to be done around the house, well, that was done 
by the woman—and in the middle of that, she’d be working with 
her leather or whatever she’s tanning, even beaver skin, or 
something like that to have for wintertime.  

Caribou skins had to be tanned; this was a lot of work. So 
the woman is steadygoing, as I remember my mom being. I’d see 
her resting, maybe once a week  
in the afternoon, and that was it. 
But I never heard them 
complaining that there was lots 
of work. Just everyday things 
that had to be done. Babaa 
[Agnes’ father Hyacinthe Andre] 
cutting wood, going out, and 
getting wood, small driftwood 
for the smokehouse. That had to be done almost every day. You 
make sure you have lots, so you don’t run out. That way your fish 
won’t spoil. It has to have smoke to keep all the flies and that away. 
And what else in the summertime?—Berry picking. It seems like a 
day for berry picking is always Sunday, to us anyway. Every 
Sunday, or every second Sunday, the whole family would pack up, 
or the whole camp would pack up. Take a big lunch along and go 
berry picking just across from Tree River. Across the creek is where 
the blueberries were, and across the river was where the 
cranberries were. So that was done all day long. After prayers in 
the morning, get ready and take off. Leave for the berries, and come 
back in the evening. And you were just tired after all that walking. 
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Activities in the Springtime 
Springtime activities include travel to spring camps, living at spring camps, 

hunting beavers, muskrats, and migratory waterfowl in the delta and at several other 
important locations, such as Jim Nagle’s Island, Andrew Lake, and Khaii luk (see Birds 
section on page 70), and preparing for and waiting for the river ice to break-up.   

Spring is a special time to be out at a camp on the land, according to many 
interviewees.  The inability to return to town means that there are fewer pressures.  Some 
interviewees suggested that being out on the land during spring was a holiday from the 
hustle of town life and their careers.  Other interviewees focussed on important economic 
spring time activities, such as trapping and hunting beavers and muskrats.  Many people 
hunt migratory waterfowl.  Eddie McLeod Jr., who hunts geese every spring with three or 
four other families at the Mackenzie islands, said they usually shoot around one hundred 
geese each spring.  Geese are better than ducks, according to Eddie; “we’re spoiled from 
geese now.” {T38} 

In the past, many people passed the spring out at a spring camp.  Hyacinthe 
Andre, who was chief of the Gwichya Gwich’in for 38 years and a respected elder, 
described moving around in the spring, when he was younger.  He mentioned that spring 
is a time to travel; they used to travel to a camp in the Tree River area.  Spring was a 
‘good time’ to be out at their camp as they had a lot of fun hunting migratory waterfowl 
as they arrived in the area.  Near this camp, willows provided a good habitat for the 
waterfowl, with food and protection.  The ducks would feed along the shore on the 
sandbars, and this is where they would be shot. {1473}     

Other activities during springtime in the past included cutting cordwood for 
personal use or sale.  Hyacinthe also mentioned moose hunting as an important spring 
activity.  He said that they saw moose just about every day, although only the young bulls 
would be shot at this time.  With hunting activities increasing in the spring, the meat and 
hides needed to be processed as well.  Annie Norbert described some camp-related spring 
activities for old-timers.  Spring was a time when skins obtained in the winter had to be 
tanned.  Tanning would happen at the same time as drying and smoking meat.  Tanning  

involved a lot of work for Annie’s 
mother, who had to scrape the skins 
before they were tanned.  Left-over 
caribou skin was also used to make 
babiche.  The babiche could be used to 
make harnesses and other items.  {1473} 

Spring was also a time when 
people had to deal with flooding, runoff, 
melting snow, spring break-up and ice 
jams.  Water and ice are discussed in 
more detail below.  Neil Colin discussed 
how he dealt with flooding and the 
required clean-up at his bush camp.  He 
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recalled that one spring the water rose high enough to require him to put his skidoo on the 
roof of his cabin!  After the flooding, there was “about one inch thick of Mackenzie mud” 
both inside and outside of the cabin.  He warned that if you are out on the land during the 
spring, you must be prepared with a boat, a gun, and enough food.  {T43} 

‘Ratting’ or hunting muskrats in the Mackenzie Delta was mentioned by many 
people as being a characteristic spring activity.  Nap Norbert said that during spring, 
many people would go ratting in the Mackenzie Delta.  He said there were always many 
people ratting in the delta, although that number has dropped in recent times.  The rat 
season ended in mid-June and at that time people would head back to their fish camps to 
make dryfish, and then on to Tsiigehtchic for the August 15th holiday.  {1572} Gabe Andre 
said that spring break-up is a good time to hunt muskrats and beaver, ducks and geese. 
{T1} Sarah McLeod Firth also remembered that after the ice went out, everybody went to 
the delta to hunt rats.  She said this was called the spring hunt.  She remembered that 
there were not many muskrats around Vihtr’ii tshik, instead they were mainly in the 
delta.  {T52}   

Gabe Andre also described how 
important it is to time spring activities correctly.  
Spring break-up, when the ice leaves the rivers 
and lakes, happens in late April and early May, 
he said.  Because water travel is impossible 
during this time, people would need to have all 
the supplies they needed before break-up 
started.  Travel is made difficult even before the 
ice starts to break-up due to the warm 
temperatures – sometimes it’s best to travel at 
night on the frozen crust of the snow.  “[Y]ou 
have to come [to town] before it gets too warm.  
Or else it’ll get too much water in the Mackenzie and it’s harder to travel.”   He 
suggested that the last trip should be made before the first of May. {T1} 

Even today, a spring camp must be placed high enough above the water to avoid 
flooding.  Dan Andre tells of some springtime activities, including getting and peeling 
poles for the smokehouse and stage, poles for drying fish, and tent poles. {T16}  Patricia 
Campbell pointed out that spring is a time for learning many new skills, because there are 
a variety of activities required.  She indicated that spending spring on the land would be a 
beneficial way of teaching younger people these skills.  She said spring was a time she 
learned a lot from her grandparents and uncles.  {T64} 

Muskrat  Photo GRRB
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Travelling in the Spring 

In the old days, people used to travel in the spring and summer using rafts and 
birchbark canoes.  However, Edward Coyen said that people didn’t travel to town much 
in those days.   When his father did go down to Tsiigehtchic, it was paddling a canoe.  
The canoe would be hand-made from birchbark.  His father would only stay in town for a 
while before returning.  He also mentioned that a raft would be used in the springtime.   

Lucy Adams, who has a camp in the delta, remembered travelling with dogs 
during break-up.  She cautioned that if travelling with dogs you need to follow the edge 
of the ice, because it opens up and splits dangerously.  You need to follow the split until 
you find a spot that’s narrow enough to cross.  When you are at a narrow enough spot, the 
dogs are able to jump across.  {T56}  Although travelling in the springtime can be 
dangerous due to the ice and the amount of water, Agnes Mitchell fondly remembered 
travelling in the spring by moonlight at night when it was colder.  “My dad’s ahead with 
skidoo and I’m behind with the dog team, because we can only travel at night when it’s 
frozen. “ {T26}  Agnes also discussed how people used to walk more often in the spring 
time.  She said that even walks that seemed long when you first tried them seemed like 
nothing after you had walked them many times.  {1181} 

 
All spring we hunt 
for rats, nothing but 
rats. In those days 
there’s no motor 

boat, just use paddles 
to get around. Even 
that, it wasn’t hard 

for us. 
 

Hyacinthe Andre 
 {1473 T1} 

 Dale Clark’s Rat Camp in the 1970s – Photo from Dale/Rose Clark 
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Winston McNeely, who grew up at the mouth of Khaii luk tshik, also discussed 
travelling in the springtime in the past, walking and 
paddling canoes.{T85}  Nowadays, travelling in the 
spring after break-up is becoming harder due to lower 
water levels and an increase in sandbars.  Fred B. 
Jerome talked about the water levels dropping in 
Nagwichoonjik and subsequent difficulty in travelling.  
He said that twenty years ago, he could easily travel by 
boat on the East Channel. Things are different now 
however, and he hits sandbars when he tries to take his 
old routes.  He is surprised that he hits sandbars even in 
the spring, when the water is usually the highest. {T74}   
Most interviewees echoed his concerns and indicated 
that water levels have been dropping over the last few 

years, causing travel in the delta and on Nagwichoonjik to become more and more 
difficult.   

 

They make their own boat. Of 
bark, tree bark.  You know 
birchbark, and … they bend 
it.  And they work that way 
too across the lakes. 

 
Edward Coyen  {1181 T29} 

 

 

 
  Remains of a birchbark canoe in the Vidi Chų’ region   

   Photo CMC/Jean-Luc Pilon 

Fred B. Jerome in Inuvik 

Photo K. Benson 
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Weather  
Pierre Norman, interviewed by the Snowchange Project, discusses a phone call with Ruth Carroll 

of the Inuvik CBC Radio Station {1565} 

 

Pierre: Ruth Carroll, she phoned me, and she phoned me and asked me, she said, 
‘Pierre,’ she said ‘I want to ask you a question,’ it was getting to spring too, ‘I 
want to ask you a question and I want the right answer,’ ‘yes’ I told her that, I 
said, ‘ask me’ she said ‘Pierre what kind of weather you think we’re gonna 
have this spring? Either cold weather or warm weather?’ Well I’ll tell you the 
truth I told her that, ‘If I’m a medicine man, I said I make medicine first and 
then I’ll think about it’ hah hah hah ooooh, she just burst out laughing, yeah, 
she just burst out laughing and then I told her that ‘well if you want to know 
what kind of weather we’re gonna have,’ I said ‘we’re gonna have cold 
weather’ that’s all because I knew it by the sun, eh, I knew it by the sun and 
we sure had a little bit cold weather all spring no warm weather, but pretty 
well cold weather all spring, yeah. 

Interviewer: How did you know it was going to be cold weather? 

Pierre: How I know? I’ve seen the sun, that’s how, that’s how I know. The sun 
got a ring around it, the sun is right here, got a ring around it, and then got 
another big sign right here, outside, and then got a ring around it here, outside 
of it, all kinds just like just like, that’s the way it was I know that that means 
that it’s gonna be cold all spring I’ve seen it one time that’s how I know. 

 

 
Gwich’in land-users know the weather intimately; it shapes their activities and 

ability to accomplish what needs to be done when they are on the land.  Traditional 
knowledge recorded about the weather includes weather patterns, recently changing 
weather, weather prediction, and animal and bird behaviour relating to the weather.  As 
indicated by Pierre Norman about his telephone conversation, Gwich’in people observe 
and analyze many indicators in their natural environment to understand and predict 
weather.   

Variability of Spring Weather 
The changing weather in the spring meant that animals, birds, and people all need 

to react.  Spring brings about storms, the spring melt, rain, and warmer temperatures.  
Many interviewees discussed fog in the spring (as well as the fall), and the variability of 
spring weather.  Spring break-up was often discussed as well.  Interviewees described 
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how naturally variable break-up can be: it can be in May, once as early as May 12th, or 
much later in June.  Break-up can last a week or the ice can melt away in a few days.  
The weather and snow conditions of the previous fall and winter affect the spring.  A lot 
of snow in the fall will insulate the ground and prevent it from freezing, which allows the 
spring melt to soak into the ground instead of running and flooding.  Many interviewees 
mentioned that flooding, like break-up described above, is changing.  There are not the 
higher flood levels that there used to be.     

Douglas Kendo and Richard Ross indicated that it is normal to have quite a bit of 
fog in the late spring and fall. {T11, No Tape}  Spring weather can be variable, depending on 
many factors.  Hyacinthe Andre discussed how break-up is sometimes very quick.  He 
said that one time he went to Benoit Coyen’s camp to hunt beaver across the river at 
Bernard’s Creek up the Arctic Red River for three nights.  When they went across, there 
was no sign of water.  However, three days later, when they returned, there was no sign 
of ice on the river!  {1273 T8}     

Interviewees often mentioned that the timing 
and flooding of the spring break-up can be variable as 
well.  If the ice jams in certain locations, the flooding 
in the area upstream can be more severe.  Pierre 
Norman also discussed how variable break-up can be.  
He indicated that when the ice jams at Point Separation 
it can cause really high water levels upriver from that 
area.  When the ice is jammed during break-up and 
floodwaters are high, Pierre indicated that you need to 
wait at a spring camp for up to a week for the flooding 
to go down. {1565}  Annie Norbert, who spent many 
years in the Mackenzie Delta, also said that spring 
weather and break-up can be variable.  She said that 
sometimes it is early, but sometimes, it is late.  At Big 
Rock, in the Delta, she indicated that break-up usually 
happens around June 12th or 15th, and a week later the 
river is clear of ice. {T92}   

Many interviewees felt that the weather is changing from how it used to be.  
Spring used to be cooler and longer, and summer did not come as quickly.  Anna May 
McLeod described how different the spring, summer, and fall seasons are now, compared 
with when she was on the land in the 1970s and 1980s.  She mentioned that there was 
more standing water on the land, although the ice didn’t thaw as early as it does now.  
She thought that the thaw is about two weeks earlier now.  She also thought that the 
rivers are not flooding as much as they used to.  This was a common refrain from the 
interviewees.  Anna May and many other interviewees said that there are streams that 
have dried up in recent years. {T7} 

Pierre Norman discussed how different weather patterns in the winter affect 
spring weather in the study area.  He said that a winter with a lot of snow means that the 

 
Pierre Norman in Fort 

McPherson 

Photo by K. Benson 
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ground won’t freeze as much.  When spring arrives, the snow melts and is absorbed more 
easily into the ground.  The spring run-off is therefore much less, and the high water is 
lower than it would be if there were less snow. {1565}  There are other ways of predicting 
what the weather will be like.  This includes watching animals and birds, and the sun and 
moon.  Frank Pierrot discussed how loons and beavers react to or predict spring weather.  
If loons are making a lot of noise up in the sky, “there’s going to be bad weather,” he 
said.  {T84} 

The variability of spring weather 
affects conditions later in the year for people 
using the land.  For example, Douglas Kendo 
indicated that nature plays a big role in the 
berry patch production of any summer and fall.  
He said if the spring is not too hot and the 
summer has a lot of rain, you are “pretty much 
guaranteed good berry picking.”{T11} 

The weather in spring has been 
changing over the last few decades.  Many 
interviewees discussed these changes.  In 
particular, they discussed changes with the 
spring break-up of the ice in Nagwichoonjik 
and Tsiigehnjik.  The following section will 
review changes in break-up in more detail.   

Break-up and how it has changed 
Discussions of global climate change (global warming) were prevalent in the 

interviews conducted for this study.  Spring break-up, or the breaking up of the river ice 
and subsequent flooding, was often mentioned as an indicator of how things had changed.  
Historically, spring break-up was a spectacular show and event, with large blocks of ice 
moving, getting stuck in narrow river portions, and being pushed on top of other ice.  The 
ice would move for up to five days.  A general consensus was that break-up is now less 
spectacular; river ice often just melts away.  Some interviewees suggested that break-up 
was coming earlier, and not lasting as long.   

Frank Pierrot in Fort Good Hope 

Photo K. Benson
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Usually in the spring you have 
north wind … That would help 
the ice, you know, to move, to 
break up, smash up.  But now 
you’re getting south wind. So 

instead of your ice really 
moving, it’s sort of melting. 

 
James Andre {T45} 

 

 

            Photo I. Kritsch GSCI 

Cabins at the Mouth of the Peel Village 

Peter Ross also said that the break-up of Nagwichoonjik at Tsiigehtchic used to be 
finished in June but recently, all the ice is usually gone by the end of May. {T88}  Dale 
Clark discussed why break-up has changed.{T21}  Dale notes that seismic lines up 
Tsiigehnjik have affected break-up.  He says that the water in the rivers used to be very 
strong and the ice from Tsiigehnjik would ‘roll’ out onto Nagwichoonjik.  Putting in the 
seismic lines involved cutting vegetation and covering up many small creeks and streams.  
This changed the amount of water flowing in the rivers and ultimately affected break-up. 
{T21} Russell Andre agreed that this development has affected break-up.{T5}   

 Dan Andre, who uses Khaii 
luk area extensively, also 
commented on how break-up has 
changed, and how variable it is.  
He indicated that the warmth of the 
spring is an essential element of 
break-up, as it causes the snow and 
smaller creeks to melt, producing 
water which pushes the river ice.  
Spring temperatures also affect 
how early break-up will be.  A 
cool spring will mean that the 
water doesn’t rise as quickly; the 
snow isn’t melting as fast.  “The 
ice break-up…the river needs 
water to break up.”{T16}   

Break-up not changing 
Some interviewees felt that break-up wasn’t changing.  For example, Tsiigehtchic 

elder Bob Norman said that break-up is the same as years ago.  The inland lakes are clear 

Candle ice – Break-up 2005 

Photo Y. Ewald
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of ice around June 15th; he felt that has not changed. {T13}  Noel Andre, another elder, also 
said that things are still the same.  He discussed the variability of spring break-up, from 
year to year.  Break-up starts in the middle of May and it sometimes goes into June.  
Some years are later than other years.{T9}  Several things may explain the difference in 
understandings of break-up changing.  Some Elders may see break-up as not changing 
due to their lengthy experience with the climate; they have a good understanding of how 
variable the climate is, and possibly its coldest and warmest extents.  However, younger 
land-users may spend more time on the land currently and might have more first-hand 
knowledge of the way the land is changing, and how that might reflect the changing 
climate.   

Ice Jams 
People mentioned different locations along 

Nagwichoonjik known for ice jams during spring 
break-up, including the narrower portions along 
Nagwichoonjik, Jim Nagle’s island, Point Separation, 
and prior to it breaking through, Horseshoe Bend.  
Herbert Andre indicated that Jim Nagle’s island is an 
ice jam location.{T28}  Peter Ross also noted that ice 
jammed at the Lower Ramparts or Jim Nagle’s island, 
Point Separation and Horseshoe Bend. {T88}   See 
attached map booklet or digital maps on CD for the 
locations of ice jams.   

Ice, Flooding, Rivers, and Lakes 
Spring is a time when rivers and lakes flood and camps need to be built up high 

above the high water mark.   The Mackenzie Delta and Nagwichoonjik are typically 
characterized by intense flooding each spring.  All sleds, boats, and other equipment 
needs to be pulled high out of the water to a higher location, and it is important to be 
prepared with a few weeks worth of food.  Even in Inuvik, roads flanking the East Branch 
of the Mackenzie Delta are underwater in the spring.  The quick rising of the river water 
is an important aspect of the river and delta ecosystems.   Many participants spoke of this 
flooding as ‘cleaning out’ the delta or the waterways, and removing ‘stale’ water.   

Floods 
Spring flooding is related to break-up and weather conditions.   Interviewees 

agreed that although there might be a lesser flood on the river in the summer, spring was 
when the water level rises, sometimes very quickly, and can even come over the banks of 
the rivers and lakes.  They said that flooding is variable year to year, but all agreed that 
the rising water demands special care be taken with camps.   

In the Mackenzie Delta, Lucy Adams indicated that the only time of the year that 
it floods is spring.  She said that around 1948 or 1949 there were large floods for two 
consecutive springs. {T56}  Flooding could interfere with other activities.  Pierre Norman 

Peter Ross in Tsiigehtchic 

Photo K. Benson
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cautioned that when there is higher water in the summer, driftwood could pose a threat to 
fishnets.  It is important to pull fishnets out of the water. {T49}  In the spring, animals such 
as moose might be able to tell you that a flood is coming.  Willie Simon has seen moose 
head to the rivers when there is a forest fire or head for higher ground in the spring when 
it’s flooding.   

 I notice they head for the hills in the spring 
time if there’s going to be a flood. I don’t 
know how come they know.  They seem to 
know when it’s going to flood. I know that 
because a lot of times you’ll see them just 
leaving the delta and going in the hills. And 
other years they just stay right in the delta, 
you know, and then it doesn’t flood. 

Willie Simon  {T62}

 
Photo GRRB    

Sometimes, flooding was not related to the spring break-up, snow melt or ice 
jams.  Willie Simon indicated that summer flooding might be a product of a north wind 
from the coast.  If there is a strong north wind coming from the coast to the Inuvik area, it 
pushes the water back up the delta and causes water levels on Nagwichoonjik to rise. {61}   

Interviewees discussed the lowered amount of driftwood that is coming into the 
study area.  There used to be a lot of wood that came into the area from further up 
Nagwichoonjik.  John McNeely, Neil Colin, and Dan Andre all mentioned that large 
pieces of driftwood would come from the Liard River to Nagwichoonjik in the past.  This 
pattern has changed substantially, and large pieces of driftwood aren’t seen as much.  
This might indicate that the water levels are lower even on the Liard River. {T81, T44, T16} 

Rivers, Lakes and Creeks 
Many interviewees indicated that creeks and rivers are harder to travel through 

these days due to low water levels.  The change is very noticeable, and is often related to 
shallow water or increased sand bars.  Ellen Firth said that they will have to move their 
summer camp in the Mackenzie Delta due to this problem.  She said you can “…barely 
get down that channel…,” {T70} referring to the channel where their camp is located. 

With rivers and creeks lower than they used to be, it makes sense that other bodies 
of water will be as well.  Many interviewees noted that lakes seem to have lower water 
levels as well and some lakes have even dried up.   

Creeks inland from the rivers are dry, and water from the spring melt is 
evaporating instead of running in the creeks.  This is a lot different than years ago.  
Creeks that used to run in the spring are now dry all year.  Another problem with spring 
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run-off that has been identified is an increase in beaver houses on creeks and lakes.  Peter 
Ross noted that on the larger creeks, beaver houses are preventing the water from flowing 
quickly. {T88}   Many interviewees also thought that there are more beaver houses than 
there used to be.   

 

 

The Mackenzie River … water is getting low.  Same with all the rivers 
along the, the Mackenzie.  The Arctic Red [River] is very low in mid‐summer.  In 
the Delta there’s places where you can’t travel anymore, you know, because … 
the water is so low now.  And the runoffs from the lakes, I mean, from the spring 
runoffs [it] is a lot different now than years ago too.  I don’t know what happens.  
Probably all evaporates with all the snow, you know.  We used to have runoffs 
across, just above…just below Chii t’iet and one down here. … You know, it used 
to be noisy in the evenings.  You don’t see that anymore. … And all along the 
Mackenzie, especially down towards Six Miles, that runoffs, you see all those 
creeks come out, they’re just dry in the spring….  snow melting, but I think what 
happens probably as it melts it just evaporates away rather than seeping into the 
ground.  

Peter Ross {T88}

 

  

Animals  
Animals play an important role in the survival of Gwich’in people, both 

historically and today.  Animals can be classified into three overlapping categories of 
how people use/know of them: as food sources, as fur sources, and other uses.   

Spring was a time for hunting beavers.  Hyacinthe Andre remembers hunting 
beavers in the springtime when he was younger.  He knew where there was beaver at 
Rabbit Hay Lake or Gehts’eh van as it is called in Gwich’in.  He stayed where the creek 
flowed out to the river, and there were so many beavers that he easily got his limit of 15.     
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In those days people used to hunt 
beavers right after the ice moved. 
They would go from creek to creek. 

That’s where the beavers were 
always found. 

 
Hyacinthe Andre  {1473} 

 

 Photo GRRB 

Winston McNeely commented on what beavers are eating during this season.  He 
said they eat willows, poplar, and birch.  In the spring they also eat a water plant that 
looks like a lily pad with a large white root, like a pineapple (Yellow Pond-lily).  The 
beavers eat the root, although Winston said that it was very bitter tasting. {T85} 

There are a variety of different food sources available in the spring, including 
waterfowl, rats, beaver, and bear roots.  Annie Norbert said that at their spring camp, they 
would dry muskrats, ducks, geese, and beaver meat and tails for food.{1273 T14}  Marka 
Bullock also described a variety of processing techniques for animals hunted during the 
spring hunt, although she was referring to spending spring up Tsiigehnjik.  She said that 
moose and caribou were killed and people would stay at the kill site to process the 
carcasses.  Caribou and moose hides would be cleaned, washed, and have all the hair 
scraped off.  They would dry and smoke the meat and prepare bone grease before heading 
back.  {1581 T41} Annie Norbert mentioned that black bears were considered a source of 
food as well.  Bear meat was smoked, as were geese.  Smoking and drying were 
important ways of preserving meat. When she was younger Annie would pass the spring 
in the delta or in the mountains up Tsiigehnjik.  At this time she would help her parents 
cut and clean the muskrats, stretch the pelts on stretchers, and smoke the carcasses to 
prevent spoilage.  Her mother would make drymeat from the muskrats as well.  Some of 
the muskrat meat was used as dog food. {1473 T1 M90} 
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 The Mackenzie Delta was an important place for springtime ratting, and the 
muskrats that people hunted and trapped there were a dependable fur-bearing and food 
animal.  Many interviewees discussed ratting in the spring.  Jim Vittrekwa said that many 
people used to go muskrat hunting in the delta each spring after break-up.  Even with 
many people ratting, there were always many muskrats the next year. {1581 T40}  Lucy 
Adams also commented on the spring ratting season.  The permafrost under the moss was 
used to cool and preserve rat skins while ratting continued.  She noted that bears could 
chase rats away from a lake.  {T56}   

 Anna May McLeod has seen bears and lynx licking trees in the spring.  She was not sure 
what they were trying to get, possibly salt in the bark.{T7}   
Noel Andre indicated that black bears eat pussy willows in 
the spring. {T9}   

Although some interviewees mentioned hunting 
caribou and moose up Tsiigehnjik in the spring, some 
indicated that large game like caribou and moose were not 
hunted in the spring in the Delta.  Eddy McLeod said there 
are many moose in the Mackenzie Delta in the spring, but 
they were not hunted, “we just look at them.”  Rather big 
game animals like caribou and moose are hunted in August 
and September. {T38}   

Many animals give birth to young ones in the spring, 
including caribou, moose, and smaller animals.  Abe 

Peterson said that caribou head for high hills in the spring, in order to calve there.  He 
said they go up high to be safe from the high water during the spring flood. {T94}   

Richard Ross used to pick roots in the spring across the Mackenzie Delta with his 
mother.  One time his mother was chopping the frozen ground with an axe, and there was 
a frozen frog in a clump of mud.  She put the frog in the sun, then it awoke, it was just 
frozen, or hibernating.  {No Tape}   

Animals are discussed individually in the Summer section below.  

Birds 
Ducks, geese, swans, songbirds, and other birds return to the study area from 

various locations the south in the spring.  Their presence marks the arrival of spring and 
provides a supply of food and music.  Other birds are year-round residents, including the 
ubiquitous raven (locally sometimes called crow), grouse and ptarmigan, woodpeckers, 
whisky jacks, boreal chickadees, and some birds of prey such as the northern goshawk, 
owls, and the merlin.  Gwich’in people are familiar with the habits, diet and migratory 
patterns of many birds.  As springtime was a very important time for harvesting birds, 
birds are discussed in detail in this section, even though the description of the birds might 
span spring, summer, fall and winter. 

 
Eddy McLeod in 

Aklavik 

Photo K. Benson 
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Many interviewees thought that the number of birds 
present in the spring is less than it used to be in the past.  
Fred B Jerome, for example, discussed how spring used to 
be different on Campbell Lake.  The last time he was at 
Gull Lake (part of Campbell Lake) was in 1956/1957 and 
at that time there were many geese, ducks, and swans.  It 
was named Gull Lake due to the large numbers of water 
birds.  There were hundreds of young ones there as well.  
However, after the construction of the Dempster Highway 
around 1970 there were fewer birds present at Gull Lake.  
They might stop there in the springtime while migrating, 
but they do not stay and have their young there anymore.  
He said this is just an example of how development can 
affect bird populations. {T74} 

Waterfowl 
Several locations in the study area are 

known to be good for hunting waterfowl in the 
spring:  Khaii luk, Andrew Lake, the islands 
along Nagwichoonjik upstream from 
Tsiigehtchic to the Gwich’in-Sahtu border, the 
Mackenzie islands, and the Delta were all 
mentioned by interviewees.  Some also said that 
the coast is a good place for hunting ducks, 
swans, and geese. 

  

 
Richard Ross in Aklavik 

Photo K. Benson 

Swans, well any kind of 
ducks, they’re all good eating, 
you know.  And there are a lot of 
them in the spring, go out in 
Mackenzie shoot the geese … 
they’re always in good shape in 
the springtime, fat. 

Abe Peterson {T94}
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 Barney Natsie, when referring to 
Tł’oo nàdhàdląįį vidie’ chuudląįį, an 
outflowing creek on Andrew Lake south of 
Khaii luk, mentioned that this was a good 
place for migratory waterfowl (Figure 28).  
He said, "Thousand geese and swan!"  The 
geese and swans made it difficult to sleep at 
this spot. {1181 T31}  Geese were a spring time 
food for Agnes Mitchell, who used to eat 
them at Tree River.  She said that at least once 
a day, usually for an afternoon or evening 
meal, they’d have a cook-out, including food 
such as big pots of goose soup.  The pot 
would have two or three geese in it.  {1181 T30} 

Different places in the Gwich’in 
cultural landscape are good for different 
resources.  Frank Blake noted that in the delta, 
spring is a good season for geese, black ducks, 
and swans.  {T14}  
Geese arrive in 
the north in the 

spring, and they stop in certain places to eat.  Interviewees 
suggested that they eat the grass in lakes, and other greenery.  
An elder noted that geese eat the grass in the ponds that 
remains from the fall.  Geese eat the willows and plants in 
the springtime as well, until the new grass come up. {T47} 

Many people in the interviews mentioned that things 
have been changing, and this includes birds.  It seems that 
migratory waterfowl are following different routes, and there 
may be less of them than in the past.   

Some interviewees indicated that there is a lot of variation in the route and timing 
of migratory waterfowl.  Some years the birds will fly  down the Anderson River, and 
some years they will go along Nagwichoonjik (Figure 29).  If the birds arrive too early, 
and it is cold or stormy, they may return further south to wait for the weather to improve.  
There was some disagreement about whether the changes were related to climate change 
or not.  Herbert Andre said that for the last few years, geese have been migrating down 
the Anderson River drainage.  He said that some years they come along Nagwichoonjik to 
the delta, some years they go up the Anderson River, which is just a normal variation. 
{T28}  However, many interviewees noticed that the changes described above in the 
weather section are affecting birds.  When asked about the changes in break-up, Sonny 
Blake thought that migratory birds are being affected.  He said that migratory waterfowl 

Figure 28.  Tł’oo nàdhàdląįį 
vidie’ chuudla ̨įį. 

Frank Blake in 
Tsiigehtchic 

Photo K Benson
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usually come down Nagwichoonjik over Point Separation unless a weather system forces 
them to take a different route, down the Anderson River to the coast.  {T19} 

 
Figure 29.  Anderson River and Srehtadhadlaii (Point Separation) 

Black Duck 
Black ducks are an important food source in the spring.  Many interviewees 

mentioned taking them in the spring for food.  Black ducks (surf scoter and white-winged 
scoter) are about five pounds, according to Barney Natsie.  Males are black and slightly 
larger while the females are smaller and brown.  They have a distinguishing white mark 
and white feathers on the wing.  They are ‘fat all the time’ and are good eating, although 
the white-headed ones can taste fishy.  Barney said that black ducks live out on the lakes 
in the summertime and they nest on lakeshores.  Black ducks can often be seen floating 
down Nagwichoonjik in August and September.  He sees them floating down the rivers 
for about a mile, and then flying back up and floating down again.  They will do this 
several times and then disappear to another area.   

Barney sees black ducks in a group of about five or 
six, or up to 30, around one female.  The males will 
sometimes fight.  Females lay eggs only once per year, 
after a springtime mating season.  Nests are on lakes in 
grassy areas or on muskrat push-ups.  Usually there are 
five to seven eggs per clutch.  The nest, “it looks like little 
basket, but the eggs don’t roll out or anything, just like 
little dish.”  They hatch in the middle part of June.  The 
ducklings are already large by August when they return to 
Nagwichoonjik.  The ducklings are raised by the females 
who make noises to warn them of danger.  They stay with 
their mother until they can fly.  Sometimes, ravens will 

 
Barney Natsie in 

Tsiigehtchic 
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bother the ducklings, particularly when they are portaging over land between lakes.  
Eagles will also hunt black ducks.   

Barney mentioned 
that black ducks can be 
seen in the lakes around 
Tree River (Figure 30) 
and across the delta.  
They can be found way 
back in the bush, inland.  
They tend to nest near 
good feeding grounds.  
When they are migrating 
they only stop for a short 
time along this route to 
overnight.  They are 
heading for the coast.  
Several things might 
change their migration 
route, including a forest 
fire which causes ashes to 

accumulate in the lakes.  After a forest fire, Barney said that it takes more than a year for 
the birds to return due to the ashes.  It might take ten years for the lake to be able to have 
fish and birds in it again.  The population seems to vary from year to year, although this 
might be because the ducks take a different migration route.  A different route might be 
due to a lack of food along one route.   

At night, black ducks go among the grasses and sleep, according to Barney.  They 
are still aware of people approaching though.  During the day they are in the middle of 
the lakes.  They appear to feed on water bugs, because when their stomachs are opened 
up they are full of these bugs.  They also eat grasses.  The birds will stay on lakes where 
there is enough to eat and they carry the grasses back to their young ones in their mouths.  
The white-headed black ducks must eat fish, as they taste fishy. {1569}    

 
Figure 30.  Tree River. 
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These days, it’s different. Some of the 
ducks are poor. Last summer, we got 
ducks, some were good, but some were 
poor. I had to cook them with grease. They 
are not tasty. It’s not like the ducks we ate 
in the past; they were tasty, now they’re 
not. The difference is due to the [garbage 
in the] water… The water, ducks get their 
food from water… 

Caroline Andre {T32}

 

Mallard 
Mallards are another common duck in the study area.  John Kendo said that they 

are quite large and have a curly tail.  They can be up to five or six pounds in weight.  
Mallards moult in the summertime, and they cannot fly during that period.  Males are 
grey with green, blue and white wings.  John thought females are brown, but has never 
really looked, “I want to eat them right away, and I never have time to look at them.  Just 
pluck them, singe them and cook them right there.”  Mallards arrive in the spring and 
leave in September.  Their migration route changes, and might be based on available 
food.  Younger birds follow the older ones on the migration.   

John said that mallards live in grassy places on lakeshores.  They live in groups 
with other male and female mallards.  Mallards sleep on the water whenever they are 
tired. Many go to the coast but many nest all over the study area and the delta.  They are 
often found on islands in lakes.  They eat bugs, grasses, and roots.  If a forest fire 
threatens their nests, they will leave; but if the fire goes by and does not damage the grass 
in the lakes, they can return quickly.   

Females and males look for each other in early June, after which females have 
around 12 young ones.  John mentioned that females lay eggs for the first time when 
they’re two years old.  When they nest, the females go for food while the males watch the 
nest.  Males and females raise the ducklings together.  Ducklings stay with their parents 
until September when they can fly and take care of themselves.  This makes September 
another good time to hunt them as they can not really fly that well.  Mallards and other 
ducks are not hunted in the summer because they have their young ones.  When 
threatened, they run and hide and are very quiet, or they can dive under water.  Eagles 
and falcons hunt ducks. {1569}     
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Canvasback Duck 
Few interviewees mentioned canvasback ducks specifically.  They are recognized 

as a taxon but did not warrant the same attention that black ducks received.  This may be 
in part due to lower numbers or dietary preference for black ducks.  Nonetheless, there is 
much information about canvasbacks.  Nap Norbert said that canvasbacks are found on 
the shores of islands or along the river in the springtime.  When lakes are ice-free they 
move to lakeshores.  Females are greyer than males and they moult during their summer 
stay in the north.  They are in the north from May-September, with many leaving in 
August.  Canvasbacks have their young in grassy lakeshores or inland, in June.  They 
mate in May and prefer lakes with cutbanks rather than shores.  There are between 6 and 
12 ducklings per nest and they stay with their parents until they fly south again.  The 
ducklings take to the water quickly after being born.  The population might change from 
year to year, which may relate to the migration route.  Tony Andre thought that these 
birds are great divers, and the males spend more time in the water diving.  Tony saw 
canvasbacks in the delta in low-water portages.  According to Thomas Mitchell, 
canvasbacks eat bugs, ‘wheat’ under water and green grasses. “They dive for bugs, you 
know them black bugs they eat that.  Once in a while they dive and come up and then 
they look around and then they dive.” {1569} 

Eagles and owls are known to hunt 
canvasbacks and the ducks’ manner of escape from 
these birds of prey and hunters is to swim out into the 
water and dive.  The best time to hunt these ducks is 
in May and in September. {1569}  According to Cecil 
Andre, canvasbacks live in groups of several birds, 
not alone.  He says that when ducks are hunted by 
birds of prey such as eagles, it is when the ducks are 
flying, not when they are on the water.  “Well, most 
of the time if the ducks stay in the water [the eagles] 
don’t bother [them]. If they catch them up in the air 
they go after it.  So they always go for where there is 
water on the land.” {1569} 

Ring-necked Duck 
Like canvasbacks, ring-necked ducks were not discussed in the TK interviews.  

The males of these small, two-pound ducks are a little darker than the females and they 
resemble the shape of a spoon.  The ducks moult when they are in the north, and look 
cleaner after this.  Victor Modeste said, “after they get brand new hair they look cleaner” 
{1569}   

These ducks mate in May, close to the time when they arrive in the north, and the 
females lay their eggs in mid-June.  The ducks are paired up, a male and a female, “they 
got to have a partner” according to Victor.  They live in groups of ten or 15 ducks, 
usually on grassy lakes.  Their nests can be found on these lakes or on the highway.  
Victor said that if a mother duck is killed, the ducklings will move over to another 
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mother.  Ring-necked ducks eat “flies, bugs, grass, that black stuff there, like berries and 
that.”   

Ducks are hunted by fox, mink, and marten, and eagles and hawks.  Large 
jackfish have been reported to grab ducks as they swim.   

Aside from providing meat, ducks provide feathers that, in the past, people used 
for stuffing pillows and making clothes.  “All the fine feathers. …you use that for sort of 
quilt” said Victor. {1569}  

Geese 
Geese, like ducks, are an 

important food source for the 
Gwich’in.  Many interviewees discuss 
using geese, and in particular going to 
the islands near Jim Nagle island and 
Point Separation to hunt geese (Figure 
31). {1569}   

Interviewees discussed several 
different types of geese, including the 
Canada goose, the snow goose, the 
Yellow Legs goose (greater white-
fronted goose), and one that Gabe 
Andre calls a small Canada goose 
(Brant).  These geese vary in size both 
between and within species.  Males 
tend to be larger and lighter in colour 
than the females.  They moult in the summer.   

Geese arrive in May and nest in many places.  Gabe Andre said, in a GRRB 
interview; “All the way down the Mackenzie Valley, on Mackenzie River, or on the Red 

River, on Peel River, then Delta, then down the coast.”  
Snow geese nest only on the coast.  Geese tend to be around 
grassy lakes or on the river on a sandbar.  When they are 
migrating south in the fall, most Canada geese, unlike snow 
geese and swans, fly lower to the ground.  Snow geese and 
swans fly high enough that it is difficult to hunt them.  
Geese start to migrate as soon as their little ones can fly.  
Participants suggested that the yearly variations in geese 
populations might be related to their migration patterns.  
They take different migratory paths due to food availability 
along the route.  Some years they migrate through Alaska.  
Other years they may fly through the Northwest Territories, 
the Yukon, or even through the Hudson’s Bay area.   

Figure 31.  Jim Nagle Island and 
Srehtadhadlaii (Point Separation). 
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Geese breed in May and June, 
when they are rarely seen in the study 
area.  They are adept at hiding.  They 
emerge from hiding with their young 
ones, who number five or six at most.  
Geese start breeding when they are one 
year old.  Gabe in all his years of 
hunting has never seen a nest, they are 
so well hidden.  Male and female geese 
raise the young ones together.  When a 
nest is threatened, the male will leave 
first and the female will stay until the 
last moment.  This makes it easier to 
hunt the males than females.   

They eat a short, small grass called ‘goose grass.’  They also eat berries, bugs, and 
gravel.  Bald eagles will hunt for geese and ducks, as will foxes.  Ravens will steal goose 
eggs if they find them.  {1569}   

Swan 
This migratory bird can be fifteen or twenty pounds when healthy and fat.  In the 

fall they are white, but otherwise they are brown.  Young swans are grey around their 
necks.   Swan droppings are almost as large as a dog’s and make it easy to see when they 
have been present.  Swans live in pairs or in large flocks of up to 20 birds.  Swan pairs 
are always together, even when migrating north, and look after their young together.  
Gabe Andre said that males “look after the young ones just as good as the mother could.”  
Older swans lead the younger birds while migrating.   The young ones migrate south with 
the parents.  {1569}   

Swans migrate along different routes.  They can go through the Yukon, along 
Tsiigehnjik, down Nagwichoonjik, or through the Khaii luk area to Anderson River.   
Swans mate around May and lay eggs around the first part of June.  A female swan lays 
eggs when she is one year old.  Nests are in the low willows or high grass around lakes or 
creeks.  Usually, a swan lays one or two eggs but might lay up to three in a clutch.   

In the springtime, swans can be found along Nagwichoonjik, which is a good area 
for all types of migratory waterfowl.  Swans can also be found on sandbars, inland grassy 
lakes and open, shallow creeks.  In the fall, you don’t see as many swans on 
Nagwichoonjik.  Swans eat weeds from the bottom of the lakes and bugs.  Sometimes 
they eat the worms that are in the weeds.  They also eat sand and gravel.  They eat 
aquatic grass that is on the surface of the lakes as well.   

When swans are threatened, they hide in the water with only their beaks sticking 
out of the water.  They then make it to shore and run and hide.  If a forest fire sweeps 
over a lake, swans might not return for one or two years.  Swans are not hunted by other 
animals due to their size.  {1569}   

Photo: GRRB/CWS
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Brant Goose 
The brant is a small migratory bird.  They eat mostly berries and live with Canada 

geese.  Females are different from the males as they are browner in colour.  Brants are 
mainly seen in the springtime as they fly overhead on their way to the coast.  They nest 
on swampy coastal lakes in June, and the young geese stay in the nest for most of the 
summer, learning to eat berries and grasses.  Brant geese families live where there are 
lots of rocks. {1569} 

Sandhill Crane 
Several interviewees mentioned cranes, although few said it was for consumption. 

Most interviewees said that you just leave cranes alone.  The sandhill crane is a large 
bird, around three feet tall.  The crane is considered a very wise bird.  They live on dry 
ground where there are many berries in flocks that range in size from three to 15.  Victor 
Modeste said, “I know travelling through the... Mackenzie and on the lakes in the 
summer I always see about 3 together sometimes.  Other times I see ten, 12, 15…”  They 
nest on sandbars.  Victor has been told that they eat fish.  Cranes mate in May and build 
nests in dry grassy places.  They have four or five young ones.  As soon as they hatch 
they head for the shores to find bugs and flies to eat.  They also eat berries.   

Cranes walk in the damp shores, they do not swim.  They are good to eat in the 
fall, after it starts to get dark.  You can hunt them away from the bush out in the open.  
The meat resembles muskox in taste.  The Gwich’in believe that if you kill a crane and it 
falls into the water, there will be a storm.  {1569}   

Birds of Prey 
There are many birds of prey in the study area, including hawks, eagles, and owls.  

Interviewees were familiar with these birds and had some specific comments related to 
springtime.  Eagles follow the geese through the study area as the geese migrate in the 
spring.  Eagles are not year-round residents, although many interviewees felt that the 
number of eagles and eagles’ nests was increasing over the last few years.  Eddie 
MacLeod said “now there’s lots of eagles at Mackenzie when the geese come they seem 
to follow the geese.  They come in with the geese in the spring”. {T38}  In the spring, owls 
hunt small birds and mammals as prey.  This includes songbirds, mice and rabbits. John 
Jerome told us, “Owl too, he hunts for sometimes mice or…mice and rabbits, too; same 
thing. But he goes after birds sometimes, little birds.” {T72} 
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Yeah, there’s quite a few 
eagles in the spring.  Yeah, 
they seem to come early 
sometimes. 

Abe Peterson {T96}  
 
We never had ravens at 
our camp, ever. But lots of 
eagles. Come spring time 
they’re just all over.   

Elizabeth Firth {T67}  
 Photo GRRB 

There are two types of eagles in the study area, the bald eagle and the golden 
eagle.  As noted above, many interviewees thought that there were more eagles around 
than there used to be.  Eagles are between eight and 15 pounds, and are good hunters of 
fish and small mammals.   Females are lighter in colour than the males.  Eagles can take 
fish from several feet underwater.  They live in pairs in well-made nests with large 
branches, grasses, and mud.  The nests can be found on the side of a cliff or near running 
water, where fish can be found.  Eagles arrive in April and migrate south after the end of 
August, although some are seen as late as November.  Eagles will protect their young if 
the nest is approached.  They’re intelligent and good hunters to always have food for their 
young, including trout, jack fish, coney, crookedback and whitefish, and small mammals 
like rabbits.  They have their first young ones when they are two years old, and usually 
lay one or two eggs.  Young birds stay with their parents for two or three years. {1569}    

Eagles are a special and respected bird 
to the Gwich’in.  “It’s the greatest animal.”  
Eagles don’t scavenge; they kill the meat they 
eat.  Sometimes they will take split fish 
though.  Eagles aren’t hunted as they are the 
‘head of the birds.’  Eagle feathers were used but the birds were never killed to gather 
them. {1569}  

One of the pair will always stay at the nest to protect the eggs or the young ones 
when the other is hunting.  They will hunt fish, small mammals as well as ducks and 
geese; and can take other birds’ eggs too; “Birds, ducks, geese, fish, rabbit too I guess, 
mice” noted Gabe Andre.  Often on a spring night, one of the pair will be sitting on the 
nest and one will be in a nearby tree.  Although you are never supposed to hunt them, you 
could shoot them if you had to and the meat is good.  Sometimes eagles are killed if they 
are pestering other animals or ducks. {1569}   Many interviewees mentioned that eagles 
will steal muskrats and traps; the traps can be recovered from their nests as proof.  
Elizabeth Firth remembered her father’s ability to support the family was threatened by 
an eagle who took muskrats and traps.  “Oh, I’ll tell you, one spring my dad was so mad, 

Nobody climb eagle’s nest.  
You’re not supposed to do that. 

Tony Andre {1569}
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he went to town. He told them he quit trapping because the eagles has taken all his traps.”  
They knocked down the nest and inside the eagle’s nest they found traps and muskrat and 
rabbit bones. {T67}   

Songbirds 
Songbirds are also largely migratory (the Gray jay, several finches, and the boreal 

chickadee spend winter in the study area), and most interviewees only discussed them in 
reference to spring.  They were remembered by their noisiness on springtime mornings.  
Pierre Norman called them his ‘alarm clock,’ he said they come up from the south and 
make a lot of noise in the spring mornings. {T49}    Like other birds, there was a concern 
expressed by some interviewees that there are fewer songbirds now than in old times.  
There is also a concern that songbirds do not seem to stay around as long, they pass 
through quickly in the spring and are not present during the summer as much.  Dale Clark 
said that the songbirds are ‘fading away’ and they come and go quickly.  {T21}  Many 
interviewees mentioned that they are seeing a small yellow bird, possibly a warbler, more 
than in the past.  Some implied that it was a new species to the area.  It was often called a 
‘little yellow canary bird.’ 

Raven 
Ravens, or crows as they are often 

locally known, are an important bird in 
Gwich’in legends.  They are also a common 
sight both in the bush and in town.  Some 
interviewees felt that the number of ravens was 
increasing, due in part to their ability to subsist 
off human garbage.  Annie Norbert indicated 
that when she was young, crows were like pets, 
her father would feed them and they would fight 
over the food. {T93}  Several interviewees 
suggested that when a game animal was shot for 
food, some of the meat goes to ravens, whether 
intentionally or not.  When you take something 
from the land, you have to give something back.  
Fred B. Jerome said, “that’s when you take a 
little bit of it, you’ve got to return something in it. But mostly the biggest rule is when 
you take something from the land, you return something, like put something there. Like if 
you pick up spruce gum and that, you just throw tobacco or something. When you … 
shoot caribou and you leave a chunk of meat for other animals, like crows and that. Yeah, 
those are the danger animal but you have to do it anyway.” {T74}  Other animals also leave 
meat that many smaller scavengers, including ravens, will eat. 

Some interviewees mentioned that there are more ravens now than before.  Louis 
Cardinal said that they are ‘worse than dogs’ these days.  Ravens will get into the 
garbage, into food, into everything in town. {T3}  “There’s not too many things can scare 

Oh, there’s nothing. 
[Ravens] are all over. You fire a 
shot and he’s already there. 
Funny, eh? Just like they send 
messages to one another. Like in 
the mountains, you shoot caribou, 
next one’s hollering; next thing 
you hear them sending telegrams 
to one another. 

Buster 
McLeod {T55} 
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the raven away. As long as there’s food around, he’s there,” said Grace Blake.{T96}  
Killing ravens was largely considered taboo, although some people mentioned that they 
wish they could kill them, because they are such pests.  Lucy Adams said that it seems 
that every time you kill one raven, six more ravens will appear.  They get angry at you for 
killing the raven. {T57}  Other interviewees mentioned that you can ruin a gun by shooting 
a raven.  The gun would not be useful anymore, it would not shoot straight.  

Ravens usually live in groups of three or four, and can be found wherever humans 
are.  You can usually see them flying around a fishcamp and around a fresh kill when 
hunting.  Ravens looks for food during the day and sleep at night.  When you travel 
somewhere, you will notice that a raven will follow, and soon there will be two or three 
or even more.  Ravens are generally considered to be smart and have their own 
personality.  Ravens will also eat berries, fish, caribou meat, and just about anything else. 
{1569} 

Ravens have young ones in April, only once a year.  Their nests are hard to find, 
in trees.  Ravens might have two to four young ones.  When ravens get old, their plumage 
can turn grey.   

Ptarmigan 
Many interviewees mentioned 

ptarmigan as a reliable source of food.  
This year-round resident of the GSA 
can be as much as three pounds when 
healthy and fat.  Ptarmigans change 
colour seasonally, they are brown in 
the summer and white in the winter, 
changing colours around October.  It is 
rare to see a ptarmigan living by itself; 
usually they are in ‘flocks.’  “Very few 
times you might see ptarmigan by 
itself” said Noel Andre.  These birds 

move around the countryside from one area to another.  The population in any one area is 
variable, possibly due to the movement of the birds.  Sometimes, the tops of willows are 
‘white’ with the number of ptarmigans sitting on the branches.  Other years have very 
low populations of this bird.  {1569}   

At night, ptarmigans fly up into the air and then dive straight into the snow, 
making a hole.  The birds stay in the snow all night.  During the day, the birds feed on 
willows and birch.  Ptarmigan mate in May and lay eggs during the month of June.  The 
male and female find each other using calls.  Females mate for the first time when they 
are two years old and their nests are usually on the tundra.  They lay ten or 15 eggs at a 
time.   

Summer and winter, the best place to hunt ptarmigans is along shorelines where 
willows grow.  Ptarmigans’ diet consists largely of berries and willow seeds.  Noel Andre 

 
Photo W Stebner/GRRB
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said that they eat “seeds in the winter, and seeds and berries in the summer.”  To protect 
their young ones from danger, a ptarmigan might act wounded and move away from the 
nest to fool the predator into following them.  After a forest fire, ptarmigans will not 
repopulate an area until green willows grow back. {1569}   

Grouse 
Like ptarmigans, sharp-tailed grouse and spruce grouse (both sometimes locally 

called chicken, spruce chicken, spruce turkey, and spruce hen) can be a good source of 
food.  Grouse are a slightly larger bird than a ptarmigan, and can weigh around seven or 
eight pounds.  Males are a bit darker than females, who are browner in colour.  Both stay 
the same colour year-round.  Grouse stay in trees, young trees with bushy tops, and live 
in flocks from a few to up to twenty.  Sometimes they are alone.  They feed on spruce 
boughs or needles, and can therefore usually be found where there is spruce, willow, or 
birch.  {1569}   

They survive in winter so I 
think it’s not a bird to joke 

about.   

Cecil Andre {1569} 

 Photo GRRB 

Grouse feed during the day and sleep in trees at night.  They store their food 
supply in a pouch in their necks.  It is the only bird that you can approach and kill with a 
loop of string, and it won’t flee.  However, they are a smart bird to be able to withstand 
the Arctic winters.   

Grouse mate as early as March, and this slow-growing bird is around two years 
old before it mates for the first time.  Their nests are in very ‘bushy’ trees, and are used 
year after year.  A female usually lays six or eight eggs.  Like the ptarmigan, the grouse 
will try to lead a predator away from her young, who scatter when in danger.  The young 
ones are then called back from the brush with a particular call.  The young ones stay with 
the mother for more than a year in order to learn how to live in the Arctic environment.  
The grouse has several predators, including owls and hawks, foxes and lynx.  Foxes do 
not have an easy time catching these birds.  As mentioned above, people also hunt 
grouse.  Grouse are a tasty bird, according to Cecil Andre, and make a very good soup! 
{1569}   
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Other Birds 
Spring time also brings many other types of birds.  Interviewees discussed 

snowbirds, gulls, and whimbrels, a distinctive bird often heard in the spring.  Snowbirds 
migrate into the study area in the early spring and are a common sight.  John McNeely 
remembered seeing snowbirds in the mouth of Khaii luk tshik in late April and early May. 
{T81}    

Fish 
Fish are an important resource for the Gwich’in people.  Due to a reliance, 

particularly in the Khaii luk area, on fish for human and dog food, traditional knowledge 
about fish is exhaustive.  The Gwich’in Renewable Resource Board conducted a 
Traditional Knowledge study of fish in the Khaii luk watershed {1612} and this study 
captured much important traditional knowledge about fish.  Other studies have also dealt 
extensively with fishing in the study area, and this information is included.  Fish are 
discussed in greater detail in the Summer section on page 89.   

Traditional knowledge gathered during the Aquatic Effects Study of the Peel, 
Arctic Red, and Mackenzie Ferry crossings includes fishing in the spring.  During the 
spring time, fishnets are set in late May, as early as possible after break-up.  If the nets 
are set deep in the water, they are more likely to catch more fish.  During the spring, 
people also mention ice-fishing on lakes and fly-fishing in open eddies.  Eddies are 
important for broad whitefish and coney.  It is important to know when the fish are 
travelling to be able to use the resource effectively.  This study found that broad 
whitefish, coney, and crookedbacks travel close to the same time of the year.  Loche, on 
the other hand, generally travels later.{1576}  

The Local Knowledge of Fish Movements and Habitat Use in the Travaillant Lake 
System final report discusses fish movement in the spring and summer.  Interviewees 
indicated that a small number of fish move between the fish lakes in the Travaillant 
watershed (including Khaii luk itself) and Nagwichoonjik, but that the two populations 
were mainly separate.  That is, Nagwichoonjik whitefish were a separate population from 
Travaillant watershed whitefish.  The higher water in the springtime associated with the 
melting snow allowed for some movement down the Khaii luk tshik. {1612}   

Agnes Mitchell commented on how important fish is in the spring.  She said that 
when the ice is gone and the water is going down, they are usually ‘sick of eating meat’ 
and happy to set a net in a creek for fish.  She said they would fish for suckers early in the 
spring, eating only the tail.  The first fish of the season would taste very good!  Spring is 
the only time to eat suckers. {1181 T30} 

Coney 
Coney have always been an important food source for Gwich’in because they are 

some of the first fish to arrive in the spring, in June.  According to the Aquatic Effects 
Study, coney continue to be plentiful in creeks throughout the Mackenzie Delta. {1576}    
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Jackfish 
Unlike coney, the Gwich’in do not usually keep jackfish (northern pike) for food, 

but will use them for dog food and bait for traps. {1576}   Some interviewees mentioned that 
they ate jackfish, if they were hungry and unable to get a preferred fish.  John Norbert 
told a story of getting about a dozen northern pike one spring, near the Kugaluk River.  
He filleted the fish, wrapped them up and cached them on the permafrost under the moss.  
Later on in the spring, there was a big snowstorm, and John forgot about them.  Later, he 
was stuck without anything to eat except bannock and Kraft dinner.  He remembered the 
pike in the cache and fried the pike for a good meal. {T23}   

The Aquatic Effects Study found that jackfish spend most of their time in creeks 
and lakes.  However, during freeze-up they tend to come to larger rivers.  Jackfish, 
according to the participants in the study, spawn in smaller creeks and shallow lakes.  
Lake jackfish are tastier than river jackfish. {1576}      

Whitefish 
Whitefish are a critical resource for the Gwich’in – they are ‘good eating.’  Two 

types of whitefish are harvested, the Mackenzie River broad whitefish and the 
crookedback.  Crookedbacks get to be about eight pounds at the maximum.  This fish, a 
bit darker in the summer due to the sunshine, likes to 
travel in schools with other types of fish.  It can be 
found in many lakes and rivers in the study area.  
Crookedbacks in the rivers spawn at the end of 
August or early September.  In some lakes, they 
spawn around the first of December. {1569} 
Crookedbacks are considered to be good for dog food 
although they are consumed by people as well.   

Whitefish are four or five years old before 
they spawn; which only happens once a year.  “It 
takes quite a while before a fish would spawn, 
[they’re] into adult hood before they spawn,” noted 
Cecil Andre.  Eggs are deposited along rocky shores 
or in the deep portions of inland lakes, where there is 
a rocky bottom.  Whitefish will also eat gravel.  Fish 
from different areas have different tastes to them. 
{1569}  Noel Andre said that they will “probably [eat] 
moss, mud, gravel, other little eneelu’...little fish.”   

Crookedbacks can be two feet long, and run in large schools.  Interviewees have 
caught them in very deep waters, near the bottom.  The fish will stay very near the 
bottom if the weather is cold, around 40 or 50 degrees below zero.  Crookedbacks are 
found in all the fish lakes around Khaii luk, and the best time to fish for them is in the fall 

 
Noel Andre in Tsiigehtchic 

Photo I Kritsch
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before they spawn.  Fish ducks7 hunt crookedbacks, as do jackfish.  Victor Modeste said, 
“I know fish duck, they call them fish duck, always hunting fish.”  There are very few 
crookedbacks around in the summer.  Recently, the lowered water levels of some lakes in 
the study area have affected crookedback populations.  Victor Modeste told a story about 
a lake near Joe Adams’ camp that used to be a fish lake.  One year, the fish in this lake all 
died.  Since that time the lake has dried out. {1569} 

Crookedbacks live on the coast and when they are seen near Tsiigehtchic, they are 
only passing through.  Crookedbacks spawn near Tsiigehtchic and at Six Miles, and then 
return to the ocean.  They said that this is why people from Fort McPherson come to the 
Tsiigehtchic area to fish for them.  Females spawn in a shallow place and the fish hatch in 
the spring.  Crookedbacks start to spawn when they are one year old. {1569}  Whitefish are 
eaten by foxes, bears, and owls, and can have scars from jackfish bites. Forest fires can 
also damage whitefish.  Noel Andre remembers seeing damaged whitefish once, “in the 
river.  You don’t find it dead, but you can pick some fish that is flat as a hot cake.  That is 
on account of mostly forest fire.  They went through that forest fire and then they...the 
head is wider then the body ah, that is how flat it is.”  {1569} 

Plants, trees, and berries  
The Gwich’in have always depended upon plants for survival, and plants remain 

an important resource today.  Plants are used for medicine, food, tools, shelter, 
decoration, and other purposes.  Almost every interviewee mentioned using spruce gum 
as medicine, and many also indicated knowledge of the medicinal properties of other 
parts of the spruce tree as well.  For example, Sonny Blake mentioned that spring was a 
good time for collecting dineezil or spruce cones, used as a medicinal tea.{T19} 

They say when …[spruce cones] are 
fresh they’re good, like in the spring. 
Not when they’re dry, but that makes 
pretty good tea. You don’t even need 
sugar. 

Sonny Blake  {T19}

 

Many interviewees mentioned eating bear roots, known as ‘roots,’ which were 
harvested largely in the spring from river banks.  Elders, in particularly Gwich’in women, 
mentioned mixing grease from other spring favourites such as goose and duck with bear 
roots for a treat.  Sometimes bear roots were eaten with fish guts as well.  Sarah McLeod-
                                                 
7 Folk taxon of fish-eating ducks such as mergansers.   
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Firth mentioned that, “we eat them raw or else …with swan grease or geese grease, you 
know, geese were so fat that when you cook it, you save the grease. We used to dip that 
roots in there and eat it. Boy! Delicious!” {T53}  Bob Norman indicated that a person could 
live for a month on only roots, they were so healthy and full of vitamins. {T13}   

 

Bear roots were not just for eating, however, the roots also had medicinal 
properties.  Roots are good if you have an upset stomach.  You only need to dig them up, 
wash them off, boil the roots and drink the broth.  Roots are juicy, fresh, and a bit like 
carrots. {1636}  Indeed some interviewees called them carrots.  Roots can be boiled or fried 
or even eaten raw.  They can be stored for a time, and dried and pounded. {1636} 

Other plants were used for bush medicine as well.  The Summer section (page 89) 
discusses plants and medicines in more 
detail. 

Permafrost and slumping 
When asked about permafrost, 

many interviewees were confused about 
the question.  Responses were mainly 
related to changes in the permafrost 
such as slumping (Figure 32).  The 
presence of permafrost was known by 
Gwich’in people and it was often used 
to create a refrigerator or freezer under 
ground. Peter Ross said that in the 
spring, everyone used the permafrost to 
store meat.  Some people would even 
build an icehouse or cellar if they lived 

There’s not much meat around but in the spring time, there’s lots of roots 
which we have fun digging out. Although my mom is busy with skins, she still 
finds time to come out and help us with roots. Best place for roots is around soft 
gravel and small bushes. …Sometimes you can just see it on the ground where 
it’s easy to pick. Mom gets us used to roots and it’s a treat for us. Mom used to 
make a sharp stick for us to dig the roots out, while we are small. She shows us 
how to dig them out with the stick and we do what she tells us. I remember all 
this. This is good food, too, and children are bad for it. People are fond of roots, 
meantime it’s time to set net for fish. When we stay by a creek, it’s best to set net 
at the mouth of the creek. When we get fish my mom cooks the guts and this is 
good to eat with the roots. She mixes the roots with the fish guts.     

‐Annie Norbert {1473 T1 March 24}

Figure 32.  Areas identified as having 
slumps. 
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in a permanent camp along the river. {T88}  However, the pits need to be replaced if the 
permafrost around them begins to melt.  Ellen Firth mentioned that the pit in their spring 
camp in the Mackenzie Delta is melting and needs to be replaced.  It is no longer 
adequate for storage and they will replace it next year. {T70} 

 Many people discussed melting permafrost, and related it to global climate 
change.  A common theme in the interviews was how there were many more slumps on 
rivers, south-facing hills, and inland than there used to be.  These slumps happen in the 
spring, so are not related to rainfall, which also sometimes causes slumping.  Ellen also 
mentioned that a bank near their house is melting.  She said that the location of their 
camp used to be quite far back from the bank.  About two years ago, Nagwichoonjik ice 
started to erode the bank.  This allowed larger pieces of ice to come in and accelerate the 
erosion process.  She said that this past year, the bank is only about a foot from her 
father-in-law’s cabin door.  {T70} 

Insects 
Spring is the season when insects first 

emerge.  Although few interviewees specifically 
discussed insects in the spring, flies are the first 
insects to be seen in the spring; flies are “one of 
the main ones” said John McNeely.{T81}  Insects 
are discussed more fully in the summer section to 
follow. 

Summary: Spring 
Most interviewees suggested that spring 

weather and break-up in particular has changed 
substantially in the previous few decades.  They 
said that the weather is warmer earlier, that the ice breaks-up more quickly and often the 
ice just ‘candles’ or melts without breaking into large pieces.  There is less water to push 
the ice along the river and over other pieces of ice, as it used to do in the past.  The lower 
amount of water also means less flooding and drier conditions during spring.  Many of 
the older interviewees suggested that subsequent to the construction of the Bennett Dam 
(completed in 1967), there has not been flooding like there was prior to the dam.  Several 
people suggested that flooding is an important aspect of the delta ecosystem as it floods 
and rejuvenates the lakes and channels of the delta.  During break-up, floods occur when 
the river ice jams along the river system.   

Even though water levels are not as high as they were in the past, spring break-up 
is still an important event, and many interviewees discussed preparation for the event.  
Boats and equipment need to be moved high above the water and other appropriate 
measures must be taken.  In early spring, travel is possible with a skidoo, but during 
break-up, the ice-filled rivers and the melting snow prevents travel.  After break-up, 
people take boats to the delta in order to hunt and trap muskrats and beavers, and hunt 
migratory waterfowl. 

 
John McNeely in Fort Good Hope 

Photo K. Benson
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Black ducks, geese, and swans are important food sources in the spring, as they 
return to the north for the summer breeding season.  People also hunt other ducks, such as 
mallards, canvasbacks, and ring-necked ducks, although their favourites are black ducks, 
geese, and swans.  Several lakes and islands in the study area are particularly important 
for ducks, geese, and swans, including many of the islands on Nagwichoonjik, the islands 
near Point Separation, and lakes in the Khaii luk area. 

Fish nets go into the rivers as early as May to catch whitefish and coney which are 
heading upstream to spawn.  Fish is a more important food resource in the summer.  
Plants start to grow in the spring with warmer temperatures, and bear roots can be dug 
out of river banks for immediate consumption or cooking or storage.  As the temperatures 
warm, insects emerge, although summer is when they are the most abundant.  Flies are 
the first insect that heralds the warmer temperatures and greater numbers and diversity of 
insects to come. 
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Season: Summer 
After we spring hunt for muskrats, we came back up to town. We had a 

canoe; at that time I had two nets which I set below town. I made dry fish that 
summer. Other people are fishing across from town down and up the river. 
People are all over fishing. Everyone is busy making dry fish before the 15th of 
August. Before that big day everyone comes to town for a big celebration. For 
one week people visit with one another and have a good time before they all go 
back to their fishing camps. By the first of September there’s hardly anyone in 
town. In our younger days we worked hard for our living but still we are happy 
and had fun working for ourselves. When people are going to camp everyone 
pitches in to work—girls are busy cooking, making tea and while us young guys 
help the elders to set tent for them. Sometimes everyone camp in one big tent, we 
listen to our elders when they tell a story. Their stories are sure good. 

      Andre Jerome {1473 T2}

 

Cultural Activities in the Summer 
After spring break-up and related activities, summer is characterized by fishing, 

drying fish, tanning caribou and moose hides and later on in the season by picking 
berries.  In the past, a mid-summertime activity included returning to Tsiigehtchic for the 
August 15th feast day of Immaculate Conception, a holiday and feast day in Tsiigehtchic.  
Summer is a short season in the Arctic, from July to August or mid-September.  In the 
recent past, summer might be the only season that children would return to their families 
and bush camps after the school year at the residential school in Aklavik or Inuvik.  
Today, many people use the land part-time for subsistence, cultural, economic, and 
recreational purposes.  See attached map booklet or digital maps on CD for the locations 
of summer camps and related geographical information including fish spawning areas, 
good fishing locations, and summer trails.   

Most interviewees for this study as well as other sources discussed drying fish as 
a prime activity in summer along Nagwichoonjik.  Large quantities of fish have long been 
caught, cleaned, processed, and dried each summer at fish camps along Nagwichoonjik. 
Fish camps are generally located where tributaries meet Nagwichoonjik and good fishing 
eddies are found.  At the end of the summer, dryfish are stored in bales for use over the 
winter, or sold or traded for other goods.  Historically, the Flats located near the current 
town site of Tsiigehtchic were filled with tents for summer fishing activities, particularly 
near August 15th.  This celebration, according to Pierre Norman, included hand games, 
drum dances, and fiddle dances.{1572} Other historical summertime activities, included 
preparing hides, sewing clothing and footwear, and making babiche.{1181 T2}  Late summer 
was the time to hunt ducks and beaver, and set snare lines for rabbits.  Flint was gathered 
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from the Vihtr’ii tshik area during the summer months. Bob Norman heard from his 
mother that flint was gathered “in the summer,” and “flint stone, they use that for 
arrowhead.” {1181 T46}  Flint was used by Gwich’in people for knives, scrapers, arrow 
points and other cutting tools, and for its fire-starting properties prior to the introduction 
of metal and matches.  

 Preparing for the summer was also a time-intensive activity.  Fish camps have 
specific requirements.  They need to be close to a good fishing location obviously, but 
they also need to be on relatively high ground to avoid being flooded out.  Hyacinthe 
Andre said his camp would need to be a high spot on the river to avoid being too badly 
damaged in the spring flood.  It would have to be big enough to have room for a visitor, 
and near a good fishing location. {1473 T2} 

Gwich’in people are attached emotionally and economically to the use of the land.  
Many interviewees agreed that being able to access the land was one the most important 
aspects of their cultural identity.  It gives them 
peace and the ability to handle stresses that they 
may experience in their ‘town’ jobs and careers.  
They expressed great satisfaction from making 
country foods, looking after the land, their camps, 
and their families.  One summer Dan Andre 
missed going to his fish camp and he says he ‘paid 
for it.’  {1576}  Gwich’in land-users interviewed 
during this study and who provided information in 
other contexts had much to say about the land in 
the summer.  These topics are discussed below. 

 
I like fish, but I just like it cooked 

certain ways. I like boiled fish, that’s 
fresh out of the water. The taste of that 
is the most delicious. I was raised up 
eating boiled fish and fried fish and 

roasted fish …We lived on the 
Mackenzie River, so that was our main 

food staple. 

 

Grace Blake {T96} 

Photo Ingrid Kritsch, GSCI   

Dan Andre at Khaii luk 

Photo GRRB

The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then insert it again.
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Weather  
 The summers in the study area are short but warm.  The 

sun shines for long hours bringing warmth and rapid plant 
growth.  Many interviewees commented on how the weather 
has changed since they were younger.  Other studies have also 
documented traditional knowledge about these changes. {1565, 

1576, 1612}  Gwich’in people also have a great amount of 
knowledge of the weather’s normal patterns and relationships.  
Evelyn Bullock, for example, mentioned that she knows when 
to expect fog at their Tree River camp, “the only fog I recall is 
probably later in August, when you’d get that early morning 
fog, but I don’t recall it being foggy to the point where you 
couldn’t really see anything.” 
{T77} 

 Changes in the wind have been noticed by 
many interviewees.  The north wind is the most 
common and cold wind, especially in the winter, but 
there used to be more north wind even in the summers.  
Douglas Kendo noted, “I think there’s more south wind 
than north wind.” {T11}  The direction of the prevailing 
north wind is also changing; Willard Hagen summed it 
up by saying, “…the prevailing wind is out of the 
northwest still, but we get a lot more northeast winds 
than we ever did before. Steady.” {T59} 

 Some interviewees mentioned that summer storms have also changed during the 
last decades.  Most people remember big rainstorms and thunderstorms in the past, and 
have noticed that storms have less intensity now.  They also do not last as long; several 
interviewees mentioned that storms would last two to four days.  John Norbert said “long 
ago … I remember we had lots of thunderstorms and everything;…one time, I remember 
quite a few land slides right around 
here because there was so much rain. 
So, I guess there’s a change. Well, I 
might as well say there’s a change in 
everything, okay.” {T23}  Pierre Benoit 
said there used to be big rainstorms 
that caused the water to rise, and 
brought in a lot of driftwood.  Once he 
was working on a ferry and a storm 
brought in enough driftwood that the 
ferry shut down for two days.  Pierre 
said that it was around 1970. {1565}. 

 
Evelyn Bullock in Inuvik 

Photo K. Benson 

 
Douglas Kendo in Tsiigehtchic 

Photo K. Benson

No it’s less, less wind nowadays 
you know. …  So, there’s lots of change in 
the weather in, in the summer.  Less wind 
and more calm days than wind. 

Noel Andre {T9} 

 

There’s more fog now, eh.  Quite a 
bit of that.   It’s starting about August, 
foggy weather. 

      Dale Clark {T21}
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In some portions of the study area, it appears that summer storms are still strong.  
The winds that come with summer thunderstorms can be very strong and cause damage to 
camps and the land.  Dan Andre, when spending summers in the Tree River area, said 
“we have strong winds in July from the heat and the thunder storms. Winds that are 
powerful enough to knock over forty, fifty feet spruce trees. …it rips the tree roots right 
out of the ground, along with the tree.” {T16} 

 Other interviewees noticed that the weather is changing in general but the 
changes are sometimes difficult to characterize.  Many interviewees noted that it is hotter 
in the summer for a longer period of time than it used to be.  Patricia Campbell noted that 
summers used to be nicer and that traveling 
was easier during break-up in the 1970s and 
1980s. {T63}  Some seasonal weather patterns 
are known to affect things on a bigger scale, 
and the changes in the weather cannot be 
understood without understanding the land as 
a whole entity.  For example, longer hot 
periods in the summer combined with less 
water in the spring, and therefore less 
flooding, more forest fires, and lower lake 
levels all combine to have a large effect on the 
land.  Describing only the changes to the 
weather does not accurately explain how these 

systems are affected.   

 

The weather patterns each season affect the other seasons in a variety of ways.  
The amount of water in the spring affects berries, the amount of snow in the winter and 
how early it comes may affect what spring conditions will be like.  A winter with heavy 
snowfall may follow a summer with little rain.  Pierre Norman talked about this 
connection between a rainy summer and a snowy winter.  He said that his mother used to 
tell him that if it does not rain in the summer, there will be a lot of snow in the winter.  
The summer of 2004 was a good example of this, as there was little rain in the summer 
and around Christmas there was already a large accumulation of snow. {T49}   

Patricia Campbell in Inuvik 

Photo K. Benson

We used to get a lot …of big storms in the summer too.  We don’t get that 
anymore.  So that, that’s the big change I seen over my lifetime of, you know, 
being out on the land and of today, today’s a lot, a lot of difference in the time 
when I was brought up.…Oh, rain.  August used to be a bad month, we use to 
get a lot, a lot of rain and a lot of, a lot of northwest wind, and … [it would be 
stormy for] 2 or 3 days at a time.  

Peter Ross {T88} 
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Even the coastal ice pack affects the summer weather in the delta region, 
according to one interviewee.  Willard Hagen, a bush pilot, said if the ice pack does not 
move out, there will be fog moving back and forth all summer long.  The summer will be 
‘mediocre or awful.’  If the ice pack goes out three hundred miles or even further, past 
Banks Island, the summer will be hot and nice.  Willard said that the weather further up 
Nagwichoonjik is not affected by the pack ice. {T59}  Other interviewees also suggested 
that different portions of the 
study area have different 
weather patterns.  This is often 
related to whether or not there 
is a tree cover.  Sarah McLeod-
Firth remembered an August 
trip to Tenlon Lake (Figure 33).  
She was surprised by how hot it 
was there.  They have hot 
summers in that area.  It was 
hot enough that she had to stay 
in the cabin where it was 
cooler, and when they drank the 
water from the lake, it was 
warm, not cool as it usually 
would be.  She called the hot air 
‘dead air’ and mentions that it 
is dangerous to be out in that 
kind of heat. {T52} 

  

Figure 33.  Dilts’an chihvyaa or Tenlon 
Lake.  
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On the other hand, some places are cooler than others, in particular where a 
tributary flows into Nagwichoonjik.  Russell 
Andre described one such place, near Dzandiee 
(Figure 34).  He says that every time you pass 
that creek by boat when traveling on 
Nagwichoonjik, “that’s just a cold shot of air, 
boy.  The temperature varies probably about 
15°.” {T5}  

Many interviewees felt that weather 
was a lot less predictable than it used to be.  
Elders used to be able to predict weather based 
on a lifetime’s experience.  They would rely on 
a complex series of indicators including birds, 
animals, the physical landscape, and ‘hunches’ 
or corporal indicators such as sore joints.  The 
weather patterns have not only changed but 
become less predictable, so that this system of 
predicting weather is less effective.   

 
Figure 34.  Dzandiee. 
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Travel  
I remember a little bit about my parents when they went out on the land 

with us during summer. Long ago, when people travel on the land during the 
summer they don’t use sleds but as many dogs as they got, that many packsacks 
they make. This is called dog packs. The dogs pack most of the household items 
such as clothing, blankets, cooking items and other things. Then men pack the 
tent and stove, the women, if there is a baby to pack, they pack their babies plus 
other things. Sometimes when people move around like this there is bad luck for 
game and some good luck, too. Otherwise people are happy wherever they are 
because they support themselves the way they want to. They stay in town for 
awhile before they go out fishing or out on the land with boat/canoe during 
summer, too. In those days people don’t have or know motor (kicker), only 
paddle is used to go someplace. If you’re going down river and it’s blowing 
behind you, people always put up a sail to go faster. Same thing, too, when 
you’re coming up river and the wind is behind you, you put your sail up. When 
it’s very calm and you’re traveling up river, it’s hard paddling so your older and 
younger brothers go ashore to pull the canoe with a rope tied to it, along the 
shore. I remember my dad used dogs—two to three dogs—to pull the canoe 
upstream. Someone have to look after them while they’re pulling the canoe 
though…     

  Annie Norbert {1473 T1}

 

The Gwich’in cultural landscape is a large one, and travel is a necessity of 
accessing the resources required for a good living.  Summer travel, historically, was by 
foot or canoe, and in recent historic times would have included dogs for packing goods or 
pulling canoes.  Some trails are multi-season and were used in both the winter and 
summer, with minor variations.  Some were only used in the winter.  Summer trails or 
‘roads’ are clearly demarcated in the ground from years of use.  Indeed some summer 
trails are so old and well travelled that they are described as being ‘ground’ into the earth 
leaving a road that is 4 feet wide and 1.5 feet deep, according to Barney Natsie. {1181 T32}  
In the past, travel in the summer was by canoe or raft, or walking overland.  When 
travelling upstream with canoes, the canoes were pulled with ropes or ‘tracked’ by people 
walking along the shore.  Sometimes dogs could be trained to track canoes.  Sometimes a 
sail was put onto a larger canoe.  Noel Andre discusses the route up Nagwichoonjik to the 
mouth of Khaii luk tshik.  In the past, he said people had to track this route.  If dogs were 
used, they were very well trained to do this.  Noel says that this was in the days before 
outboard motors.  {1181}  See attached map booklet or digital maps on CD for the locations 
of summer trails and campsites. 
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There was no outboard 
motors those days, so we 
just paddle around with 
canoe.  That’s all that we 

do, paddle, paddle. 

 

Hyacinthe Andre {1473 T1 } 

Tracking up Nagwichoonjik 
NAC, 018576 / Dept. of Mines Collection

 

Many people are familiar with an image of dogs pulling a sled, but dogs were also 
used in the summer for transportation.  Dogs could carry packs when people were 
walking overland in the summer.  Annie Norbert spoke of pack dogs, saying that there 
might be four dogs with each dog carrying a pack.  When she was traveling this way 
when she was younger, her mother’s husband carried a canoe and a little stove.  Her 
mother carried a tent and blanket.  When they came to a lake on the trail, they put their 
belongings into the canoe and paddled across the lake while the dogs swam.{1181} 

Travel on creeks in the study area is limited yearly and seasonally by the amount 
of water.  As mentioned above, the creek levels are lower than they used to be.  Gabe 
Andre said that in the old days a few people came down Khaii luk tshik in the summer, but 
it cannot be paddled up, it is too shallow. {1635 T2}   
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Water 
 Water abounds in the study area in the summer; rivers, lakes, creeks, sloughs, 

marshes and swamps dot the landscape.  Water is important for travel in the summer, as 
noted above.  People also need drinking water 
and had many comments on the lakes and 
creeks in the study area.   These comments 
included speaking about temperatures and 
whether or not the water was good to drink.   

Some participants pointed out areas 
where swimming was possible in the 
summertime.  Children and teens might swim in 
the delta if it is warm enough, and some people 
swam in the smaller creeks and rivers that drain 
into Nagwichoonjik, because they were warmer 
and clearer.  Winston McNeely remembered 
swimming in the creek while living at the 
mouth of the Khaii luk tshik, on Nagwichoonjik.  
He said the Khaii luk tshik was warmer than Nagwichoonjik. {T85}  Evelyn Bullock also 
noted that the tributaries of Nagwichoonjik are clearer than the silty Nagwichoonjik, 
which she called ‘dirty and full of mud.’ {T77}  However, some interviewees like Douglas 
Kendo said that when they were children they were not allowed to play in the water. {T11}    

Participants generally agreed that water in Nagwichoonjik and the Delta are siltier, 
less clear, than the smaller rivers and creeks that drain into them.  Nagwichoonjik is 
carrying silt from the run-off up the river, and up the Liard River as well.  Some 
interviewees have noticed that the amount of silt in Nagwichoonjik during run-off is 
lower.  Buster McLeod said that the colour of the water is related to the spring runoff 
from the Liard River, up Nagwichoonjik.  He said that nowadays he does not see the same 
colour change, “Never seen that this year, nothing; not a thing but clean water. We 
always used to … get the dirty water from the Liard. Nothing.” {T54}   

Most interviewees indicated that the water in the whole study area was drinkable.  
Many said that water is not potable if it is still or ‘dead,’ but many people indicated even 
the still water in the muskeg is fine if it is strained.  Some had reservations relating to 
seasonal flow.  Richard Ross said that water in the Delta is good in the spring when the 
water is high.  In August-September, however, the water in the lakes is dead as it is not 
being replenished or changed.  He said a person could still drink it, but tea or coffee made 
with it turns black. {No Tape}   

 
Winston McNeely in Fort Good Hope 

Photo by K. Benson
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One lake was mentioned several 
times due to the special cleaning 
properties of its water (Figure 35).  This 
lake is called Bathing Lake in English, 
although sometimes it was referred to as 
Towel Lake.  The Gwich’in name for this 
lake is Teevee nit’aowil (the name may 
refer to images of animals like caribou 
swimming at the far shore of the lake 
{1181}).  According to Tony Andre "...you 
can put any rusty thing in there, you take 
it out tomorrow, it’s just [like a] brand 
new kettle." {1181 T2}   

Some interviewees have noticed that the water temperatures are changing to 
become warmer.  Interviewees mentioned that the water is warmer in both summer and 
winter.  The warmer water affects the fish, but it makes winter fishing easier on the 
hands.  In the summer, warmer water means that fish die more quickly in the nets, and 
makes the flesh soft and less appealing.  Many interviewees mentioned these problems.  
Lucy Adams also said the water is ‘way warmer;’ she said that she notices it on her hands 
when she puts them in the river.  She had also heard that fish in Nagwichoonjik die in the 
nets faster, due to the warm temperature.{T56}  Elizabeth Firth said that not only is the 
flow of the delta changing, but the water temperatures are changing as well.  She knew 
this because the kids are in the water more.  Elizabeth also noticed the seasonally 
changing temperatures by the firmness of the fish. {T66} 

Interviewees were asked whether 
they knew of any locations of springs.  It 
seems there are few in the study area, 
although several people noted that in 
places there are hillsides or banks that 
seep water from their sides.  Frank Blake 
talked about one such place, the draw 
below Chii t’iet on Nagwichoonjik, 
although he is not sure if it is a spring or if 
it is melting permafrost (Figure 36).  He 
said he sees water coming out from the 
bank of Nagwichoonjik, about half way up 
the side.  He said the bank is dry above the 
water so it is not running over the bank, it 
emerges from the ground part way down.  He said it is the result of rock slides and banks 
falling in. {T14} 

The weather has an effect on the waterways of the study area.  Rain brings 
increased water into the system, but warmer and cooler temperatures also have an effect.  

 

Figure 35.  Teevee nit’aowil. 

 

Figure 36.  Chii t’iet. 
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One interviewee pointed out that the colour of the lake water depends on aquatic plant 
life.  Willard Hagen said if there is a very hot summer with low water levels, aquatic 
vegetation will ‘really bloom.’  This is the reason lakes appear green.  If there is a colder 
summer, or if there is a lot of rain and higher water levels, then the aquatic vegetation 
will not proliferate in the same way. {T59} 

Global climate change and development are held responsible for the changes in 
some waterways. Many interviewees discussed these changes, and suggested they were 
not part of the normal life of the creeks, lakes and delta; instead the changes were said to 
be accelerating or new.  Creeks are drying up, lake levels are lower, and it affects how 
people can get to their camps.  Many interviewees saw more willows than before along 
waterways, partly a product of the larger mudflat shorelines.  The inability to travel along 
many routes and the increase of willows makes travel more difficult.  Ellen Firth said that 
when the water dropped in September 2004, they decided that they would move their 
camp to the Aklavik River for the summer.  The camp can still be used in the spring and 
winter but the shallowness of the channel makes it inaccessible in the summer. {T70} 

Development-related activities can affect waterways, and sometimes for a long 
period after the actual activity.  At Tsiigehtshik (the mouth of the Arctic Red River), 
dredging activities in the early 1970s had a major impact on the Flats.  The Flats were 
historically a place where people would gather in the summer.  Cecil Andre discussed the 
consequences of the dredging, saying that since a barge dredged that area, the riverbank 
has eroded and caved in.  The erosion occurred mainly in the springtime.  Before the 
dredging, the Flats were a large area and did not experience much erosion.  He said that 
the river bank used to be sloped; whereas now it is a cutbank.  The problem caused by the 
dredging was made worse by an unusually large flood that year in the middle or end of 
July.   "Might as well say that the Arctic Red washed out."  At this time a large whirlpool 
cut the Flats and the bank away.  During the flood, people could not cross Tsiigehnjik 
because there was a large amount of driftwood on the river.  “People figured that a big 
lake broke through or cut its way through the mountains way up Tsiigehnjik.  The lake 
dried out and all the water rushed down all of a sudden and it took all the trees with it. …  
People could not cross the Arctic Red for about two weeks.”  {1181} 
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Seismic activity in the 1960s also 
affected creeks and waterways.  Several 
interviewees agreed that the clearing for 
seismic lines negatively impacted the land, 
and some of the impacts are still noticeable.  
Some creeks were choked by felled trees 
and other plant debris, and the cleared lines 
are not growing over very quickly in some 
areas.  For example, more than ten years 
after the seismic lines were cleared, Gabe 
Andre told the Berger Community 
Hearings that since the oil companies began 
exploration, there has been a lot of changes 
on the land.  He told a story of a time in 
June when he was traveling with dogs to 
Khaii luk, and a creek that had once joined 
two lakes was blasted out and blocked.  It 
was a creek that carried fish from one fish 
lake to another fish lake.  He said that the 
problem was not fixed.  The brush that was 
piled across the creek created a strong 
enough bridge to hold his dogs’ 
weight.{1606}   Buster McLeod remembered 
that when seismic lines were cut by 
stripping the surface of the land with 
caterpillars, the surface would thaw and 
make large ditches, especially on the side 
of hills; “big ditches, rough.”  These 
ditches are now full of willows and the willows need to be cut to travel along the lines.8    

Animals 
Summertime, as described above, is characterized largely by fishing for human 

and dog food over the winter.  Bales of dryfish are prepared and stored.  In the late 
summer and early fall, harvesting of large game and fur-bearing animals begins.  They 
are left alone during the summer to have their young.  Fred B Jerome said that in the past 
animals were not killed in June, July, or early August, but now it is different.  When he 
was younger his parents would not let him touch an animal in July or August.  This is 
because during these months they have their young.  “Got the young ones, can’t touch 
them.”  {T75} 

                                                 
8 From telephone call June 2, 2005 between Buster McLeod and K. Benson, GSCI.    

 

Oh, goodness sakes, this summer 
when I took those kids across to my tent I 
had twenty‐seven kids over there one 

day. They couldn’t stay out of the water. 
It was so warm! 

 

Elizabeth Firth {T66} 

 

Photo K Benson, GSCI
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When asked about respecting animals, many Gwich’in trappers and hunters say 
the same thing:  to respect an animal, you have to take only what you need to eat or sell, 
and keep the processing of the animal clean.  Do not leave the guts or bones laying 
around, and do not spill blood.  To respect an animal that you hunt or trap, it is also 
important to refrain from making jokes or bragging about it. {1569}   

Much of the information included in the following section of the report about 
animals was collected from participants in the Gwich’in Renewable Resource Board’s 
“Gwich’in Environmental Knowledge Project.”  

Caribou and Moose 
Moose and caribou are among the most important animals for the Gwich’in.  

Moose roam in the entire study area, and boreal woodland caribou are also present in 
much of the study area.  Boreal woodland caribou mix with the migratory barren-ground 
Bluenose herd as well, in some portions of the study area.  Interviewees suggested that 
the best time to hunt moose and caribou is in the fall, in August, September, and October, 
when they are fat and healthy.  At this point, Fred B. Jerome indicated they are nice and 
juicy, ‘fat.’  {T74}  Later on in November, December, January, and February the bull 
moose are not of the same quality because of the energy they expend during the rutting 
season.  Cows are usually healthy during this time, whether they are ‘dry’ (i.e. not 
pregnant) or not.  Dan Andre said that this is the same for caribou.  He also mentioned 
that there used to be many caribou at Khaii luk, and mentions that caribou change their 
behaviour in response to forest fires. {T17}  Some community members mentioned that 
they have to arrange community hunts to other places such as Tuktoyaktuk to get caribou 
these days, due to changing migration patterns. {1576}     

Most participants indicated that animals are to be left alone in the summer, when 
they have their young.  Moose calve in the summer, and several interviewees explained 
that cows sometimes walk between two trees to aid in birthing.  Moose calve in a location 
that affords them some protection.  Russell Andre said that moose might calve near a lake 
for protection from predators. {T6}   

Some interviewees noticed that woodland caribou do not move much, but stay in 
the same area for summer and winter.  Between Tsiigehtchic and Khaii luk there are 
caribou that do not migrate.  People do not bother the animals so they have no need to 
move.  John Norbert also noticed that some caribou stay year-round near Sunny 
Lake.{T23}  Dineedidraii khyidh (meaning scratched down hills), referring to the Caribou 
Hills downstream from Vàdzaih degaii zheh (meaning Reindeer House, Reindeer Station 
on maps) north of Inuvik was a traditional area for the summer caribou hunt. {1635} 

Dineedidraii khyidh are outside of the study area down the East Branch of the Mackenzie 
River. 

Generally interviewees agreed that caribou eat ‘caribou moss’ or lichen, and 
moose eat a variety of vegetation including willows and aquatic grasses.  Louis Cardinal 
said that moose are often in the lakes in the summer feeding on underwater grasses. {T3}  
Although caribou is often mentioned as the preferred meat for taste and nutrition, many 
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interviewees mentioned eating moose instead of caribou in the study area.  For example, 
Lucy Adams said that moose was her favourite food, because after she got married and 
moved to the delta, it was all she ate.  She and her mother-in-law dried moose meat for 
the winter.  “And now I like moose meat better than caribou.” {T58} 

Moose can be as large as 900 pounds; they’re the biggest in the fall, in September.  
They are larger in fall due to their fat stores, which can be about three inches thick.  
Males and females are easy to distinguish, as are younger bulls without antlers.  Tony 
Andre said that in the spring, bull moose look small and carry their heads low.  They 
don’t put their heads up.  Moose antlers are shed in the summer and start to grow again in 
the fall.   In September, moose lose the velvet off their antlers, and this is helped by 
rubbing them on willows and birch.   

Moose have many different calls, depending on their sex and what they are trying 
to communicate.  Tony said that in the summer cows feed largely on small willow shoots, 
while bulls feed on larger willows.  Bulls take the food with them to the spot where they 
sleep and chew on it there.  During the summer moose eat grass growing in the water by 
digging it out.   

Tony said that he can tell the age of a moose from its appearance.   When they are 
in their prime at two or three years of age.  When they reach four or five years, they look 
bushy, with their hair standing up.   

Moose can be dangerous and will attack.  Tony said if a moose attacks, it is your 
fault.  You must be careful around moose, particularly a bull with a cow around.  If you 
are being charged, you have to get to a place where the animal’s antlers cannot reach you, 
for example in very heavy brush.  In September, a bull moose may have not seen a cow 
for a month and might be very cranky, a “real wild devil.”  If a bull sees cow tracks in the 
summer, it follow the tracks until it finds the cow.  When it finds the cow it might have to 
fight many other males.   

Cows can also be dangerous to people, if a person comes upon a cow with a calf.  
Tony indicated that you may have to kill the mother to protect yourself in this situation.  
The calf can be left alone, as long as it is eating.  Cows will have their first calf when 
they are two years old.  They go to a thick brushy location that offers some protection 
from wolves.  They have one to three young ones.  Males do not participate in raising the 
calves.  Calves are weaned around November.  They may still be near their mother the 
following September when the males come to mate again.   

After the fall rut, moose return to feeding, which they ignored for the month of 
September, according to Tony.  They feed all winter and in the spring move to a dryer 
spot.  During the spring, moose lose their undercoat, which is helped along by brushing 
up against trees. 

Packs of wolves may kill a cow and calf in the winter, when snow conditions such 
as a thick crust make traveling difficult, allowing the wolves to sneak up on them.  Moose 
are also hunted by wolverines and even lynx, although lynx do not have a good chance to 
kill a moose.  They cut their necks with their claws, and jump on the back of the moose 
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and chew on their backs.  Wolves and wolverines will attack the hind legs of the moose.  
Generally predators will go after the old bulls. Tony said that moose make trails across 
the land and follow these trails for their whole lives.  A forest fire will deter a moose 
from returning to an area for about two years, unless the food the moose prefers grows 
quickly in the burnt-out area.   

From about 1933 to 1948/49, there were no moose around.  Tony thought it might 
have been a disease.  He also saw the bear population sharply decline in these years. {1569}   

There are different types of caribou in this region, including boreal woodland and 
Bluenose herd (barren-ground) caribou.  Bluenose caribou are very large, according to 
Gabe Andre.  Both male and female caribou have antlers, although the males’ antlers are 
larger.  Males also have a darker coat.  Caribou shed their antlers in December.  Caribou 
eat lichen (locally called white moss or caribou moss) and rat push-ups.  In the winter 
they dig through the snow for lichen or grass.     

Gabe said that he knows that caribou are around by seeing their tracks in high 
timber hills, and on muskeg where the food is.  They eat lichen but they also eat plants 
from the bottoms of lakes, like the moose.  Woodland caribou travel in small groups of 
two or three; the Bluenose herd is a large herd that travels on the tundra.  The farthest a 
member of the Bluenose herd will travel from the herd is about ten miles.  At night, 
caribou may eat or lay down.  In the winter they lay on the frozen lakes.  You can fool a 
caribou by rubbing two sticks together and it will think it is just caribou playing; they 
play a lot in the winter.   

Caribou mate at the end of October and in November and consequently the meat 
from the males is not palatable.  At this point, the males will chase a calf from its mother 
to mate.  Females first mate when they are two years old.  If pregnant, they have one or 
two calves.  The number of calves from the herd varies year by year, sometimes there are 
many calves, sometimes there are fewer.  Males sometimes participate in rearing the 
calves, but it is usually the mother’s duty.  Gabe said that he has seen calves sitting on the 
mother’s back while she swims across a lake.   

If a caribou attacks, it charges head on.  Gabe said that it is best to stand still and 
the caribou will run by.  Caribou are hunted by wolves and occasionally wolverine and 
lynx and escape by running or using their antlers.  The young ones are more likely to be 
caught.  Sometimes they are caught in a forest fire; Gabe once saw a caribou with singed 
leg hair from running through a fire.  After a forest fire, it takes around ten years before 
caribou will return because the grass and moss that they eat take a long time to grow 
back.   

Caribou populations vary according to calving rates, as noted above.  Gabe 
remembered that about 40 years ago, the numbers were very low but started to climb 
again about 30 years ago (around 1969).  Ravens follow caribou herds in hopes of getting 
scraps from a kill.  On the other hand, owls, spruce grouse (locally known as chicken or 
spruce chicken), and moose do not live near caribou. {1569}   
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Beaver 
Beaver are another animal that the Gwich’in know a lot about.  Many 

interviewees discussed how the number of beavers and beaver houses has increased in the 
recent past.   

    

 You know when the beaver they start 
hauling brush out from the bush, they 
put in front of the lodge for food. You 
could tell it’s fresh willows because 

there are leaves still on it.  

 

Hyacinthe Andre {1278 T3 } 

  Photo CWS   

Beaver pairs live together in a family house on a stream or lake.  The sexes can be 
distinguished as the male beaver’s tail is rounder than the female’s.  Beavers become 
darker in colour as they age, and their colour changes seasonally as well.  They lose hair 
in the spring and appear greyish at that time.     

Beavers mate in the spring; during this season they can call out to each other, 
according to Nap and Annie Norbert.  They also slap the surface of the water with their 
tails more often during the mating season; usually it is a warning to other beavers.  
Beavers understand the different beaver calls that all sound the same to people.  Young 
beavers stay with their parents until they are two years old, and are ready to mate when 
they are three.  Beavers are visible in the spring time as they swim around looking for a 
mate.  They give birth in the first part of June, and the size of their litter depends on how 
old the female is:  if she’s two, she’ll have two or three, if she’s three, she’ll have four or 
five, if she’s four, it goes back down to two or three.      

You can tell if a beaver has been in the area by seeing a house (dam) or by seeing 
the evidence of the beavers feeding on and felling birch, spruce, or willows along creek 
shorelines.  Annie and Nap agreed that beavers eat a white underwater root that 
resembles a melon or pineapple.   

In August, beavers bring different trees and branches in their houses to store as 
winter food.  They pile this in front of their houses, underwater and have to swim to get 
inside their house.  Nap and Annie said it is just like preparing for a long season in the 
bush.  

The inside of a beaver’s house is like a person’s house.  They have a sleeping area 
that has peeled willows for a bed.  The door to the house is underwater.  During the 
summer beavers sleep in their house or along the shore.  They eat during the night or day.  
Beavers are very strong and can swim pulling a large tree, just like a person would.  Nap 
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once took apart a beaver house in the winter.  It took him three days and inside he found 
and killed six beavers, hiding quietly.  They are very smart.  Usually beavers are trapped 
in the early fall or spring.  Beavers can also be snared.  Snaring and trapping is made 
easier by the fact that beavers are a curious animal.  Once when Nap was hunting a 
beaver, a bird alerted the beaver to his presence and the beaver wouldn’t come out of his 
house.     

Beaver populations are cyclic and related to the amount that people trap or hunt 
them, according to Annie and Nap.  Beaver populations are linked to muskrat 
populations, due to food availability.  Beaver can live with muskrats but not with otters 
who will hunt and eat them.  Other land animals will also eat beavers, such as wolves and 
lynx. {1569}   

Muskrat 
According to old time stories, beavers and muskrats have been friends for a long 

time.  They were so close that according to Nap Norbert in earlier days, they even 
switched tails.  Beavers used to have a long skinny tail and muskrats had a big tail, too 
big for him. {1569}  Male muskrats are black, while the females are brown.  Muskrats can 
be different sizes.  Joan Nazon said that the size seems to relate to where they live.  For 
example the big lake near her camp across the river from Tsiigehtchic has big rats, while 
Rat Lake has smaller rats.  Joan said that she can tell if there are rats in an area if there 
are rat push-ups (their houses) which appear as clumps of mud on the surface of the ice 
on lakes.  Muskrats eat weeds, moss and underwater roots and plants.  They also use 
plants to insulate their houses and make sure the door stays open, that is, not iced over.  If 
it does ice over, they chew through the ice and insulate the opening.   

The end of the ratting season is June 15th.  Muskrats give birth in mid-June, 
according to Joan Nazon.  The females probably give birth in their houses.  Young ones 
only stay with their parents for one season, and although they are able to feed themselves 
by September, they stay with their parents over winter.  Males and females raise litters as 
large as 14 together.  Rats travel from lake to lake; they are known to travel long 
distances in their lifetimes.  Although they are good swimmers, rats can be seen sitting on 
driftwood during the spring flood.  They can also climb trees if required.  Their 
population varies from year to year, although Joan was not sure why.  They might be 
moving out of the area or experience increased mortality based on food supply.  Muskrat 
populations are on a three to five year cycle.   

Rat push-ups are little houses with bedding enough for three or four muskrats.  
Although rats enjoy napping in their houses, they are very busy in the spring and summer 
fattening up for the winter season.  Usually you can see rats coming out of their houses in 
the afternoon, at three o’clock.  This makes it easy to hunt them, they are so regular.  Rats 
are smart too, Joan said.  “Rat...you can’t beat the rat.”  Rats will chase you if they are 
angry.  Joan told a story of a woman who was running towards a rat and thought she 
could just kick it to kill it.  Joan had to go and help with a stick when the rat charged her 
and bit her coat.   
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Joan said that most animals won’t hunt muskrats, although foxes will dig through 
their houses in the winter and eat them.  Muskrats protect themselves by hiding in their 
houses.  However, rats will fight each other and eat each other, especially if there is not 
enough food. {1569}  Many interviewees commented that caribou will eat rat push-ups for 
food or for dietary mineral supplements.   

Lynx 
Lynx are not as commonly taken in the study area as muskrats but can be worth 

quite a lot of money.  This animal can be four feet long and up to 40 or 50 pounds.  Nap 
Norbert said that the colour of their coats changes seasonally; in April they start to take 
on their summer colour of brown, and in September they start to turn white for the winter.   
Lynx tend to stay in forested areas where rabbits abound.  They climb trees to scope the 
area for prey.  Lynx are also known for eating fish, mice, spruce chicken, and ptarmigan, 
but they are strongly associated with rabbits.  Lynx seem to live in loose groups.  The 
lynx population fluctuates from year to year based on the rabbit population.   

Lynx breed in March and give birth in April or May.  Nap said that they can have 
a litter of three to six kittens, which feed from the mother until they are four or five 
months.  Lynx are hunted by wolves, but not by other animals.  They climb trees to 
escape danger. {1569}   

Mink 
Another animal that is trapped for mainly economic reasons is the mink.  There 

are two types of mink, one in the mountain that is larger and darker; and one in the delta.  
Minks are usually about eight pounds and are a powerful animal.  Thomas Mitchell said 
that they do not change their coats seasonally.  Minks feed mainly on mice, and their 
population is tied to the mice population.   

Minks have their young in holes near creeks, and might have a litter of five young 
ones.  Thomas said that they stay underwater over the winter and emerge in March, when 
you can see their tracks all over.  Up to eight minks can live together in a mink hole, 
which can have many chambers.  They hunt at night and sleep during the day.  They store 
food in their holes, frozen, for later consumption.  They are known for eating muskrats 
and fish.   
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Do you know what minks do?  
Find a rat hole, clean them 

rats out, and they live in there 
in the winter.  They fish and 
rat from there. That is where 
they live.  That’s why they are 

gone in the cold winter. 

 

Thomas Mitchell {1569} 

Alaskan Wildlife c/o GRRB  

If a forest fire sweeps through an area, minks stay in their hole with family to 
escape the smoke.  According to Thomas, minks are only trapped for their furs.  The meat 
is not palatable. {1569}   

Porcupine 
Porcupines are a source of meat as well as quills for decorating clothing and other 

items.  Several interviewees said that there are more porcupines in the study area than 
there used to be.  In the past, it was rare for someone to kill a porcupine but recently, they 
have started to come into town.  Porcupines are about the size of a two-year old beaver, 
around ten pounds.  Their coat does not change much seasonally, although they do have 
longer, finer hair in the summer.  Porcupines are known for their quills, which can be 
plucked off the skin and used for decoration.  They can make a call that sounds like a 
moose.  Many interviewees noted that porcupines scratch or eat bark off trees, leaving a 
recognizable scar.  Gabe Andre noted that porcupine tracks are small, funny little tracks 
“like little kid boots.” {1569}   A porcupine’s legs are short which makes travel in the snow 
difficult for them.     

Porcupines are alone except when they mate.  They live in forested areas, mostly 
around the mountains.  They like the large creeks and timber of the mountains and live in 
the cliffs there.  Their diet is brush and branches, and bark from spruce, willow, and birch 
trees.  They might have two to four young ones but porcupines have a high mortality rate.  
They only mate once per year and when they give birth they cover their young with 
branches, and leave them.  The young ones will eat the branches as they grow.  Mothers 
give birth deep in cracks in a mountain to try to prevent predators from eating their 
young. {1569}     
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Only one could kill the 
porcupine, wolverine. Only 
when there is five foot deep 

snow. They go under the snow 
and they come up by their belly.  
That is the only way he kill it, 
cut the throat. No other animals 
can kill porcupine, not even 

grizzly bear. 

Thomas Mitchell 
{1569} 

                                                                       Photo GRRB 

 

Many interviewees thought that animals experience yearly population 
fluctuations, including porcupines.  Other animals do not hunt porcupines often, but 
sometimes a grizzly bear makes an attempt.  Several interviewees said that this attempt 
can be fatal for the grizzly.  During the TK Workshop, Gabe and Noel Andre said that the 
grizzly will get quills in its mouth and feet, which then become infected or work their 
way into the bear’s system.  Several participants thought that the only animal that 
successfully hunts porcupines is the wolverine.  A wolverine bites into a porcupine’s 
stomach where it is not well protected by quills.  

People do not actively hunt porcupines, but if they see one, they often kill it for 
the meat and quills.  Several participants said that that you kill them by hitting them on 
their nose, and if you make a wish when you hit it, the wish will come true.  When 
porcupines are killed for food, they are treated more like ducks than animals; they are 
plucked and singed, scraped and cooked.   

Rabbit 
Many Gwich’in snare or shoot rabbits for food and their fur.  This animal was 

often mentioned as a food source by the participants in the interviews.  This small, long-
eared animal is white in the wintertime but starts changing colour in the spring.  By 
summertime it’s dark grey or brown, although it changes back to white as early as 
August.  Tracks and chewed willows indicate that rabbits are in an area.  Some people 
indicated that rabbits generally run alone and are usually found where low willows or 
pussy willows are, especially near water; some said that rabbits live in larger groups.  To 
feed, rabbits can stand up on their hind legs and break a willow off with their sharp teeth.  
They do not travel much in the shorter days; and when it is snowing, the rabbits’ fur can 
get dangerously wet so they tend to hide under trees.  Another habit they have is stopping 
and sitting still when they’re scared.  This makes it them easier to hunt.   
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Rabbits start mating in June, and interviewees suggested that the young ones only 
stay with the mother for a short time until they are capable of living on their own. Joan 
Nazon thought that it is only one or two weeks, not very long at all. {1569}   

 

I snare rabbits lots of times, 
you know, because I like to 

do it. 

 

Joan Nazon {1569} 

 Photo GRRB 

 

Interviewees noted that rabbits generally eat pussy willows, birch, green leaves, 
roots and berries.  In the winter, they eat the spruce needles of newly cut trees.  Like 
porcupines, the number of rabbits changes year to year, and rabbits will move around in 
the bush, particularly if there is a forest fire.  Rabbits are prey for many other animals.  
Thomas Mitchell said “there is fox, wolverine, wolf and weasel, and fox, owl, eagle, lynx 
[that] are after rabbits, marten.  I never see a mink do that.”  Interviewees noted that 
marten will chase a rabbit until it is too tired and then kill it, and eagles will hunt rabbits, 
generally at night.  Participants snared rabbits year-round but cautioned that you should 
not snare them in June and July, because that is when they have their young.  Spring is 
the best time to take rabbits. {1569}  

It is important to use the rabbit’s fur if the animal is killed for meat.  It is also 
disrespectful to make jokes or brag about rabbits because they are food, and people 
respect food sources.  Rabbit meat should be eaten fresh.  It is important for people to 
only take what they need so they can have fresh meat the following year.  Rabbit is often 
used for making soup or roasted in the oven. {1569}  

Generally Gwich’in people think that like most animals, rabbits are smart.  They 
can get out of snares.  Participants thought that rabbits might have litters two or three 
times a year, in the spring and summertime.  They also said that the rabbit population is 
variable, “maybe 10-15 years there [will] be lots of rabbits in part of the country and then 
there could be nothing” according to Nap and Annie Norbert.  Rabbits might not be able 
to run fast enough to escape a forest fire, but Joan Nazon said that she has seen them 
climb onto logs to escape drowning in a flood.  “…One time I saw about six rabbits on a 
big log like that.” {1569}  

Weasel 
Several participants mentioned weasels, which are trapped for their fur.  Weasels 

are a small animal, about one foot long and weighing about one pound.  Males are 
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slightly larger.  Weasels are brown in the summertime and return to white in the winter.  
They’re easily identified by the black tips on their tails.  Weasels live in a family unit 
composed of parents and young ones, and they prefer to live in the bush.  Sometimes 
weasels will steal and cache food from camps, saving the food for later.  Nap and Annie 
Norbert commented, “[t]hey look for something to eat and they steal something.” 

Weasels breed in the spring, and females are at least one year old before they have 
their first litter of three or four young ones.  Weasels use dens in the ground to escape 
from danger.  Young ones stay in these holes until they are grown.   

Weasels kill rabbits and mice to eat and are nocturnal hunters.  Nap and Annie 
said that they have a very strong, terrible smell, and, “by that they could kill.”  The 
Gwich’in do not eat weasels, they are only important for their fur.  Dogs will not even eat 
weasel meat, it has such a strong smell to it. {1569} 

One participant mentioned that weasels can be a problem; Thomas Mitchell 
mentioned that weasels are dangerous even though they are small.  The young ones are fit 
to be on their own by fall, and are hunting by then.  Weasels can hunt ducks and possibly  
even geese. {1569}     

Wolverine 
The Gwich’in know the wolverine very well.  Wolverines are well known for 

their fur and their ferocious nature.  Wolverines weigh an average of 25 pounds, but can 
be much heavier.  Wolverines live in dens along cliffs or banks, in groups or families.  
They give birth to their young in these dens, “under the mud, under the cliff, under the 
bank” said Joan Nazon. {1569}  Wolverines are known to bother caches, stages, and 
traplines and are considered a nuisance.  They will clear a stage of fish and a trapline of 
bait or trapped animals.  If you want to trap wolverines, you can put a trap on your cache.  
It is very rare to see a wolverine and indeed some participants had never seen one alive.  
Other animals do not hunt wolverines because they are too smart.  Joan Nazon said that 
they are “always looking around for something to steal.”   
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Many participants mentioned that wolverine 
fur is good for trimming the hood on a parka because 
the fur doesn’t freeze; but wolverines are difficult to 
skin.  The fur is very expensive to buy these days, so 
not many people use it. {1569}   

They roam widely, travelling alone.  They 
cache food for winter; Hyacinthe Andre mentioned 
that he saw a wolverine cache with two beavers in it 
under the snow.  Wolverines also hunt rabbits, 
ptarmigan, chicken, and mice, when they aren’t 
stealing others’ food.   

A litter might have four to six young ones, 
who stay with the mother for the summer.  Wolverine 
populations vary yearly and this is possibly related to 
the rabbit population. {1569}   

Marten 
Martens are an extremely important resource in the study area.  Noel Andre said 

that people, “[t]rap it, sell the fur and get lots of money for it.” {1569}  Many interviewees 
mentioned trapping martens.  Several areas are particularly good.  Willard Hagen in 
describing the wildlife in the study area said that “this is very good moose country; it’s 
excellent moose country. And there’s a lot of Woodland caribou through there also. … 
there’s obviously a lot of marten, the marten use the trees to escape from enemies and go 
and get squirrels. They live on squirrels a lot of times, rodents.” {T60}   

This animal can weight up to five pounds.  Its coat does not change seasonally 
like a rabbit’s does.  A solitary animal, the marten roams around the countryside looking 
for food.  They hunt and are adept at swimming, running, and climbing trees.  They will 
eat mice, rabbits, and fish.  Martens are trapped by the Gwich’in for their furs.  It’s best 
to trap them in the bushy areas between November and February.   

Martens live in dens, and this is where the females have their young.  The females 
have three to eight young, depending on the availability of food.  Marten populations 
fluctuate based on available food and over-trapping; a population cycle might be as short 
as two or three years.  Marten meat is not eaten by people but could be used for dog food.   

Martens escape danger by running or climbing a tree.  A forest fire will prevent 
the martens from returning to an area for ten years.  Marten can be trapped out of an area 
more easily than other animals.  A trapline might need to be left for a season to make sure 
there are enough marten.  Many participants mentioned how important it is to leave a 
trapline for a year to give the animal population a rest.  It is also important to respect the 
trapline user and not trap on their line when they are letting it rest for a year. 

 
Hyacinthe Andre in Tsiigehtchic 

Photo I. Kritsch
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Otter 
Most interviewees did not mention otters specifically as an important animal to 

the Gwich’in.  This animal weighs up to 30 or 40 pounds.  Otters live largely underwater; 
Hyacinthe Andre said that they “pretty near live like a fish.” {1569}  A family might travel 
together, with the mother and father and young ones.  A litter is often comprised of five 
or six young otters.  Females give birth in the summer on dry land near the shore and the 
young otters will follow their mother to the water.  Their diet is mainly fish, which they 
hunt during the day.   

Otters escape danger by swimming away, and participants said that this makes 
them difficult to catch.  They can slide quickly into the water, on snow.  Otters prefer 
river and creeks that stay open all winter and have a supply of fish, like the Khaii luk area, 
and up in the mountains.  Otter are not trapped often by the Gwich’in, according to 
participants. {1569} 

Fox 
Foxes are a popular fur-bearing animal to trap.  There are several types of foxes 

known in the settlement area – the red fox, black fox, and cross fox.  All of them have a 
white-tipped tail.  Foxes grow as large as 25 pounds.  Their coats vary seasonally and in 
the summer when they have less hair, they appear ‘skinny.’  Foxes start to lose their 
undercoats in March.  They are usually solitary but occasionally are seen in pairs.  Foxes 
swim if required.   

Foxes live around rivers and have dens in sandy hills and river banks.  They also 
often have a den in the bush in a higher location.  Foxes spend much of their time hunting 
their main prey rabbits and mice.  They also eat fish, spruce chickens, and ptarmigans.  
Gabe Andre said, “[i]t’s always busy hunting.” {1569}   Foxes are good hunters, and they 
are particular about their food.  Foxes might sit by a muskrat push-up and listen to see if 
there are rats inside.  They cache food, by burying it to hide it and in the winter they bury 
it in the snow.  Foxes are nocturnal.   

Participants thought that foxes mate around March and give birth to a litter of 
three to five kits about two months later, in May or June.  Females give birth in a small 
den, and the young foxes emerge when they are old enough to walk around together.  If 
danger threatens, the mother will bark in a particular way and the kits will run back to the 
den.  The den might be under a stump or under some dry willows. {1569} Foxes are raised 
by both parents and leave the den after a season.  Nap and Annie Norbert mentioned that 
when you trap foxes in November, they are all about the same size, i.e. the young ones 
are fully grown.  {1569}     

If a fox has rabies, it loses its fear of humans and approaches people, at which 
point it can be clubbed.  It also loses its fear of dogs.  Foxes go through a population 
cycle that appears to be related to availability of food.   

Foxes are trapped or hunted only for their furs.  They are hunted or trapped in the 
winter – Gabe Andre said, “January, February is good, after that he is not too good.”  The 
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meat can be cooked for the dogs as long as the stomach is removed. {1569}   Participants 
agreed that foxes look very poor in the summertime because they are losing their coats.  
Wolves occasionally prey on foxes. 

Squirrel 
Ground squirrels are small, only weighing approximately one pound.  There are 

two squirrel-like animals –  one that lives in trees and is abundant in the study area (red 
squirrel) and one that lives on the ground (ground squirrels).  The squirrel that lives in 
trees makes a nest, which is used by several families for up to a decade.  Squirrels eat 
cones, berries and wild mushrooms.  In the past, people ate ground squirrels although this 
rarely happens today.  Tree squirrel meat is considered starvation food.  They do not taste 
very good, but once in a while they are consumed. {1569}     

In the winter, tree squirrels move to the ground with the ground squirrels.  They 
have a cache of food in the ground and stay underground until it is warm enough to come 
out.  April is one of two mating seasons per year.  Females do not have their first litter 
until they are two or three years old.  A litter might be four to six young ones and they 
stay with their parents for up to two or three years.   

Running away is their escape mechanism.  Squirrels are hunted by lynx, who 
jump and grab them.  If a fire passes through an area, squirrels try to out-run it or go 
down a hole to try to escape.  Squirrel have a similar population cycle to rabbits.    

Wolf 
Wolves are known as good hunters.  Many interviewees discussed wolves and 

wolf packs, which are known to occur throughout the delta and the study area.  Wolves 
range in size from 40 to 80 pounds.  They have long legs and can be eight feet in length 
from nose to tail.  Like other animals, wolves lose their undercoat in the spring and 
consequently look thin and poor at this time.  Wolves can be black, white, or grey.  
Wolves live in packs and the young ones stay in the pack for up to a year.  Wolf packs 
will follow food sources such as moose, caribou, or a fish run.  They may also eat rabbits, 
foxes, and mice.  Often, wolves eat caribou and moose in the winter, and in the summer 
they might eat young rabbits and other fur-bearers.  Participants indicated that a pack can 
range in size up to fifty animals or even more.  A pack has a leader that is responsible for 
the hunt.  Other wolves will kill the leader if they do not kill a moose or caribou or other 
prey.  Wolves are known to return to their kill sites to check for scraps, so this is a good 
location to set a trap for them.  {1569}   

Wolves fear fires, so having a fire is a good way of preventing an attack.  In the 
case of forest fires, they run away and sometimes hide in their dens where they die from 
smoke inhalation.  No other animals hunt wolves, who fight viciously to defend 
themselves.  Wolves tend to hunt at night and sleep during the day.  They sometimes eat 
fish from nets by swimming out to them.  Several interviewees noted that wolves will 
also fish from fast-flowing shallow creeks.  They don’t always eat all the fish they catch.  
Mating season is March and April.  Females go to a den to give birth.  A litter might have 
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five young ones.  The pups stay with their mother until fall, and female pups might stay 
with the pack until they have their own litter.  A mother makes a humming noise to 
gather her pups together.  She will teach them how to hunt mice in the grass. {1569}     

Wolves are difficult to trap because they are intelligent.  They might even escape 
a deadfall trap.  Generally, people do not hunt wolves but will kill them if they see them.  
Like foxes, wolf meat is only used as starvation food.  The Gwich’in still trap wolves for 
their pelts these days, which sometimes bring a reasonable price although fur prices are 
not as high as in the past. {1569}     

Black Bear 
Several interviewees said that black bear meat is tasty, if it is killed in August, 

because after a bear spends the summer eating berries, the meat is very sweet and fat.  
Winston McNeely said, “… around August, they’re good, good eating, fat.  They eat lots 
of berries and plants and that, through the summer…I don’t think they’ll be good to eat 
… around here at the dump or something. … out there [at the mouth of Khaii luk tshik], 
they were good, they lived on fresh stuff from the land.” {T85}   Other interviewees 
commented on how an animal’s diet strongly affects how an animal tastes.  For example, 
beavers might taste like willows and moose might taste like spruce, depending on where 
they are foraging for food. {1569}     

When fat, the black bear might weigh 300 pounds.  It sheds its hair for the 
summer, although the appearance of the bear remains the same.  The hair grows again in 
August.  Interviewees noted that bears will leave signs if they are in an area, including 
scratches on trees, droppings.  They will also pester camps.  Older bears sometimes have 
a white or grey nose, like an old man.  Bears will not generally attack unless it is a female 
with cubs who thinks her cubs are in danger.  Black bears live alone except for mothers 
with young ones. {1569}     

Many participants noted that bears emerge from their dens in the spring after 
hibernating all winter and start looking for something to eat right away.  At this time they 
kill other animals to eat, such as beavers, muskrats, and fish.  They can be dangerous to 
people at this point as they are very hungry.  In the spring they eat pussy willows and  
berries and leaves when available.  During the summer they travel far from their dens, 
and return to them in the fall.  When travelling they look for good berry patches and good 
fishing spots.  You can often find them around creeks where it empties into a lake. {1569}     
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Because, you never see it lying down or 
anything, curled up or sleeping.  Every time you 
see him he is always walking, walking day and 

night. 

 

Noel Andre {1569} 

Photo RWED  

 

Black bears can climb trees.  Males and females mate in the fall before they go to 
their dens.  A female might be four or five before she has her first young ones.  They give 
birth to one to three cubs in their dens near Christmas.  Cubs stay with their mother for 
two years before they go out on their own.  If danger threatens a cub, the mother will get 
between the cub and the danger to protect it.  The mother will make huffing sounds to tell 
the cub to run up a tree. {1569}     

 

Black bears tend to stay within forested areas.  They make their own trails 
through the forest, especially around lakes.  Wolves hunt black bears, and an adult male 
can kill a black bear cub.  People do not generally hunt black bears, but they will take 
them if they come across them, particularly in August or September when the bears are 
nice and fat, and the meat tastes good.  Noel Andre said that “if you need it, well, you kill 
it, or if you don’t need it, you just look at it.”  Bear meat might be fed to the dogs.  As 
mentioned below, black bear gall bladders and fat were used as medicine. {1569}     

Grizzly Bear 
Grizzly bears command great respect from the Gwich’in.  In the past, people 

would not even say their name out loud, for fear of retribution.  Grizzly bears are large 
animals, being up to 14 feet in height when standing.  Tony said that the males are ‘well-
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Well, I know a story about black bears.  It goes to sleep in the fall, 
hibernates... goes to sleep in the fall and gets up in the spring.  So these two men, 
they went hunting in the fall, they had no place to camp and they run into a bear 
hole.  So they say, ʺLet’s go sleep in there in that bear hole.ʺ  So they went in that 
bear hole and they went to sleep and get up in the morning and went out, here it 
was covered with snow, melting...they had been sleeping all winter and they 
didn’t even know it.   

Noel Andre {1569}
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dressed’ and have a sharp little face. Grizzlies can be grey, silver tipped or dark brown. 
{1569}     

When a grizzly attacks, it can be deadly.  If attacked, participants warned that you 
should fight for your life.  You can beat an attacking grizzly to death with a gun, although 
your chances of surviving a grizzly attack are low.  Grizzlies are particularly dangerous 
when they are in their dens.  Grizzlies mark all around their dens using both scent and by 
scratching tree bark.  Grizzlies can live for many years, and sometimes they lose their 
teeth.  They go underground or otherwise hide when they are dying to ensure that nothing 
will bother their bodies. {1569}     

Grizzlies build their dens in the summer when the ground is soft.  They may dig 
part of the den, wait for a few weeks for the ground to get soft, and then finish it.  During 
mating season, males may hang around females like they are married.  Sometimes, the 
males will be in the female’s den with her.  A female grizzly will be about four years old 
before she mates.  The cubs nurse until they are about one and a half to two years old.  
Grizzlies are usually associated with the mountains although they live in the study area as 
well. {1569}     

 

I was going through the creek and I 
paddled, he came around too. I got 
scared, maybe him too, he got 
scared. We look at each other for a 
long time. Then he took off from 
there, I was glad too. That’s the only 
time I see a grizzly in the Delta. I 
know they say there’s some around 
there. 

Nap Norbert {1569}  
 Photo GRRB 

Grizzlies eat berries, roots, rats, beavers, and aquatic life.  They do not hunt large 
game usually.  Wolves in packs of three or more may hunt and kill a grizzly bear by 
grabbing it by the back legs and eventually crippling it and killing it.  Tony Andre 
remembered that during the late 1940s there were so many grizzlies in the delta that he 
saw one almost every night.  After that time, their population declined.  People do not 
usually hunt grizzlies, and if they come across one and kill it, that would be “good 
enough for a long time.”  You need to be sure to kill a grizzly, and it might take many 
shots.  If you leave a grizzly wounded you will have bad luck. {1569}     
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Birds 
When speaking of summertime, interviewees often commented on birds of prey.  

Many people notice eagles in the summer in particular.  Migratory waterfowl are also 
seen in the late summer/early fall, but many interviewees comment that during this time, 
the birds are flying too high to hunt.  Most birds are discussed in more detail in the 
Spring section on page 69.   

The number of eagles in the study area is growing, after being lower in the recent 
past.  Interviewees noted that there are eagles throughout the study area, including a nest 
across Tsiigehnjik from Tsiigehtchic.  Many interviewees noted that there are eagles in 
the delta as well.  Dan Andre said that there are usually three or four eagles at Khaii luk 
each summer.  They often have young ones with them.  He said there are both bald eagles 
and golden eagles there, as well as different types of hawks and falcons. {T17}  Lucy 
Adams said that when she was fishing in the delta in the summer, there were always 
many eagles around.  One time she counted twenty-two eagles around her camp. {1278 T8}   

As with songbirds in the spring, 
interviewees commented on the lack of birds in the 
study area in the summer.  Noel Andre said that 
“Songbirds, any kind of summer birds, ...  I might 
[have only] heard robin once or twice, because 
there was nothing around.”  In the past there were 
more songbirds in the summer, he said. {T10}   Many 
participants felt that there are fewer birds these days 
than there used to be.  Willie Simon said that the 
number of summer songbirds declined about ten 
years ago, but he felt that they are coming back in 
larger numbers now. {T62}  Neil Colin specifically 
commented about the Arctic tern and gulls.  He said that the summer of 2004 was the first 
summer he did not see Arctic terns nesting on the sandbars and near Boat Landing. {T50}  
Other interviewees thought that there were fewer Arctic terns than there used to be. 
Arctic terns are only around for a short period of time.  They have their young ones and 
then they leave, in July.  Other birds stay for longer periods of time, such as blackbirds 
which stay in the north into the fall.   

The number of gulls has also declined, although there are still some around in the 
summers.  Several interviewees noted that there are new types of gulls in the summer 
now, possibly from the eastern Arctic region.  There are black-tail gulls, and a spotted 
one with different colours now at the ferry landings.{T89}  

Other interviewees said that they are seeing other new types of birds, including 
several people who mentioned yellow songbirds.  Sarah McLeod Firth commented that 
recently, she sees more and more little ‘yellow canary birds’ (possibly warblers) around 
her house in Inuvik in the summers.  She did not know how they survive. {T53}   

    

Neil Colin in Fort McPherson 

Photo K. Benson
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The Arctic tern, as soon as they have young ones, 
they grow up.   Start flying. They disappear. 

They’re gone in July. I don’t know what they do. 

 

Neil Colin{T50} 

  

       Photo Environment Canada 

 

Some migratory waterfowl stays in the study area in the summer, and many 
interviewees mentioned places where it was good to hunt them.  This includes Khaii luk,  
Andrew Lake, and the Delta.  Peter Ross said on the Mackenzie islands, you get “all 
variety of ducks, black ducks and mallards, widgeons, teals, loons.  Also you’d get 
swans, a lot of swans in that area...”  {T89}  Interviewees had different opinions about 
whether to hunt ducks in the summertime or not.  Some said that ducks and their eggs can 
be eaten in the summer, but some indicated that ducks should be left alone to raise their 
young.   

Other interviewees mentioned 
seeing different types of water birds in 
the summer, including the crane.  
Louis Cardinal noted that he sees 
‘more and more’ cranes returning to 
the Tsiigehnjik region and around 
Khaii luk in the summers.  This is 
where there is good habitat for these 
birds. {T3}   

 

Fish 
Fishing is an extremely important summertime activity for the Gwich’in in the 

study area, both today and in the past.  Many Gwich’in still have fish camps that they go 
to in the summer, and the production of dryfish for consumption and sale is a common 
summer activity.  In precontact and historic times, the Gwich’in used fishtraps across a 
flowing stream to capture fish, and more recently they used cotton nets.  Today most 
people fish with manufactured nylon nets with attached floats and sinkers, which are 
sturdier and require less maintenance.   

 

 
 Loon                                                            Photo GRRB 
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General Fishing 
 Many Elders remembered that people used to go out on the land all summer, they 

rarely came into town.  When they were out along the river in the summertime, people 
were fishing.  They would have a fish house or smoke house, a drying stage, and they 
would be drying fish all summer.  They would dry herring and other fish as well, 
preparing the fish for winter.  Annie Norbert said that when the leaves start to fall, this 
would signal to people that it was time to move on to their fall camp. {1473 T2}   

Fishing areas are changing.  The TK component of the Aquatic Effects Study 
found that good fishing spots are getting shallower over time. {1576}  Interviewees also 
mentioned that the lack of rain affects fishing.  Low rainfall summers such as 2004 
caused very low water conditions.  Neil Colin said this makes the water the colour of 
gasoline, very blue, and when a net is set in this water the net comes out feeling soapy 
and slimy.  The low water affects the number of fish as well, Neil said that he might only 
get a single jackfish out of a net set in these conditions. {T43} 

At the time people didn’t know about nets, they’d help each other to build a 
fishtrap.  People would gather at one place, and there were a lot of people, 
that’s what I hear my mother tell me about. ... they built a fishtrap and that 
summer there was a lot of fish, lots of people were staying there making lots 
of dryfish, they’d make plenty of food for winter, they tied their dryfish up 
good and stored it there.  After freeze up they look and find it still in good 
condition.  My mother tells me stories of this. 

  Annie Norbert {1187}
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Elders remembered cutting a 
variety of fish to make large quantities of 
dryfish and using the heads and guts for 
making dog food. {1572}  In the past people 
would make many bales of dryfish, and 
the Hudson’s Bay Company would buy 
bales from them.  Sometimes in the winter 
they would buy bales back for dog food. 
{1572}  Many people had dogs in the recent 
past.  A family might have ten or twelve 
dogs, while a single person might have 
four or five.  Fishing for dog food as well 
as human consumption was a big task.  In 
the past there were no nylon nets, and 
cotton nets needed backing and frequent 
maintenance. {1551}  Although fish are 
available for the whole summer, Lucy 
Adams remembered that in the delta, 
“usually it’s in August, the fish really run 
in August.” {1278 T8}  Alfred Semple said 
that in the delta, egg fish are caught in 
July and August. {1587}   

Whitefish 
Many interviewees said that 

whitefish are good and fat in the summer, 
when they are made into dryfish.  Most 
people said that they scale their fish prior 
to cutting them up for drying.  Good, fat 
fish were for human consumption, while 
poorer fish were for the dogs. {1473 T1}  
Peter Ross said “…whitefish, … in July 
and August, you know, they’re really… 
fat and healthy.” {T89}  

Some interviewees felt that fish are not as healthy as they used to be.  Many 
mentioned the flesh was not as appetizing and that some organs appeared to have 
problems, in particular the gut and the livers.  Anna May McLeod said that she has seen 
whitefish with abnormalities in their intestines, their sperm ducts, their eggs, and the flesh 
as well.  The flesh is very soft, whereas the eggs and sperm ducts are harder than they 
used to be.  She said that fish used to be softer in the warm weather, but now they are so 
soft in the summer that they just fall apart when you try to make dryfish with them. {T8} 

Whitefish are often between four and six pounds.  Occasionally you might get a 
‘jumbo white’ or very large whitefish.    Whitefish are migratory fish, coming up from 

Photo D
. N

eufeld, Parks C
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During the summer people used 
to go out and make dry fish while it’s 
hot. They make dry fish with herrings, 

coney and whitefish. 

 

Annie Norbert {1473 T1} 
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the coast in the summer to spawn, returning in the fall.  The females arrive first and the 
males come afterwards, applying sperm and covering the eggs up.  The eggs hatch in the 
spring, after staying in the water over the winter. {1569}     

Whitefish eat bugs and vegetation.  Bears and wolves both eat whitefish, as do 
eagles in the spring and summer.  Gulls and some ducks, locally called fish ducks, also 
eat fish including whitefish. {1569}     

Coney 
Interviewees agreed that coney are usually very fat and good in the summer 

months.  Some interviewees have noticed the coney are changing as well.  The fish can 
not be left as long in the nets, and their season is longer than it used to be.  Elizabeth Firth 
says that coney are getting ‘soft’ very fast in the nets, especially in the summer. {T66}  
Barney Natsie said that fish are coming earlier than they used to.  He said that during the 
summer of 2004, he saw more coney than ever before.  People were getting coney in their 
nets all summer, whereas previously they would only get them for two or three weeks.  “I 
can’t believe it.” {T18} 

Another change is that coney seem to be available in more places than before.  
Billy Cardinal said that there was hardly any coney at Six Miles down Nagwichoonjik 
from Tsiigehtchic and that in the past, they had to cross Nagwichoonjik to get coney.  
Now you can catch coney ‘all over the place.’  He said that when he was a child, they 
would get coney only until the last week of July or the first week of August.  After that, 

they would take whitefish.  Now, you can 
catch coney into September. {1576} 

This river fish can grow as large 
as three feet, weighing up to 35 pounds.  
Coney live in schools, and Alestine 
Andre said that she usually catches five 
to seven of them at a time in her net.  
Coney travel upstream in July to spawn, 
and can be caught in eddies.  When the 

run is thick, a net in an eddy may need to be checked every two hours, and at least twice a 
day.  In the fall when a net is set under the ice, people will catch coney as they return 
down the river to the coast.  Rarely a coney can be caught in mid-winter, January or 
February.  Coney travel up Nagwichoonjik and even up Tsiigehnjik to Martin Zheh.  
Females start laying eggs when they are four or five years old.  They spawn in quiet, 
shallow, not-so-fast running water.  Coney, like other fish, can be stored by drying and 
smoking.  Both the flesh and the guts can be dried and stored for human consumption or 
dog food. Coney live on other fish, including smaller coney.  Bears and jackfish also eat 
coney. {1569}   

Fish go all the way from North 
Caribou Lake to Travaillant Creek. I’ve 
travelled all this area, by dog team, 
walking, everything—even using 
skidoo. 

Gabe Andre {1612}
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Loche 
Many interviewees noted that loche liver is an important food source and a tasty 

treat as well.  Loche can be grey, to darker green.  Female loche are smaller than the 
males.  The largest loche, which do not come close to shore, can be four feet long.  These 
large fish eat small crookedback and whitefish.   Loche are sometimes in a large school 
of hundreds of fish, and sometimes there are only one or two together.  When they are in 
a large school they compete for a hook when you are jiggling (using a line and hook to 
snag the fish), making it easier to catch. {1569}    

Loche live on other fish with one of their favourite’s being a small fish Thomas 
Mitchell called ‘big eyes.’  In the fall, loche migrate from the ocean up Nagwichoonjik to 
spawn and can be caught as late as January.  Thomas Mitchell said “[i]f the creek is deep 
enough and you jiggle there after New Year, you’ll catch lots.”  Loche can hang on to a 
hook for a while and then throw it up (release it and escape). {1569}     

A female loche will spawn for the first time when two years old.  They lay eggs 
where swift water has undercut the bank, creating a pool of stagnant water under it.  
Many animals hunt for loche, including mink and otter.  Loche are quick swimmers so 
other fish aren’t able to catch them as prey.  These fish have tough bones that not even 
dogs should eat, and need to be burned to dispose of them.  Loche livers are particularly 
desired and are eaten fried, often with berries. {1569}   

Like other interviewees, Thomas Mitchell noticed that the flesh and flavour of the 
fish has changed over the last 40 years.  The flesh is softer and the taste is not as good.  
He believed this is due to an increase in water pollution. {1569}  Other interviewees 
commented that all other fish are healthy except loche. {T89}  Anna May McLeod who 
noticed the changing health of loche, said that they are “really pitiful.”‘  She said the 
colour is different and the flesh has abnormalities such as brown, hard lumps. {T8}   

Herring 
Noel Andre in describing herring or Arctic Cisco said that this small fish is not 

caught very much anymore but used to be important as a source for oil.  It makes good 
dryfish and is a nutritious dog food.  Herring can be about three pounds in weight, and 
reach up to one foot in length.  They travel in schools with other herring up 
Nagwichoonjik in the summer, as far as Fort Good Hope.  It also migrates up the Peel 
River and Tsiigehnjik returning to the ocean in the fall.  They are small enough to require 
a smaller net to catch them, and if you are fishing with this net, you can catch hundreds in 
a day in an eddy.   

Herring spawn in gravel on the river.  Minnows travel together and ‘tend to 
themselves.’  Herring’s diet includes insects, vegetation and sand. {1569} 
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Lake Trout 
Trout are found in many lakes in the 

study area, in particular those to the northeast 
and west of Khaii luk, and in Khaii luk itself.  
Trout are a large reddish-brown fish and can 
grow as long as four feet.  Pierre Benoit said 
they live in deep water and can be caught with a 
net set at the narrows on Vidi chų’.  Pierre was not sure what they eat – because when 
they caught trout the guts would go to the dogs to eat. {1569}     

Trout are considered to be a tasty fish, even the small ones.  Less is known about 
trout than other fish because not as many people are fishing on the lakes where they 
appear anymore, although many participants mentioned that they are a delicious fish to 
eat.  Pierre fished for them in the winter, after freeze-up, when he is in the area trapping. 
{1569}   

Unlike other fish in the study area, trout live in lakes their whole lives.  One 
participant, Gabe Andre, said that if the creek between two lakes is big enough, a trout 
might travel through it.  Trout live in schools with other trout.  Trout stay in one spot to 
rest for part of the day, and do not bite during that time.  They spawn in October and 
females are three or four years old before they spawn for the first time.  Eggs are 
deposited in shallow spots near lake shores.  Before a trout lays eggs, it will move its fins 
to rub the mud on the bottom of the lake to make a hole.  It then lays the eggs in the hole 
and covers the hole in the same way. {1569}     

Trout minnows stay in very shallow water, not deeper than two inches, as a 
protective measure.  Larger fish cannot reach them in the shallow water, although gulls 
can.  The best place to catch trout is at the mouth of a creek on a lake.  There will be lots 
of small fish here, which is what the trout feed on.  Trout can be caught with a net 
anytime of the year.  The flesh, eggs, and liver can all be consumed.  If trout is to be dried 
and smoked, it must be done immediately.  Gabe Andre mentioned that this is because 
they go rancid quickly.  This is the same for coney. {1569}       

Jackfish 
Jackfish are not a preferred fish, 

although they will be consumed if 
required.  They are known as biters and 
more than one interviewee told a story 
of being bit by the razor-sharp teeth of 
the jackfish.  Richard Ross escaped by 
squeezing the eyeballs of the jackfish 
until it let go. {No Tape}   

I go out to Trout Lake and the 
first thing I’ll do is cook it and 
eat it right away. 

Pierre Benoit {1569}

Well, eltyin has sharp teeth.  It has sharp 
teeth and it would defend itself by using 
its teeth, mouth and it gets away from 
other fish pretty fast because it moves 
faster than any other fish under water. 

Cecil Andre  {1569}
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Jackfish range from about six to 30 pounds.  Jackfish are loners and at most you’ll 
find two living together.  They live in Nagwichoonjik, creeks, and lakes.  Jackfish can be 
caught with fishing rods and nets.  Cecil Andre said that they will feed on ‘just about 
anything.’  They do not migrate like many other fish in the study area.  When spawning, 
eggs are deposited wherever the jackfish lives, especially in smaller creeks. {1569}    

In summer sunshine, jackfish are easily seen floating near the shore of a lake.  
Some interviewees mentioned that the jackfish swimming near the shores are a danger to 
birds, and one even remembered that a jackfish killed a puppy of theirs.  Sarah McLeod 
Firth remembered “[t]he little puppy went too close to the shore and that dirty thing [the 
jackfish], [was] like a shark.” {T52}  Cecil Andre had occasionally caught a jackfish in a 
net that has a whitefish in its mouth.  Jackfish are caught in nets year-round, but are too 
fast to be the prey of animals like wolves or bears.  They can be a valuable source of dog 
food.  Also, they have a lot of grease in them, and the grease can be used to soothe 
chapped hands or burns.  {1569} 

New Species 
Many interviewees commented on new species of fish that they are capturing in 

their nets.  The Gwich’in Harvest Study Data Report: 2000 {1608} indicates that 
participating Gwich’in harvesters did not take any chum salmon in 1995, 1996, two 
salmon in 1997, but sixty in 1998!  The totals for salmon dipped again to zero for 1999 
and three for 2000.  Most mentioned that they had caught chum or dog salmon, which 
was unusual, or that they usually caught one or two per year but recently the numbers 
were increasing.  Noel Andre said he caught two types of salmon in 2004, “I caught them 
all in September.  It’s [the] first time I know, some of the people, other fisherman too 
they caught some.  Not only me.” {T10}  Other interviewees noted that they have caught 
chum or dog salmon, Coho, pink, and sockeye salmon over the last few years.  The 
salmon run as far as Tree River and interviewees in Fort Good Hope mentioned seeing a 
few salmon as well.  Several interviewees from Tsiigehtchic also mentioned that Arctic 
char are appearing in Nagwichoonjik as well.   

Willie Simon said that in the summer of 2003 he caught a fish that was half jumbo 
whitefish and half coney.  He took it to fisheries and they said that they had seen that type 
of fish before.  He said he caught six of the half-and-half fish in the summer of 2004.   
Willie also says he is catching more salmon, maybe even a sockeye salmon. {T62}     

Medicines and Dye 
As most medicines described are plant-based, medicines are discussed in the 

‘Plant’ section on page 128.  Ochre and sulphur are the only non-plant-based medicines 
and dyes, and both are minerals.  Sulphur is yellow and green and is collected by scraping 
it into a container.  It can be used on a sore tooth to help the pain or can be taken orally to 
treat heartburn and assist digestion.  Ochre was commonly known to interviewees as a 
dye, and is used to colour women’s snowshoes and many other items.  Another medicine 
is fat – according to Laura Pascal “when the affected part won’t heal and there’s a big 
scab on it, you chew caribou fat and you apply this to it.”  Caribou fat can clean a wound.  
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Laura also said that beaver fur, cut off of a hide and mixed with grease, can be applied to 
a wound.  A beaver’s gallbladder can be used to staunch a wound if it won’t stop 
bleeding. {1636}  

Some other animal parts can be used for medicine, such as the grease from 
jackfish being useful for chapped skin or burns, as mentioned above.  Noel Andre said 
that the black bear can provide a medicine and a cosmetic product as well!  The gall 
bladder can be used medicinally, while bear grease can be used as a lotion and to keep 
your hair black.  Noel said his grandmother’s hair was jet black when she died at the age 
of 96, because she used bear grease. {1569}   

Insects 
Spring and summer are the seasons when insects are at their peak.  The north is 

known for its insect population, in particular mosquitoes and black flies, but interviewees 
discussed many bugs from bulldogs to grasshoppers, spruce beetles to dragonflies.  Many 
mentioned mosquitoes, but most who did thought that the number was decreasing.  This 
change was a concern for interviewees who stated that insects were an important part of 
the ecosystem, and that any changes were important to understand.  Several interviewees 
noted that the population of mosquitoes might be increasing again after a dip.   

Several interviewees described the sequence 
of insects in the summer season.  Flies are the first 
to emerge.  Insects became more of an issue in early 
summer; some interviewees thought that insects 
were less of a problem in June and August.  
Winston McNeely said they had to make smoke 
pots by burning green grass to repel the bugs.  They 
couldn’t get repellent in those days. {T86}  
Mosquitoes arrive in June, and are usually gone at the end of July.   Bulldogs and 
dragonflies are also around in July.  Frank Pierrot mentioned that the oldtimers told him 
that dragonflies come with the herring.  Bulldogs aren’t around for a long time, they 
disappear quickly.  Black flies are only around for one month and then they are also gone. 
{T83}  Some interviewees thought that the warmer weather and changing conditions bring 
insects out earlier than in the past, as well.   

  

…you know I think the 
Creator put those insects here 
to keep us in check 

Russell Andre {T6}
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Several interviewees commented on how 
dragonflies eat other bugs.  Peter Ross says dragonflies 
come in and ‘clean up’ the bulldogs. {T89}  A few 
interviewees mentioned bees and wasps.  Some have seen 
different types of bees as well, that build nests in the 
willows.  As John Jerome notes, “I used to burn them [bees 
nests]. Right where you make trail, too, like you go for 
berries, …” {T72}  Other interviewees noted that having 
willows around their fish camps invited bees to build nests.  
If the camp is occupied, the bees and wasps aren’t as much 
of a problem.  Buster McLeod noticed “[s]ome years 
there’s more.  Last summer, it seemed like if you stay there 

[at your fishcamp], not too bad, but if you go away for awhile, then they’d come.” {T55}   

Many interviewees commented on grasshoppers.  During the summer of 2004, 
there were more grasshoppers than anyone had ever seen before.  Most interviewees 
thought that there were always a few grasshoppers around, but never as many as that 
year.  John Norbert said that he used to see quite a few grasshoppers when he was 
younger, when he stayed with his parents at Chii t’iet. {T24}  Speaking of grasshoppers 
reminded Richard Ross of another time there was a proliferation of different insects.  He 
said that one year when he was young, there were millions of black caterpillars.  You 
could have seen four or five on every willow tree.  The caterpillars killed the young 
willows by eating the leaves and bark. {No Tape}   The caterpillars are indigenous to the 
area, according to Willard Hagen; but possibly were not kept in check by the bird 
population or proliferated for another reason. {T60}   

Other interviewees have noticed new insects.  Table 6 below presents these new 
insects.   

Table 5.  New insects discussed by interviewees. 
Interviewee Tape New Insect Quote 
Sonny Blake 20 Unusual insect that is 

small, green, and moth-
like 

There are some different little moths, 
like not moths, but little green bugs. Like this 
summer when I was traveling with those people 
they were doing the insects and, what else, the 
vegetation, and they were getting more it seemed, 
like up the Red there. But around here, they could 
tell some different species coming from the south, 
up in this area.  

 
Buster McLeod in Inuvik 

Photo K. Benson 
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Dan Andre 17 Tan mosquito Mosquitoes are pretty well the same, although, we 
usually used to just get a black mosquito, and 
now we get one that’s slightly yellow, or tan. It 
looks almost like a different kind of mosquito, 
because we hadn’t seen those until about four 
years ago; three or four years ago we started 
seeing this new color of mosquito. 

Peter Ross 89 New bee There’s certain kind of bees now, too, … 
I haven’t seen or heard of those kind of bees 
before.  They start laying their eggs on dry fish.  
… And they’re eating dry fish, or fish, you know.  
They’re lots around where you make dry fish, like 
Alice (Andre) and them says all kinds of them. …  
Bees around there. … They’re small, and they 
even get smaller ones yet.  I seen them here last 
summer, inside.  I haven’t seen them kind of 
insects before. 

Grace Blake 96 Sand fly/ “no-see-um” So, even the little sand flies, those no-see-ums, I 
never remember ever seeing no-see-ums, never. I 
don’t remember them ‘til a few years ago. But 
now they all come so early and thank God by 
August, we’re not too concerned about flies. 

Sarah 
McLeod-Firth 

53 Green spider Different kind of bugs? I seen a green 
spider last summer. I don’t know what, maybe it’s 
related to …black widow or what they call it. I 
stepped on it anyway. …  No, I didn’t like the 
look of it. Look really funny. 

James Andre 45 New mosquito that looks 
like a fly 

You know people say they see some 
different kind of insects, too, huh? Mosquitoes. 
…Some of them are, …they’re just like a fly. 
…Like a fly and a mosquito, you know, together. 
Maybe they cross- breeded.  But they’re strange-
looking things. …I don’t know if they bite, you 
know. 

Russell Andre 6 New wood beetle It’s a smaller beetle then what we 
normally have … it’s more ferocious on the trees 
and what we normally have …  [This beetle will 
chew wood] full of holes. 
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Plants 
Berries are the most important plant 

for the Gwich’in in the summertime.9  Most 
interviewees knew when and where to get 
berries, even if they did not go berry picking 
themselves.  Berries are often eaten fresh, 
dried or frozen and used in many dishes.  
Historically, this includes mixing them with 
fish, although modern Gwich’in make 
desserts with berries. Alice Francis said that 
the best time of the year to harvest plants for 
use is the middle of the summer, before it 
gets too dry. {T76}   

People often commented on 
returning to berry patches year after year.  
Often they would mention specific patches 
or areas associated with named places, like 
Chii t’iet.  Winston McNeely said that when 
he lived at the mouth of the Khaii luk tshik, 
they would pick blueberries, nakàl (also 
called nakalberries, yellowberries or 
cloudberries), cranberries, blackberries, 
black currants, and rosehips. {T85}   

Annie Norbert said that the first 
berries to appear are rosehips, followed by 
raspberries, yellowberries, and mid-summer 
blueberries.  She used to go picking 
blueberries with her mother, sometimes 
until sundown; a tiring task.  Annie said that 
when the leaves turn colours, it’s time to 
pick the cranberries.  She said that cranberries are for food in the wintertime; they can be 
mixed with other food.  Blueberries can also be used for winter food. {1473 T1} 

Berries are not the only food source available in the summertime.  Several 
interviewees discussed other edible plants or portions of plants.  These included the inner 
bark of spruce trees.  Neil Colin said that the inside layer of bark, the cambium, can be 
eaten around the 15th or 20th of June. He said at that time, you can easily pull a strip of 
bark from the tree if you make a cut with an axe. {T44}  Jim Pierrot said that there are 
edible mushrooms in the study area as well.  He said that generally mushrooms on 
Nagwichoonjik and on the land are poisonous, but after a forest fire, and on sandbars in 
                                                 
9 Information provided in this report about plants, dyes, medicine, and animals are provided for information 
purposes only.  Please consult further references for proper identification.  Also, please respect the beliefs 
and values of the Gwich’in Elders by not over-harvesting plants and animals. 

At that time, it was not like 
today.  We never saw white man 
food.  We just lived from the land.  It 
gave us our food and it was just 
impossible for us to ever experience 
eating white man food. 

  

Berries were depended on for 
something sweet in the summer.  
Everyone picked berries and stored 
them.  Berries were a big part of our 
diet. Women used to pick berries.  
They used to make birchbark pails 
like, containers and in this they used 
to pick berries.  Then they used to 
store them and some berries they 
used to cook it up, like fry it up then 
they would keep this for the winter 
and there is nothing that is tastier 
than meat and berries that we eat in 
the winter.  

 

Marka Bullock {1581 T81}
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Nagwichoonjik in August, there are edible mushrooms.  He said they are just like the ones 
from the store. {T80}   

    

My dad showed me where to 
go when we went with his 
family picking berries, when 
we’d all go pick berries. In the 
summer, everybody in the 

family used to go ... 

 
Russell Andre {T6} 

 

 

        Photo A. Andre 

Climatic conditions affect the plants during the summer.  Rain, sun, and high 
temperatures all have an effect on plants and berries.  Some interviewees, when 
questioned about new plants in the area, noted that there were several different plants.  
Peter Ross thought that the sweetgrass he sees and smells across from his mother’s camp 
is a new addition to the area.  “Where did it come from?” he asks.  “It’s not native to up 
here, you know.” {T88}  Other changes to plants include people noticing that the heat often 
‘cooks’ berries, making for a poor berry picking season. {1565}  The berries are soft and 
break when picked, often staining pickers’ hands blue.   

Many interviewees thought that the types of plants seen in the study area were not 
changing.  However, some common plant foods in the study area are not indigenous to 
the area.  Wild rhubarb grows in the study area and is eaten, but many interviewees 
indicated that they eat the domesticated rhubarb from the gardens at the mouth of the 
Khaii luk tshik.  Billy Cardinal mentioned that domesticated rhubarb from the gardens at 
the mouth of Khaii luk tshik are ready to eat in July, and make great pies.  {1565}   

Plants were important for medicine.  Medicinal plants are reviewed in Table 6.  A 
wash for eye problems can be made from rose petals, and Grace Blake used an ear wash 
made from yarrow tea to treat an ear infection successfully. {T35}  Some interviewees 
discussed the medicinal properties of Muskeg tea (Labrador tea).  This plant is useful for 
several ailments but is also consumed as a relaxing beverage instead of regular tea.  Anna 
May McLeod discussed the medicinal properties of muskeg tea (Labrador Tea.)  She said 
that it is best to pick the early tops of the plants and mix it with the leaves.  This way, it 
has more of an effect on treating cold symptoms.    She also mentioned that the tea can 
clean out your blood. {T8}  Table 6 describes plants and their food, medicinal values and 
other uses.  See attached map booklet or digital maps on CD for the geographic 
information related to plants such as berry picking locations.     
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Table 6.  Plants and Their Medicinal/Food/Other Uses10 
 
Plant Name: 
English/Gwich’in 

Description of use 

Alpine arnica / 
at’an tsoo 

Medicinal:  use the flowers to make a tea for some stomach ailments.  Grows in dry, 
sandy soils or gravelly areas.   

Bear root / treh Medicinal/food:  roots collected by digging them from river banks in the springtime 
or fall, they are considered both food and medicine for poor appetite or diarrhoea.  
Can be stored frozen over the winter.   

Birch / aat’oo Food/medicine/tools/bait:  this hardwood is used for making snowshoes and other 
tools, including sled runners because it resists cracking and is slippery.  Can be used 
as bait for beaver traps, is used to smoke skins, and is medicine for stomach 
ailments.  Found in moist soils throughout the study area, often with black spruce. 

Bird’s eye / dzhii 
ndèe’ 

Food:  edible but sour berries on small plant, usually growing in moist areas.   

Black currant / 
deetree jàk 

Food: edible, strong-tasting berry that can be used to make a good jam or a tea can 
be made from the leaves.  Grows in moist areas with willows and roses.  Berries 
harvested late in the summer. 

Blackberry / 
dineech’ùh 

Food/medicine:  evergreen berry-producing plant that grows in moist, mossy areas.  
Berries make a good jam, harvested in August and September.   

Blueberry / ják 
zheii 

Food/medicine:  low-growing shrub usually found on willow flats or in open 
forested areas near lakes.  Berries are good to eat or bake with, and make a good jam.  
Used in it’suh (dessert made with pounded dryfish).  Leaves and stems can be boiled 
for a tea to help with colds. 

Cranberry / natłat Food/medicine/dye:  this evergreen low shrub produces seedless, tart berries in late 
August.  Can be eaten raw or baked into breads or desserts, or made into jam or 
syrup.  Used in it’suh (a dessert made from berries and pounded dryfish).  Cranberry 
juice is good for kidney problems, and is made by boiling the berries for up to 30 
minutes.  Also good for coughs. 

Dwarf birch  Flooring: medium shrub used for tent floors, mixed with spruce boughs.  Common 
and widespread in the GSR, found with cranberries and alder on muskeg. 

Fireweed  Food/medicine: a tall flowing perennial that is often the first to colonize after a fire.  
The whole plant can be boiled for medicine and used as a rub for rashes.  Also used 
for burns, bee stings, aches, swelling.  Edible pink flowers used in jellos and salads, 
and new shoots can be eaten cooked or raw. 

Birch and willow 
fungus / edinìichii 

Medicine/tobacco/insect repellent/moth ball/fire starter:  a bracket fungus that grows 
on birch, willow, and alder.  Used as medicine for stomach ailments when chopped 
up and boiled.  Ashes were rubbed onto sores and pimples.  Used as a tobacco 
extender, or fire starter.  Burned to add to snuff, and burned to repel mosquitoes.   

                                                 
10 From Gwich’in Ethnobotany: Plants used by the Gwich’in for Food, Medicine, Shelter and Tools by 
Alestine Andre and Alan Fehr – {1545}  Not intended for medical advice. 
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Goosefood 
(horsetail) / kheh 
dyè’ 

Medicine/food/pot cleaner:  grows on the shores of rivers and on sandbars, found 
throughout GSA.  Interviewees noted that geese eat this food.  Roots can be eaten 
raw, leaves and stems can be steamed for nasal congestion, colds, and stomach 
ailments. 

Juniper (crowberry) 
/ deetrèe jàk 

Medicine:  this evergreen shrub has white to purple berries (cones) and grows in dry, 
exposed, open areas.  An offering should be left when gathered.  Tea made from the 
berries and sometimes branches/roots used for chest ailments or as a laxative, or 
bathing solution. 

Mooseberry 
(soapberry) / dìnjik 
ják 

Food/medicine:  medium shrub that grows in dry wooded areas.  The berries can be 
eaten raw for colds/sore throats.  The berries have a strong smell when ripe.  Berries 
can be made into a tea (skimming the foam) also used to treat colds/sore throats.  
Stems can be boiled to treat stomach ailments/diarrhoea.  Mixed with juniper berries 
and made into a laxative tea.  Tea from branches can be used for leg muscle soreness 
or for mosquito bites.  Boiled berries can increase one’s appetite.  They have a flat 
seed or stone. 

Moss / nin’ Diapers/cleaner:  yellow, brown, and green moss used in the old days used for 
diapers and as a scrubber.  Used to chink log cabins and hung in trees as a trail 
markers.  Common in wet muskeg areas and grows throughout the GSA. 

Muskeg tea 
(Labrador tea) / 
lidii maskeg 

Food/medicine:  this small common plant grows on the muskeg and is harvested 
year-round for making tea.  The tea is vitamin C-rich and a relaxant.  Strong tea (>10 
minutes steeping) is avoided.  Smaller variety usually used, larger plant has stronger 
medicine. 

Northern ground 
cone / du’iinahshèe 

Medicine/pipe:  This small parasitic plant, brown when mature, grows in shaded 
areas with willows and spruce.  The base of the plant, ground, is chewed as medicine 
or applied for rashes.  The immature root has a white core called a potato that 
increases appetite.  Children play with the roots, drying them to make pipes. 

Wild onions / tłoo 
drik 

Food:  wild onions grow in moist grassy areas.  Used for food.   

Poplar / t’oo Medicine/fuel/bait:  This deciduous tree grows near willows on river banks and lake 
shores.  Sticky buds are collected in the spring before they grow, and boiled for 
colds.  Resin from boiling used for cuts and glue.  Poplar driftwood is good for 
smoking fish and moose hides.  Can be used as bait in beaver traps.  Ashes from 
burnt bark mixed with dog food promotes a good coat and prevents worms. 

Raspberry / 
ts’eenakal 

Food:  Two types are dwarf and tall; tall variety often grows in disturbed areas.  
Hard to find and the fruit is delicate so raspberries are usually eaten as they are 
picked.  Sweet berries. 

Red currant / 
eneeyù’ 

Food/medicine:  This medium sized shrub has edible berries  and grows in moist 
shaded areas.  Often found in woodlots, burned areas, and tree falls.  Harvested late 
in the summer and eaten raw or made into jam.  Leaves and stems are made into a 
tea for stomach ailments. 

Red willow / k’oh Medicine/fuel/dye:  this highly-valued plant is a common shrub found on the muskeg 
and other moist areas.  The bark can be collected year-round for a drink to relieve 
illness and to dye hides.  Also used for a skin solution to rub on sores, eczema, insect 
bites, scabs, etc.  As a drink, can be used for sore joints.    
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Rhubarb (wild) / 
ts’iigyų̀ų’ 

Food:  this plant grows in open and disturbed areas and along river banks.  It is 
harvested mid-June for a short period of time.  Can be consumed when the plant is 
young, and made into puddings or other desserts or eaten raw. 

Rose hips / nichį̀h Food/medicine:  Rose bushes grow throughout the GSA, the hips, high in vitamin C, 
are harvested in late summer and consumed without the seeds.  Can be fried and 
eaten.  Strained boiled juice can be made into jams, jellies, and syrup.   

Spruce / ts’iivii Food/medicine/shelter/fuel/tools:  both black (wetter areas) and white (dryer areas) 
spruce is found in the study area in large numbers.  Spruce branches and cones can 
be chopped up and boiled for medicine.  Different parts of the tree are used 
differently: 

 Cones are used to make a cold-relieving tea 
 Sticky gum (clear sticky sap) soothes irritated skin, prevents and cures 

infections, canker sores, sore throats.  Also can be used as a sealant.   
 Spruce gum (hard older sap) can be chewed like gum and swallowed, or 

made into a tea to relieve cold symptoms and keep healthy.   
 Tree roots used to be used to make rope and sew baskets and canoes.  

Includes tamarack and willows. 
 Inner bark can be eaten or chewed to relieve cold symptoms, or as a 

dressing for a wound.   
 Outer bark is like plywood, and used for making smokehouses.   
 Young spruce tips can be chewed to relieve itchy throats from colds 
 Dried branches are used to start fires 
 Drywood is used to build cabins and a variety of other buildings as well as 

tools 
 Spruce boughs are good for flooring in tents, to be changed every week.  

They keep the air healthy and clean. 

Stoneberry / dàn 
daih 

Food:  this low shrub produces dull red berries that can be picked and used for it’suh.  
The leaves can also be consumed in the spring.   

Tamarack / 
ts’iiteenjùh 

Medicine/fuel:  this tree grows in boggy areas and is not common in the GSA.  
Branches and cones collected year-round, and used to make tea for upset stomach, 
colds, fatigue, and maintaining health.  Dry tamarack is a good source of heat when 
burned.  An offering should be left when gathered.    

White moss 
(lichen) / 
uhdeezhù’ 

Food/cleaner:  known as caribou food, this slow-growing plant deserves respect.  It 
can be boiled to make a tea which is good for stomach and chest pains, and to give 
cardiovascular strength.  Can be used, ground, in soups as an extender.  Can be 
boiled and fried, and eaten.  Lichen from caribou stomachs can be eaten in a variety 
of ways or used as a meat tenderizer. 
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Willow / k’aii’ Fuel/medicine/food/tools/shelter:  this common large shrub has a variety of uses. 

 Dry willow is used for starting fires 
 Young shoots can be peeled and the sweet juice licked off or the stem or 

tips chewed, whistles can be made from the young trees and bark can be 
used as a bandage, or as a pain-killing poultice 

 Branches can be used with spruce boughs on the tent floor or like a strong 
rope, or for making snares, fishtraps, stretchers, and other implements 

 Green willow leaves can be crushed or chewed and used on bee stings, 
insect bites, burns, rashes, cuts, etc  

 Bark can be used to make fish nets 
 Roots can be used to mend and construct snowshoes, smokehouses, canoes, 

and nets 
 Pussy willow buds can be eaten 

Wormwood Medicine/insect repellent:  This plant grows on dry open land, particularly in 
disturbed areas.  It can be made into a tea or inhaled as steam for colds and sore 
throats.  When burnt, it repels mosquitoes. 

Yarrow / at’àn 
dagą̀įi ̨ 

Medicine:  yarrow prefers the same conditions as wormwood and is used as a 
medicinal tea.  The tea is used for coughs or ulcers, or as a preventative for 
nosebleeds.  Tea from the flowers can be used on the skin to treat eczema and soothe 
the skin.  A paste from the flowers can be used on insect bites or to control bleeding. 

Yellowberry, 
couldberry / nakàl 

Food:  large berries are ready in late July and are usually consumed as they are 
picked or saved as a gift or for a special occasion.   

 

Trees 
Spruce trees are an important source of construction material and medicine in the 

study area.  Most of the trees in the study area are spruce trees.  Most interviewees used 
spruce trees for tent poles, dry spruce snags (standing dead, often referred to as drywood) 
for firewood if possible, and spruce for the construction of other infrastructure at their 
camps, including stages and cabins.  Some interviewees cured green spruce for a season 
before building with it, and some used the wood green.  In the old days, the bark would 
be used like plywood to make smokehouses.  Noel Andre said that green spruce trees are 
fine to use for construction and they only need to be stripped of bark.  Other times, Noel 
used drywood for poles.  As mentioned above, conifer cambium can be eaten in the 
summertime as well.  Elizabeth Firth said that tree roots can be boiled for their juice for 
medicinal purposes. {T66}   

Trees are also important for firewood, to heat tents and cabins, to cook on, and to 
smoke meat and fish.  Annie Norbert said that her mother told her about using dry and 
green willow to smoke dryfish. {1181 T40}   

Some interviewees thought that plants in the area are growing faster than they 
used to, which fits with people’s descriptions of the summer being longer and warmer.    
Most interviewees felt strongly that willows are growing stronger, faster, and in places 
where they didn’t use to.  Willows are growing faster near camps and on trails where they 
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have always been cleared, making clearing them harder, but they are also growing on 
areas where the Gwich’in never used to have to clear them, such as muddy banks on 
islands and rivers.  According to Billy Cardinal, willows are growing ‘like bad weeds’ 
where they never used to grow.  They are growing everywhere on the stream banks. {1565}   

Muskeg tea, you have to pick it in 
May.  We used to pick it in June, July.  
If you pick it at the end of May, June 
the seeds will be still closed.  In May, 
the tea is redder.  It’s got a more 
desired taste.  If I pick it later on in 
end of June, July, the seed parts are 
opened, then they’re drying out and 
that tea is weaker.   

Anna May McLeod  {T8} 

 

  

        Photo Y. Ewald 

 

Forest Fires/Earthquakes 
Forest fires are an increasingly important occurrence during the summers.  Many 

interviewees thought that there are more fires these days than in the past.  Elders said that 
there were fewer forest fires in the old days.  Elders remember forest fires in the old days, 
but the fires would happen once every few years, not multiple fires each year.  Annie 
Norbert also said that there wasn’t that many forest fires when she was younger.  She said 
that in the past there might have been forest fires some summers, but not each summer. 
{T93}   Noel Andre was also concerned that there are many more forest fires than there 
used to be.  He said that in the olden days, he rarely saw fires burning, perhaps once in a 
summer.  These days he said he is always seeing helicopters and planes fighting fires.  He 
had been told that the fires are caused by lightning, but he remembered lightening in the 
old days, “light flashing all over, and noisy when the thunder come over.”  He was taught 
to make a fire right at the edge of a lake, and to be sure to douse the fire with water when 
done, until no smoke or steam was left.  Noel was puzzled by the numbers of forest fires 
these days. {1572}     

Lucy Adams remembered a summertime fire, during August, when it was so 
smoky that her husband Jimmy jokingly said, “we don’t have to make smoke house!”  
She remembered two summers that were very smoky before Inuvik was built. {T56}    

Although few people interviewed remember any earthquakes, they have been 
known to happen in the study area.  Many people thought that there have been an 
earthquake or earthquakes in Tsiigehtchic.  When speaking to the Berger Inquiry, Edward 
Nazon remembered an earthquake around 1940, during the first part of June.  He said that 
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the “shore ice in the lake and in the river was just popping out.”  Edward expressed 
concern that if there were a pipeline it would be affected by such an earthquake. {1606}    

Soil 
Much of the use of the inland portion of the study area away from the river occurs 

in the winter, when soil and permafrost are not as accessible and noticeable.  Many river 
travelers have noted permafrost melting along Nagwichoonjik (see below) in the summer 
time.   

Few interviewees had comments about salt licks in the 
study area.  Many hunters knew of caribou eating muskrat push-
ups for nutrients, but said that salt licks were in the mountains.  
Lucy Adams remembered her husband Jimmy talking about a spot 
where moose would gather to lick at the ground.  It was in the 
delta, and she said there would always be a few moose there.  The 
moose would even come to this spot in the winter to dig through 
the snow and lick at the ground.  She did not know exactly where 
this was. {T56} 

Permafrost 
Permafrost is seen as an indicator for climate change.  

When permafrost melts along rivers or inland, it causes slumping 
and sinkholes.  Most interviewees felt that the slumping resulting 
from melting permafrost was a recent and study-area wide problem, in particular along 
banks of Nagwichoonjik.  Interviewees also noted areas of slumping inland.  The banks 
slump because an increase in temperatures and length of the summer season cause the 
permafrost in the banks to melt, according to most interviewees.  Bob Norman said that 
when the permafrost under the ground starts to heat up, it causes slides along the rivers.  
He said the permafrost isn’t too deep down under the surface; it’s just underneath the 
thick moss.  You can use it for a fridge or freezer, and flies won’t get at food stored under 
the moss. {T13}     

The slumping permafrost is both alarming and a nuisance.  As an indicator of 
climate change, interviewees were very concerned about the larger numbers of slumps 
along the rivers; and they expressed concern that the increase in materials such as silt 
entering the river might also be a problem.  The slumps along the shore also made travel 
difficult for interviewees with camps in certain areas.  Elizabeth Firth said that near her 
camp in the delta, the banks are eroding so badly that there are “houses just ready to fall 
in the river.”  Almost every channel they went through in the summer of 2004 while they 
were hunting, appeared different than in the past.  Many banks have fallen in since her 
children were younger. {T66}  Noel Andre thought that some of the slumping is due to 
forest fires, which as expressed above, are on the increase.  He said that a slump below 
Pierre’s Creek and above Chii t’iet was caused by forest fires melting the permafrost and 
causing the bank of Nagwichoonjik to fall.  Some slumps are caused by rainfall as well.  

 
Lucy Adams in Inuvik 

            Photo K. Benson 
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Peter Ross said that a landslide near Chidaltąįį was caused by heavy rainfall.  It was at 
some point during the 1980s when an unusual rainfall caused a big slump, not only at that 
location but all along Nagwichoonjik, causing birch and willows to slide into the water. 
{T88}  

 Several interviewees discussed the effect of seismic work in the 1960s on the 
permafrost and the land.  As mentioned above, 
poorly cleaned-up brush from cutting seismic 
lines has affected the spring thaw.  Willard Hagen 
said that before regulations tightened up about 
cutting seismic lines, seismic crews would cause a 
lot of slumping due to melting permafrost.  They 
would damage or remove too much foliage and 
lichen and cause melting.  He said this was when 
the work was done with large machinery 
(caterpillars) without the ‘mushroom shoes’ used 
today. {T59}   

Summary: Summer 
Summer is a time for fishing and drying fish in preparation for winter.  Summer 

temperatures are usually warm and people warn that they are getting warmer.   August 
often has more rain than other summer months.  Many Gwich’in enjoy travelling out to 
fish camps for weekends or vacations in the summer, and fishing is a major contributor to 
many family’s food needs.  Travel in the summer is usually by boat with a motor, 
although in the past canoes and walking with dogs were how people moved from place to 
place.  Travel on the water is becoming more difficult as water levels are lower, and 
travel across the land is similarly more difficult due to an increase in willow growth in 
many locations.   

Generally, animals are left alone, that is, not hunted, in the summer because they 
are raising their young and people are fishing.  Many migratory waterfowl pass through 
the area in the spring, and some stay to nest all summer.   

Caribou are considered one of the most important animals to the Gwich’in.  There 
are two types of caribou that are present in the study area, the boreal woodland caribou 
and the barren-ground Bluenose herd, which passes through the study area on its yearly 
migration.  Moose are also present throughout the study area, often around water or on 
islands, and are another favourite food animal.   

Other important animals in the study area are fur bearers such as lynx, rats, 
marten, mink, hares, wolverines, foxes and wolves.  Bears, both grizzlies and black bears, 
live in the study area and spend the summer tending to their young and fattening up for 
their winter hibernation.    

Whitefish and crookedbacks are important fish resources.  Later in the summer 
and into fall, coney and loche are also important for food, although not as much as 

 
Willard Hagen in Inuvik 

Photo K. Benson
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whitefish.  Whitefish migrate from the coast in the summer and return in the fall, and are 
harvested on both runs.  Coney also migrate.  Trout are found in several lakes in the Khaii 
luk area.  They largely remain in the lakes and do not migrate.  Trout, like whitefish, are 
considered to be a very tasty fish.  Jackfish are usually only taken if other fish are not 
available.  

There has been a recent increase in salmon populations recently, and people in 
Tsiigehtchic, along Nagwichoonjik, and in the delta all noticed that they are catching 
more salmon than previously.  Often it is chum or dog salmon although other types have 
been caught as well. 

Plants are harvested in the summer and fall.  The most useful plants are berries for 
food and spruce and a variety of other plants for medicine.  In addition, spruce are used in 
the construction of make cabins and stages.  The Gwich’in harvest many types of berries 
but blueberries, yellowberries, and cranberries were often named in the TK interviews.  
Raspberries were also sometimes mentioned as being a rare treat.  Both wild and 
domesticated rhubarb are harvested and consumed.  Bear roots were usually harvested in 
the spring.   

Forest fires have always burned in the summers, although there are many more 
these days.  Forest fires will drive away most animals and birds, some can hide in the 
ground near the permafrost.  Fireweed, grasses, and other small plants are the first to 
grow in a burnt out area.  The increase in mice leads to an increase in marten in a burnt 
out area as well.   

Many interviewees have noticed that there are more slumps along rivers and 
inland than there used to be.  Melting and exposed permafrost are generally thought to be 
at fault, caused by warmer weather, rain, and forest fires.   
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Season: Fall 
Fall is a season where 

preparations for the Arctic 
winter are of great importance.  
This means preparing dryfish 
and drymeat for food and 
constructing and filling stages 
and caches.  Freeze-up, or the 
freezing of the rivers and 
lakes, happens in October or 
November.  Travel on water is 
not possible at this time and 
dangerous until the ice has 
become thick, so historically 
many people would return to a fall/winter camp before the water starts to freeze.  
Trapping starts in fall as well. 

Cultural activities, historical and modern activities 
In the past, most people would spend at least part of August in Tsiigehtchic after 

the August 15th feast day.  As temperatures cool in September, they would move out to 
their winter camps and prepare for freeze-up and the trapping season.  Annie Norbert 
mentioned that “men...they trap hard and hunt.  They hunt for meat, moose like that, 
they’re well off.” {1182}   People who went up Tsiigehnjik would often hunt during these 
times, while those around Khaii luk would focus more on fishing. 

By this time it’s fall. My dad’s 
got a big boat; with that we 
haul a lot of wood; every day 
we work with wood. After 
freeze‐up my parents set net 
on ice to fish. They catch a lot 

of fish. 
 

Annie Norbert {1473 T1} 

 Photo M Clark GSCI  

  Teeląįį and Teeddhaa were historically two of the most important traditional fall 
and winter camps in the Khaii luk area. Teeląįį was used mostly to take advantage of the 
fall whitefish run, and Teeddhaa is free of ice most of the year (Figure 37). {1181}   Berries 

Fall is, you know, the land is getting ready 
to rest, you know, it’s hard work for it to  bloom 
in the summer and provide all the berries, you 
name it every little plant that we grow and all 
that.  So you know so we accept it, we don’t... its 
part of fall season, winter, its part of the winter 
season, snow and all, the only thing we really 
kind of don’t like is when we  have the soft kind 
of fluffy snow and our sleigh is hard to pull.  

Terry Norwegian {1565}
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could still be gathered in early fall, particularly cranberries.  Other fall time activities in 
the past included hunting for beaver, rabbits, and large game.   

At fishing locations, people would dry fish if 
temperatures permitted, and as winter approached, 
they would preserve fish by freezing it.  Elizabeth 
Firth remembered fall time as one when everyone 
would help to dry fish for the winter, including the 
older children.  “Also, we used to start picking 
berries for food to be put away for the winter.”  Fall 
was a time to cut cords of wood for heating and 
cooking, or stockpiling to sell.  This was initiated 
before the children would return to school. {1572}   
Hyacinthe Andre said “Those days we used to trap 
beavers during the fall too, and the fur would still be 
bought from us. We would hunt beavers in the month 
of September while the lakes were not quite frozen 
over and the creeks still open.”  He said they would 
also snare rabbits at this time, and would stay at their 
winter camps until Christmas, snaring rabbits and 
lynx, and trapping foxes.  “It was hard to get meat or 
fish during the fall” he said. {1473 T1}  Sarah McLeod-
Firth remembered that in the old days, people used to 

go out on the land in the fall and maybe not return until February.  Today, the expense of 
travelling (i.e. the high cost of fuel) prevents people from using the land as much. {T53}  In 
Aklavik, Arthur MacLeod said that the RCMP used to ‘chase’ people back out into the 
bush in the fall.  People would leave town right after 
freeze-up. {T37}   

Andre Jerome remembered that when a group was 
setting up a camp, everyone helped with the arrangements 
and worked together. {1473 T2}   Hyacinthe Andre 
remembered that in the early fall they would head back to 
Khaii luk.  He remembered staying at Khaii luk for a whole 
year when they had two children.  He could trap from this 
spot as well. {1473 T1}  

 
Figure 37.  and 
Teeddhaa. 

 
Arthur McLeod in Aklavik 

Photo K. Benson
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Travel 
Travelling in the fall can be 

dangerous, depending on the 
condition of the water and ice.  In 
the old days, people would walk in 
the fall. If dogs were used before the 
snow fell, they would be used as 
pack dogs.  After it snowed and the 
conditions were safe for sled travel 
the dogs would pull a sled full of 
belongings or hides.  For example, 
Annie Norbert recalled her mother 
telling her that she and her first 
husband used to start from Teetshik 
goghaa and walk to Odizen Lake 
with four pack dogs (Figure 38).  
Her mother carried a tent and 
blanket and her mother’s husband carried a canoe and small stove.  This way, they could 
paddle themselves and their belongings across any lakes that they needed to cross.  The 
dogs would swim beside the canoe. At Odizen they would dry fish in August and 
September and start to trap in October. {1181 T37-45}  Jim Pierrot also remembered travelling 
by dog pack in the fall near Vihtr’ii tshik.  He said if they travelled in the fall, it was with 
dog packs. {T79}   

Figure 38.  Teetshįk goghaa and Odizen Lake. 

I remember in the year of 1940 freeze up in September, people started 
moving out to the hills or out in the bush.  People never bothered buying 
every little thing from the store.  People only bought what they really needed, 
like ammunition, tea, matches, tobacco, flour and things like that.  Some 
people didn’t even own their own traps.  From here they started moving over 
by land and portages that they made in the summer time.  They set nets 
where they settle down and the men would hunt and get their game. …  
Everybody went here and there where it was good fishing places and good 
for hunting.  Only old people, unable to travel long ways, stayed at Arctic Red 
Village.  They stayed behind and they fished for herring in the fall time and 
would get lots of fish. Later, the people would all come back to the village 
with winter furs, not many.  Each man would get as many as 10, 15 or 20 
marten, sometimes they brought dry meat.  This was the way people made 
their living.   

Pascal Baptise {First Signing of Treaty: COPE}
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This route is an example of one 
of the important Gwich’in travel routes 
and activity areas that will be crossed 
and potentially impacted by the proposed 
Mackenzie Valley Pipeline.  “The 
Gwich’in used to travel through 
Campbell Lake as part of their travel 
route from the East Channel of the 
Mackenzie Delta, to the Arctic Coast.  In 
the fall, they would either canoe or 
portage their canoes along a trail that ran 
from Campbell Lake to Sitr’ijyeh van 
via Campbell Creek and a string of lakes 
and creeks that flow between these two 
lakes.  They then canoed through the Eskimo Lakes up to the Arctic Coast and to the 
Kugaluk and Anderson Rivers.  Harry Harrison, an Inuvialuit Elder, recalled hearing that 
the Gwich’in used to portage 24 foot canoes into Sitr’ijyeh van in order to fish on the 
lake.  This trail was so well travelled, that even years later you could follow the trail 
easily because ‘the moss would be chewed right to the rock, right to the ground you 
know...and a lot of places you’d see where …in bad spots, you’d see poles laying across 
like for dragging boats through.’ (Harry Harrison).” {1278}  

There are some dangers to watch out for when travelling across the ice in the fall, 
particularly by skidoo or if unfamiliar with the route.  Most interviewees mentioned two 
issues with travelling through the snow and ice:  air holes and overflow.  Air holes are 
openings in lake or river ice that remain open to the water below.  They have a 
characteristic appearance, according to interviewees, of an ‘octopus’ and can be difficult 
to see if not familiar with travelling across frozen lakes or rivers.  Overflow happens 
when ice forms on the surface of rivers or lakes and for a variety of reasons, including the 
ice dropping due to the weight of snow on top of it, water flows over the ice.  The water 
is then covered with more snow which insulates the water and prevents it from freezing.  
Overflow can be dangerous to travel in as snow machines (skidoos) can get stuck and 
operators can get wet trying to get through the overflow.  Many interviewees had stories 
about getting stuck in overflow.  Some tipped their snow machines to the side to get 
branches underneath and facilitate moving through the slush.  Several mentioned how 
long it can take to get through the overflow if you become stuck, especially if pulling a 
sleigh.   

Global climate change is held responsible for an increase in the severity of 
overflow, a condition that makes travel difficult.  According to Anna May McLeod, 
trappers are saying that  “it freezes, it overflows, it freezes, it overflows, it freezes, three 
times and what happens is those overflows are creating air pockets in between each 
freeze up and thaw and overflow.”  Anna May attributed these conditions to climate 

 
Campbell Lake 

Photo Y. Ewald
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change.  She said it used to get much colder in the fall, down to 60 and 70 below 
(Fahrenheit). {T7}   

Peter Ross said that air holes are mostly found in the fall time, when the ice is still 
thin and snow and muskrat push-ups can cause a hole in the ice.  He also said that there 
can be air holes around the shore due to the weight of the snow. {T88}  Richard Ross 
remembered that when he was younger, and despite knowing better, he used to cross 
rivers or lakes after he chopped the ice with an axe(tested its thickness) only near the 
shore.  He once almost fell through the ice in a patch where there was no snow.  Usually 
this indicates thick ice, but you “just can’t predict ice conditions.” {No Tape}   Barney 
Natsie said that ice conditions in the fall affected where people travelled and the location 
of trails that they used.  Even though it might be shorter to cut across Nagwichoonjik in 
one location, for example, if there is thin or rough ice, a trail would take another route. 
{1181 T32}  Difficulty travelling in the fall is not limited to when the lakes and rivers are 
frozen – Gabe Andre mentioned that one lake is named after how difficult it is to get a 
boat to shore in the fall, due to the low water and presence of shore plants.  This lake is 
called Tachithatroo, or “Drained-Out Lake.” {1278 T3}   

The date the ice freezes enough to cross varies from year to year, and depends on 
temperatures and snow conditions.  Often, people are crossing Nagwichoonjik near 
Tsiigehtchic in early November but it can be as early as late October.  If the temperatures 
are cold and there is little snow, the ice becomes safe to cross quicker.  Louis Cardinal 
indicated that in 2004, it was ‘right on schedule’ to cross Nagwichoonjik on foot or snow 
machine in November.  Sometimes the freeze is as early as late October.  Two or three 
days after it first freezes, you can cross the river. {T3}  Russell Andre mentioned that 
having the right amount of snow in the fall is important for easy travel by skidoo.  If it is 
warmer and there is a lot of snow, it is tougher to get around.  He said that you do need a 
foot of snow though, to assist in getting over banks. {T5}  Buster McLeod indicated that in 
the delta around Inuvik, you can start crossing the lakes in October. {T54}   

Weather 
Fall, like spring, is a season of changing weather.  During the fall, the weather 

goes from summer-like conditions in August to winter conditions quickly thereafter.  
Early in the fall, it rains quite a bit, ‘it drizzles,’ according to Alan Koe. {T39}  Early fall is 
known for storms and foggy days.  Herbert Andre said that there are often several big 
storms in the fall. {T28}  Occasionally there is rainfall in November or December, 
according to Cecil Andre.  This affects all the animals and their ability to feed 
themselves.  Cecil said it happens when there is a warm spell, called a Chinook. {T29}  
Many interviewees mentioned fog as characteristic of the fall.  Winston McNeely said 
“there used to be fog in the fall time, quite a lot of foggy mornings especially.... in the 
afternoon, it would be gone.”{T85}   

Elizabeth Firth indicated that the lengthening of the days after the winter solstice 
in December means that she will see cold days ahead.  When the days are getting shorter, 
some days are very cold and some are beautiful.  “In October and November and 
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December it gets warm about three or four times in that month.”  During the time when 
the sun does not rise, it is not at all cold. {T66}  Fall weather conditions will affect the 
insects of the next spring.  Willard Hagen said that if fall weather includes a lot of rain 
and it is quite wet, followed by a hot summer, “that’s the perfect season for them.” {T60}   

 

Yeah, you get fog only in the fall time.  Just 
like around freeze‐up time, it’s bad for that. 
You get fog, you could get stuck any place 

with it. 

 

Pierre Norman {T49} 

Photo K Benson GSCI  

The interviewees held differing views about the nature and scope of climate 
change.  This was often related to their age, the amount that the interviewee was currently 
using the land, and where they used the land.  Some interviewees felt that the climate is 
changing.  Douglas Kendo, who uses the Cardinal Lakes and Pierre’s Creek area, thought 
there is more frost in the fall than there used to be. {T11}  Barney Natsie, who has lived on 
Nagwichoonjik and in the Khaii luk area but now resides in town, also thought that the 
climate is changing.  There used to be more fog in the fall, and now there is very little.  
He thought that the south is getting the north’s weather, and the north is getting the 
south’s weather.  “Slowly the world is changing.”  He also said that the river is freezing 
up earlier than it used to.  He remembered one time in the past when the river was open 
for boat travel on November 20th. {T18}    
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James Andre, familiar with the Nagwichoonjik 
and Khaii luk areas but now living in Fort McPherson, 
also thought that things are changing.  He said that 
falls are getting later, and there is more snow than 
there used to be in the fall.  This makes it really hard 
on the animals and the trappers as well.  The snow 
insulates the ice on the lakes and makes it more 
dangerous to travel. {T45}  Anna May McLeod felt that 
fall is warming up; there is not as much snow.  She 
remembered October and November having a lot of 
snow.  The quality of the snow is also different; it is 
softer and not as good to travel on.  Snow becomes 
easier to travel on when there has been wind, and 
there is less wind too. {T7}    Noel Andre said that in 

the old days, fog used to last all day in the fall.  Now it burns off during the day. {T9}  Abe 
Peterson had seen changes to the wind too – it used to be much windier and would knock 
the snow off the trees. {T95}   

In the delta, Richard Ross said that the weather is very different than 40 years 
ago.  He said it used to get to 50 below (F) in November, temperatures that residents of 
Aklavik simply do not see anymore.  He also said there is more snow and it does not 
really rain like it did in the past.  There would be a big north wind accompanied by “lots 
and lots of rain.”  He remembered getting three days of north wind, and now it only lasts 
for two hours. {No Tape}    Patricia Campbell, who uses the Big Rock area, commented that 
the fall is not as warm as it used to be, even a few years ago. {T63}  On the other hand, 
Gabe Andre said that fall is warmer than it used to be from his vantage point in 
Tsiigehtchic and the Nagwichoonjik / Khaii luk area.  He remembered fall days when it 
was too cold to hunt moose. {T1}   

A few other interviewees argued that the weather is not changing, although most 
agreed that climate change is very visible on the land, both through changing 
temperatures and weather, and its affects on the permafrost, animal and plant behaviour, 
and other physical changes.  Willard Hagen argued that the weather isn’t changing as 
much.  “I always think that people talk about climate change should actually live here, 
and then maybe they’ll know what they’re talking about.  I mean, you know, last year we 
had a professor from the east talking about the delta warming up; well last winter was one 
of our coldest winters on record. So…maybe where he’s living it’s warming up, but it 
sure … isn’t warming up here.”  He said that one thing that has changed is that it’s 
milder.  “Milder in the degree that we still get forty below, but I can remember walking 
to school every day, where you’d get two or three months say sixty days solid it would 
never drop below [get warmer than], I’d say thirty-five below.”  Winters are still as long 
as they used to be. {T59}   

 
James Andre in Fort McPherson 

Photo K. Benson
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Water and Freeze-up 
Freeze-up is a significant indication of the changing seasons, and most people 

enjoyed discussing it. 

In the fall too, as soon as there is ice, even thin ice, everybody’s on the ice 
too, fishing. Fishing until the middle of November I guess.  In the meantime the 
men too, they go out trapping.  Fox and mink I guess.  But in those days stuff is 
cheap.  And the fur prices were real good, too.   

Joan Nazon {1181 T35}

Different bodies of water freeze at different times.  Alice Francis mentioned that 
the East Channel usually freezes very slowly, although in 2004 it froze quickly.  There 
was no overflow on the channel either, which was also unusual and was due to the low 
water levels during the late summer and fall.  “It just froze and stayed like that.” {T76}  
Buster McLeod had never seen the water levels as low as they were in the fall of 2004. 
{T54}   

Many people use freeze-up as a marker of climatic change, as indicated in the 
above section.  Many interviewees thought that the freeze was happening later than it 
used to, even while recognizing that the time is variable from year to year depending on 
different factors.  Some also mentioned that ice conditions stay dangerous for much 
longer than they used to.  This means that in the past, it would be safer to travel in 
December whereas these days, travelling requires that people are more careful and aware.  
For example, Ellen Firth said that freeze-up is getting later.  In the winter of 2003-2004, 
some of the creeks on the delta were still open in January, which is very dangerous. {T70}  
In other parts of the study area, the freeze-up is not changing as much.  Buster McLeod 
remembered a November 40 years ago when Nagwichoonjik was still running. {T54}   The 
earliest Lucy Adams had ever seen it freeze-up was October 3rd, and this was in 1947 or 
1948, on the creek outside of Inuvik now called Airport Creek. {T56}     

As freeze-up conditions are important for travel and trapping, they are a daily 
topic of discussion and are watched closely.  There is a relationship between the 
temperature and amount of snow and the speed and quality of freeze-up.  Many 
interviewees commented that a lot of snow will make for a slower freeze-up, while clear, 
cold fall days will ensure the rivers and lakes freeze quickly and thick enough to travel 
over safely.  For example, Willard Hagen commented on the relationship between how 
quickly freeze-up happens and the condition of the ice for the remainder of the winter.  
He said that if there isn’t much snowfall, there will be a lot of ice.  If there is heavy 
snowfall, it will cause overflow and the ice will be poor.  In the spring, poor ice will ‘rot’ 
a lot faster. {T59}   

Animals 
Animals are described more thoroughly in the summer section.  Some specific 

knowledge about animal behaviour in the fall is listed in this section.   
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Caribou and moose are usually in very good shape in the fall, and most 
interviewees indicated that fall is a good time to hunt, especially the bulls.  The moose 
and caribou are no longer off-limits due to raising their young, and they have put on 
weight for the winter ahead.  According to Fred B. Jerome, they are ‘nice and juicy’ in 
August and September.  All the animals and birds are in good shape at this time. {T74}  
Willard Hagen noted that the caribou and moose’s condition is variable.  If there is 
freezing rain and not a lot of food, then the animals will be in poor shape even in the fall. 
{T60}  James Andre said that September is the best time to take a large bull caribou, 
although other types of caribou, such as dry cows, are nice later on as well. {T46}   

Many interviewees also mentioned hunting moose in the fall.  Lucy Adams said 
that there was always a lot of moose around Twin Lakes in the fall.  Her husband Jimmy 
would hunt moose from their canoe, before freeze-up.  “Moose were thick. “ {1278 T7}  
Hyacinthe Andre remembered people taking boats to the north end of Campbell Lake to 
set up camps from which to hunt moose in the fall. {1278 T5}   

Many interviewees made comments about animals in the fall.  For example, otters 
will show up at the ferry crossings in the fall, and also in David and Sunny Lakes, 
according to Peter Ross.  They follow the fish. {T89}  Herbert Andre says that the wolf 
population is growing overall.  He could tell when he travels in the fall, hunting.  “On the 
side of the hills there, you could just see wolves standing around. Big wolves.” {T28}  
Agnes Mitchell remembered seeing wolves in the fall as well.  She would see a single 
wolf near her family’s camp in September. {1551}   

Trapping starts in late fall and continues throughout the winter.  Several 
interviewees mentioned that it was important to wait for the fur to be primed before 
trapping an animal, to ensure the best price.  Knowing when the fur is primed takes skill, 
and reflects temperatures.  Colder temperatures will prime the fur.  If the fur is not for 
sale but will be used to make clothing or other items instead, the hides need to meet the 
requirements for the garment, including colour and the fur not falling out.  For example, 
Gabe Andre mentioned that he usually starts trapping on November 1st, although some 
people wait until the 10th. {T1}  Buster McLeod agreed that a cold fall is important for 
trappers.  He discussed trapping rats, “…this year their prime fur should be good because 
we’ve had pretty cold, cold fall. Got to work with the weather, really, for prime fur.” {T55}  
Annie Norbert said that in the past, some women made rabbit skin parkas for their 
children.  They would collect rabbit skins from September to October when the rabbit fur 
does not fall out.  When weaving the strips of rabbit skin, they would use all the rabbit 
skins, even those that were still brown from the summer. {1273 T14}  
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Animals can be used to predict 
the general weather patterns over the 
next winter.  Animals can tell before 
humans what the upcoming 
temperatures will be and their bodies 
react accordingly.  For example, 
Willard Hagen was told by elders that 
if the animals are extra fat, it will be a 
cold winter.  Willard had experienced 
this himself.  If animals are restless 
and moving around, the fall will be a 
long one.  How quickly fur becomes 
‘prime’ will also indicate how cold the 
winter will be. {T59}   

Animals will cache food just 
like humans do in the fall time.  Neil 
Colin said that whiskey jacks, lynx, 
crows, wolverines, foxes, and other 
animals will all store food for the 
winter. {T50}  Bears will eat a lot of 
food in the summer and fall to store it 
as fat for their hibernation.  An elder 
in Fort McPherson said that bears are 
really fat by fall.  If they aren’t fat 
enough you will see them out later 
than usual.  Bears will fish for loche 
and steal fish from nets in the fall for 
food. {T47}   

Birds 
Birds are discussed in greater 

detail in the Spring section above.  
Some interviewees comment 
specifically about birds in the fall, and 
these comments are included in this 
section.   

Several interviewees noted that 
gulls sometimes stay later in the fall than they used to.  Louis Cardinal said that gulls are 
usually gone by October but occasionally one will stay until November. {T3}  Other 
interviewees were concerned about the presence of gulls during the interview sessions, 
and indicated that they would probably die from the cold or be killed by ravens.   
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Caribou, they eat that white 
moss, like grass, you know.  That’s 
why in this part of the country, right 
here, over the last few years, we’re 
having a hard time to get caribou to 
come in this part of the country. Like 
in the fall, it kind of showers, rains 
and freezes their food? And it turns 
cold after that and gets icy. Well, 
you see, caribou don’t care for that. 
So that’s why they take off to a 
different area.  

Pierre Norman {T49} 
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Waterfowl can sometimes be taken in the fall, and opinions differed about 
whether the fall or the spring was the best season to take them.  Some interviewees 
thought that they tasted better in the spring, some felt they were better in the fall.  Many 
interviewees commented that during the fall, the waterfowl are flying so high up in the air 
it is difficult to hunt them.  Winston McNeely said that in the fall time, ducks and geese 
are usually flying too high on their route south. {T85}  Several interviewees mentioned that 
the age of the bird affects how they taste, in both the spring and fall.  For example, Lucy 
Adams said that in the fall, young ducks are not in as good health as the older ones. {T57}   
Russell Andre mentioned that water birds taste better in the fall than in the spring, “[a]fter 
they eat the northern food for a while.” {T6}   

Ptarmigans and spruce hens are tasty in the fall unless a large amount of snow 
drives them to eat willows or spruce, which makes them taste bitter.  Willard Hagen 
mentioned that his family calls them ‘butterballs.’ {T60}   

Fish 
Fish are also discussed in more depth earlier in the report.  However, fall time has 

long been an important fishing time and this is discussed in this section.  Some fish run in 
the fall and are used mainly during this season.  Also, many interviewees commented on 
the unusual presence of salmon in the study area in the fall.  Many people indicated that 
they have always seen one or two salmon in the fall, but lately their numbers have really 
grown.  Lucy Adams said that she has typically caught one or two dog (chum) salmon 
around Inuvik every fall, but not more. {T57}  Richard Ross said that salmon is usually 
caught in the delta around October 20th, right after freeze-up. {No Tape}  Buster McLeod 
heard that people are catching char in the delta, where it never used to be caught. {T54}  
Other changes in the fish population have been mentioned above.   
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These days, many 
people harvest fall fish 
from eddies near the 
Nagwichoonjik ferry 
crossing near 
Tsiigehtchic, a traditional 
fall ice fishing spot.  
During the fall fishery, 
almost every household 
has a net under the ice for 
some period of time, 
ranging from a few days 
to three weeks.  Fall is an 
important time for egg 
fish.  During the fall, the 
river is ‘black with nets’ 
there are so many people 
fishing.  Also, fall time is 
when you jiggle for loche, 
as it is when the loche 
start to run.  {1576}  Agnes 
Mitchell said that the only 
times you see loche are in 
the spring and fall. {1181 

T30}  Hyacinthe Andre said that you can catch thousands of loche in the delta in the fall.  
He had seen the fall loche run in several places himself, “one time I see it, below Big 
Rock too, right at the mouth of the creek.” {1278 T3}   

Khaii luk watershed whitefish run in the fall and spawn in October-November.  
Whitefish spawning starts in Crossing Creek Lake or possibly even David Lake (Figure 
39).  Dale Clark said that the fish move from the Sandy Lake area to Khaii luk and Khaii 
luk tshik, and can usually be seen during October 15-30th. {1612}   After the whitefish run, 
the next fish that is harvested is the crookedback.  These start moving in ‘late October,’ 
according to Dan Andre. {1612}  However, in the fall there is generally less movement of 
fish in the Travaillant watershed due to the low water levels.  Interviewees remember 
taking thousands of fish during the fall runs, in particular in the Travaillant watershed.  
For example, Dale Clark remembered getting 3000 whitefish from that lake one year, in 
November.  Whitefish and crookedbacks are not the only fish harvested in the fall time.  
Other fish include coney and trout.  In Andrew Lake, south of Khaii luk, Julie Ann Andre 
said that her family caught a variety of fish in the fall, including trout, whitefish, coney, 
and jackfish.  This is before the eggfish season in Tsiigehtchic. {1612}  Eggfish are a 
delicacy, harvested while the female fish run before they spawn.  Gabe Andre 
remembered “[t]hey used to have that at Travaillant Lake, a lot of whitefish and a lot of 

Joan Nazon said that in October 1940 they 
moved to Vàdzaih van. She did not know very 
much about bush life but she tried her best.  
Before they left for the bush, her husband’s 
auntie Marceline Coyen told Joan to have about 
five hooks ready, with bait on them, before they 
were to arrive at Vàdzaih van.  She said, ʺHave it 
ready...and when you hit the lake, you can 
always set the hooks right there...the ice is thin...ʺ 
{1181} 

Photo GRRB
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eggs like that. After we put 
all the fish away and then 
put the eggfish by 
themselves. Some nights 
my kids maybe they were 
about …six to ten years 
old? They go to school in 
Inuvik and they come 
home and some night[s] 
we cut about six or seven 
fish, bring it in, cut all that 
eggs off and chop it up and 
put it on a plate and 
everybody eats fish eggs… 
But now, it’s just like I 
never see that.” {T2}   

 

 

Plants 
Most of the time for the women, I guess, it’s just staying home and 

sewing. Making mukluks for the wintertime—and then you know Christmas is 
coming along soon, so you’re doing all your fancy work for moccasins and 
everything else. In the fall time, I think you mostly start working more towards 
getting wood for the stove. I think that’s the main thing. As long as you have lots 
of wood to keep warm. That’s what you’re mostly working for, wood.  

Agnes Mitchell {1551}

 
The main berry plant discussed in reference to fall is cranberry.  See the summer 

section above for a complete discussion on plants, including cranberries.  Picking 
cranberries was an almost universally-discussed topic in the TK interviews.  Most people 
seem to enjoy eating cranberries and have knowledge about where to pick them and the 
weather conditions that make them a good crop.  Sarah McLeod-Firth told us that if you 
wait too long or look in the wrong spot, you will be disappointed in the amount of 
cranberries you find.  One time she arrived at a place near Vihtr’ii tshik and found, “No 
berries; few here and there, cranberries.  Poor berry country. Maybe, further inland was 
good but by the time we got out there, everything was froze, covered up.”  It was in 
September. {T53}   

 
Figure 39. Crossing Creek Lake (Big David Lake) and 
Little) David Lake. 
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In the fall, in August or 
September, they go and pick the 
berries again. Last time they go 
out.  That time they bring that 
berries home.  Some of them [use 
a] big kettle.  Maybe they keep it 
all winter. By that time it’s 
getting cold and they keep it in a 
cold place. 

Joan Nazon {1181 T35}

 Photo SCAA

As mentioned above, fall time is also an important time to cut drywood to sell or 
burn over the winter.  Some interviewees mentioned that willows around their camps or 
on trails can be cut in the fall for maintaining the area.  Lucy Adams mentioned that 
cutting willows in the fall almost makes them grow back thicker.  They’re just as high as 
they were, by the next summer. {T57}   

 

Soil 
The state and changes in permafrost are best noted in the spring and summer, 

when people are using the ground to store food in as a freezer, or noticing slumping from 
either rainfall or melting permafrost during their travels.  Fred Joe from Aklavik told the 
Berger Inquiry of some problems with development that might occur in the fall, based on 
an experience they had with a culvert on Rengleng River.  A culvert was installed to 
allow a stream and the fish to traverse under the road and was gravelled into place by 
developers.  The culvert collapsed in September.  He also mentioned that caribou and 
moose will cross a cutline but when the gravel pad for the Dempster Highway was 
installed, the animals would not climb over it in the beginning. {1606 v2}   

Summary: Fall 
During the fall in the past, people finished fishing for the year and began 

preparing to trap over the winter.  Fall ice fishing is still very important, and many 
Gwich’in trap for economic reasons or to maintain a connection with the land.  When the 
lakes and rivers are freezing, travel is difficult.  Prior to freezing, boat travel on 
waterways is of primary importance.  Winter travel methods such as snowshoes and 
skidoos are used once the ground is frozen and snow-covered.  The weather in fall is 
transitory from the warmth of late summer to the cold of winter.  Snow often starts to fall 

The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then insert it again.
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and rivers and creeks freeze.  Days are getting noticeably shorter, and preparations for 
winter are taken such as stockpiling dried meat, berries, and fish.  

Cranberries are harvested in the fall.  They are eaten fresh, cooked into desserts, 
or preserved by freezing or drying for use over the winter.   

In early fall, many migratory waterfowl are leaving the north on their annual 
migration south.  Often these birds fly too high to hunt, but often some are harvested.  
They are good to eat and sometimes they are dried as well, in particular geese.  
Ptarmigans and spruce grouse are hunted in the fall as well.   

The Gwich’in begin hunting caribou and moose in earnest in the fall.  Often 
during this season these animals are in good shape and provide a lot of meat for the fall 
and winter seasons.  Trapping also begins in late fall or early winter.  Trapping fur-
bearers is the most important of only a few activities that can provide a cash income from 
working out on the land.  It is very important.    
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Season:  Winter 
 

Sarah Peters of Fort McPherson describes life on the land and living with her 
relatives in the Khaii luk area in the middle part of the twentieth century.  This story was 
recorded as part of the Committee on Original People’s Entitlement (COPE) project.     

I was left alone with four children when my parents 
and all my in‐laws and relatives died. 
 
When it came close to fall in September, I was living 
at the Mouth of the Peel.  Hyacinthe Andre was 
travelling by so my family and I moved back to 
Tsiigehtchic with him.  We stayed with his family 
for a while and later moved up Nagwichoonjik with a 
whale boat.  When the wind was blowing they used 
the sail or else they harnessed the dogs and let them 
pull the boat by shore with a long rope.  
Hyacinthe’s wife would steer the boat keeping it 
away from the shore.  Finally, we got to Pascal’s 
camp where they were living by a river running 
into Nagwichoonjik.  They caught a lot of good eating 
fish.  Even though we camped there two nights, I 
filled a pail with fish grease.  To get fish grease, you 

boiled the fish guts.  Pascal and his wife lived very well, 
anything they needed was there and you could tell when a 
man worked well by the things he owned. 
 
We continued travelling up Nagwichoonjik on the third day.  
One day’s trip up Nagwichoonjik from Pascal’s place was 
another river they call Rabbit Skin … River [Rabbit Hay 
Creek].  We camped there and during the evening Hyacinthe 
went hunting.  Later on that night he came back with all 
kinds of ducks and some rabbits.  We had good meat that 
night.  … We finally reached Billy Clark’s camp [Khaii luk 
tshik] where he had a store, garden, and a house.  He was 
also a trapper with a big family.  We once again camped 
over night.  Hyacinthe’s wife told me, ʺWe are going to 
move to the east side by land with dog packs soon.  If you go 

 
Photo K Benson GSCI 
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with us, you’ll have a tough time so it’s best you stay here 
with these people.  After freeze‐up my husband will come 
back for you by dog team and that way it will be easier for 
you.ʺ  So I stayed at Billy Clark’s camp with him and his 
family.  Many times he gave my children and me a meal; he 
gave us all kinds of food and fish.  During the fall I set 
snares and got a few rabbits every day.  Soon it was about 
the end of October and the lakes were frozen up.  At that 
time, even along the shores of Nagwichoonjik, there was no 
ice. 
 
Hyacinthe and his family continued on travelling to Khaii luk 
by dog packs.  They moved to a lake they call Fish Lake.  
Close to there, was another lake named ʺWater Running 
Around the Lakeʺ [?] in our language.  They settled down to 
fish until after freeze‐up.  There was a creek there running 
into a big lake where they fished by canoe long after freeze‐
up. 
 
One day I was looking at snares and when I came back, here 
was Hyacinthe and Timothy who came with dog teams.  I 
asked Hyacinthe if I had to move back with them now or 
later.  He said, ʺI came to move you back to where we have 
our camp.ʺ  I got ready and started moving with the men.  
The first day we travelled along through Khaii luk tshik and at 
that time, I had my husband’s seven dogs.  We were behind 
with two dog teams.  We travelled through a rough country 
after we left Khaii luk tshik.  We had to climb a big hill and 
from there on we travelled on land.  In that part of the 
country, you saw small lakes only once in a while.  Once you 
reached a big lake it took you a long time to reach the other 
end.  We finally reached Hyacinthe’s camp.  The lake besides 
which they were staying, the water in that lake runs through 
the nigger heads.  This was their trapping and fishing camp.  
This is where we camped on the first day… That creek ran 
into the Khaii luk.  The people told me there was a big fish 
living in that lake at that time.  Before the big flu came they 
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said that the fish floated out of the lake.  The fins of the fish 
were higher than the hills along the lake.  … 
 
During the winter along the shore, there would be big piles 
of cracked ice.  Even with how thick the ice was, there was a 
big crack across the lake.  They say the ice cracked because 
the big fish moved.  We travelled only on one side of the 
lake to pass Khaii luk.  The south end of the lake was where 
Big Hyacinthe had his camp.  At the end of the south side 
was a place where it doesn’t freeze during the winter.  There 
was so many fish that winter you could hear the fish 
splashing around in the fish hole.  This place was called 
ʺLots of Noise From the Waterʺ [Teeddhaa] in our Gwich’in 
language. 
 
On the northeast side of the lake a man by the name of Rami 
Tsal had a cabin.  With him were his wife and his son, 
Nicola.  When we arrived at Hyacinthe’s camp, Nicola also 
happened to visit his camp.  That evening they were 
drumming and singing the Red River drum dance and 
songs.  I forgot my tiredness and started dancing around the 
stove.  I was so busy dancing I tripped over someone’s feet.  
The people started laughing and they said they would name 
the place ʺOne time a person danced into our camp and 
tripped and fell down.ʺ 
 
The next day we continued to travel from one end of the lake 
across to the other side and made a portage onto another 
lake.  We had to travel on many big lakes which were not 
frozen well yet.  The only safe way to cross was to follow the 
stick marks.  Late that evening we reached Hyacinthe’s 
camp.  An old lady by the name of Enna was staying with 
them in a tent.  My children and I moved in with them.  
There were three families living in one big tent … 
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From here on we fished all kinds of fish.  We had a big stage 
where we stored all the fish we caught.  I had only one net 
set and still, I killed a lot of fish. 
 
Every day I worked with my net and when I had time I 
checked my snares for rabbits.  I caught a few rabbits every 
day.  I saved all the rabbit skin and then I remembered my 
mother told me to learn how to make rabbit skin parkas.  I 
had no one to teach me to make rabbit skin parkas.  I started 
cutting and twisting the skins.  I hung them in the tent and 
then I hung them outside.  I started knitting and all at once I 
found out how to knit a parka.  I made three parkas that 
winter.  That’s how my children didn’t freeze during that 
winter – you can’t beat rabbit skin parkas at sixty below. 
 
I set traps to the north even though I didn’t know where to 
set traps.  There was a big hill there called ʺCow went in the 
hillʺ [Aak’ii nihdàniinjee].   I set traps for mink and other 
animals around this hill.  I had enough furs to sell so I took 
my youngest girl with me to sell furs to Billy Clark.  It took 
me two days to reach his camp.  His daughters helped me 
with my child and told me to come into the house where it 
was nice and warm.  They gave me a good meal and a place 
to sleep.  I sold my furs and got what I needed from the 
store. 
 
I started back to my camp, camping one night on the way.  
During the time I was away, Hyacinthe and his wife had 
been moving further north to trap.  After a few days away 
they caught some fur.  I set dead falls for martens but did 
not catch anything.  I tried in every way I could to make a 
living. 
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One day I told my sister Eliza and Hyacinthe a story 
about my uncle, Sam.  He used to make a trip to 
McPherson.  All of a sudden …[Sam] said, ʺWhen a 
person loves his country, he always has to return 
to his country to make a living.ʺ  He said, ʺMy 
grandchild, I love you the most among all my 
grandchildren.  If a person loves his country he has 
to keep moving and make a living.ʺ 
 
That winter I killed a few more mink and made 
another trip to Billy Clark.  When I returned four 

days later, Hyacinthe and his family had been moving back 
to Fish Lake.  I told them, ʺIt’s a long time till Christmas but 
I’m going to move back to Billy Clark’s camp.ʺ  When I got 
to Khaii luk I saw a big smoke.  I arrived at Rami Tsal’s camp.  
There was no one home so I heated up tea and fish.  While 
we were eating, my uncle came home.  I said, ʺUncle, I’m 
making myself at home with what things you have here.ʺ  
He said, ʺThat’s what it is there for, to do what you need it 
for.ʺ  So I said, ʺThank you very much, uncle.ʺ  Meanwhile, 
his wife and Nicola had been looking at traps and had just 
returned.  His wife then said, ʺYou have stayed with us and 
we don’t like to see you leave us,ʺ and she said, ʺthank you 
for living among us.ʺ 

Sarah Peters {1638} 
 
 

Photo Y Ewald 
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Cultural activities 
Many interviewees mentioned 

that trapping was an extremely 
important activity in the winter.  
Trapping allows people to generate 
income while being out on the land.  
The trapping season, depending on the 
fur-bearer trapped, goes from fall to 
early spring.  Christmas time was an 
important holiday to spend in town, 
and was a break from the pace of 
trapping.  For example, Andre Jerome 
told a story about one year that he 
trapped from October to mid-
December.  Three days before 
Christmas, he arrived back in town.  
Some of the furs were ruined before 
his return but he commented, “[i]f 
none of the martens were ruined we 
would have ended up with five 
hundred marten.”  {1473 T3}   Often 
people would mention coming to town 
for Christmas, or would specifically 
indicate that a certain year they were 
not able to make it.  Another winter 
holiday that would be spent in town 
was Easter.  “All day Easter we didn’t 
do a thing; we all laid around.” said 
Hyacinthe Andre {1181 T1}   

For Gwich’in trappers, winter 
was a busy season where they are often away for long periods of time.  Gabe Andre said 
that trapping is hard work.  In the winter when he’s trapping, the work is ‘never, never 
finished.’  A trapper will visit all of his or her trap lines, which might take one week.  By 
the time checking the trap lines is finished, it is time to start all over again. {1181 T10}   

Wintertime is also a good time for hunting large game such as caribou and moose.  
Many interviewees had knowledge about how to effectively hunt caribou and moose in 
the snow, generally using snowshoes instead of dogs and snow machines.  Hyacinthe 
Andre remembered a time when they were hunting caribou in the winter in the mountains 
up the Arctic Red River.  It had snowed the night before so the tracks were readily 
evident.  He said they saw a herd of caribou and shot them all, the whole herd.  Forty 
caribou were shot; and they had to skin them all.  He remembered that his family was 
very happy they shot so many caribou.  Over night it snowed very hard, about three feet 

In the fall now, they’re big in the 
fall. It was up in a tree and I said, ‘Duck?’ 
It looked like a duck. Duck in the winter? 
‘I seen a duck; I seen a duck.’ ‘Where?’ 
‘Maybe it flew way over there.’ It was 
spruce hen! He said, ‘Those things,’ he 
said, ‘There’s no such things as ducks in 
the winter here,’ he said. ‘Well, they look 
like it.’ He said, ‘You want to see how 
stupid they are, too?  Just watch me.’ And 
I watched him. He looked for snare; 
he…made a little rabbit wire snare … 
made it real small. And he took a long 
willow and he put it on the stick and that 
thing is watching him working, watching 
him working, looking. He’s so stupid! 
Now the snare is coming closer, he’s 
looking at the snare. He put his head in 
there! Jimmy pulled the top! Jimmy pulled 
the poor little thing. I remember I just 
cried. How…how silly!  He said, ‘I’m 
going to let it go.’ I said, ‘No, I’m going to 
eat it.’ 

Lucy Adams {T57}
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of snow fell.  Even their sleds were buried under the snow. {1181 T1}  If someone is 
successful hunting, they would share the meat with others, and still do to some extent.  
For example, Edward Nazon shot a big cow moose one morning in early December, 
which he gave to William Norman.  He was then invited for a big feast the following 
weekend.  It was a social time when people played cards. {1181 T34}  Terry Norwegian 
remembered that in the past, her grandfather would leave for a winter hunt at four or five 
in the morning.  She’d spend the day in the camp getting wood and cutting it.  She would 
bring the wood to camp with a dog team.  This would take all morning, she says.  
Cooking and taking care of the camp and the dogs, repairing snowshoes or clothing, and 
other tasks would take the rest of the day and evening.  Her grandfather wouldn’t return 
until around nine in the evening. {1181 T50}   

Travel  
Long-distance travel is required for hunting and trapping, and many winter trails 

cross the study area.  The Gwich’in are proficient winter travellers.  Many interviewees 
discussed winter travel techniques and displayed an intricate knowledge of how weather 
and trail conditions affect travel through the study area.  In the past, people travelled in 
the winter with snowshoes and dogs.  Many interviewees considered dogs, although 
slower, to be safer than skidoos.  Dogs can be trained to follow the trail and can 
remember trails from previous years, even when they are hard for a person to see.  Dogs 
can also sense danger and are less likely to cause problems with overflow.  Barney Natsie 
remembered the days before the skidoo made winter travel much quicker.  He recalled a 
journey that would take four days, which can be made in a single day now.  He said that 
they would move slowly, a day at a time.  In the past, Barney said that people would keep 
trails open and useable by travelling on them year after year.  In 2003 he went out on 
some old winter trails with the Rangers and found that they had grown over with bushes, 
making travel more difficult even with skidoos.  Barney said that sheltered places with 
trees have more snow than open, treeless areas. {T18}  Pierre Benoit said that trails that 
were used in the summer and the winter would have different routes when they crossed 
lakes.  In the summer, the trails would skirt the lakes.  In the winter, the trail might go 
near the shore or directly across the lake. {1181 T27}  Khaii luk has many old time trails 
skirting the west shore, where the snow drifts less so travelling is easier.   

 

‘Old Woman Bear’ ‐ she would take her shoes off in April and walk in her 
snowshoes in her bare feet.  She would stay in her bare feet until the next fall.  
She did not put her shoes back on.  She tracked from here to Fort Good Hope on 
stone and you know there are many stones along the shore.  That is a true story 
because my mom told me about it.  That was my dad’s grandmother.  They 
called her Shi ̨naghan Shoh or Old Woman Bear.  She was part bear because they 
said that in the winter she would sleep most of the time from November to 
March.  In March sometime she would start to get up.  And during the summer, 
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she did not sleep, just like a bear.  That is why they called her that name.  

Gabe Andre {1181 T11}

 

 Snow and wind, as indicated in the previous paragraph, can make travelling in 
the winter difficult or easy.  Sarah McLeod-Firth said that the prevailing winter wind in 
the study area, the north wind, causes the snow to pile up to one side.  Her dad told her 
not to travel in north winds, especially with dogs, “so they try to eat snow, but it’s real 
bad for dogs, bad for human, too, to eat snow.  I don’t know why we used to get thirsty 
from that north wind.  That’s how come my dad never wanted to travel in north winds.” 
{T52}  Several other interviewees noted that winter travel can be dangerous.  A storm can 
cause problems navigating; some interviewees told stories about being in camp and 
worried about their husbands returning home after trapping.  Willard Hagen, a bush pilot, 
said that you can use snow drifts caused by north winds to navigate, both on the land and 
in the air.  When flying in the days before GPS, you could tell what direction you were 
travelling by the snow.  This way, a bush pilot could tell if they were turned around.  He 
offered some other advice as well – “Or land! Make a cup of tea and wait the weather 
out.” {T59}   

Most people travel with skidoos when they 
travel in the winter these days.  Certain conditions are 
better for skidoo travel.  Temperatures colder than 
forty below, storms, very strong north winds, and 
breaking trails in deep snow can all be a problem on 
skidoos. Willie Simon told us that when the weather is 
warm, it is good for going out skidooing.  On the other 
hand, fifty below is cold when you are out on a skidoo.  
“I know after forty below the skidoos start freezing 
up.”  He remembered a time they travelled out to 
Jackfish Lake from Tsiigehtchic with three skidoos, 
and only one made it!  The other two were left frozen 
along the trail.  Willie said that usually it is safe to 
travel if you are on a trail, even when it’s cold.  If you 
are breaking a trail with a skidoo through the snow, 
however, you can have problems.  “It’s not a good idea 
to break trail after forty below with a skidoo.” {T61}  
Before skidoos, people travelled with dog sleds in the 
winter.  Often, a person would have to walk ahead of 
the dogs to break the trail, wearing snowshoes.  Noel 
Andre said that nowadays, with skidoos, people just 
‘plough right through.’  So if there is too much snow, it 

would be harder for someone to travel today with a skidoo, he thinks. {T9}  Buster 
McLeod also indicated that in the old days, people were happy if it warmed up to -40.  

 
Jim Pierrot in Fort Good Hope 

Photo K. Benson 
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“Now, … with skidoo, you get down to 3011, you’re real happy. You can start your 
skidoo easy.” {T54} 

Other interviewees agreed that in the past people used to travel when it was much 
colder than they do today.  Two factors seem to influence this:  dogs can handle colder 
temperatures than skidoos, and interviewees felt that in the past, people just accepted that 
they had to work in colder temperatures.  Jim Pierrot mentioned that in the past, people 
would travel in much colder conditions than today.  “Yeah, cold boy.  About 60 below 
zero, 50 below zero.  Forty, yeah. If it goes down to [gets warmer than -] 30 or 35, at that 
time people are pretty warm.  That’s a good time.  But 40 below zero they travel like 
nothing.” {T79}  Perhaps people were more comfortable in the colder temperatures because 
there were more extremely cold days in  
the past.  Pierre Benoit also remembered the weather 
being colder in the wintertime.  He remembered that 
when there were temperatures of 60 below zero with a 
wind chill as well, healthy adults would still venture 
out.  Elders would not travel in these extremes.  Pierre 
remembered the weather started to change around 
1960.{1565}     

In the old days, snowshoes were made with 
birch or spruce and babiche, which was used as the 
webbing material and is made from caribou or moose 
hide.  Noel Andre said that there were two types of 
babiche, a thick type and a thin type.  He said that 
snowshoes were made in different sizes as well.  “You 
make big snowshoes for deep snow, maybe some are seven feet or eight feet long.”  {1572}   

Many, many trails traverse the study area and cross the route of the proposed 
pipeline.  These trails connect the landscape and ensure the safety, economy, and survival 
of the people who use the land.  James Simon said that a winter trail started at Khaii luk 
tshik and it went straight up through the lakes to Teeddhaa.  He said from there the trail 
went along the shore of Khaii luk to Teeląįį.  James said he did not cross the lake in the 
middle because a sudden wind storm might blow in, making travel dangerous. {1181 T52}   

  

                                                 
11 Local terminology for “warm up to -30” 

Pierre Benoit in Inuvik 

Photo K. Benson
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Other winter conditions can cause 
difficulties travelling on trails.  If there is not 
enough snow, or too much snow and no trails, 
travelling in the winter is difficult.  Elizabeth Firth 
said that when there is no snow, travelling can be 
rough, it’s ‘really hard’ to get from place to place.  
“But it’s really a problem with no snow, for the 
portage area.” {T66}  Overflow can also cause 
concerns even into the winter in some areas.  John 
Jerome mentioned that there can be overflow on 
Khaii luk tshik even into January in some 
conditions. {T72}  Annie Norbert said that in the 
past, the men always made a trail for the women 
behind them.  When the women arrived at the 

camp area, they would set up camp and wait for the men to return from their hunting trip. 
{1472 T2}   

Water and ice 
Understanding water and ice conditions 

is crucial for travel but also for food:  some 
areas are open (i.e. ice-free) late into the winter 
and provide a place where fish can be 
harvested year round.  These areas include 
Teeląįį and Teeddhaa, Little David Lake, and 
some other locations in the Khaii luk area where 
fast-running water keeps the water from 
freezing.  Extremely deep lakes or portions of 
shallower lakes that are very deep might stay 
open late into the winter as well, according to 
some interviewees.  Willie Simon said that 
Little David Lake is open a long time, into 
November.  He said that many creeks open up 
or become ice free early in the winter as well, if 
they are located where the creek flows into or out of a lake.  Little David and Khaii luk are 
two examples of this. {WS}12  Douglas Kendo said that this happens on a short creek 
between two lakes as well.  This means that although the land might still be covered with 
ice and snow, you will find ducks landing on these patches of open water in the spring. 
{T11}  Willard Hagen said that deeper lakes will stay open later in the winter as well.  
Sandy Lake and Vidi chų’ stay open later because they are deeper, as does Noel Lake 
north of Inuvik.  On the other hand, some parts of Khaii luk freeze quickly because they 
are shallow. {T59}  Several interviewees commented that later in the winter, fast-flowing 

                                                 
12Workshop 

John Jerome in Inuvik 

Photo K Benson

Willie Simon in Inuvik 

Photo A. Andre
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creeks might freeze over, but the ice could be very thin and dangerous.  John Jerome 
mentioned that on swift-moving creeks, the ice can melt during the winter, either 
completely or to just a very thin layer, leaving the snow on top.  This creates a very 
dangerous situation, as it is impossible to tell how thick the ice is under the snow cover.  
This happens where there is strong water. {T72}   

Knowledge about ice conditions is critical for hunting and trapping.  Travel across 
Khaii luk in the winter can be made difficult by rough ice.  Gabe Andre told us that on 
Khaii luk, there are pressure ridges where the ice ‘piles up.’  This happens in January.{WS}  
Neil Colin mentioned that in the Mackenzie Delta if there is too much northwest wind, 
during the winter, there will be deep, frozen snow piled up at the south end of the lake.  
This northwest wind will also affect rat houses.  They are supposed to be covered with 
snow, he said, but the wind can blow the snow off and make them easily visible – ‘black.’   
He said this is a problem on bigger lakes such as “Sitidgi Lake, or Sunny Lake or 
Travaillant Lake.” {T43}  

Interviewees were specific in how they obtained drinking water in the winter.  If 
available, many interviewees used ‘ice water,’ or water from melting blocks of river ice.  
People also use snow, in particular the snow from the bottom of the drift which has 
crystallized and produces a greater volume of water.  This snow is sometimes called 
sugar snow and crystal snow.  James Andre, for example, said that he uses snow and ice.  
Not just any ice will do, though.  He said you should take the blue ice that comes from 
the bottom of the river ice.  “Clear blue ice.  That’s what we use.” {T45}   

As mentioned above, the formation of river and lake ice is dependent on fall 
weather conditions and affects the ice all winter and into spring.  Less snow and cold 
temperatures causes thick, good ice to form quickly.  Willard Hagen said that some 
conditions are better than others for the formation of ice.  A lack of snow will ensure ice 
forms rapidly in the fall.  Willard said that the best ice formation is around 15 or 20 
below.  Colder than that, ice just does not seem to form any faster. {T59}  Most Elders who 
spent time on the land in the winter agreed that ice is getting thinner.  Willie Simon, 
among others, said that the river and lake ice is not as thick these days as it was in the 
past.  He says that today, you can chisel down three or four feet, but in the past, it would 
be five feet of ice. {T61}   

Weather 
It depends on where you are on the land too, like if you are in barren 

country, then you can’t expect to see much snow.  But if you are around trees 
and lakes and stuff, then snow drifts and you get piles of snow in valleys.  And 
on hill tops there’s less snow because it all blows off by the wind and it all goes 
down into the valleys. 

 

Russell Andre {T5}
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Many interviewees indicated that different places in the study area can have 

different weather conditions.  Some places have more snow, if they are sheltered and 
have trees.  Flat, open areas and high hills have more wind, and therefore less snow.  
These areas are colder due to the wind.  The open areas around Odizen Lake, Sunny Lake 
and Vàdzaih van are colder and windier than others.  Peter Ross said the temperatures in 
the winter might be -40 to -60 degrees.   

Spring arrives earlier in some locations as well; Herbert Andre said that the 
Anderson River valley was one of these areas.  He said “you go down the coastline, it’s 
like winter there, but you go into Anderson River about thirty miles and it’s springtime in 
there. It’s just…it’s something to see.” {T28}  Willie Simon mentioned that there is a 
temperature change between Inuvik and the Khaii luk tshik area as well, especially in the 
spring. In Inuvik, winter conditions might prevail, yet in the Khaii luk area the snow will 
be melting, and in some places there’s even bare ground. This is despite the fact that 
these areas are less than one hundred miles apart. {T61}     

Interviewees noted that open water, dampness from the coast, and extremely cold 
temperatures were all conditions that produced ice fog in the winter.  Dan Andre 
commented that ice fog, which is associated with open water in the cold of winter, can 
also be created by your skidoo running. {T16}   

Several interviewees talked about freezing rain.  This rare weather event occurs in 
the early winter and can cause difficulty flying and dangerous travelling conditions.  
Freezing rain makes the ground and trees very icy and difficult for animals to get through 
the snow to feed; moose and caribou can suffer and starve after freezing rain.  Lucy 
Adams remembered that freezing rain made trapping difficult because it would freeze the 
traps, which would then need to be reset.  She said it is better “after nice dry snow, little 
fluffy snow”, which covers up the traps so that the animals can’t see them. {T56}   

 

 

Goodness sakes, you’d have 
to go ahead with snowshoes, 
even ahead of the skidoo to 
break your trail first.  There 
was really a lot of snow then. 
That was, let’s see, sixties, 
seventies, and the eighties. 

Elizabeth Firth {T66}

 Photo Y Ewald
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Some interviewees knew of methods of predicting the winter weather.  As 
mentioned above, fur priming early and moose and caribou getting fat are both indicators 
of the severity of the upcoming winter.  Frank Pierrot also indicated that a ring around the 
sun is a sign of impending bad or cold weather. {T84}   

Several interviewees commented on the amount of snow during the winter.  Some 
felt that there was less snow in the fall time, and many felt that there was more snow in 
the winters.  There did not used to be as much snow in the winters.  Many people also felt 
that the weather is becoming less severe in the winters; less winds, less storms, fewer 
days with really cold temperatures.  Noel Andre said that there are less strong winds than 
there used to be.  In the past, the west winds would make snowdrifts as ‘hard as ice.”  
West winds used to blow for a whole day, steady, as much as 60 to 70 miles per hour. {T9}    
Gabe Andre felt that in the last three years in particular there has been a lot of snow.  In 
the past there was less snow and the temperatures were much colder, for longer periods of 
time.  Gabe said that the increase in snow and the lack of cold weather is changing the 
way that rivers and creeks freeze up.  Gabe also remembered there being more wind in 
the past than today.  He said that some years in the past, the whole town of Tsiigehtchic 
was covered in snow drifts, and it would be a big job to clean the snow off the streets.  
Gabe remembered one Christmas, however, when there was rainfall while everyone was 
at Christmas midnight mass.  “When I came back, everybody was falling around because 
it had been raining. Slide everywhere, ice all over the ground. Started slipping all over the 
place. It really rained.” {T1}   

Many people noted that there is less north wind; it has dropped off and sometimes 
been replaced with winds from other directions.  The north wind is the very cold wind.  
Richard Ross also indicated that there used to be more north wind, all year round.  It used 
to be windy for three days, whereas now it is only windy for two hours.  Richard thought 
that there is a lot more snow in the last few years in the Delta, even in the fall.  It is much 
warmer these days.  In the past, Richard didn’t have to test the ice to travel on it in 
November. {No Tape}  Elizabeth Firth remembered storms that were so bad that she would 
not venture outside, it would be impossible to see anything due to the blowing snow. {T66}   
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Animals 
Animals are discussed more fully 

in the summer section.  Specific 
references to animal behaviour in the 
winter are mentioned here.  Lucy Rat 
told a story of a couple on the verge of 
starvation who were saved by a 
discovery of two frozen moose, who died 
while fighting during the rut.  They were 
saved by this discovery. {1639}  Cliff 
Hagen, while working out on the 
muskeg, dug a bear out of his bear hole 
with a bulldozer.  He was working doing 
seismic lines and pushed over a small 
hump in the muskeg, on flat land.  The 
bear had made a hole in the muskeg. {WS}   

Sometimes the winter weather 
can be very hard on the animals.  In 
January or February, if the snow is very 
deep and a warm wind or rain causes a 
layer of ice on the snow, this can damage 
the legs of caribou and moose.  They will 
have a hard time walking around in these 
conditions.  Willie Simon had seen this 
crust of ice be two inches thick.  It can 
rub the hair right off the animals’ legs. 
{T62}   

Many observances of animal 
behaviour come from hunting and 
trapping.  One Elder in Fort McPherson 
noted that the snow conditions are 
important for trapping.  He said that if 
there is no snow, animals won’t travel 
and therefore can’t be trapped.  He said 
that animals will go into the snow for 
protection. {T47}  It is important for 
trapping and hunting that there is enough 
wind to knock the snow out of the trees. 
Abe Peterson said, “Nice big wind. You 
know nowadays that you notice there’s 
hardly any wind. Like this fall, all fall 
it’s been snowing and there’s no wind, 

As far as I remember in the fall we use 
to go out and work on the trap line, 
work on the mink, martens, mostly 
martens, and lynx, foxes.  That would 
go on all winter, sometimes we never 
come in for Christmas because it’s to 
far to come in.  That went on till the 
muskrat season, somewhere in March, 
and then we go back to town 
somewhere, where it’s good trapping 
for muskrats … then we trap for 
muskrats and beaver.  At the end of the 
spring we did the same thing we shoot 
beaver and shoot muskrat and after 
every‐thing was over we came into 
town and sell all the fur and then get 
some grub for the summer.  We’d stay 
in town about two weeks, and then we 
go out to our fishing camp where we 
set up our self for next winter.   

John Norbert {1572}
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nothing to knock all the snow down.” {T95}  Cecil Andre mentioned that in the past, 
beaver would be trapped in the winter sometimes just for the meat. {1181 T8}  Joan Nazon 
knew when to snare rabbits for making parkas.  She said that in December, the rabbit fur 
is nice and white, and tough.  In the fall it is still brown. {1181 T35}  

Birds 
Birds are described more fully in the Spring section above.   

All you see in winter is owls, eh? 

 

Cecil Andre {T30} 

 Photo Mark J. Rauzon c/o GRRB 

Scavengers can be seen all winter long, including ravens and whiskey jacks.  
Some predatory birds also stay the winter, in particular owls.  Several birds of food value 
are also in the study area over the winter.  This includes ptarmigans and grouse.  Lucy 
Adams and Abe Peterson both commented that you can see ptarmigans all winter long. 
{T57, T94}  John McNeely used to see ptarmigans and grouse in the winter in the Khaii luk 
tshik area, and they would eat them if they could get a hold of them. {T81}  Annie Norbert 
would snare ptarmigans in the winter with her mother.  “Ptarmigan is good food.” {T93}  
Peter Ross said that in the winter, you can usually see whiskey jacks, ravens, and owls.  
{T89}   

Fish 
Obviously, with lakes and rivers frozen through the winter season, fishing was not 

as important in this season as during the summer and fall.  See the summer section above 
for a complete description of fish in the study area. There are several fish runs though 
that can be accessed through the winter ice, either by chiselling holes and placing nets 
under the ice, or fishing in areas that are naturally open.  In the past, Khaii luk was a very 
important area for winter fishing.  Cecil Andre commented that some fish run as late as 
the first week in December.  He recalled a time they took water from a fish lake to make 
tea during this time.  They made tea but it had such a strong fishy taste to it, the tea had to 
be thrown away and a fresh pot made with snow water.  He says you could see the fish in 
the swift water.  This was at Teeddhaa, which can be open all winter. {T29}  Noel Andre 
said that in the past, people would live year-round at Khaii luk, because there is fish in the 
winter as well as other seasons.  After chiselling through five or six feet of ice, a net can 
be set in Khaii luk that yields fish in the winter.    That makes this area a very important 
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one for the Gwichya Gwich’in. {T9}  Noel said "Winter time you set net in there, boy, you 
get lots of fish.” {1181 T22}  The Gwich’in name for Travaillant Lake is Khaii luk, or ‘winter 
fish,’ indicates that the families who spent the winter in this area could rely on this lake 
for fish. {1551}   

I know the bear used to have a long tail, and he met a fox one day.  The 
bear used to stay out all winter too, that time. And he met the fox and the fox had 
a whole bunch of fish. So, he said, “how did you get the fish?” And the fox said, 
“I went down to the lake and cut a hole through the ice and I sat there with my 
tail in the water …When it was pinching, I knew the fish were biting my tail, so, I 
got up and I had fish.  That’s how I got all these fish,” he said.  So, the bear went 
down; tried the same thing, he felt his tail pinching. He thought, “Ah, I’m going 
to wait till it pinches more and I know I got more fish on my tail.” …[And] he sat 
too long … [and when] he sat up and looked up and looked for his fish … his tail 
was froze in ice, broke it off.  So then, he was mad with the fox…[and] they never 
had tail after that and he went to sleep every fall.  

Winston McNeely {T85}

Fishing under the ice can be accomplished in several ways, depending on the type 
of fish and the type of tackle.  To fish for whitefish, a net can be strung between holes in 
the ice.  The Gwich’in jiggle for loche and jackfish through holes in the ice as well.  
Joanne Snowshoe described fishing on ice.  She said that each day you cut a hole in the 
ice, through which you can jiggle for loche and jackfish.  You do this when the sun is out, 
during the day.  “It’s a lot of fun.”  She said you can also set hooks under the ice as well.  
When setting a net under the ice, she usually uses a long dry smooth pole.  Other 
interviewees had different preferences for what type of wood this pole should be, 
including dry spruce and dry birch.  Joanne said this pole is used to ‘thread’ the net under 
the ice, from hole to hole, until it is properly set.  “While you look at the net you get all 
sort of fish in the net. When there’s lots of fish, it’s really good you don’t get lazy, you’re 
never lazy to look at the net. You do the same everyday or two days when it’s close to the 
last run, it is lots of fun when there’s lots of fish.” {Jiggling; Fishing on Ice COPE}    
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Plants 
Occasionally, plants are collected in the winter 

months and berries harvested in summer and spring 
are stored for the winter months in a variety of ways.  
Some plants can actually be harvested in the winter in 
some conditions, including frozen berries still on the 
plants, and muskeg tea.  Fred B Jerome mentioned 
that in the winter, he sometimes picks cranberries and 
muskeg tea.  He picks these plants when setting a tent, 
after the snow is cleared.  When the ground is clear, 
you can see cranberries, and even blackberries.  
Sometimes he collects Labrador tea when the snow 
has been blown off an area or if there is just no snow 
on the ground. {T74}   

 

Summary: Winter 
Winters are long in the study area, and in the past were filled with the hard work 

of trapping for a living.  Travel in the winter can be dangerous but the frozen landscape 
provides access to many areas difficult to reach during warmer months.  In the past, 
people travelled by dog team and sleigh.  Sometimes, you had to walk in front of the dogs 
with snowshoes to break a trail, if the snow conditions required it.  Travelling with dogs 
was slower but safer, but dogs require a lot of fish to feed over the winter. 

Generally today people travel by skidoo along trails that are established and used 
throughout the winter.  A few feet of snow is required for easy travel with a skidoo, 
although large wind-swept drifts can make travel difficult.  Overflow and airholes make 
winter travelling dangerous if the skidoo operator is inexperienced.   

Ice on rivers and lakes is very thick in the winter, although interviewees think it is 
getting thinner.  Some areas, such as deep portions of lakes and quick-flowing streams, 
may stay open later into the winter and occasionally stay open all winter.  Fish run under 
the ice and can be caught at the open holes, or with a net set under the ice.   

Winter temperatures are cold and the prevailing winds are from the north, a cold 
wind.  Sometimes a warmer wind will come from the west but it is usually followed by 
the cold north wind again.  Many interviewees feel that winter temperatures are not as 
cold or long-lasting as they used to be.   

Trapping and hunting are the main activities on the land during the winter.  Trap 
lines are set through the study area and the profits from the furs are still important to 
many trappers.  Important animals in winter and early spring include marten, beavers, 
lynx, and rats.   

A few birds are resident throughout the winter.  Ravens and whiskey jacks are 
scavengers and are always around town and winter camps, especially the raven.  Some 

Photo: Richard W. Tyler c/o GRRB 
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birds of prey are also present, although birds such as the eagle migrate seasonally.  
Ptarmigans and grouse are a common sight in winter.  They are a tasty meal.   

Burial Sites 
Burials are extremely important culturally to the Gwich’in as well as 

archaeologically.  Some people are often uncomfortable releasing information about 
burial locations due to their sacred nature.  Burials are considered to be of the utmost 
importance to protect during development.  There are many burials on the land that are 
unrecorded; the list below is considered to be only a small sample of those that are 
currently known.  Many others exist and require protection during development.  Most of 
the burials in the following list have been recorded by the GSCI in the past, and some 
were re-recorded during the workshops (“WS”) held in March.   

Annie Norbert remembers her mother and father telling her that a lot of people 
were buried in the bush.  "They can’t afford to bring the body to...town."  People did not 
have the time or capability to bring the body to town so they buried them in the bush.  
Often, some time later the priest would go to the burial and bless the gravesite.  
According to Annie Norbert’s mother, in the old days the people would make a stage and 
place the deceased on the stage.  They would put all their belongings on the stage with 
them.  Their belongings might have included rabbit skin blankets, snowshoes, dog 
harnesses, or stone axes. {1181}  Well-off individuals, upon death, were placed on stages 
‘in the air’ with their belongings placed underneath them, according to Gabe Andre. {WS}  
Annie said, "Them days they have axe made out of stone..." Annie’s mother mentioned 
that she had seen this kind of burial twice in her life; this type of burial was practised 
long ago. Annie says that people started to bury their dead people in the ground after the 
priests arrived in the area. {1181}  Burial sites on the land are usually placed on high hills 
where it is dry, a concern when these hills may also be considered for gravel pits or other 
developments.   

Several areas were identified as likely to contain burials.  Gabe Andre mentioned 
that there is an old cabin at Little David Lake, although only the foundation is visible 
now.  He thinks there could be a graveyard associated with the foundation {WS}  
Workshop participants also suggested that wherever a campsite is, there may be burials 
nearby. The 21 known burials in the study area are displayed in Figure 40 and 
summarized in Table 7.   
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Figure 40.  Burial locations.      

Table 7.  Burials. 
Map Label Place Name and Location Information 

Kristi
Text Box
Burial site location map and table removed for confidentiality purposes. 
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Concerns  
During the interviews and workshops, questions were asked about people’s 

concerns over the proposed pipeline construction, associated environmental and socio-
economic impacts, as well as issues with previous development, suggested mitigation and 
monitoring of the proposed pipeline.  Some of these issues were touched on in the 
workshops in February, and are summarized in Table 8.  Each issue is assessed as 
somewhat significant, significant, or very significant based upon interviewee’s and 
workshop participants evaluation, as ascertained by both the language and number of 
references to the issue overall.   
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Table 8.  Valued Component table 
Valued component Significance 

Determination 
Reason for Concern: Residual 

Effects, Cumulative or Multiple 
Impacts 

Mitigation/ Monitoring and Follow-up 

Cultural Components 

Burials Very significant  At least one burial site has been impacted by 
erosion and slumping.   

All burial sites should be avoided by developers.  
Historically, people were buried on hills.  Since most 
gravel comes from hills, burials could be impacted.  A 
burial might only be marked with a rotten piece of wood.  
Burials, like all archaeological sites, need to be protected.  
All identified burials should be revisited after pipeline 
construction to ensure that they are not being impacted by 
construction.   An archaeologist and an Elder must monitor 
gravel developments for burials and other archaeological 
sites.   

Bush skills Very significant Teaching young people bush skills is harder 
due to school and work requirements, 
consumption of store-bought food, and 
cultural changes.   

Practises that allow Elders and adults to take youth to the 
land should be supported and promoted.   
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Valued component Significance 
Determination 

Reason for Concern: Residual 
Effects, Cumulative or Multiple 

Impacts 

Mitigation/ Monitoring and Follow-up 

Cabins and camps, 
modern and 
archaeological 

Very significant Lowered water levels and increased sandbars 
in creeks and streams have caused some 
cabins to become inaccessible in certain 
seasons.  Staying in towns have caused camps 
to decay.  Old-timers used to use, travel 
through, and camp in the best parts of the 
landscape, and now forestry and other 
industry camps at the best places where there 
is probably other archaeological/historical 
remains, and they’ll be destroyed.  For 
example, a pit house depression near Vidi 
chų’ was destroyed by a forestry camp, 
where they cut down all the trees to make a 
helipad there.  

Camps and cabins should be left for the Gwich’in to use, 
and archaeological and cultural remains should be 
avoided.  Workers’ camps should not be placed in these 
locations. 

 

The project archaeologist should accompany the Gwich’in 
monitors to ensure attention is paid to concerns raised by 
Gwich’in Elders.  Often the pipeline workers ignore 
people who are not professionals.  This would be 
facilitated if the archaeology done in the summers took 
more time to include oral history, and not just by taking 
along a field technician who is Gwich’in, but by gathering 
and using traditional knowledge, in particular from Elders.   

 

Helipads should not be built where trees need to be cut if 
treeless alternatives are available.   

Country foods Very significant The health of fish is declining due possibly to 
global climate change and pollution.  The 
availability of barren-ground caribou is 
reduced due to migration pattern changes, 
and the time to hunt and fish is reduced by 
living in town. 

Gwich’in employees should have an opportunity to hunt 
and fish at appropriate times without penalty.  Developers 
should not be allowed to contribute to global climate 
change.  Camps should purchase country food from local 
sources when possible, or hire hunters/fishers to supply 
camps. 
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Valued component Significance 
Determination 

Reason for Concern: Residual 
Effects, Cumulative or Multiple 

Impacts 

Mitigation/ Monitoring and Follow-up 

Environment in its natural 
state 

Very significant Construction of the CN Line, seismic 
development, the highway, increased 
motorized traffic through the study area, 
stockpiling helicopter fuel, and other 
developments have all contributed to a 
collection of garbage and pollutants left on 
the land.  The wire, tripods, and other 
garbage on CN line, and piles of wood from 
seismic are still not cleaned up wherever the 
timber is thick. The CN line was not properly 
disassembled.  Some fuel barrels on a hillside 
are leaking and abandoned, with a black mark 
down to the water.  Helicopter crash near 
North Caribou Lake resulted in spilled fuel. 
Between Rat Lake and Tree River, one place 
across the lake, there are barrels, which have 
been there for a long time. 

Development must have an appropriate plan for 
decommission that includes dealing with the cumulative 
impacts to the land.  The developers should facilitate the 
proper clean-up of the CN Line.   

When stockpiling fuel or other potentially polluting 
substances, it should be on a level spot and on high 
ground, above the flood line.  Leaking barrels and 
improper storage are not acceptable.  The sixteen 45 
Gallon barrels, of helicopter fuel at Vidi chų’ need to be 
cleaned up.   

Spilled fuel at North Caribou should be cleaned up, if not 
already attended to.   

Raw sewage and dry sewage at developers’ camps should 
be carefully dealt with. 

Developers should be made responsible for cleaning up 
their own messes, and must investigate each claim of 
dumping. 

All land should be considered animal, bird, and fish 
habitat and best practises used for handling waste and 
construction.   

Giant creatures Very significant Cultural/language loss affects the transfer of 
oral history 

Camps near lakes with giant creatures should be made 
aware of these myths to encourage respect for these places. 

Giving something back 
when taking from the land 

Very significant  Developers should consult Gwich’in Elders for an 
appropriate gift to the land when construction is underway.  
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Valued component Significance 
Determination 

Reason for Concern: Residual 
Effects, Cumulative or Multiple 

Impacts 

Mitigation/ Monitoring and Follow-up 

Named places Very significant Places with Gwich’in names are special and 
deserving of protection.  They often mark 
lakes with fish, good hunting spots, other 
resource extraction sites, areas of historical 
interest, or areas associated with myths.  All 
development may impact these places, which 
are spread throughout the study area. 

Cultural/language loss affects the transfer of 
oral history.   

The use of English or French names on maps 
prevents the Gwich’in names from remaining 
in daily use.   

Further oral history work is needed to record these places 
and the stories/oral history attached to them.  Named 
places along the proposed pipeline route should be avoided 
and not impacted.  Gwich’in communities should be 
consulted about the use of Gwich’in names for compressor 
stations and camps in the GSA.  Attempts should be made 
to use Gwich’in names, especially on maps, to encourage 
their continued use.   

 

If named places will sustain impact, this must be 
appropriately mitigated.  For example, Oo’in is a caribou 
look-out right on the proposed pipeline, and might have 
archaeological sites (see description and map: Figure 9).  It 
should be avoided, and if avoidance is not possible, 
monitored, surveyed for archaeological sites, and left as 
close to intact as possible for its original purpose. The 
creek north of Khaii luk named after the story of a woman 
crying into the creek after starving is another example.  
This creek should be avoided. 

Spring camp Significant Staying in town impacts travelling to spring 
camps.   

See “country foods” 

Trails Very significant Seismic lines, the CN Line, increase in 
willows all impact trails. 

Traditional trails should be avoided during construction.  
If trails will be impacted, they should be recorded with a 
GPS for 100 m on either side of the proposed pipeline, and 
this buffer cleared and kept traversable.   Exact locations 
of the trails should be forwarded as GIS files to 
archaeologists and the GSCI.  
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Valued component Significance 
Determination 

Reason for Concern: Residual 
Effects, Cumulative or Multiple 

Impacts 

Mitigation/ Monitoring and Follow-up 

Khaii luk Area Very significant CN Line. Of great concern for the Gwich’in are the numerous and 
important fish lakes northwest of Khaii luk.  This area is 
also an important hunting and wildlife area, with high 
caribou and other animal populations.  There is much 
diversity in this area.  Even with the previous change, prior 
to the TK Study, of the proposed pipeline route further 
from the shores of Khaii luk, it is still passing through an 
ecologically delicate area.  These are all fish lakes in this 
area.  All fish lakes should be avoided.  Best practises for 
all planned development should occur in this area.   

 

The proposed pipeline route should go south of “Hill” 
Lake.  According to workshop participants, the pipeline 
project indicated that the line was not routed south of Hill 
Lake due to ‘too much timber,’ which participants felt 
could be felled and hauled to Inuvik.  The problem is the 
narrow pass through the two lakes (see Tour of the 
pipeline above).   

Animals 

Animals giving birth in 
the summer 

Very significant  Work in the summer should avoid birthing and rearing 
areas such as timbered hill sides. 

Caribou Very significant Seismic line, CN Line, climate change, 
chasing with skidoos have all impacted 
caribou herds and populations.    

Planes, helicopters, workers, and vehicles should not 
disturb caribou.  The proposed pipeline and related 
developments should not impact the normal migration and 
behaviour of caribou.  Populations should be monitored. 
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Valued component Significance 
Determination 

Reason for Concern: Residual 
Effects, Cumulative or Multiple 

Impacts 

Mitigation/ Monitoring and Follow-up 

Grizzly Bear Very significant  Some dens are in the muskeg.  One was 
pushed over by a caterpillar during seismic 
line construction.   

Grizzlies are considered very important and special.  
Monitor populations, watch carefully for bear dens when 
impacting muskeg or other areas where they may den. 

Lynx Somewhat significant   

Marten Somewhat significant   

Moose  Very significant  Planes, helicopters, workers, and vehicles should not 
disturb moose.  The proposed pipeline and related 
developments should not impact the normal behaviour and 
habitat of moose.   

Muskrat and beaver 
hunting 

Very significant  When doing an assessment of number of beavers in the 
area, you can not just count beaver houses, you need to 
count fresh piles of beaver feed.   

Rabbits Significant   

Wolverine Somewhat significant   

Plants and Trees 

Berries, roots, spruce, 
tamarack, roots, etc 

Very significant  Good berry-picking and other plant-harvesting areas 
should be avoided.  

Disturbance of the surface vegetation should be avoided. 

Disturbed areas should be replanted with indigenous 
plants.     
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Valued component Significance 
Determination 

Reason for Concern: Residual 
Effects, Cumulative or Multiple 

Impacts 

Mitigation/ Monitoring and Follow-up 

Stands of straight spruce 
for poles 

Somewhat significant Forestry and construction camps clear 
wooded areas.  

Forest fires. 

Stands of spruce good for construction should be avoided. 

During dry seasons, forest fire conditions must be 
constantly monitored and all steps must be taken to protect 
against fires.  Slashed material must be disposed of 
carefully.   

Fish 

Fish - Whitefish, 
crookedback, loche, 
coney, trout, and herring 

Very significant Warmer water, pollutants, increased disease  Fish populations used by the Gwich’in should be studied 
regularly and monitored to ensure that impact to them will 
be minimized.  Gwich’in harvesters should participate in  
identifying fish populations and the creation of the 
monitoring plan. 

Fish lakes and eddies Very significant Warmer water, pollutants, increased disease, 
clumping, ferry landing construction 

Workshop participants suggested a better route for 
proposed pipeline, see map.  This route goes only through 
smaller lakes and avoids some fish lakes 

 

Fish Lakes and useful eddies on larger rivers should be 
avoided and protected.  Gwich’in harvesters and named 
place data should assist in identifing eddies and the 
creation of the monitoring plan. 

Birds 

Cranes Somewhat significant   

Eagle Very significant   

Geese, ducks, and swans 
and nesting and staging 
areas 

Very significant Changes in migration, construction of the 
highway 

All areas identified as nesting and staging areas should be 
protected.  Populations and bird health should be 
monitored, in particular for black ducks, geese, and swans. 
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Valued component Significance 
Determination 

Reason for Concern: Residual 
Effects, Cumulative or Multiple 

Impacts 

Mitigation/ Monitoring and Follow-up 

Grouse and ptarmigans Somewhat significant   

Ravens Significant  Ravens should not be killed.   

Songbirds Significant Unknown. Decreasing songbird population should be studied, 
populations studied and monitored.  New birds should be 
identified. 

Permafrost  Significant Climate change, slumping, erosion, road 
building, seismic lines 

Permafrost should be measured and monitored.   

Portions of lakes and 
creeks that stay open late 
and are fish-bearing 

Significant  These areas should be avoided during all seasons to ensure 
they remain open and fish-bearing.  The areas should be 
checked regularly in the winters as well as monitored.    
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Valued component Significance 
Determination 

Reason for Concern: Residual 
Effects, Cumulative or Multiple 

Impacts 

Mitigation/ Monitoring and Follow-up 

Rivers 

Nagwichoonjik, Peel 
River, Tsiigehnjik, Khaii 
luk tshik, the Tree, 
Kugaluk, Anderson and 
Rengleng Rivers, and 
named creeks 

Very significant Barges, ferry landing construction, lowered 
water levels, pollution, increased siltation, 
Bennett Dam, less driftwood.  Barrels of 
helicopter fuel weren’t put high enough up on 
one occasion, and they ended up in 
Nagwichoonjik.   

Further baseline data about water flow, watersheds, 
contaminants and water quality should be gathered 
immediately along proposed pipeline route.  These 
waterways should be monitored for changes during and 
after the project.   

Keep supplies high off the rivers, especially polluting 
supplies such as fuels.    

Developers need to be aware of rising water, and not just 
in the spring.  They need to put items farther up on the 
shore.  Barrels should be marked so that it is easy to tell 
who is stockpiling them.  That way, if there is a problem, 
the helicopter company can be made responsible.  The 
helicopter people who put barrels out should be 
responsible. 

Best practises should be used when crossing streams and 
creeks.  Crossings should be monitored for possible 
impacts.    
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General Recommendations 
The following are general recommendations from the interviews and workshops.  

All workshop participants suggested that to reduce impacts, developers should follow the 
recommendations of the Gwich’in people.   

Clearing forests 

 Developers should haul the wood as cordwood to Inuvik or the nearest 
community.   

 When seismic lines were cut near Sucker Lake, birch and other brush were 
piled in the river.  This is unacceptable.   

Proposed pipeline route mapping 
 The proposed pipeline route was planned years before consultation and 

construction.  The developers should have asked people where the line should 
go before they put it on the maps.   

 It is difficult to determine where future development, such as other pipelines 
and drilling will be.  Gabe Andre says that “The one pipe will be like dryfish 
with all the pipes coming in [visually].”  The developers need to be specific 
and more honest about future development possibilities.   

 All workshop participants suggested that if the route changes, the updated 
route should be forwarded to all appropriate groups immediately.  There was 
some confusion about whether or not the route had changed recently in the 
GSA, at the time of the mapping workshop in March 2005. 

 Developers should ensure that from Inuvik to Little Chicago, the route 
shouldn’t change after they start to build, unless they have more workshops to 
ensure that the newly proposed area will not be impacted. 

 Developers “haven’t told us how deep they’ll put it under the creek crossings.  
One time they said they’ll put it under Khaii luk.  They would need another 
casing under there to put pipe through it.”  Clearer communication is required 
to ensure that the Gwich’in understand the nature of the proposed pipeline 
development. 

Monitoring 
 The proposed pipeline route should be travelled in the summer and other 

seasons to properly assess the route.  Two or three people, including Elders 
and younger knowledgeable people, should walk the proposed pipeline route.  
Flying over the route in a plane or helicopter is not sufficient.  This survey 
should record trails, campsites, other cultural sites, and biophysical/ecological 
areas as well, for example animal dens, stands of spruce, berries, plants, 
creeks and watershed issues   

 All workshop participants suggested that the area north of Khaii luk and east of 
Khaii luk needs extra vigilance from the monitors.  As there was some concern 
about the monitors, it was felt that the ‘monitors should be monitored.’  
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People should be walking along this route before development.  Also, it would 
be a good idea to take canoes along all the fish creeks in that area before, 
during, and after construction.   

 Workshop participants suggested that monitors should look for and report 
spills, damage to the tundra, and disturbances that are not required (like 
driving trucks, quads or snowmobiles around for pleasure or buzzing wildlife 
for photographs).   

 Workshop participants suggested that monitors should be very knowledgeable 
about the area including old-time trails, burial sites, den areas for bears and 
other animals, for example.  Participants suggested a combination of an Elder 
and younger person.  It is very important that all monitors know the land, in 
particular the area being monitored.  

 Local, Gwich’in monitors should be used whenever monitoring is taking place 
in the GSA.   

General 
 All the land along the proposed pipeline route is significant for the Gwich’in 

and must be treated with respect, although some areas require special 
consideration.   

 Baseline data of all important fish, birds, and animals should be gathered 
regularly and used to inform decision-making during the proposed pipeline 
planning and construction.  This data should also be used to facilitate 
monitoring and if required, mitigation.   

 As helicopter fuel is only good for a certain period, helicopter companies 
should only take out what they will need, in barrels marked with the company 
name and contact information.  Fuel containers should be stored upright.   

 Many elders noted changes that relate to global climate change.  This argues 
for a revisit of the project and its recommendations every five to 10 years to 
assess changes accruing over future decades.  Some of these changes may 
affect pipeline stability. 

 All contractors working on the project should be familiarized through 
Gwich’in environmental and cultural awareness training to facilitate their 
understanding of the local concerns and expectations.   

 Government and the developers should work together to provide additional 
resources to Gwich’in communities to deal with potential alcohol and drug 
issues.   

 Plans for changing the route or carrying out further development must be 
reviewed and approved by the Gwich’in through all relevant bodies.   

 Contaminated water should not be drained into creeks and other water bodies.   
 

These concerns are just some of the concerns expressed by Gwich’in participants 
in the workshop sessions; they do not represent all of the concerns.  This report details 
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some of the traditional knowledge held by the Gwich’in about the land, ecology, biology, 
and weather in the study area, as well as demonstrating their deep attachment to the area 
through intensive but careful modern and historical use and cultural/historical ties.  The 
animals, plants, minerals, water bodies, areas, trails, and sites that are important to the 
Gwich’in must be protected if development occurs.  Gwich’in knowledge of their land 
must be taken into account when developing mitigation plans.  When considering how to 
best mitigate damage to the Gwich’in natural and cultural landscape, the ability of the 
Gwich’in to maintain and pass on their traditional knowledge must be considered as an 
important item on the agenda.   

Limitations 
The integration of traditional knowledge into the assessment of risks and impacts 

that development in the North may incur has been a topic of professional and academic 
debate.  This body of literature points out the usefulness of TK in a region with less 
scientific (academic) baseline studies {see for example 1630}.  It also points out 
problems with the approach {see for example 1625, 1630, 1634} including understanding 
traditional knowledge loss, differential retention of TK and different sets of TK by 
different groups of people in a community, distrust of interviewers or project staff, and 
other methodological concerns.  It also describes the differences and similarities between 
‘western’ science and traditional knowledge.   

This TK study focused on both cultural and natural knowledge and it is possible 
that the pool of information on these topics was unequally tapped.   This study, from its 
title “Gwich’in Traditional Knowledge Study of the Mackenzie Gas Project Area” to the 
obvious portrayal of the phrase “Mackenzie Gas Project” on the informational posters 
provided to the communities, was associated with oil and gas development by 
interviewees.  Some interviewees indicated that they thought the GSCI employees 
conducting the interviews were “with” (that is, hired by) the Mackenzie Gas Project.  
Although the Gwich’in Social and Cultural Institute is a Gwich’in Tribal Council 
subsidiary with a mandate to promote and protect Gwich’in Traditional Knowledge, this 
perception could have changed the manner and freedom with which people spoke.  
However, much of the information used in this report was gathered by the GSCI and 
other researchers for other studies, including the documentation of oral history.  This 
information was collected to preserve and record knowledge and was not associated with 
a development project.  The many data sets used in this report allow for a more nuanced 
and complex understanding of the traditional knowledge of the Gwich’in.    

The concerns expressed in these publications are legitimate and indicate that TK 
data, in particular data collected during interviews conducted during development-funded 
studies such as this one, may not tell the whole story.  However, that being said, 
interviewees were generally relaxed about providing information even after the explicit 
consent statement was reviewed, understanding how the collected data would be used.  
As indicated in Appendix 3 Informed Consent Statement, they were informed that 
participation in the interview did not constitute consent or support for the project.  These 
interviews and this study were not conducted as consultation about the proposed pipeline, 
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and in general interviews did not focus on discussion that could be interpreted as 
consultation.  This report does not address social or economic issues or concerns but 
should be used to guide the development of socio-economic studies.  Researchers can’t 
compartmentalize culture because all of these aspects, including land-use, health, social 
concerns, and economic factors, are interrelated.  
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Appendix 1 List of Interviewees 
Name Date Location Tapes 

Gabe Andre November 1, 2004 Tsiigehtchic 1, 2 
Louis Cardinal November 2, 2004 Tsiigehtchic 3, 4 
Russell Andre November 2, 2004 Tsiigehtchic 5, 6 
Anna May McLeod November 3, 2004 Tsiigehtchic 7, 8 
Noel Andre November 3, 2004 Tsiigehtchic 9, 10 
Douglas Kendo November 3, 2004 Tsiigehtchic 11, 12 
Bob Norman November 4, 2004 Tsiigehtchic 13 
Frank Blake November 4, 2004 Tsiigehtchic 14, 15 
Dan Andre November 5, 2004 Tsiigehtchic 16, 17 
Barney Natsie November 5, 2004 

December 14, 2004 
Tsiigehtchic 18, 90, 91 

Sonny Blake November 5, 2004 Tsiigehtchic 19, 20 
Dale Clark November 6, 2004 Tsiigehtchic 21, 22 
John Norbert November 6, 2004 Tsiigehtchic 23, 24 
Agnes Mitchell November 7, 2004 Tsiigehtchic 25, 26, 27 
Herbert (Mickey) Andre November 7, 2004 Tsiigehtchic 28 
Cecil Andre November 8, 2004 Tsiigehtchic 29, 30 
Carolyn Andre November 9, 2004 Inuvik 31, 32 
Hyacinthe Andre November 9, 10, 2004 

December 13, 2004 
Tsiigehtchic, IGH LTC 33, 36, 87 

Grace Blake November 10, 2004 
January 5, 2005 

Inuvik, Tsiigehtchic 34, 35, 96 

Arthur MacLeod November 16, 2004 Aklavik 37 
Richard Ross November 16, 2004 Aklavik No tape 
Eddy McLeod November 17, 2004 Aklavik 38 
Alan Koe November 17, 2004 Aklavik 39, 40 
Thomas Stewart November 17, 2004 Aklavik 41, 42 
Neil Colin November 18, 19, 2004 Fort McPherson 43, 44, 50, 51 
James Andre November 18, 2004 Fort McPherson 45, 46 
Anonymous  November 18, 2004 Fort McPherson 47, 48 
Pierre Norman November 19, 2004 Fort McPherson 49 
Sarah McLeod-Firth November 22, 2004 Inuvik 52, 53 
Buster McLeod November 22, 2004 Inuvik 54, 55 
Lucy Adams November 22, 2004 Inuvik 56, 57, 58 
Willard Hagen November 23, 2004 Inuvik 59, 60 
Willie Simon November 23, 2004 Inuvik 61, 62 
Patricia Campbell November 23, 2004 Inuvik 63, 64 
James B. Firth November 24, 2004 Inuvik 65 
Elizabeth Firth November 24, 2004 Inuvik 66, 67 
Pierre Benoit November 25, 2004 Inuvik 68, 69 
Ellen Firth November 25, 2004 Inuvik 70, 71 
John Jerome November 26, 2004 Inuvik 72, 73 
Fred B Jerome November 26, 2004 Inuvik 74, 75 
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Alice Francis November 27, 2004 Inuvik 76 
Evelyn Bullock November 28, 2004 Inuvik 77, 78 
Tom Wright November 28, 2004 Inuvik 97, 98 
Jim Pierrot December 6, 2004 Fort Good Hope 79, 80 
John McNeely December 6, 2004 Fort Good Hope 81, 82 
Frank Pierrot December 7, 2004 Fort Good Hope 83, 84 
Winston McNeely December 7, 2004 Fort Good Hope 85, 86 
Peter Ross December 14, 2004 Tsiigehtchic 88, 89 
Annie Norbert December 16, 2004 Inuvik 92, 93 
Abe Peterson December 31, 2004 Fort McPherson 94, 95 
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Appendix 2 List of Workshop Participants 
 
Tuesday February 15th, 2005 
 
Workshop # 1, GSCI Office, Tsiigehtchic, NT 
 
Present: Noel Andre, Annie Norbert, Dale Clark, Gabe Andre, Willie Simon 
 
Facilitating:  Alestine Andre and Kristi Benson. 
 
 
Wednesday February 16th, 2005 
 
Workshop # 2, GSCI Office, Tsiigehtchic, NT 
 
Present: Noel Andre, Annie Norbert, Dale Clark, Gabe Andre, Willie Simon, Cecil Andre 
 
Facilitating:  Alestine Andre and Kristi Benson. 
 
 
Thursday February 17th, 2005 
 
Workshop # 3, GSCI Office, Tsiigehtchic, NT 
 
Present: Cecil Andre, Annie Norbert, Dale Clark, Noel Andre, Willie Simon, Gabe Andre 
 
Facilitating:  Alestine Andre and Kristi Benson. 
 
 
March 1st, 2nd and 23rd, 2005 
 
Place names extents workshops, GSCI Office, Tsiigehtchic, NT 
 
Present: Noel Andre, Willie Simon, Gabe Andre 
 
Facilitating:  Alestine Andre and Scott Higgins 
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Appendix 3 Informed Consent Statement 
Gwich’in Traditional Knowledge Study of the Mackenzie Gas Project area:  
Informed Consent Statement 

 
To be read out loud and signed or agreed to verbally. 

 
The Gwich’in Social and Cultural Institute is conducting a Gwich’in Traditional Knowledge 
Study of the area that may be impacted by the proposed Mackenzie Valley Pipeline.  The 
project is being conducted with funding from Imperial Oil for the Mackenzie Gas Project, 
through a contract negotiated through the Gwich’in Tribal Council.   
 
The Mackenzie Gas Project will use the Traditional Knowledge information gathered from 
these interviews to develop a suitable knowledge base for planning, assessment of impacts 
and development of environmental protection plans related to this project.  
 
The Gwich’in Social and Cultural Institute will be asking about Traditional Knowledge of 
animals, plants, the land, water, where and how people live and lived in the past and other 
information.  This information will be added to a computer database and used for the 
Mackenzie Gas Project and other studies that the Gwich’in Social and Cultural Institute may 
do in the future.  The Mackenzie Gas Project will have access to this data but will not own it.   
 
The information collected in this interview will benefit Gwich’in communities and people in 
several ways:  first, the knowledge will be recorded and stored for future generations to use; 
second, it could ensure that special places are protected and that the proposed pipeline does 
as little damage as possible, if it goes ahead. 
 
A report will be prepared for the Mackenzie Gas Project that will suit their technical 
requirements.  Each community will have a chance to review this report before it is finalized.  
Each community will also be provided with a map of the knowledge.   
 
This interview may be taped.  Tapes will be transcribed and will be stored at the Gwich’in 
Social and Cultural Institute’s head office in Tsiigehtchic. Tapes and transcripts will also be 
put on deposit at the NWT Archives at the end of the project. 
 
The Gwich’in Social and Cultural Institute also requests permission to take photos of people 
being interviewed.  The photos could be used in report, posters, and books.   
 
Participation in this Traditional Knowledge Study does not imply support for, or consent to 
the proposed Mackenzie Gas Project and the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline. 
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Today is _______________________ (insert date) and the people conducting the interview are 
(list names and affiliations): 

 
_____________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________ 
 
 
_______________________________ (Interviewee name) is being interviewed about their  
 
traditional knowledge of the study area.  They are from _____________________  
 
(Community).  The interview is taking place _________________________ (Location). 
 
Do you (Interviewee) wish to be given credit for the information you provide?  That is, have 
your name in the report?   YES  NO 
 
If not, confidentiality of your name is ensured.   
 
You must understand that you do not have to answer any questions you do not want to, and 
that you can stop the interview at any time.  Do you understand this?  YES NO (explain) 
 
By signing below, you give informed consent for this interview to happen: 
 
 
___________________________________   Name 
 
 
___________________________________   Date 
 

 
By signing below, you give consent for a photograph to be taken and used in reports and 
other materials: 
 
___________________________________   Name 
 
 
___________________________________   Date 
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Appendix 4 Interview Checklist 
WEATHER 
 

For each season, if required, ask: 
□ Rain    □ Snow    □ Wind (and direction)   
□ Fog    □ Ice Fog   □ Temperature   
□ Weather affects going out on the land 
 
□ Areas where the climate is different  □ how its different in these areas 
 
□ Seasons: Break-up and Freeze up □ when do they change   
 
□ Air quality  
 
□ Northern Lights 

 
□ Stories or legends that have weather in them 
 
□ Traditional Methods of determining the weather using animals, the sun or the 

moon 
 

□ Changes in your lifetime (if not already discussed) 
 
 
SOIL 
 

□ Permafrost   □ Slumps – related to permafrost? □ Changes to permafrost 
□ Earthquakes 
 
□ Salt and mineral licks   □ Traditional mineral use  □ Locations 
□ Rules about cultural use of minerals 
□ Flint 
□ Boiling Stones 

 
□ Stories or legends about soil, permafrost, minerals 

 
□ Changes in your lifetime (if not already discussed) 
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WATER 
□ Rivers   □ Creeks/Streams □ Lakes 

 
□ Water temperature  (colder, warmer, swimming, fishing) 
 
□ Water quality – drinking □  colours, smells  
 
□ Flooding and seasonal flows  □  limits of floods and flows (specific years) 
□ Winter ice  
□ Overflow 
□ Underground water □  Springs 
□ Break-up/Freeze-up, if not already covered 
 
□ Any stories or legends about water 
 
□ Changes in your lifetime (if not already discussed) 

 
PLANTS 

Areas where there/describe:     
□ Plants     □ Berries       □ Trees 
 
□ For eating  □ For medicine  □ For firewood 
□ For construction  
 
□ Animals that eat plants:  □ What plants? □ Where? 

 
□ Seasons for plants  □ Affect of weather/forest fires on plants 

 
□ New species of plants  □ Where?  □ What? 

 
□ Any stories or legends about plants 

 
□ Changes in your lifetime (if not already discussed) 

 
 
FISH 

□ New Species 
□ Abnormalities 
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BIRDS 
Types of birds: 
□ Water birds □  Ravens (crows)  □  Song birds  □  Birds of Prey 
□ Scavengers □ Other birds  □ Ptarmigan, Spruce hen etc 
□ Snow birds 
 
For all types: 
□ For eating? □  Are they healthy □  Season that the birds are here 
□ Where do birds like to nest   □  Flyways  □ Abnormalities 
 
□ Disturbances cause birds to avoid (leave) an area 

 
□ New bird species □ Where?  □ What? 
 
□ Any stories or legends about birds 

 
□ Changes in your lifetime (if not already discussed) 

 
WILDLIFE 

□ Animal health  □ Abnormalities 
 
□ Calving / having young 
□ Animal migrations 
 
□ Disturbances that cause animals to avoid (leave) an area 

 
□ Animal that hunt  □ Animals that are hunted 
 
□ New animal species □ Where?  □ What? 

 
□ Caribou  □  Moose 
 
□ Any stories or legends about wildlife 

 
□ Changes in your lifetime (if not already discussed) 

 
 
□ Insects/bugs/worms/grubs 
□ New insects  □ Where?  □ What? 
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HUMAN HEALTH 
 

□ Preferred traditional foods  □ Health related to food 
□ Changes in health   □  Quality of country food 
 
□ Quantity consumed  □ Quantity preferred 

 
□ How do people share? 
 
□ Importance (economic) of traditional activities, such as trapping 
 
 
RETENTION of TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE 

 
 

□ Are people teaching other people and/or their children about bush skills and 
traditional knowledge about the culture or the land?   

 
□ How do people teach this knowledge?   
 
□ Why is the teaching of bush skills, traditional and cultural knowledge important? 
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Appendix 5 Locator Map for Figures in Text 
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Appendix 6 Interviewees Biographies 
 
Tsiigehtchic 
 
Gabe Andre (born March 25, 1930 at Nitchiitsii diniinlee (Big Rock)) 
Gabe has lived on the land in the Travaillant Lake, Tree River, Siveezhoo, and Big Rock 
areas with his parents, John and Julienne Andre.  For most of his life Gabe lived and 
travelled in the Travaillant Lake area, and consequently, he has an intimate knowledge of 
the land, animals, seasonal conditions and environment of this area.  Up until recently, 
Gabe spent much of his time on the land at Travaillant Lake or at his camp at Tree River.  
Today, Gabe’s health keeps him in Tsiigehtchic but he is always willing to share his 
traditional knowledge and old time stories about the land.  
 
Louis Cardinal (born October 9, 1972 at Inuvik) 
In his lifetime, Louie travelled and trapped in the Cardinal Lakes, Rengleng River, 
Caribou Lake and Travaillant Lake areas as well as the Ernest Cabin, Martin House and 
Bald Hill areas up the Arctic Red River.  Today Louis lives in Tsiigehtchic and he traps 
in the area outside the community. 
 
Russell Andre (born April 18, 1971 in Inuvik) 
Russell lived with his father, Tony Andre, at Jackfish Lake and Old Joe Lake.  These 
lakes are located east of Tsiigehtchic.  The campsites are located along the old time trail 
between Tsiigehtchic and Travaillant Lake.  They also travelled to Dzandiee to hunt 
muskrats and beaver.  He also lived with his uncle, Gabe Andre, at Travaillant Lake and 
at his camp at Tree River.  Russell has travelled through Sunny Lake and the other 
surrounding lakes.  He has also travelled up the Arctic Red River to Weldon Creek and 
into the Yellow Hills area.  Russell lives in Tsiigehtchic with his family and he continues 
to travel on the land to hunt caribou in the fall and spring.  He goes geese hunting every 
spring in the Mackenzie islands and Jim Nagle island.  He also fishes in the summer and 
the fall.     
 
Anna May McLeod (born May 26, 1964 in Inuvik) 
In the 1960s and 1970s, Anna May lived on the land with her parents, Gabe and Rosa 
Andre.  They lived at Big Rock in the Mackenzie Delta, Holmes Creek along the Arctic 
Coast and at the mouth of Airport Creek, outside of Inuvik for short periods of time. 
However they lived mostly at Travaillant Lake and travelled in this area and towards the 
Mackenzie River to the Big Lake and Tree River areas.  Anna May was raised in this area 
for 16 years.  She used to go from the land to the residential school in Inuvik and back to 
the land at the end of the school year.  She eventually moved to Tsiigehtchic in the early 
1980s.  Today Anna May lives and works in Tsiigehtchic and she fishes in the summer 
near the community. 
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Noel Andre (born October 26, 1929 at Nichiitsii diniinlee (Big Rock)) 
Noel lived his young life on the land with his parents, Hyacinthe and Eliza Andre.  They 
lived mainly at Travaillant Lake because it had fish year round.  They would catch 
enough for themselves and their dogs for the winter.  Noel said, "… that’s … a 
dependable lake...Travaillant Lake."  Noel travelled in the winters through the many fish 
lakes that surround Travaillant Lake.  He adds, "It’s good country for everything - rabbit, 
moose, caribou, and there’s all kinds of fur bearing animals.  And there’s muskrat, 
beaver."  He travelled and trapped throughout this area many times.  Every summer Noel 
and his wife, Alice, are busy at their fish camp on the Flats in Tsiigehtchic. 
 
Douglas Kendo (born January 22, 1959 in Aklavik) 
In his lifetime, Doug travelled in the Cardinal Lake, Clearwater Lake, Tundra Lake, 
Grassy Lake and Beaver Lake areas with his father, Billy Cardinal.  For about 18 years, 
Douglas spent summers at his first fish camp along the Mackenzie River at Pierre’s 
Creek.  One summer, he travelled by boat along the Mackenzie to Fort Good Hope with 
his friends.  He goes hunting moose and black ducks up the Arctic Red River and once 
made a trip as far as the confluence of the Arctic Red and Cranswick Rivers (locally 
called The Forks). Douglas has been to Dzandiee in the summer to hunt black ducks.  
Today in the winter Douglas, a school teacher, travels on the land after school and on 
weekends by skidoo to his camp on Burnt Lake making a circle through the lakes setting 
beaver traps.  In the summer he travels by boat to his new fish camp on the Mackenzie 
River located downstream from Tsiigehtchic. 
 
Bob Norman (born October 18, 1939 in Tsiigehtchic) 
Bob lived on the land with his parents, William and Clara Norman, throughout the study 
area.  In travelling from Tsiigehtchic to live at Travaillant Lake, they travelled through 
Shoh k’adh (Jackfish Lake), and In and Out Lake.  They also lived in the Odizen Lake, 
Trout Lake, and Tànahjidh areas and other fish lakes in the Travaillant Lake area.  They 
used to travel to hunt, trap and fish in all these areas.  Today Bob lives a retired life in 
Tsiigehtchic. 
 
Frank Blake (born February 28, 1972 in Inuvik) 
Frank grew up on the land in the Mackenzie Delta and up the Arctic Red River with his 
parents, Frederick and Grace Blake.  In his lifetime, he has hunted in the Caribou Lake, 
Cardinal Lakes and Big Woman Lake areas.  He hunted in the mountains, along the 
Dempster Highway, for caribou. He helped his grandpa, Dale Clark, with fall fishing in 
Tsiigehtchic. In the spring he likes to hunt geese along the Mackenzie River at Jim Nagle 
Island or in the islands below Point Separation. 
 
Dan Andre (born January 5, 1969 in Inuvik) 
Dan grew up on the land in the Travaillant Lake and Tree River areas with his parents 
Gabe and Rosa Andre.  He has travelled extensively in these areas and consequently is 
very knowledgeable about them.  In the summer, he travelled mainly on the Mackenzie 
River to Tree River, Travaillant River and to Thunder River. He travelled in the area 
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south of Tree River towards Siveezhoo, in the area north of their Tree River camp to 
Pointed Hill, and in the area north of Point Hill.  He travelled in the Dzandiee Lake and 
Dzandiee Creek areas.  He travelled to Big Lake, Rat Lake, Andrew Lake, and to 
Travaillant Lake, Trout Lake, Tànahjil, Sandy Lake, and Sunny Lake.  Dan said, "And 
that’s about it, I guess. All around Travaillant Lake." Today, Dan continues to travel back 
to his family’s camp along the Mackenzie River in the summer or to Travaillant Lake in 
the winter.  
 
Sonny Blake (born February 26, 1977 in Inuvik) 
Sonny grew up on the land with his parents, Frederick and Grace Blake, in his young 
days.  One spring, his family stayed at Loche Creek to hunt muskrats in the Mackenzie 
Delta just past East Branch. Another time Sonny went along to hunt for beaver around 
Beaver Lake, Cardinal Lake, and Clearwater Lake.  Many times Sonny has travelled by 
boat along the Mackenzie River. Recently Sonny worked as a guide with Kelly Hougen 
who owns Arctic Red River Outfitters and operates near the headwaters of the Arctic Red 
River. Today Sonny traps up the Arctic Red River with his father, Frederick, and hunts 
for caribou in the mountains and geese in the islands below Point Separation and at Jim 
Nagle Island. 
 
Dale Clark (born April 16, 1928 up the Travaillant Creek).  
Dale was born at Sucker Creek, a creek that is located up the Travaillant Creek.  He and 
his siblings were raised at Travaillant Creek and his parents are William and Agatha 
Clark.  His father had a trading post there at Travaillant Creek.  Dale said, "Mostly my 
dad used to trap as far up as Thunder River and down to below Smith’s Cabin." They 
moved to Tsiigehtchic in the fall of 1939 after being at Travaillant Creek for 13 years. 
Dale said that Hyacinthe Andre was the first person to show him how to set muskrat traps 
and that was where he started trapping.  Since that time Dale has been setting traps in the 
winter and more recently he worked a trapline through the old time trails in the vicinity of 
town. He also sets nets along the Mackenzie River in the summer and sometimes he 
fishes under the lake ice in the winter.  In his lifetime, Dale has travelled by boat along 
the Mackenzie River many times.  Today Dale gets out on the land to set a few traps in 
the winter and to check his fish nets in the summer. 
 
John Norbert (born February 7, 1938 in Tsiigehtchic) 
As a young boy, John lived and moved around in the mountains up the Arctic Red River 
with his parents, Nicola and Daria Norbert.  John remembers that the Fort Good Hope 
people used to meet the Gwich’in at Ddhahzhit gwichoo and Ddhahzhit gwitsal which is 
where the Arctic Red and Cranswick Rivers flow out of the mountains.  Later in his life, 
John used to travel from Tsiigehtchic to the Travaillant Lake area.  He trapped with Cecil 
Andre in the Tatthał nii’ee and Vinèhchoo juudlee area, an area south of the Mackenzie 
River and also in the area southeast of Travaillant Lake to the Gwich’in/Sahtu border and 
all the way to Inuvik from this area.  Today John leads a busy life in town working full-
time at Chief Paul Niditchie School as a janitor and attending meetings and workshops on 
behalf of the Gwichya Gwich’in Council. 
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Agnes Mitchell (born August 17, 1953 in Aklavik)  
Agnes grew up on the land in the Tree River and Travaillant Lake area, with her parents 
Hyacinthe and Eliza Andre.  She travelled many summers up the Mackenzie River to Tree River, 
her family’s main camp, by boat.  In her late teens, she spent about four or five years with her 
parents in the bush. Agnes recalls travelling once from Tree River to Travaillant Lake by dog 
team. Her father, Hyacinthe, travelled ahead with a skidoo, and she followed behind with her dog 
team.  They went across to Rabbit Hay River or Fat Rabbit Creek area for a few days to hunt 
muskrats in the spring. One time Agnes and her parents also stayed at Goonèlkak all winter—one 
fall, winter, and in the spring they moved back to Tree River.  Later in her life, Agnes fished 
along the Mackenzie River at Diighe’tr’aajil in the summer and jiggled for loche at 
Tr’ineht’ieet’iee or her Uncle Gabe Andre’s camp in the fall.  In the summer Agnes fishes now 
along the Mackenzie closer to town. 
 
Herbert (Mickey) Andre (born August 4, 1963 in Inuvik) 
Throughout his life, Herbert (Mickey) has travelled extensively on the land and along the 
Mackenzie River in all seasons. In the summer, Mickey has travelled the Mackenzie River by 
boat from Shallow Bay on the Arctic Coast, up to Fort Norman.  In the winter, he has travelled 
along the Mackenzie River by skidoo as far as Fort Good Hope.  In the spring, Mickey travels 
seasonally to Jim Nagle island, to the islands below Point Separation and to the Arctic Coast to 
hunt geese.  He travels along the Mackenzie River and up the Arctic Red River to hunt moose in 
the fall. Although Mickey works full time in town he finds as much time as he can to hunt 
throughout the year for moose, caribou or geese. 
 
Cecil Andre (born February 29, 1939 in the Khaii luk area) 
Cecil grew up on the land in the Tree River and Travaillant Lake areas with his parents 
Hyacinthe and Eliza Andre.  He has travelled extensively throughout the Travaillant Lake area to 
hunt, fish, and trap.  He has a broad knowledge of the land, fish lakes, animals, birds, fish and 
seasonal conditions for the areas around Travaillant Lake, Tree River, and the area south of the 
Mackenzie River including the Gwich’in and English place names.  Today, Cecil is retired and is 
taking life easy in town and likes to take day trips on the land. 
 
Caroline Andre (born January 24, 1935 up the Arctic Red River) 
In her youth Caroline lived up the Arctic Red River in the Ernest Cabin area with her parents, 
Ernest and Mary Kendo.  The winter after she married Antoine (Tony) Andre, they travelled to 
Travaillant Lake.  When they moved to stay at Teeddhaa, the south outlet of Travaillant Creek, 
Simon Modeste, Old Moses, and Adzee (Blazes) and their families were already there. In 
November, they travelled south across the Mackenzie River to Siveezhoo.  They went inland 
from Smith’s Cabin and camped at Tattal nii’ee tsal before arriving at Siveezhoo. Then they 
moved up the Arctic Red River to Tateih sheii and moved inland to hunt beaver.  In their life 
together Caroline and Tony travelled many times back to the Travaillant Lake and Siveezhoo 
areas and other areas up the Arctic Red River.  Today Caroline lives in Tsiigehtchic and she is 
always willing to share her stories about life on the land. 
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Hyacinthe Andre (born May 14, 1910 at Hehnjuu deetł’yah tshik (Bernard Creek)) 
Hyacinthe has spent most of his life on the land in the Khaii luk and Tree River areas, the Delta 
around Nichiitsii diniinlee and up the Arctic Red River. Hyacinthe is the eldest son of Julienne 
(Jerome) and John Tsal.  During Hyacinthe’s life, he has travelled to Travaillant Creek many 
times.  One of the first times was in 1929 , the first winter after he married Eliza Sam, they left 
Chii t’iet, a traditional fish camp site along the Mackenzie River, not far above Tsiigehtchic.  
They harnessed five dogs and tracked up the river as far as Chìi chyah tshik (Pierre’s Creek) 
where they camped.  The next day they camped above Tree River.  Late the next night, they 
arrived at Travaillant Creek.  From there, they travelled inland up to Andrew Lake. On the way, 
Hyacinthe shot two moose. Hyacinthe and Eliza lived at Travaillant Lake for a long time and 
many times after that.  They also travelled to Siveezhoo, on the south side of the Mackenzie 
River, and to Big Rock in the Mackenzie Delta.  Since the early 1940s they have had a camp at 
Tree River.  Hyacinthe travelled along the Mackenzie River many times from Tree River to 
Aklavik and Inuvik and up to Fort God Hope. They lived a traditional life and went hunting, 
trapping and fishing throughout this area.  During this time, Hyacinthe was also Chief for 38 
years from 1945-1980.  Today, after a lifetime on the land, Hyacinthe lives a quiet life in 
Tsiigehtchic. 
 
Barney Natsie (born June 23, 1935 in Tsiigehtchic) 
Barney was raised at Pierre’s Creek, about 20 miles up the river, along the Mackenzie 
River. However Barney spent most of his young life with his grandparents, Annie and Joe 
Natsie at Jackfish Lake and he enjoyed staying with them, "because I can drive dogs and 
stand behind the sleigh and my grandparents are sitting in the sleigh, way up on the ridge 
hill..."  They would make a round trip; make a fire, enjoyed themselves and return home.  
Barney started travelling with his own dog team when he was 15 years old.  Later he 
travelled with different families to places like Trout Lake, Travaillant Lake, Tree River, 
and Siveezhoo, and up the Arctic Red River to Bernard Creek.  Barney is taking life easy 
now and enjoys sharing his life stories when asked. 
 
Annie Norbert (born December 30, 1921 in Tsiigehtchic) 
Annie lived at Big Rock in the Delta with her parents, Paul and Camilla Niditchie, for 
seventeen years. Annie said, "Seventeen years I was there, never go to town."  She and 
her mother would paddle down to Norris’ camp, along the East Branch, to trade dry fish 
and fox fur for food items.  She and her parents would travel in the fall from Big Rock to 
Sitidgi Lake or up the Arctic Red River to hunt, trap and fish for the winter. Annie also 
lived in the Travaillant Lake, Rengleng River, and Six Miles area. Today Annie lives in 
Tsiigehtchic and travels to Inuvik and the Yukon to visit and to be with her children.  
 
Grace Blake (born February 3, 1952 at Teetshik goghaa (Six Miles)) 
Grace was born and raised at Six Miles, also known as Teetshik goghaa, where she lived 
year round with her grandparents, Louis and Caroline Cardinal.  After she got married, 
she and her husband Frederick Blake moved down to the Delta to pass the spring at 
Rudolph’s Place or Earl’s Place.  They also stayed at Jackfish Creek, Loche Creek, and 
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Albert Ross’s camp.  In the fall, they moved up the Arctic Red River to live at Bernard 
Creek which Frederick used as a base for his trapline. Today Grace returns to her camp at 
Teetshik goghaa every August to make dryfish. 
 
Peter Ross (born March 15, 1937 in Aklavik) 
Peter lived with his parents, Edward and Joan Nazon, around the Caribou Lake,  
Sunny Lake, Odizen and Jackfish Lake areas. They moved to this area around 1945 and 
trapped and lived there for many years. They would leave town the first week in October 
and move inland to Jackfish Lake where Old Joe Natsie and his family lived.  In order to 
catch the fish run in Odizen, they would leave by the last week in October, and on 
November 1st they would start trapping.  Today Peter Ross has a busy schedule as the 
Chief and Mayor of Tsiigehtchic. 
 
Aklavik 
 
Arthur MacLeod (born May 18, 1920 in Fort Liard ) 
Arthur lived on the Pokiak Channel, near Aklavik, all of his life.  His parents are Walter Johnson 
and Zenayette Edwards, who later married Danny MacLeod. For a brief time, Arthur’s family 
lived in Arctic Red River with his parents and siblings when his step-father, Dan MacLeod, was 
trading for NT (Northern Traders). Today, Arthur stays for part of the year at his father’s old 
place located on the Pokiak Channel, on the east side, about 1 mile downstream from where the 
Pokiak Channel leaves the Esau Channel.  Arthur said his camp is about 8 miles from the 
Mackenzie River.  He has gone back to this place for the past 72 years.  Today, when Arthur is 
not resting at the Old Folks Home in Aklavik, he is sure to be found at his camp. 
 
Richard Ross (born October 25, 1938 in Aklavik) 
In his youth, Richard Ross lived with his grandparents, Albert and Sarah Ross, along the 
Middle Channel of the Mackenzie River at a place called Albert Ross’s.  The camp is 
well known by people of the area and it is located below Point Separation on the east 
shore, not far from Horseshoe Bend.  Richard lived and travelled in this area most of his 
life. Richard remembers staying at Pascal Baptiste’s place at Big Rock and Loche Creek.  
He also travelled and hunted south of Sitidgi Lake, between Sitidgi Lake, Inuvik and the 
Caribou Lake area.  He also travelled close to Travaillant Lake, for example near Point 
Lake.  Richard also travelled along the CN Line close to the proposed pipeline route.  
However Richard spent most of his time in the Middle Channel area, "I know all that 
country...all the way down the Mackenzie River."  Richard continues to travel on the land 
today to hunt, fish, and trap. 
 
Eddy McLeod (born April 10, 1957 in Aklavik) 
Eddy grew up on the land with his parents, Eddy and Dolly McLeod, in the Husky 
Channel area.  He also travelled to the Anderson River area to John Carmichael’s camp. 
For many years now, Eddy travels with his family to the lower end of Point Separation in 
the spring to hunt geese for about a month in May.  They have cabins on the islands 
below Point Separation and travel through the Aklavik River and the Mackenzie River on 
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skidoos until they reach their cabins. The timing to return to Aklavik at the end of the 
geese hunt, before break-up, is crucial, "because the back channels are shallow and they 
get rotten right away (and) there’s no ice in them." Today Eddy works full time in town 
but continues to trap, hunt and fish in the area. 
 
Alan Koe (born July 14, 1930 in Fort McPherson ) 
As a youngster Alan lived with his parents, Jim and Vivian Koe, in the Mackenzie Delta 
at Jackfish Creek for one spring and summer.  Alan learned how to trap muskrats from 
his father. As a young man, Alan and his friends, made many trips in the East Branch 
area to hunt moose.  His parents had moved to Aklavik so he just travelled out from there 
with his friends. They would travel by boat in the fall time and with their dog teams in 
the winter. They would cross the Mackenzie River to get to the East Branch area.  Alan 
also travelled in the Black Mountain area with his dogteam.  Alan lives in Aklavik today 
but he stills gets out on the land to hunt and to fish. 
 
Thomas Stewart (born May 28, 1950 in Aklavik)  
In his life time, Thomas travelled along the West Channel of the Mackenzie River to such 
places as Beaver House, through Moose River, Moose Channel, Little Moose River, Coal 
Mine, Cache Creek, into the Richardson Mountain, over to Canoe Lake, through Willow 
River, down Firth Creek into Tin House, and down towards Police Cabin. Thomas used 
to trap in the Han gwajat or Phillips Channel area with his parents, Andrew and Martha 
Stewart.  Today Thomas lives in Aklavik and still goes to the Beaver House Creek area, 
Phillips Channel or Han gwajat areas to hunt geese in the spring. 
 
Fort McPherson 
 
Neil Colin (born March 13, 1933 at Tr’ih zhit tagwehdii (Destruction City)) 
Neil was raised by Christopher and Enna Colin at the Mouth of the Peel Village located 
about 24 miles down the Peel River from Fort McPherson.  Many other families also 
lived at this traditional camp over the years and they used to set their fishnets at the 
junction where the Peel River flows into the Mackenzie River.  Neil said, "Forty-seven 
families used to live at the Mouth of the Peel."  Today Neil returns to the Mouth of the 
Peel with his children throughout the year to camp, hunt and to travel to different places 
in the Delta. Such places would include Sam’s River, Han gwajat or Neyook Channel, 
Middle Peel Channel, Enoch Lake area, around the channels and lakes of the Mackenzie 
islands, through East Branch, around the Mouth of the Peel and Point Separation areas. It 
is important for Neil to pass the spring at his camp and to go geese hunting to the islands.  
Neil says, "That’s where I feel good!"  Neil enjoys sharing his traditional knowledge and 
his love of storytelling keeps everyone entertained and in good spirits. 
 
James Andre (born December 16, 1949 in Aklavik) 
James is originally from Tsiigehtchic. His parents are Antoine (Tony) and Caroline 
Andre. As a young boy, James travelled by boat along the Mackenzie River to Thunder 
River with his parents.  James remembers spending one Christmas in the early 1960s at 
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Siveezhoo. He trapped with his uncle Hyacinthe Andre and his cousin Robert. In the 
1970s, during the Berger Inquiry days, he lived with Cecil and Louisa Andre at Tree 
River.  He and Cecil ran a trapline up the Mackenzie - they had a big line with 200 traps. 
He hunted and fished around Travaillant Lake and fished at Sandy Lake.  He also 
travelled in the Mackenzie Delta around Point Separation, the Mackenzie islands, 
Rengleng Creek and down the East Branch.  Today James and his family live in Fort 
McPherson and they spend time on the land. 
 
Pierre Norman (born September16, 1934 in the Tsiigehtchic area) 
Pierre is originally from Tsiigehtchic.  In the early1940s, Pierre lived with his parents 
Gabe and Lucy Bluecoat, at Travaillant Creek when Bill McNeely had a trading post 
there.  Pierre’s parents used to travel through Travaillant Lake and David Lake to fish. 
Pierre ran a trapline over the open country towards Caribou Lake.  He went with his 
father and other men to hunt caribou around Odizen and Caribou Lake.  They also lived 
at Big Rock with Pascal Baptiste and then they moved to the Point Separation area to 
trap.   His parents also passed the spring at Andrew Lake near Travaillant Lake.  Today 
Pierre and his wife Bella live in Fort McPherson with their family. 
 
Abe Peterson (born May 21, 1940)  
Abe who is originally from Tsiigehtchic now lives in Fort McPherson. Abe was raised at 
Loche Creek in the Mackenzie Delta by his grandmother, Marcelline Coyen. As a young 
boy, Abe stayed with Old Joe Natsie at Shoh k’adh for a while.  They had nets set all 
winter and would catch good eating fish and fish for dogs.  In the 1960s, Abe trapped 
with Buster McLeod in the Caribou Lake and Sunny Lake areas.  Abe also trapped with 
Gabe Andre.  They moved out to Gabe’s camp on the Mackenzie River on Christmas Eve 
with his family.  They trapped from there and their trapline ran a northeast direction 
towards Travaillant Lake through Big Lake, Sucker Lake, Andrew Lake and as far as 
Julius Norbert’s camp at Thunder River on the Mackenzie River.  Today Abe has a camp 
at Boat Landing along the Peel River downstream from Fort McPherson.  Abe goes out 
geese hunting in the spring in the islands near the Mouth of the Peel and hunts for moose 
in the fall.  Abe takes school children out on the land now and again to teach them bush 
skills. 
 
Inuvik 
 
Sarah McLeod-Firth (born August 16, 1933 at a camp near Thunder River)  
Sarah grew up and lived year round at Thunder River, on the Mackenzie River, for 17 
years.  Her parents, Simon and Mary Modeste, had a cabin there.  Every fall before freeze 
up, their family moved inland to Johnson Lake to fish and trap for fine furs in this area.  
They moved with dog packs and sometimes they would pull a canoe along with their 
food and blankets inside.  They also lived at Tenlen Lake and travelled to Trout Lake to 
fish.  Later in her life Sarah went to live for a while at Willard Hagen’s camp on Kugaluk 
Lake with her brother Victor Modeste and his wife Bella.  Today Sarah is retired and 
lives in Inuvik. 
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Donald (Buster) McLeod (born November 17, 1928 at Tsiigehtchic )  
Donald grew up in the Aklavik area with his parents, Dan and Zenayette McLeod.  When 
he first moved to the Inuvik area from where Aklavik in the 1960s he used to trap in the 
Campbell Lake, Caribou Lake, High Point Lake, Rengleng River areas and in the area 
east of Travaillant Lake.  This area is north of Gabe’s Andre’s camp.  Later they hunted 
for caribou in the In and Out Lake, North Caribou Lake, Hill Lake, Fish Trap Lake and 
David Lake areas and close to Trout Lake. They also hunted for caribou to the east of 
Inuvik.  Today Donald has a cabin on the north shore of Caribou Lake. 
 
Lucy Adams (born January 23, 1931 at Tom Cod Bay on the Arctic Coast) 
Lucy’s parents are Peter and Sarah (Uttaktuak) Lopes.  Lucy lived at the Aklavik mission 
until she got married at the age of sixteen.  Lucy said, "...from there I stayed up on the 
East Branch and I never left the place."  From their camp, she and her husband, Jimmy 
Adams, travelled through Campbell Lake, Sitidgi and as far as Husky Lakes by dog team 
to fish.  They also travelled to Caribou Lake, Sunny Lake, Bathing Lake, Trout Lake, and 
they passed through Travaillant Lake to go to Tenlon Lake where their son Albert had a 
cabin.  Her husband Jimmy’s trapline used to go through the area which is now Inuvik. 
Currently Lucy has a camp on the East Branch. 
 
Willard Hagen (born October 10th, 1948 at Tsiigehtchic)  
Willard grew up at Travaillant River with his parents, Cliff and Margaret Hagen, and his 
siblings.  In the winters, the whole family used to move to and live at Andrew Lake and 
Trout Lake to fish.  For the past 30 years, Willard has been a bush pilot and owner of his 
own airline company.  During this time he has flown to many bush camps in the Western 
Arctic, along the Arctic coast, and into the northern Yukon and Alaska.  His favorite 
passengers were always the old trappers who provided him with valuable knowledge 
about seasonal conditions and stories about life on the land.  Currently Willard has a 
camp at Kugaluk Lake, situated on the Kugaluk River where it starts to flow down to the 
Eskimo Lakes.  Willard lives in Inuvik. 
 
Willie Simon (born May 14, 1941 in Tsiigehtchic) 
Willie grew up in the Thunder River and Johnson Lake areas which are located east of 
Travaillant Lake. This was where his parents, Simon and Mary Modeste, had a registered 
trapline.  Willie is familiar with the Mackenzie River from Thunder River to Inuvik and 
the areas around Travaillant Lake. In 1950s and 1960s, he trapped many years in the 
Thunder River, Trout Lake areas and down to the Anderson River. Between 1961 and 
1966, he built about 7 cabins in this area. In the 1990s, Willie did several years of 
archaeological fieldwork in the study area with Jean-Luc Pilon with the NOGAP project. 
Willie and Jean-Luc travelled from Travaillant Lake, down the Travaillant River, they 
come out at Travaillant Creek and they continued down the Mackenzie River.   Willie 
and his brother, Victor Modeste, built Willard Hagen’s cabins at Kugaluk Lake. Because 
of his experience, travels on the land and a natural curiosity, Willie has a broad 
knowledge about the seasonal conditions on the land, about birds, animals and fish. 
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Today Willie has a camp along the East Branch of the Mackenzie River and he still 
travels to hunt and fish.  
 
Patricia Campbell (born October 18, 1962 in Inuvik) 
As a young girl in the 1960s, Patricia travelled and lived mostly around Campbell Lake, 
Campbell River, Rengleng River and the Point Separation areas with her uncle, Willie 
Simon.  She also travelled to the Tenlen Lake and Trout Lake areas with her 
grandparents, Mary and Simon Modeste.  Patricia’s parents are Sarah McLeod-Firth and 
step-father, John C. Firth.  At the present time Patricia and her husband, Hector 
Campbell, have a cabin near the mouth of Campbell Lake on the East Branch, about 35 
km south of Inuvik.  Their camp is about 5 km north of Big Rock.  She and her husband 
bring their family to their camp every weekend throughout the year except during fall 
freeze up and spring break up.  Patricia lives and works in Inuvik. 
 
James B. Firth (born the early 1950s in Fort McPherson)  
James is originally from Fort McPherson but has lived in Inuvik for the past 30 years.  
James traps in the Caribou Lake, Sunny Lake, Sandy Lake and David Lake areas.  He has 
travelled as far east as Andrew Lake, a lake located south of Travaillant Lake. James was 
the Chief for the Inuvik Band for 14 years.  Today James has a cabin at Sunny Lake and a 
tent frame at Sandy Lake, and traps, hunts and enjoys the peace and quiet.  He works full 
time in town but gets out on the land throughout the year as much as he can.  
 
Elizabeth Firth (born January 26, 1940 in Aklavik) 
Elizabeth grew up across Aklavik on the Pokiak Channel and on the land at her 
grandfather Jim Firth’s camp in the Delta. Her parents are Noel and Mary Firth.  Later 
Elizabeth and her partner, Henry Cardinal, lived year round at their camp on Adolph’s 
Channel or Adolph’s Cabin, as they called it, to hunt and fish. They named their camp 
after Adolph Kosiak who sold them his cabin. Their camp was located in the Delta on the 
East Branch up the river from Big Rock. This was where Elizabeth raised her family until 
they were ready to go to school.  Today Elizabeth has a tent camp on the banks of the 
East Branch across from the town of Inuvik.  She goes to her camp whenever she likes 
year round. 
 
Pierre Benoit (born February 1, 1921 in Tsiigehtchic) 
Pierre spent most of his life on the land around the Big Rock area, in the Delta, although 
his early years were spent with his parents, Benoit and Delma Coyen, up the Arctic Red 
River.  They also lived around Thunder River and all the way down to Johnson Lake.  
They would move to Johnson Lake in September just before freeze up to pass the fall 
there and lived there all winter. They trapped to the west as far as Trout Lake.  Pierre also 
travelled to Caribou Lake, Travaillant Lake, Travaillant Creek, Rat Lake, up the Arctic 
Red River to Bernard Creek and over to Aklavik. Today Pierre lives as a full time 
resident at the Long Term Care at the Inuvik Regional Hospital where he is taking life 
easy. 
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Ellen Firth (born October 16, 1961 in Inuvik) 
Ellen grew up in the Mackenzie Delta with her parents Elizabeth Firth and Henry 
Cardinal and her siblings.  Ellen and her partner, James Maring Jr., currently have a camp 
in the Mackenzie Delta, across from Horseshoe Bend.  Ellen and James raised their seven 
children at their camp. Today, their three youngest children spend a lot of time at the 
camp. While James traps full time, Ellen travels back and forth to their camp all winter 
from Inuvik and enjoys spending the month of May at their camp. Ellen said she spent 
spring at their camp for the last 15 years.  
 
John Jerome (born October 4, 1944 at Martin Zheh, up the Arctic Red River )  
John was raised and grew up at Big Rock along the East Branch of the Mackenzie River 
with his grandparents, Fabian and Cecile Coyen.  Big Rock was a good fishing place. 
John also trapped with his grandfather, Fabian Coyen, in the Tree River area.  He also 
travelled, lived, and trapped around the Rat Lake, Andrew Lake, Travaillant Lake, and 
Thunder River areas.  Currently, John and his partner, Alice Francis, live year round at 
the Gwich’in Camp (also called Rachel Reindeer Camp) which is located along the East 
Branch, just ten or eleven miles south of Inuvik.     
 
Fred B. Jerome, (born October 10, 1942 born at Elik ahtsii jeł or Pascal’s Place) 
Fred was born at Elik ahtsii jeł also known as Pascal’s Place which refers to a creek along 
the Kalinek Channel of the Mackenzie River.  He was raised and grew up along the East 
Branch at Big Rock with his parents, Joe and Celina Bernard.  Years later, Fred travelled 
in the North Caribou Lake area, up the Arctic Red River, Tree River, Travaillant Creek, 
and Thunder River areas to trap or hunt caribou in these areas.  Today Fred has a camp 
outside of Inuvik at Chii zhit van tshik, two miles outside of Inuvik. 
 
Alice Francis (born May 21, 1939 at Fort McPherson)  
Alice who is originally from Fort McPherson presently lives along the East Branch of the 
Mackenzie River in the Mackenzie Delta.  Alice and her partner, John Jerome, live at the 
Gwich’in Camp (also called Rachel Reindeer Camp) year round.  During the school year, 
they teach traditional knowledge and bush skills to the school children from Inuvik who 
make day trips to their camp.  
 
Evelyn Bullock (born December 17, 1963 in Inuvik) 
Evelyn grew up in Inuvik and at Tree River.  Her parents are Richard (Dick) and Marka 
Bullock.  As far back as Evelyn can remember, as a child until late into her teens, she 
spent all her summers at Tree River.  Evelyn says, "We spent every summer there and we 
usually flew from Inuvik to there every year."  Tree River, a traditional camp along the 
Mackenzie River, is located about 45 miles up the river from Tsiigehtchic. In the summer 
it was a fish camp and a base camp for trapping in the winter. At the camp were Evelyn’s 
mother, Marka Bullock, her grandmother, Julienne Andre, her nine siblings, her Uncle 
Gabe Andre, her other Uncle Hyacinthe Andre and Aunt Eliza, and five cousins.  Today 
Evelyn lives and works full time in Inuvik.    
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Tommy Wright (born May 16, 1941 in Aklavik) 
As a young boy, Tommy’s parents, Roy and Gladys Wright, lived nine miles below the 
Mouth of the Peel, on the Mackenzie River.  Tommy used to trap with his dad.  For a 
time around 1945 or 1946 his father had a mink ranch. Tommy’s best memories are from 
the time they lived on the Pokiak side in Aklavik.  People made their own fun. Lararus 
Firth and Herschel Hvatum used to play the fiddle for their dances. Tommy married 
Lillian Wilson on March 30, 1964 in Fort McPherson.  Today Tommy lives and work in 
Inuvik. 
 
Fort Good Hope 
 
Jim Pierrot (born August 17, 1923 in Fort Good Hope) 
Jim is originally from Fort Good Hope.  When he was a young boy, Jim lived in the 
Travaillant Lake area with his parents, Adrian and Helen Pierrot, in the winter months at 
a place called Loucheux Lake. There were good fish lakes in this area.  His parents would 
move here in the fall and they would trap for marten towards the Anderson River area by 
dogteam. They travelled frequently to Thunder River to visit with Simon Modeste and his 
family who had a camp there. This was in the early 1940s.  Today Jim and his wife, 
Theresa, live in Fort Good Hope. 
 
John McNeely (born May 9, 1932 at Travaillant Creek) 
John grew up at the mouth of Travaillant Creek where his parents, Bill and Daria 
McNeely, lived year round.  John used to travel around in the area with his dad and other 
bigger boys.  In late August, they went to Sucker Lake to hunt ducks and in the fall they 
went to fish on Travaillant Lake.  John said, "Sometime we used to go up there and come 
back same day...you go up empty and come back with a big load of fish." They used to 
haul the fish with their dog teams.  The McNeely and Clark families stayed there most of 
the time and Old George Hurst lived across the creek.  Today John and his wife, Mary, 
live in Fort Good Hope.    
 
Frank Pierrot (born August 24, 1934 in Fort Good Hope) 
Frank travelled down the Mackenzie River by boat in the summer of 1956.  He travelled 
from Fort Good Hope to the Mackenzie Delta with his three friends, J.B. Gully and Paul 
Cotchilly and Edward Gardebois.  They travelled up the Peel River, then down to Big 
Rock and to Inuvik. They also travelled through the Pokiak Channel to Aklavik.  They 
were looking for work.  Frank said, "That time they started building Inuvik" and it was 
called East Three.  Later that summer they were hired to build the new school in Fort 
McPherson.  Today Frank and his wife, Adeline, live in Fort Good Hope but go out to 
their camp across from town or to the camp that is located between Fort Good Hope and 
Norman Wells. 
 
Winston McNeely (born August 26, 1942 at Travaillant River) 
Winston was born and raised at Travaillant River, also called Travaillant Creek.  He and 
his parents, Bill and Daria McNeely, and his two brothers and two sisters lived there year 
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round for 12 years.  They had a house, a store, a greenhouse and several gardens. In the 
spring Winston and his brothers used to walk to Sucker Creek and up along the portage 
trail to Big Lake to paddle around on the lake to hunt muskrats. Winston said that Old 
Moses used to live at Travaillant River and Cliff Hagen had a house there too.  In the 
early 1950s, Winston went to school in Aklavik. Winston remembers a lot of people 
hunting and trapping in the Travaillant River area.  In the fall of 1956 his parents moved 
to Fort Good Hope.  Today Winston and his wife, Dora, live in Fort Good Hope with 
their grandson Colten. Their son, Shane and daughters Aurora and Leianna are on their 
own. 
 
 
Included also are the biographies of Tony Andre, Joan Nazon, and Nap Norbert 
who provided information in the Gwichya Gwich’in Place Names reports. 
 
Antoine (Tony) Andre (December 25, 1917 - May 7, 2002) 
Tony was born in the Yukon at Nihtavan diniinlee. Tony spent most of his life living on 
the land in the Delta around Nitsih diniinlee (Big Rock), Travaillant Lake, the Anderson 
River area, the Siveezhoo area, and up the Arctic Red River into the Mackenzie 
Mountains between Ddhazit gwitsal (Cranswick River) and Gyuu dazhoo njik (Snake 
River).  Tony married Caroline Kendo in 1949.  Tony was known as a great story teller.  
Tony and Caroline made snowshoes for men, women, and children as well as small 
souvenir models for sale.  Tony and Caroline made dryfish during the summer at their 
fish camp that was located close to the community.  (From Gwichya Gwich’in Place 
Names up the Arctic Red River and South of the Mackenzie River, Gwich’in Settlement 
Area, N.W.T.). 
 
Joan Nazon (October 26, 1913 - October 11, 2004) 
Joan was born around Fort McPherson.  She spent most of her life living on the land 
around Aklavik, in the Mackenzie Delta, up the Arctic Red River, and around the Odizen 
Lake area.  John married Phillip Ross in 1936 and she and her husband lived in the Delta.  
He died in 1937.  Joan later married Edward Nazon on August 3, 1940.  She and Edward 
lived in the Delta and travelled around the Odizen Lake, Caribou Lake and Travaillant 
Lake area.  In the late 1960s, they established a permanent camp at Chii echeii, on the 
Mackenzie River, across from the community of Tsiigehtchic.  Joan was well known for 
the eloquent style in which she told her stories. (From Gwichya Gwich’in Place Names in 
the Mackenzie Delta, Gwich’in Settlement Area, N.W.T.) 
 
Nap Norbert (January 29, 1917 - November 28, 2003) 
Nap was born at Deetree k’adh, a place that is located a few miles upriver from the 
community of Tsiigehtchic.  Nap worked as a deckhand on the steamboat, the S.S. 
Distributor, from 1936-47 and the Hudson’s Bay boat, the Pelican Rapids, from 1947-58. 
Nap said that 1947 was the last year that the S.S. Distributor travelled the Mackenzie 
River.  He also cut and stockpiled cord wood for the steam boats in the Pierre’s Creek 
area, about twenty miles upriver from the community. Nap married Mary Madeline 
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(Teniton) Norman in 1940.  They lived around the Arctic Red River area.  She dies in 
1948.  Nap married Annie (Niditchie) Moses in 1952.  They lived in the Six Miles and 
Rengleng River area and spent some time up the Arctic Red River.  In the late 1960s, 
Nap was involved with the N.W.T. Indian Brotherhood who were beginning to discuss 
their land claim with the federal government.  Nap was Chief of Arctic Red River from 
about 1980-1982, after Hyacinthe Andre stepped down.  
(From Gwichya Gwich’in Place Names up the Arctic Red River and South of the 
Mackenzie River, Gwich’in Settlement Area, N.W.T.).   
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Appendix 7 Sources used for TK 
 

Database 
number 

Source Description 

1181 The Traditional Use of 
the Travaillant Lake 
Area Using Trails and 
Place Names of the 
Gwichya Gwich’in from 
Arctic Red River, 
N.W.T. Report prepared 
for NOGAP 
Archaeology Project. 
1992  

Report, transcripts, and maps from oral history interviews carried 
out with Gwichya Gwich’in elders living in Tsigehtchic and 
Inuvik, regarding trails, place names, stories, campsites and 
resource utilization in the Khaii luk area. Additional 
ethnographic and traditional knowledge information was 
gathered to supplement the archaeological excavations in the 
area.  

Alestine Andre and Ingrid Kritsch. 

1273 Gwichya Gwich’in Place 
Names up the Arctic Red 
River and South of the 
Mackenzie River, 
Gwich’in Settlement 
Area, N.W.T. Project 

Report, transcripts, and maps from oral history interviews carried 
out with Gwichya Gwich’in elders living in Tsiigehtchic and 
Inuvik, regarding trails, place names, stories, campsites and 
resource utilization up Tsiigehnjik and south of Nagwichoonjik. 

Ingrid Kritsch and Alestine Andre. 

1278 Gwich’in Territorial 
Park (Campbell Lake), 
Oral History Project, 
Final Report. Report 
Prepared for GNWT 
Department of Economic 
Development and 
Tourism, December 
1994. 

Report outlines the traditional knowledge and use of the park and 
surrounding area by Gwich’in and Inuvialuit, based on oral 
history interviews carried out in 1993 and 1994 with eleven 
Gwichya Gwich’in and Inuvialuit Elders. Specific 
recommendations are made at the end of the report for further 
work related to place names, oral history and archaeological 
work and the use of this information in preparing interpretive 
materials for the park. 

Ingrid Kritsch, GSCI 

1473 Oral Histories of Four 
Gwichya Gwich’in 
Elders Arctic Red River.  
Northwest Territories. 
Dept. of Culture and 
Communications. 
Cultural Affairs 
Division. Oral Traditions 
Contribution Program. 

Transcripts of interviews with Gwichya Gwich’in Elders H. 
Andre, A. Jerome, J. Nazon, and A. Norbert of Tsiigehtchic, 
conducted by Alestine Andre between 1989-90. 

1551 Gwichya Gwich’in 
Googwandak.  The 
History and Stories of 
the Gwichya Gwich’in. 

“Gwichya Gwich’in elders explain the history of their people 
through their stories.  These stories reach back to the earliest 
days of the land, a time when animals and humans were equals.  
They describe the adventures of Raven, and they follow the trails 
of the great travellers and medicine people of those early days.  
They describe friendly and hostile meetings with Eskimo (the 
elders’ word for the Inuvialiut) and the Slavey, the ‘people from 
up the river.’  They welcome explorers, fur traders and 
missionaries who arrived on their land more than 200 years ago.  
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For now the stories of the Gwichya Gwich’in history end with 
the land claim settlement agreement signed in 1992.  It is these 
stories of the elders of the Gwichya Gwich’in that are retold in 
this book.”  Includes history, stories, description of placenames, 
description of cultural landscape divisions, travel, lifestyle, 
subsistence, gendered division of labour, seasonal round, contact 
with early Europeans, missionaries and the Church, modern 
cultural events and Elder’s life histories.  Also includes chapters 
of detailed description of Elder’s lives during different time 
periods and transcriptions of Elder’s stories. 

Michael Heine, Alestine Andre, Ingrid Kritsch, Alma Cardinal 
and the Elders of Tsiigehtchic, GSCI 

1565 There is a Big Change 
from Way Back: 
Traditional Knowledge 
of Ecological and 
Climatic Changes in the 
Community of 
Tsiigehtchic, Northwest 
Territories, Canada 

Workshop transcripts and bachelors thesis associated with 
“Snowchange” project, an education-oriented project to 
document indigenous observations of climate change in northern 
regions.   

Kaisu Pulli 

1569 Nành’ Kak Geenjit 
Gwich’in Ginjik: 
Gwich’in Words About 
the Land; Gwìndòo 
Nành’ Kak Geenjit 
Gwich’in Ginjik: More 
Gwich’in Words About 
the Land; and Gwich’in 
Environmental 
Knowledge Project 
Database (GEKP) 

Two volumes of Gwich’in Traditional Environmental 
Knowledge and extensive database produced using community 
interviews, archival research, and existing transcripts.  Archives 
and transcripts consulted were the COPE (Committee for the 
Original People’s Entitlement), Hudson’s Bay Company 
archives (HBC), Dene Nation Land Use Research (LUR) and 
Gwich’in Language Centre.  Research focussed on animal 
species. 

Gwich’in Renewable Resource Board 

1572 Inuvialuit and Gwich’in 
Traditional Governance 
Research Project Report 

Interview transcripts associated with the project report of the 
Inuvialuit and Gwich’in Traditional Governance Project.  It 
summarizes findings of the project from interviews with all 
communities in the GSA and the ISR, conducted between 1998 
and 2000.  Community researchers questioned interviewees 
about traditional governance, decision-making, responsibility, 
and child care.  Beaufort-Delta Self-Government. 

1576 Aquatic Effects Study for 
the Ferry Crossings near 
Tsiigehtchic and Fort 
McPherson, NT, 

This final report summarizes the Traditional Knowledge 
component of this project, which was based upon interviews 
with Elders in both Tsiigehtchic and Fort McPherson.  
Interviews were focussed on fish and fishing, changes in the 
river, changes based upon the ferry landings, and any 
information about how to mitigate any impacts the ferry landings 
might have (report and related transcripts/notes). 

GeoNorth-Ross-AMEC 

1581 Gwichya Gwich’in 
Elder’s Biography 

Supporting documents include 59 text files of transcribed tapes.  
Elder’s biographies were used in the production of the 2001 and 
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Project 2003 Elder’s Biography Calenders. 

Leslie McCartney, Gwich’in Social & Cultural Institute and 
Gwich’in Elders 

1606 Transcripts from Berger 
Community Hearings 

Transcription of Berger Hearings in the late 1970s.  The hearings 
were conducted to determine if a gas pipeline should go from the 
north to southern Canada.  Associated with the 2-Volume Berger 
Report, "Northern Frontier, Northern Homeland, the report of the 
Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Inquiry," Volumes 1 and 2. Ottawa: 
Supply and Services Canada.  Includes hearings from Aklavik 
(Volumes 1-3, 40), Fort McPherson (Volumes 11-13), Inuvik 
(Volumes 36-39), Arctic Red River (Volume 47). 

1612 Local Knowledge of Fish 
Movements and Habitat 
Use in the Travaillant 
Lake System 

"Local knowledge regarding fish and fish habitat has 
been gathered to provide baseline information about fish 
distribution, movement and habitat use, as well as ecological 
characteristics of lakes and streams in the Travaillant Lake 
(Khaii luk) system.”  Included “conducting interviews with 
community members from Tsiigehtchic and Inuvik to document 
traditional and contemporary local knowledge of the Khaii luk 
area.  

Janet Winbourne, GRRB 

1636-1639 COPE Gwich’in 
Language 
Documentation from 
NWT Archives 
collection. 

Various stories by Elders documented during the Committee on 
Original People’s Entitlement (COPE) study.   
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Appendix 8 Acronyms  
Acronym  

APG Aboriginal Pipeline Group 

EIA Environmental Impact Assessment 

EIS Environmental Impact Statement 

GIS Geographical Information Systems (computerized mapping) 

GSA Gwich’in Settlement Area 

GSCI Gwich’in Social and Cultural Institute 

GTC Gwich’in Tribal Council 

MGP Mackenzie Gas Project 

MPEG Mackenzie Project Environmental Group 

TK Traditional Knowledge 
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Appendix 9 Animal, plant, fish, and bird names 
 

ANIMALS 
 

Common Names Gwichya Gwich’in 
Name13 

Latin Name 

Caribou Vàdzaih Rangifer tarandus 

Moose Dinjik Alces alces 

Lynx Niinjii Lynx canadensis 

Black bear Shoh Ursus americanus Pallas 

Brown bear Shoh tsik Ursus arctos / Ursus 
americanus (?) 

Wolverine Nèhtrùh Gulo gulo 

White, Arctic, blue fox Neegoo digaii Alopex lagopus 

Red, cross, silver fox Neegoo Tsoo Vulpes vulpes 

Wolf Zhòh Canis lupus 

Grizzly bear Sheh Ursus arctos horribilis 
Ord 

White marten Tsuk dagąi ̨į Martes americana 

Black marten Tsuk zrąįi ̨ Martes americana 

Marten Tsuk Martes americana 

Ermine, weasel Dhivii Mustela erminea 

Mink Chihthee Mustela vison 

Ground hog Vihshadh Marmota sp 

Ground squirrel Tthaa Spermophilus parryii 

Muskrat Dzan Ondatra zibethicus 

Beaver Tsè’ Castor canadensis 

Otter Tryuh Lutra sp 

Snake, Red-sided garter 
snake 

Gyu ̨ų choo Thamnophis sirtalis 
parietalis 

Frog Nèeghaii  Various, from Hylidae, 
Ranidae and Bufonidae families 

                                                 
13 If name is unavailable in Gwichya Gwich’in, it may be provided in Teet’lit Gwich’in followed by a 
“(T).” 
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Reindeer Vadzaih daaga ̨įi ̨ Rangifer tarandus 

Muskox Dachan tat aak’ii Ovibos moschatus 

Squirrel, Tree squirrel Dlak Tamiasciurus 
hudsonicus 

Shrew Dloo daatthaa Sorex spp 

Mouse Daatsadh Various 

Brown rabbit Tshii’itr’ir Lepus sp 

Snowshoe hare, rabbit Geh Lepus americanus 

Porcupine Ts’it Erethizon dorsatum 

 
FISH14 
 

Common Names Gwichya Gwich’in 
Name 

Latin Name 

Whitefish, broad 
whitefish 

Łuk zheii Coregonus nasus 

Crookedback, lake 
whitefish 

Dalts’in Coregonus clupeaformis 

Trout, Lake Trout Vit Salvelinus namaycush 

Sucker, longnose sucker Daatsa’at Catostomus catostomus 

Loche, burbot Chehluk Lota lota 

Dog salmon, chum 
salmon 

Shii Oncorhynchus keta 

King salmon, Chinook 
salmon 

Dhik’ii Oncorhynchus 
tshawytscha 

Jackfish, northern pike Eltyin Esox lucius) 

Herring, Arctic cisco Treeluk Coregonus autumnalis 

Herring, Little Coney, 
least cisco 

Treeluk Coregonus sardinella 

Grayling, Arctic 
grayling, bluefish 

Sriijaa Thymallus arcticus 

Arctic char Dhik’ii Salvelinus alpinus 

Coney, Inconnu Sruh Stenodus leucichthyes 

 
WATERBIRDS15 

                                                 
14 Fish latin names from {1612}, Local Knowledge of Fish Movements and Habitat Use in the Travaillant 
Lake System 
15 All birds from Field Guide to the Birds of the Mackenzie Delta 2002 Aurora Research Institute Inuvik 
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Common Names Gwichya Gwich’in 
Name 

Latin Name 

Loon Daadzaii, Te’itreh Gavia spp 

Grebe Teekai’ Podiceps spp 

Yellow legs, Greater 
White-fronted Goose  

Deech’yuh (T) Anser albifrons 

Snow Goose Gugeh Cen caerulescens 

Canada Goose Kheh Branta canadensis 

Brant Deech’yuh Branta bernicla 

Tundra Swan Daazraii (T) Cygnus columbianus 

Widgeon (American 
Widgeon) 

Vyuuzriinijiltsik Anas americana 

Mallard Dehdrik Anas platyrhynchos 

Northern Shoveler T’oovii Anas clypeata 

Northern Pintail Nak’oh jidigaii Anas acuta 

Green-winged Teal Daazraii gahkhah Anas crecca 

Canvasback Entsihdyin Aythya valisineria 

Greater Scaup  Aythya marila 

Lesser Scaup Nitsihdin (T) Aythya affinis 

Black duck, Surf Scoter  Deetree’aa Melanitta perspicillata 

Black duck, White-
winged Scoter 

Njaa Melanitta fusca 

Long-tailed Duck, 
oldsquaw 

A’aalak Clangula hyemalis 

Common Goldeneye Jidik’eji Bucephala clangula 

Red-breasted Merganser Trah Mergus serrator 

 
SHOREBIRDS 

Sandhill Crane Jyah Grus canadensis 

Black-bellied Plover  Pluvialus squatarola 

American Golden-
Plover 

 Pluvialis dominica 

Semipalmated Plover Teekeedzu Charadrius 
semipalmatus 

Lesser Yellowlegs Duh Tringa flavipes 

Solitary Sandpiper Tyuh (T) Tringa solitaria 
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Spotted Sandpiper Actitis macularia (T) Actitis macularia 

Whimbrel Yeezhah Numenius phaeopus 

Hudsonian Godwit  Limosa haemastica 

Semipalmated Sandpiper Taluyaaq (T) Calidris pusilla 

Least Sandpiper Teekheets’il (T) Calidris minutilla 

White-rumped 
Sandpiper 

 Calidris fuscollis 

Baird’s Sandpiper  Calidris bairdii 

Pectoral Sandpiper Tsildzih Alidris melanotos 

Dunlin  Calidris alpina 

Stilt Sandpiper  Calidris himantopus 

Common Snipe Teekeets’al (T) Gallinago gallinago 

Red-necked Phalarope  Teekee jyuu Phalaropus lobatus 

Red Phalarope  Phalaropus fulicaria 

 
SEA BIRDS 

Common Names Gwichya Gwich’in 
Name 

Latin Name 

Pomarine Jaeger  Stercoarius pomarinus 

Parasitic Jaeger Dzeh (T) Stercorarius parasiticus 

Long-tailed Jaeger Dzeh (T) Stercorarius 
longicaudus 

Bonaparte’s Gull Etr’yuu Larus philadelphia 

Mew Gull Tidhigeh Larus canus 

Herring Gull Tidhigeh Larus argentatus 

Glaucus Gull  Tidhigeh Larus hyperboreus 

Sabine’s Gull  Xema sabini 

Arctic Tern Ehchi’gwitl’ik Sterna paradisaea 

 
OTHER BIRDS 

Common Names Gwichya Gwich’in 
Name 

Latin Name 

Belted Kingfisher  Ceryle alcyon 

Three-toed Woodpecker Dachan chyaa Picoides tridactylus 

Northern Flicker Dachan chyaa Colaptes auratus 
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BIRDS OF PREY  

Common Names Gwichya Gwich’in 
Name 

Latin Name 

Osprey Gwichiidzhii (T) Pandion haliaetus 

Bald eagle Thak Haliaeetus 
leucocephalus 

Northern Harrier Dzhii choo (T) Circus cyaneus 

Sharp-shinned Hawk Dzii choo Accipiter striatus 

Northern Goshawk Dzhii choo Accipiter gentilis 

Red-tailed Hawk, 
Harlan’s Hawk 

 Buteo jamaicensis 

Rough-legged Hawk  Buteo lagopus 

Golden Eagle Tadhaa Aquila chrysaetos 

American Kestrel  Falco tinnunculus 

Merlin Ahch’ii (T) Falco sparverius 

Gyrfalcon  Falco rusticolus 

Peregrine Falcon Chiniitran Falco peregrinus 

 
GROUSE and PTARMIGANS 

Common Names Gwichya Gwich’in 
Name 

Latin Name 

Spruce Grouse, Hen, 
Chicken, Turkey 

Ahtal Falcipennis canadensis 

Willow Ptarmigan Daagoo Lagopus lagopus 

Rock Ptarmigan Daak’yaa Lagopus mutus 

Sharp-tailed Grouse Ahtal Tympanuchus 
phasianellus 

 
OWLS 

Common Names Gwichya Gwich’in 
Name 

Latin Name 

Great horned Owl Vi’eedzee Bubo virginianus 

Snowy Owl Vihsaiivee Nyctea scandiaca 

Northern Hawk Owl Ehciidiir Surnia ulula 

Great Gray Owl Nehdoh Strix nebulosa 

Short-eared Owl  Asio flammeus 
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Boreal Owl Ahch’ee Aegolius funereus 

 
SONGBIRDS 

Common Names Gwichya Gwich’in 
Name 

Latin Name 

Alder flycatcher Shitr’igijiinjiizhee (T) Empidonax alnorum 

Say’s Phoebe  Sayornis saya 

Northern Shrike  Lanius excubitor 

Gray Jay, Canada Jay, 
Camp Robber 

Edyengwit’an Perisoreus canadensis 

Raven, Common Raven, 
(crow) 

Deetrin’ Corvus corax 

Horned Lark  Eremophila alpestris 

Tree Swallow Cheh tsadh neet’aa Tachycineta bicolor 

Bank Swallow Cheh tsadh neet’aa Riparia riparia 

Cliff Swallow Cheh tsadh neet’aa Petrochelidon 
pyrrhonota 

Boreal Chickadee Ts’igyak Poecile hudsonica 

Ruby-crowned Kinglet  Regulus calendula 

Northern Wheatear  Oenanthe oenanthe 

Grey-cheeked Thrush  Catharus minimus 

Swainson’s Thrush  Catharus ustulatus 

Hermit Thrush  Catharus guttatus 

American Robin Sryuh Turdus migratorius 

Varied Thrush  Ixoreus naevius 

American Pipit  Anthus rubescens 

Bohemian Waxwing  Bombycilla garrulus 

Orange-crowned 
Warbler 

 Vermivora celata 

Yellow Warbler Dzhii tsoo Dendroica petechia 

Yellow-rumped Warbler  Dendroica coronata 

Blackpoll Warbler Dzhi Dendroica striata 

Northern Waterthrush Chuudzhii (T) Seiurus noveboracensis 

Wilson’s Warbler  Wilsonia pusilla 
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American Tree Sparrow  Spizella arborea 

Chipping Sparrow  Spizella passerina 

Savannah Sparrow Dzhii Passerculus 
sandwhichensis 

Fox Sparrow Dzhii Passerella iliaca 

Lincoln’s Sparrow Dzhii Melospiza lincolnii 

Harris’ Sparrow  Zonotrichia querula 

White-crowned Sparrow Khatr’igijiinjii zhee Zonotrichia leucophrys 

Dark-eyed Junco  Junco hyemalis 

Lapland Longspur Tshindzii (T) Calcarius lapponicus 

Smith’s Longspur  Calcarius pictus 

Snow Bunting, snowbird Gugeh zheu Plectrophenax nivalis 

Rusty Blackbird Tsilch’u’ Euphagus carolinus 

Pine Grosbeak  Pinicola enucleator 

White-winged Crossbill  Loxia leucoptera 

Common Redpoll  Carduelis flammea 

Hoary Redpoll  Carduelis hornemanni 

 
 
PLANTS16 

Common Names Gwichya Gwich’in 
Name 

Latin Name 

Alpine arnica at’an tsoo Arnica alpina 

Bear root treh Hedysarum alpinum 

Birch  aat’oo Betula papyrifera 

Bird’s eye  dzhii ndèe’ Actostaphylos rubra 

Black currant  deetree jàk Ribes hudsonianum 

Blackberry  dineech’ùh Empetrum nigrum 

Blueberry  ják zheii Vaccinium uliginosum 

Cranberry  natłat Vaccinium vitis-idaea 

Dwarf birch   Betula glandulosa 

Fireweed   Epilobium angustifolium 

                                                 
16 Plant names from Gwich’in Ethnobotany: Plants used by the Gwich’in for Food, Medicine, Shelter and 
Tools by Alestine Andre and Alan Fehr – {1545} 
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Birch and willow fungus  edinìichii Various 

Goosefood (horsetail)  kheh dyè’ Equisetum arvense 

Juniper (crowberry)  deetrèe jàk Juniperus communis 

Mooseberry (soapberry)  dìnjik ják Sheperdia canadensis 

Moss nin’ Sphagnum spp 

Muskeg tea (Labrador tea)  lidii maskeg Ledum palustre 

Northern ground cone  du’iinahshèe Boschniakia rossica 

Wild onions  tłoo drik Allium schoenoprasum 

Poplar t’oo Populus balsamifera 

Raspberry ts’eenakal Rubus spp 

Red currant  eneeyù’ Ribes triste 

Red willow  k’oh Alnus crispa 

Rhubarb (wild)  ts’iigyų̀ų’ Polygonum alaskanum 

Rose, rose hips nichį̀h Rosa acicularis 

Spruce ts’iivii Picea spp 

Stoneberry  dàn daih Arctostaphylos uva-ursi 

Tamarack  ts’iiteenjùh Larix laricina 

White moss (lichen)  uhdeezhù’ Clandina spp 

Willow k’aii’ Salix spp 

Wormwood gyùu tsanh Artemisia tilesii 

Yarrow  at’àn dagą̀įį Achillea millefolium 

Yellowberry, couldberry  nakàl Rubus chamaemorus 
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Appendix 10 Gwichya Gwich’in Place Names 
Note: use of the Win-Mac Dene Font prevents the list from sorting and causes names with a barred 

L to appear with names that begin with the letter A. 

Place name  Literal Translation  Translation  Other names 
Aachin choo  Aachin = stranger; choo = big Big stranger  
Łąįį van  Łąįį = dog; van = lake Dog lake None 
Aak’ii nihdàniinjee  Aak’ii = buffalo; nihdàniinjee = it, 

s/he came in 
Buffalo came in (through 
the hills)

None 

Achoo chu ̨ų̀  Achoo = something big; chu ̨ų̀ = 
water 

Something big water/lake None 

Achoo jał  Achoo = big person; jał = jiggling Big person jiggling Old Joe Lake 
Adzèe deetak       
Łeetak       
Łenaiidląįį  Łenaiidląįį = water flows together 

again 
Water flows together 
again

None 

Shyruh choo njik  Shyruh = coney; choo = big; njik = 
river 

Big Coney River Anderson River 

Andre Choo 
vakaiik’yit 

Andre Choo = Big Andre; 
vakaiik’yit = his place

Big Andre’s place None 

Łuk dagąįį van  Łuk = fish; dagąįį = white;  van = 
lake 

Whitefish Lake

Łuk guvàn  Uuk = fish; guvàn = [belonging to 
that] lake 

Lake belongs to fish None 

Baazil/Maazil 
vakaiik’yit 

Baazil/Maazil = Baazil/Maazil; 
vakaiik’yit = his place

Baazil’s/Maazil’s place None 

Baazil/Maazil 
viteetshik 

Baazil/Maazil; viteetshik = his 
creek 

Baazil’s Creek or Maazil’s 
Creek

None 

Bennett’s Creek    None 
Benoit’s Cabin    Benoit Creek 

Big David Lake      Crossing Creek Lake

Blueberry Hill  Blueberry Hill  Blueberry Hill None 
Campbell’s Creek  Campbell’s Creek Campbell’s Creek None 
Cardinal Lake       
Chaa ka’adeh       
Chaa lee’s Cabin      7 Island 

Chehlùk goonlii      Loche Lake 

Chehlùk jeł  Chehlùk = loche; jeł = jiggling Jiggling for loche Loche Creek 
Chehluk jeł k’yit 
gwahan 

Chehluk = loche; jèª. = jiggling; 
k’it = place; gwahan = it’s river

Loche Creek river or 
channel

Kalinek Channel 
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Place name  Literal Translation  Translation  Other names 
Chi’ah k’ee       
Chidaltąįį      Tsital Trein 

Chii choo dhe’ęįį       
Chii choo dhidlęę      Big Stone Lake 

Chii choo juu’eįį  Chii = rock; choo = big; juu’eįį = 
was sitting there 

A big rock was sitting 
there

Rock Cove 

Chìi chyah tshik      Pierre’s Creek 

Chìi chyah van  Chìi chyah = ts’ii dęįį word; van = 
lake 

  Attoe lake 

Chii echęįį  Chii = cliff; echęįį = shelter of (In the) shelter of (the) 
cliff

Joan’s Camp. 

Chii echęįį van  Chii = cliff; echęįį = shelter of; van 
= lake 

Lake (in the) shelter of 
(the) cliff.

None 

Chii gho’ tł’ąįį  Chii = rock, gho’ = teeth; t.’ąįį
=between 

Between (the) rock teeth. None. 

Chii t’iet       
Chii tsal  Chii = rock; tsal = small Gravel None 
Chii zhìt van  Chii = rock; zhìt = inside; van = 

lake 
Lake inside (the) rock Dolomite Lake, Airport 

Lake 
Chii zhìt van  Chii = rock; zhìt = inside = van = 

lake 
Lake inside the rock None 

Chii zhìt van tshik  Chii = rock; zhìt = inside; van = 
lake; tshik = mouth of

Lake inside (the) rock 
creek

None 

Chiidįęę naa’ęįį  Chii = bluff; dįęę = upstream end; 
naaęįį = (at the) end of 

(At the) end (of the) 
upsteam end (of the) 
bluff

None 

Chiidįęę naa’ęįį  Chii = bluff; dįęę = upstream end; 
naa’ęįį = (at the) end of 

(At the) end (of the) 
upstream end (of the) 
bluff

None 

Chijuudiee    Big Monster

Chugwich’yàa tshik  Chugwich’yàa = ragged looking; 
tshik= at the mouth

Ragged looking creek Smith’s Cabin 

Chųų didzin      Clearwater Lake 

Chųų tsìl k’adh      Whirl Lake 

Daaghal tyè’ tshik  Daaghal = name of a boy; tyè’ = 
father; tshik = creek

Daaghal’s father’s creek None 

Daaghal tyè’ van  Daaghal = boy’s name; tyè’ = 
father; van = lake

Daaghal’s father’s lake Taraltie Lake 

Daats’ida k’adh      Sucker Lake 

Dachan choo gę̀hnjik     Tree River 
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Place name  Literal Translation  Translation  Other names 
Dachan lee k’adh      Fishtrap Lake 

Deetree k’adh  Deetree = Ts’ii dęįį word; k’adh = 
fishtrap 

None None 

Deetrin’ ehchįį k’yit  Deetrin’ = crow/raven; ehchįį = 
bed; k’yit = place

Crow’s/Raven’s bed None 

Diighe’tr’aajil       
Dilts’an chihvyaa      Tenlen Lake 

Dinaagąįį       
Dye’ hii Aklavik  Dye’ hii = lower; Aklavik = Aklavik Lower Aklavik Aklavik Channel 
Dzandiee ehchee 
jiltyin 

     

Dzandiee thidiee       
Dzandiee tshik       
Dzandiee van      Dzien Die Lake 

Echeenuut’aii       
Echeenuut’aii       
Echoo dadhe’ęįį       
Eetąįįląįį  Eetąįįląįį = ts’ii dęįį word None East Branch 
Egeh ts’ee tshik       
Egeh ts’ee van       
Ehdyee  Ehdyee = among the timber Among the timber None 
Ehjuu njik  Ehjuu = tall trees; njik = creek (Line of) tall trees (along 

the) creek
Cabin Creek, 3 Cabin 
Creek 

Elik ahtsii han  Elik ahtsii = Songmaker; han = 
river 

Songmaker’s river None 

Elik ahtsii jeł  Elik ahtsii = songmaker; je. = (is) 
jiggling 

Songmaker (is) jiggling Pascal’s Place 

Eneekąįį chihvyàh  Eneekąįį = Inuvialuit; chihvyàh = 
net 

Inuvialut net None 

Geetajàaddhaa       
Geh aak’ee      Fat Rabbit Creek

Gisheh jįįkaii       
Gooneªlkak gwatsal       
Goonèlkak       
Gugwijàanąįį       
Guhdichuudląįį  Guhdichuudląįį = swift running 

water 
Swift running water None 
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Place name  Literal Translation  Translation  Other names 
Guk’an hidh 
chuudląįį 

Guk’an = dry burned wood; hidh 
= curved hill; chuudląįį = current 
runs against 

Dry burned wood on it None 

Gwàatłet       
Gwaatr’ii  Gwaatr’ii = steep hills on both 

sides 
Steep hills on both sides Adam Cabin Creek

Gwi’eekajìlchit van  Gwi’eekajìlchit = somebody 
chipped (steps); van = lake 

Somebody chipped 
(steps) lake 

Campbell Lake 
(northern end of the 
lake) 

Gwiitanił’ee      Pointed Hill 

Gwit’iet van choo      Pierre Lake 

Gwit’iet van choo       
Hyndman Lake      Hyndman Lake 

Igyųų yik thidye’  Igyųų = fish scale; yik = dress or 
jacket; thidye’ = point of land

Fish scale jacket point of 
land

None 

Jilàa’      Jiggle Lake 

Jilàa’       
Jim Nagle viteetshik  Jim Nagle = Jim Nagle; viteetshik 

= his creek 
Jim Nagle Creek Nagle Creek 

K’aii tirh van       
K’eeghee chųųdląįį      In and Out Lake 

Khadigitr’aa’ao       
Khaii luk      Travaillant Lake 

Khaii luk tshik      Travaillant River

Khąįįląįį      Rengleng River 

Khąįįląįį tshik  Khąįįląįį = water flowing out; 
tshik = mouth of 

Mouth of water flowing 
out

Rengleng River 

K’inehdląįį  K’inehdląįį = an eddy An eddy. None. 
Kuuvaaluu      Kugaluk River. 

Larson vizheh  Larson = Larson; vizheh = his 
house 

Larson’s house None 

Leon vavan  Leon = Leon (a person’s name); 
vavan = his lake 

Leon’s Lake None 

Little David Lake      David Lake 

Loche Creek Lake       
Malcolm’s Cabin       
Marten Hill       
Marten Lake       
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Place name  Literal Translation  Translation  Other names 
Marzel viteetshik  Marzel = Marzel; viteetshik = his 

creek 
Marcel’s Creek None 

Midsqueezed Lake      Midsqueezed Lake

Nagle Lake       
Nagoodreih       
Nagwichoonjik      Mackenzie River

Nahshii tàįh  Nahshii = crazy; tàįh = hill Crazy hill None 
Nant’ee van  Nan = big ridge; t’see = at the 

foot of; van = lake
Lake at the foot of a big 
ridge

None 

Narvee vakaiik’yit  Narvee = Narvee; vakaiik’yit = his 
place 

Narvee’s place. None 

Nè’dinii’ee      Wood Bridge Lake

Nehdoh njaa niiląįį  Nehdoh njaa = ts’ii dęįį word; 
niiląįį = running water

None Norris Creek (part of 
the creek) 

Nehtan van       
Ne’nàatsak       
Nichih sree tthòo’  Nichih = rosehips; sree tthòo’ = 

ripened by the sun
Rosehips ripened by the 
sun

None 

Nichìitsìi diniinlee  Ni = ts’ii dęįį word; chìi = rock; tsìi 
= iron; diniinlee = lined up

None Big Rock 

Nihdaa thidie       
Nihtak  Nihtak = a divide A divide None 
Nihts’at tr’eedląįį  Nihts’at = to each other; tr’eedląįį

= they flow 
They flow to each other None 

Nisheh nįį’ee      Sandy Lake 

Nithidiee nįį’ee      Point Lake 

Njaa nįį’ee      High Point Lake 

Njeh niizhit gwichoo  Njeh niizhit = long shore; 
gwichoo = (a) big

(A) big long shore None 

Njeh niizhit gwitsal  Njeh niizhit = long shore; gwitsal 
= (a) small 

A small long shore None 

Nji’hii Aklavik  Nji’hii = upper; Aklavik = Aklavik Upper Aklavik Aklavik Channel 
Njuu diniinlee       
Njuu lęįį       
Norris’ Camp  Norris’ Camp  Norris’ Camp None 
Nuudląįį gugwidiitł’it      Travaillant River (refers 

to a bend in the river)

Odizen       Odizen Lake 
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Place name  Literal Translation  Translation  Other names 
Oo’in  Oo’in = look‐out site Look‐out site None 
Ramii tsal vakaiik’yit  Ramii tsal = Small Ramii; 

vakaiik’yit = his place
Small Ramii’s place None 

Seven Island       
Sheh nèekài’      Wounded Bear Lake

Shoh k’adh      Fishing Bear Lake, 
Jackfish Lake 

Simon’s Cabin       
Sitr’ijyeh van  Sitr’ijyeh = skin rash; van = lake Skin rash lake Sitidgi Lake 
Smith’s Cabin       
Sree chįį vii’edeh      Sunny Lake 

Srehtadhadląįį  Srehtadhadląįį = water separates Water separates Point Separation

Srił       
Sriijaa chųų      North Caribou Lake
Sryuh chihvyah nan’  Sryuh = cony; chihvyah = net; 

nan’ = hill 
Cony net hill None 

Tachithatroo  Tachitha= Ts’ii dęįį word; troo = 
wood 

None Birch Lake 

Tachithatroo  Tachithatroo = Ts’ii dęįį word; 
troo = wood 

None None 

Tachithatroo  Tachithatroo = drained out/dry 
lake 

Drained out/dry lake None 

Tachithatroo  Tachithatroo = drained out/dry 
lake 

Drained out/dry lake None 

Tachithitroo      Grassy Lake 

Tahshaa choo 
goonlii 

     

Tajilgo ̨o ̨ Tajilgo ̨o ̨= islands facing each 
other 

Islands facing each other Three Forks Lake

Tànahjil/jith      Tregnantchiez Lake

Tł’oo nàdhàdląįį      Andrew Lake 

Tł’oo nàdhàdląįį 
vidie’ chuudląįį 

     

Tatthał nįį’ee choo  Tattha. = a line of fence; nįį’ee = it 
stood 

A line of fence stood None 

Tatthał nįį’ee tsal  Tattha. = a line of fence; nįį’ee = it 
stood 

(Caribou) fence None 

Teedaghao      Deep Lake 

Teeddhaa       
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Place name  Literal Translation  Translation  Other names 
Teeląįį       
Teenjir nan van  Teenjir = halfway; nan = ground; 

van = lake 
Halfway ground lake None 

Teetshik goghaa  Teetshik = creeks; goghaa = 
bundle of 

Bundle of creeks None 

Teevee nit’aowil      Bathing Lake 

Thad’s Cabin       
Thidyee choo  Thidyee = point; choo = big Big point None 
Tithegeh chì’  Tithegeh = seagull; chì’ = their 

rock 
Seagull’s rock None 

Tithegeh chì’ niiląįį  Tithegeh = seagull; chì’ = their 
rock; niiląįį = creek

Seagull’s rock creek Campbell River 

Tithegeh chì’ van  Tithegeh = seagull; chì’ = their 
rock; van = lake 

Seagull’s rock lake Campbell Lake (south 
end) 

Tom viteetshik  Tom = Tom; viteetshik = his creek Tom’s Creek Tom Trone’s Creek

Treeadaaghaa       
Tr’ih choo iintyin  Tr’ih = boat; choo = big; iintyin = 

where it sat 
Where a big boat sat None 

Tr’iinjoo choo k’adh      Big Woman Lake

Tr’iinjoo kat gijąątąįį       
Tr’ineht’ieet’iee    Gabe’s Camp 

Troo zhah  Troo = wood; zhah = lots of Lots of wood None 
Tsè’ van      Beaver Lake 

Tsiigehnjik      Arctic Red River 
(referring to the river)

Ts’òh tshik  Ts’òh = Ts’ii dęįį word; tshik = at 
the mouth 

None Tso Creek 

Ts’òh van  Ts’òh = Ts’ii dęįį word; van = lake None Tso Lake 
Tsuk chi’ dechan       
Tthaadieh      Rat Lake 

Łąįį van tshik  Uąįį = dog; van = lake; tshik = at 
the mouth 

Dog lake creek None 

Łąįį van tshik  Uąįį = dog; van = lake; tshik = at 
the mouth 

Dog lake creek None 

Łeth t’urh kak      The Flats 

Upper Overflow 
Lake 

    Upper Overflow Lake

Uudyit njik  Uudyit = ts’ii dęįį word; njik = 
river 

None Miner River 
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Place name  Literal Translation  Translation  Other names 
Vàdzaih van      Caribou Lake 

Vadzaih van tshik  Vadzaih = caribou; van = lake; 
tshik = mouth of 

Caribou lake creek Caribou Creek 

Vakak njuu  Vakak = on it; njuu = islands Islands on it (lake) Islands Lake 
Vakak njuu ehchęę 
jiltyin 

Vakak = on it; njuu = islands; 
ehchęę = shelter; jiltyin = it sits

It sits (in the) shelter (of) 
islands on it (lake)

None 

Van kaa       
Van tsal  Van = lake; tsal = small Small lake None 
Van tsal  Van = lake; tsal = small Small lake None 
Vanvee nadhadląįį       
Vatatr’inithin’ee       
Vavęę natąįį juudlee       
Vichęęjiltin       
Vidi chų’      Trout Lake 

Vihk’aa’uu’ee       
Vihtr’ii tshik      Thunder River 

Vihtr’ii van       
Vik’ooyendìk  Yik’ooyendìk = Ts’ii dęįį word None Church Hill 
Vinji idhik’in      Burnt Lake 

Vits’anaagyit      Lower Overflow Lake

Yidi chų’      Big Lake 

Yidi chų’ tsal       
Zhagwinii’ee       
Zheh gwits’at 
gwitatr’ąątąįį 

  Eight Mile Portage

Zhòh van    Wolf Lake 

Zhugeneh       
 

 

 
 




